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Preface 

Students reading their first works in Greek need quite a bit 
of help, not only with vocabulary and new grammatical points, but 
also with the review of basic material. We have found few texts edited 
to accommodate these students. Our Euripides'Alcestis addresses this 
problem. The Alcestis is an ideal text for use in the third or fourth 
semester of Greek: it is short and can easily be read in a semester; the 
grammar is mostly straightforward; the story is easy to follow. Besides, 
it is a story with universal appeal. While it is true that students at this 
level of Greek are most in need of help in reading the play, it is also 
the case that, although they are novices at reading Greek, these same 
students are likely to be college juniors or seniors. Many will not have 
an opportunity to take any more Greek courses unless they go to grad- 
uate school in classics. For this reason we have included a section of 
literary "Discussions" in which we discuss some of the many contro- 
versies about the Alcestis, and in this way, introduce students to some 
interpretative readings and methods of criticism. This material is 
provided for classroom discussion and as a starting point for research. 
We have found that our students are sophisticated and crave an oppor- 
tunity to look at the texts as their peers in English, comparative liter- 
ature, or the modern languages do. We have, therefore, deliberately 
chosen to interpret scenes where our views differ. We believe and 
hope that our varied perspectives on these scenes will enhance class 
interaction with the text and spark discussion. 
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We hope, too, that the glossary, notes, and grammatical reviews will 
relieve instructors of class time spent on mechanics and that, for the 
students, these features will ease the frustration of too much time 
spent in the lexicon for the number of lines translated. In addition to 
grammatical and lexical glosses (with the symbol .E indicating words 
that will come up frequently in the text), in the commentary we 
provide charts of the forms that we have found our students have the 
most trouble remembering, mythological backgrounds to give a 
context for the particular story being staged, information about scenic 
conventions, a metrical scheme for each of the odes, and some literary 
discussion. We have also provided translations of the choral odes. 
Some of this material can be ignored by more advanced students, but 
it is there for those who need it. The bibliography is not a complete 
scholarly list, but an aid to students. Works fully cited in the notes are 
not repeated in the bibliography. 

Students learn to read Greek by reading Greek. We hope that our 
commentary will help them reach reading readiness, ease their frus- 
tration, and enhance their enjoyment. We recommend that on the 
first day of class, students do a dramatic reading of the whole play in 
English and then put the translation aside. It would be ideal if, at the 
end of each scene, the students could stage a dramatic reading in Greek 
followed by discussion, as time permits. After this the students could 
read the "Discussions" and either write a response or have another 
discussion in class or on a discussion page on the Web. 

This commentary came about from our mutual interest in Euripides 
and in the play Alcestis. It is a tribute to the humanity of Euripides that 
two scholars of often differing views on his drama could join forces in 
interpreting one of his more baffling and elusive plays. Euripides' text 
seems to be so amenable to a variety of interpretations and, at the 
same time, to a stimulating scholarly exchange rather than an acad- 
emic impasse, that our collaboration has remained an enjoyable expe- 
rience through the many months it took to prepare this volume. 

Our collaboration was conducted entirely over e-mail and via the 
postal service. Throughout the writing of the manuscript we were 
nearly a continent apart. Thus our thanks are to separate groups of 
people who have helped us in different locales. First we would like to 
thank the generations of students who have studied Greek with us. 
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Our current and former students at the University of Idaho, Colby 
College, and Tel Aviv University, through their probing questions and 
vital interest in the play, not only prompted us to think about a 
commentary, but also guided us in examining new corners and facets 
of interpretation. Special thanks go to Van Isaac Anderson, a senior 
majoring in classics and computer science at the University of Idaho, 
who spent many hours, enjoyable to him and invaluable to us, 
improving the Greek font. Both of us also owe thanks to Karen Gillum 
of Colby College for her meticulous help with editing and immeasur- 
able assistance with the metrics; to Dr. A. L. H. Robkin of Bellevue, 
Washington, expert in theatrical machinery, for providing illustrations 
of the theater and its devices; and to the referees and editors at the 
University of Oklahoma Press for their helpful suggestions. Hanna 
Roisman extends her great thanks to the Department of Classics at 
Cornell University for their most generous hospitality and support 
during the many summers she spent on campus doing her research 
on the play. She is grateful to John Coleman for making his office 
available to her summer after summer, to her friend Fred Ahl for the 
many occasions of discussing this wonderful play, to Toby Mostysser 
for contributing to the readability of her part of the "Discussions," to 
her friend and colleague Kerill O'Neill for patient listening, and to 
Zeev Rubinsohn, Beatrice Rosenberg, and to Yossi, Elad, and Shalev 
Roisman, for their steady support and unflinching encouragement. 
Cecelia Luschnig would like to thank friends and colleagues at the 
University of Idaho for their many kindnesses, especially Sherill 
Armiger, secretary of the Department of Foreign Languages and Liter- 
atures, Richard Keenan, department chair, and Louis Perraud, 
colleague in classics. Many thanks to Lance Luschnig for his constant 
encouragement, helpful suggestions, energetic support, and patience. 
Finally, to the Greek students in spring 2002, Van Anderson, Patrick 
Bree, Annike Christophersen, David Eacker, Robyn Horner, Heather 
Jones, Matthew McCoy, Nathan Preston, and Travis Puller, heartfelt 
thanks for so good-naturedly searching for errors in the commentary. 
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Introduction 

Greek myths are part of the public domain. For millennia 
they, along with legends from other cultures and mythologies, have 
been a rich source for new fiction, drama, and music, and in recent 
years for much science fiction and fantasy, and even a few mysteries. 
When we read these stories in mythology handbooks, we are reading 
literary versions, however early the source. The poets and playwrights 
of classical Athens, no less than present-day screenwriters and novel- 
ists, were free to use these stories for their own inventions, but within 
limits, of course. Where is the fun if the legend is so changed that it 
is unrecognizable? 

A divine being (or an alien from a more advanced planet) finds 
himself enslaved to a mortal man. The mortal man is about to die, 
and the god decides to help him. The man can live if he finds some- 
one to take his place. His wife .dies in his place, and everything goes 
awry. Another semidivine being (or very powerful man) comes along 
and restores the woman to life. Who are these characters? With a 
momentary suspension of disbelief, they could be anybody. Euripides 
sometimes seems to have said to himself, 'What if these things 
happened to real people, people down the street, people we know?" 
The Greek myths and the changes worked on them through the ages 
are an invitation to creative writers now, as in the past. How could such 
things happen in Waterville, Maine, or Moscow, Idaho, in Leavenworth, 
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Washington, or Norman, Oklahoma? This question is the beginning of 
a new story. The Greek word for plot is p5005 (Aristotle, Poetics 1450a). 
When we read the Almtis today, perhaps it will help us make sense of the 
myths of our neighbors' lives and our own. 

ALCESTIS: A CLASSIC? 

The Alcestis has always attracted attention, not only because it defies 
classification by genre but also because it blends popular topics that 
draw in audiences. It includes such themes as life and death, resur- 
rection, and the defiance of death and fate. It presents complex family 
relationships between husband and wife, father and son, daughter-in- 
law and parents-in-law. It takes a traditional look at the harm that a 
stepmother might cause, the fate of orphaned children, the involun- 
tary reneging on promises, and the law of unintended consequences. 
All of these topics, at once both particular and universal, are woven into 
a text of multiple ironic juxtapositions that diminish the monumental 
emotional effects that such themes might produce and level them, at 
times, to nonsensical sequences. 

The Alcestis is an unusual play. It borders on both tragedy and satyr 
play, and therefore has, over the years, become a battlefield for com- 
mentators trying to classify the unclassifiable. It is the way the play- 
wright weaves an unsettling comic relief into the tragic components 
and conventional tragic form that has both charmed and challenged 
readers and scholars over the years. 

To some extent the Alcestis epitomizes its creator. Euripides does not 
conform to what we learn to expect from Aeschylus and Sophocles, 
either in his skepticism and general disenchantment, in his special 
treatments of myths, or in his experimentations with the traditional 
forms. One does not find cosmic justice, divine order, or triumphant 
morality of any sort in his plays. Nor can one find any issue that does 
not lend itself to multiple interpretations. This might in part explain 
why, even though he wrote between eighty and ninety plays, he won 
the first prize in the Dionysian contest only four times in his lifetime. 
In spite of this scanty formal success, his choral odes were unusually 



popular, not only in Athens but in Sicily as well (Plutarch, Nicias 29). 
As in Euripides' other poetry, nothing in the Alcestis is one- dimensional. 
Nothing is uncontroversial. 

DATE AND PLACE OF THE ALCESTIS 

Of the dramatic festivals in ancient Attica, the most famous and impor- 
tant was the Great Dionysia (or City Dionysia) , held every year in the 
early spring. On each of the three days devoted to tragic per- 
formances, four plays by the same author were produced, three 
tragedies followed by a satyr play. In this fourth play the Chorus was 
made up of satyrs, creatures with tails, pointed ears, and goatlike legs, 
known for their unrestrained lust and fondness for Bacchic revelry. 
Perhaps these dramas served as a relief from the seriousness of the 
tragedies or as a return to more exuberant Dionysiac festivities. The 
three tragedies, sometimes three parts of a single story but more often 
three different plays from different legends, are called a trilogy; the 
three tragedies with the satyr play are called a tetralogy. Three play- 
wrights, chosen by the archons (administrative officials), entered their 
plays in competition. One of the most amazing things about Greek 
drama is that the plays were written for a single performance, the one 
day of the festival the playwright was allotted for his plays. He had no 
expectation that these works would ever be performed again. Of the 
hundreds of plays performed at the tragic festivals in fifth-century 
Athens, only thirty-three have survived: seven each by Aeschylus and 
Sophocles and the rest by Euripides. Two of these, Prometheus, tradi- 
tionally attributed to Aeschylus, and Rhesus, associated with Euripides, 
are of disputed authorship, meaning that tragedies by five playwrights 
may actually have survived. 

The Alcestis is the earliest of Euripides' extant plays. It was first 
produced in 438 B.C.E. and is one of its author's most popular plays, 
frequently anthologized, often adapted and parodied. It offers some- 
thing to all readers: an appealing and universal story whose wit and 
folktale elements keep it from overpowering the audience with the 
grim reality of death, characters who-even when they are less than 
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attractive-interest us, insights into family relationships, heroic self- 
sacrifice, charming songs, and many subtleties typical of Euripides' 
dramaturgy throughout his career. 

The Alcestis was performed after the three tragedies, in the place 
of a satyr play. This means that although it is written in tragic diction 
on a mythological and potentially tragic theme, it is not, strictly 
speaking, a tragedy. It is sometimes identified by the rather unhelpful 
term prosatyrplay. An ancient hypothesis, an abstract that summarizes 
the plot and gives a little criticism, describes this play as oamp t~h~epov  

(rather like a satyr play). In the tragic competition of 438, Sophocles 
won first prize and Euripides came in second. The three tragedies that 
preceded the Alcestis were The Cretan Women, Alcmaeon in Psophis, and 
Telephus, none of which is extant. (See the Hypotheses [below] ; Webster 
1967,37-52; and Collard, Cropp, and Lee 1995, 17-52, for the frag- 
ments of Tehphus with translation and commentary.) 

THE HYPOTHESES 

The Hypothesis of Alcestis by Dicaearchus, a student of Aristotle: 

Apollo implored the Fates to allow Admetus, who was about to die, 
to provide someone willing to die in his place so that he might live 
a span of time equal to that person's. And in fact Alcestis, the wife 
of Admetus, gave herself up, since neither of his parents was willing 
to die for their child. Not long after this sad event, Heracles arrived 
and, upon learning from a servant what had happened to Alcestis, 
he journeyed to the tomb and forced Death to leave. He hid the 
woman with a garment and asked Admetus to take her and watch 
over her. For he claimed that he had won her as a prize in a 
wrestling contest. When Admetus was reluctant [to take her], Hera- 
cles revealed to him the woman for whom he was grieving. 

Another Hypothesis by an unknown author: 

Alcestis, the daughter of Pelias, after undertaking to die for her 
husband, was saved by Heracles, who happened to be visiting 
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Thessaly. He overpowered the gods of the Netherworld and 
snatched the woman away. The story was not treated by either 
Aeschylus or Sophocles. This is the seventeenth play composed by 
Euripides. It was performed in the year that Glaukinos served as 
archon. Sophocles came first in the competition, Euripides second 
with The Cretan Women, Alcmaeon in Psqbhis, Tekphus, Alcestis. . . . 
[There is a lacuna here; that is, something is missing.] The play 
has a rather comedic outcome. It is set in Pherai, a city of Thessaly. 
The Chorus is composed of certain local elders who are there to 
sympathize with the misfortunes of Alcestis. Helios [or, as other 
texts read it, Apollo] speaks the prologue. ?There are five chorus 
leaders.? [The symbols t...? sign* that the text is uncertain.] 

The play is rather satync, since it moves toward joy and plea- 
sure in its outcome, as opposed to the tragic mode. Both the 
Orestes and the Alcestis are removed from the category of tragic 
poetry, since they start with disaster and end in happiness and joy, 
which is more characteristic of comedy. 

The Greek text of these hypotheses can be found in the editions of 
Murray, Dale, Garzya, and Diggle, among others. 

ALCESTIS AND THE SATYR PLAY 

Some of the characteristics that the Alcestis may share with the satyr play 
are its folktale elements (for example, tricking the fates and the naive 
view of death; the mechanistic nature of the deal made with death; 
Death as a physical being and an egalitarian); the riddling language 
(some of which may be present as early as the prologue, although the 
best example is in the dialogue between Heracles and Admetus when 
Admetus deceives his friend about the death of his wife); the willing- 
ness of the audience to put up with the conquest of death/Death. The 
drunk scene may also be a feature of the satyr play-the Cyclops has 
one too. The mixture of tragic and comic elements is another unusual, 
but not unique, feature of this drama. Unfortunately, we do not have 
enough extant examples of satyr plays (one complete, Euripides' 
Cyclqbs, and some substantial fragments) to define the genre. 
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THE CHARACTERS 

The Alcestis is shorter than most Greek tragedies. It was almost 
certainly performed by two actors. The parts of the children, the atten- 
dants, and the possibly veiled and certainly speechless Alcestis at the 
end would have been played by extras (or supernumeraries). It has 
been suggested that the child's song, when he hovers over his 
mother's lips, was actually sung by the actor playing (the now dead) 
Alcestis. The way to tell how many actors are used in a play is to count 
how many speaking parts are used in each of the successive scenes. In 
this play we have only two persons (besides the Chorus) speaking in 
any scene, aside from the child who sings in the second episode. 

Apollo: god of prophecy and plague, son of Zeus and father of 
Asclepius (the god of medicine). He has just finished serving 
as a herdsman (cowhand and shepherd) to Admetus, prob- 
ably for a year. 

Thanatos or Death in Person: personified in Homer as the twin 
brother of Sleep. Though not used as a stage character in any 
other extant play, he is sometimes called upon (in Sophocles' 
Ajax and Philoctetes); this may not be an invocation to Death, 
but only a suffering character wishing for death. It is hard to 
tell in Greek, and perhaps the distinction was not always 
made. Because they used only the capital letters throughout 
the classical period, the choice to use a small or capital letter 
often belongs to the editor. 

Chorus of elders from the town of Pherai: At this time the chorus 
consisted of fifteen men. 

Alcestis' Slave Woman: unnamed, as is usual for slaves, and loyal 
to her mistress, often referred to as "the Maid." 
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Alcestis: daughter of Pelias, wife of Admetus. 
Admetus: son of Pheres, husband of Alcestis. 
Child of Alcestis: There are actually two children, a boy and a 

girl. We know from Homer that the boy was named Eumelus, 
and Hesiod gives the name Perimele for Admetus' daughter. 
The boy sings a song after his mother's death. The little girl 
has no lines and is not listed in the cast of characters that is 
found in several of the manuscripts. 

Heracles: friend and guest of Admetus, son of Zeus and 
Alcmene, performing labors for Eurystheus, son of Sthenelus. 

Pheres: father of Admetus and former king of Pherai. 
Admetus' Slave: Unnamed, he is a household slave, assigned to 

the entertainment of the guest. 

Speaking parts scene by scene (the prologue is the part before the 
entrance of the Chorus, episodes are the parts played by the actors 
and the chorus between the odes, and the exodos is the part that 
follows the last ode) : 

Prologue (lines 1-76) : Apollo and Death 
First Episode (136-212) : Chorus and Slave Woman 
Second Episode (238-434) : Chorus, Alcestis, Admetus [and Chil- 

dren] 
Third Episode (476-567) : Chorus, Heracles, Admetus 
Fourth Episode (606-961): Admetus, Chorus, Pheres (Exeunt 

omnes at line 746; Pheres goes one way and the Chorus with 
Admetus and the body of Alcestis the other) 

Slave, Heracles (Exit slave after 835; exit Heracles at 860) 
Admetus, Chorus (enter after 860) 
Exodos (1006-163): Chorus, Heracles, Admetus [and Alcestis 

(silent) ] 

All the parts were played by men. The use of masks allowed the 
same actor to play several roles. Apollo and Death came back as 
Admetus and Alcestis. The actor playing the slave woman probably 
also played Alcestis and, after her death, Heracles and Pheres. 
Admetus and his servant would have been played by the same actor. 
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Significant developments in dramaturgy during the course of the fifth 
century are marked by additions to the number of actors. Aeschylus 
is said to have added a second actor and Sophocles a third (Aristotle, 
Poetics 1449a). No tragedy needs more than three; this is known as "the 
rule of three actors." The following use only two: all of Aeschylus' plays 
before the Oresteia; Euripides' Medea, his satyr play Cyclqt~s, and prob- 
ably Alcestis. 

THE CHORUS 

The Chorus is made up of fifteen men, most often singing and 
dancing in unison, though sometimes divided into two (or more) 
hemichoroi (as in the parodos [see below], the first stasimon, and the 
kommos; a change in singer or group is marked by a dash in the text). 
They enter by the parodoi (side entrances) and perform their songs 
and dances in the orchestra. Usually they remain there from their first 
song until the end of the play, but in the Alcestis the Chorus files out 
with Admetus to attend the funeral and returns again after the scene 
between Heracles and the slave in the fourth episode. The Chorus is 
visually central to the play. They witness the action, participate in it, 
and comment on it in song and dance as well as in speech. When the 
Chorus takes part in the dialogue, we are not to imagine the whole 
group speaking together, but the chorus leader (choregos/choragus or 
coryphaeus) speaking alone, representing the group. Sometimes the 
songs (stasima or odes) relate directly to what has just happened or is 
about to happen, and sometimes they bring a new dimension to the 
plot. Often they do both by extending their subject matter in time and 
space; by moving between the divine and mortal worlds, or by putting 
the particular story in a more general context. 

In the Alcestis the parodos (entrance song) and the first two stasima 
relate to the death of Alcestis. The Chorus begins (in the parodos) 
with the question of whether or not she is dead, connecting the 
prologue and first episode, both of which emphasize the exact timing 
of her death. Then in the first stasimon, the Chorus offers what they 
know is a futile prayer to save Alcestis. By the time they sing again she 
is dead, and so the second stasimon is a song in praise of their queen. 
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It is best to think of the Chorus as connecting rather than separating 
the episodes. The third stasimon, for example, following the scene in 
which Admetus makes Heracles his guest, begins with a song of praise 
of the hospitality of the king's house and a lyric picture of Apollo, his 
other famous guest. The song ends with a description of the vastness 
of Admetus' estates and a general reflection on nobility, serving as a 
bridge to the father-son scene in the fourth episode. After the funeral, 
the Chorus joins in Admetus' lament and then sings one more song 
about Alcestis as a heroine, picturing her tomb as a site at which 
wayfarers will pay homage, and finally (without knowing their words 
are reaching the ears of the live woman) greeting her at the exact 
moment she walks on stage with Heracles, the wayfarer who has just 
come from her grave. At the end of the play the Chorus files out to the 
words and rhythm of the closing choral tag. Although the use of a 
chorus is no longer a feature in most serious drama and it is some- 
times hard for us to understand why they are there, any attempt to 
appreciate its focal role in the fifth-century theater is well worth the 
effort. 

STAGING 

Greek plays have no stage directions. This makes sense if we realize 
that the playwrights themselves were the directors and originally also 
acted in their own plays. We can fill in some stage directions from what 
is said on the stage, but we must remain uncertain about many others. 
In staging the piece many decisions must be made about how to play 
the various scenes. Ultimately the meaning (or meanings) of this 
elusive play depends in part upon such decisions. The use of masks 
does not hamper subtlety of acting-emotions are conveyed through 
the words of the text, by gesture, body language, voice, and song. But 
acting styles have changed over the centuries. In the ancient world 
acting was more rhetorical than psychological, given more to broad 
gestures than minute detail, which would be lost in the large outdoor 
theater. 

The plays take place in front of the scene building (oqvfi, tent or hut, 
used originally of the temporary quarters of men on the battlefield), 
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Theater of Dionysos in Athens, mid-fifth century B.C.E. Drawing by A. L. H. 
Robkin. Redrawn from E. Fiechter, Das Dionysos-Thater in A t h ,  fig. 7. 

here representing the house of Admetus and Alcestis in Pherai, a town 
in Thessaly. All the action, however intimate, takes place outdoors, 
but there are narrative or lyrical descriptions of offstage spaces. The 
skene has one door facing the audience through which actors make 
their entrances and exits, and it must have had at least one other door 
unseen by the audience. Actors enter from the house or from the 
outside along the parodoi. Exits likewise are either into the skene or 
away from the orchestra. It is uncertain whether or not there was a 
raised stage in front of the scene building. If so, it was not too high for 
the actors to go down into the orchestra and interact with the Chorus. 

METERS 

All the Classical Greek dramas are written in verse. The dialogue parts 
are spoken, mostly in iambics. The choral odes and some other parts 
(Alcestis' encounter with death-see the note at 24479 and the 
child's lament) are sung. There are a few parts in anapests that were 
chanted. These will be discussed below as they come up in the text. 
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Greek meters are described as the alternations of long and short 
syllables in regular patterns. The iambic metron is closest to the 
rhythm of ordinary conversation. nohhoi yoGv p&pa iapPtu& hahoGotv 
o h  E&ZES ("Many people talk in iambics without realizing it," 
Demetrius, On Style, 43). A syllable is long if it contains a long vowel or 
diphthong or a short vowel followed by two or more consonants or a 
double consonant (v, c,<). The two consonants need not be in the 
same word. (A mute[n, P, (P, K, y, X, 2, <,0] followed by a liquid, that is, 
h or p, may not cause the preceding vowel to count as long, as in &hqv 
in line 1 .) A syllable is short if its vowel is short (and is followed by only 
one consonant or by a mute + liquid). A long vowel or diphthong at 
the end of a word, followed by a word beginning with a vowel, usually 
counts as short. 

Iamb - - (short/long: quarter note/ half note) 
In dramatic verse these are in groups of two (i.e., dipodic units). 

The most common line of dialogue consists of six iambs or 
three such groups (i.e., iambic trimeter in dipodic units). 

Substitutions (resolutions) are allowed: 

Spondee - - (two longs < onov6fi "drink offering") may be substi- 
tuted for the first iamb in each unit, that is, the first, third, 
and fifth foot. 

Tribrach - - - (three shorts < P p a ~ 6 ~  "short") may be used for the 
first five iambs. 

Anapest - - - (short short long < hv&7catozo~ "struck back," so 
called because it is a dactyl turned around) may be used 
anywhere a spondee can occur. 

Dactyl - - - (long short short < 66r~~uho~ "finger") may be used 
anywhere a spondee can occur. 

A final short in any line is counted as long (syllaba anceps X ) .  

EXAMPLES (ALCESTIS LINES 1-4) 

'SZ 6hpa2' 'A6pfimt9, kv 0i5 &kqv kyh 
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For additional general discussion of the Alcestis, its genre, its rela- 
tion to the Antigone (its closest contemporary), and the staging, see 
the introductory remarks in the "Discussions." 

T H E  AUDIENCE 

The plays were performed at major festivals supported by the city-state 
and were attended by the citizen body. The evidence is ambiguous on 
the question of whether women were permitted in the theater (see 
Henderson 1991), but we believe they were. 

These festivals were grand civic events-social, aesthetic, religious, 
and political. The playwrights were thought of as teachers of the citi- 
zens. The more we can learn about Greek thought and the world of 
the original audience, the closer we can come to understanding the 
plays in their contexts. Although, we can never see them as the orig- 
inal audience did, we must remember that these plays have survived 
not only as documents illustrating ancient practices but as universal, 
humane works. We too are the audience, and our reactions become 
part of the play. 

T H E  TEXT 

We have followed the Oxford Classical Text of Gilbert Murray (1902) 
with a few minor alterations, mostly in matters of punctuation and in 
the stichometry (line division) of the parodos. We have consulted the 
texts of Bayfield (first published in l89O), Earle (1 8W), Garzya (1983) 
and Diggle (1983). The few places where we differ from the Murray 
text are noted in the commentary. Anyone interested in more scholarly 
commentary on the text is directed to Dale's edition and notes (1954). 
We have also used italics in the text to indicate direct quotations. 



Alcestis 
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@E. 

rai I;Ooav ~inEiv rai 0avoCoav Eoz~ o o ~ .  
rai nGjq &v aino5 ~azedvot  ze rai Ph6not; 

npovonq~ &on rai yu~oppayii. 
d zhfjpov, o i q  010s (5v dcpapzdvey. 
oh61 z66' oT6e 6eon6zq5, xpiv &v n&q. 

p2v 0 6 r k ~ '  kozi ~ @ C E G ~ C X L  piov; 
nenpwpkvq ydp qpkpa ptd<e.cat. 
od~ouv kn' a6zfi xpdoaezat 2d np6o@opa; 
roopog y' ezo~poq, ($ o@ O U V ~ ~ W E L  ~ O ~ L S .  
 TO VVV &6rhe?js YE K C X ' T ~ ~ V O V ~ ~ V ~  

yvvq 2' dLpiozq ~ G j v  G$' qhiq p a ~ p @ .  
n65 6' oix &piozq; ziq 6' &vavz~choezaq 
zl ~ p f i  yevko0at zqv tmepPeph.qpkvqv 
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x o p o x  
ohoze @joo ydpov &b+paiv&~v 
nhkov huneiv, z o i ~  ze ndpot0ev 
zerpatp6p~voq rai zdo6e ~ 6 ~ a q  
heljooov paothkwq, 6m15 dplozqq 
dnhardv tth6~01.1 z jo6' dpiwzov 
zov kne~za ~p6vov p~ozeiwe~. 

AAKHZTIZ 
Xhte rai +do< &p&paq, Xzp. 
obpciv~ai ze Zva~ veQkhaq Gpopaiou. 245 
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&h0dv 6' &valcza zov pehdpnmhov vespGjv 
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Notes and Commentary 

The Alcestis is set in Pherai, a town in Thessaly, at a time 
when the world was still young. Gods still mingled with people, helped 
them, hindered them, and, as in this story, even served them. Not long 
before the story of the Alcestis begins, Asclepius had cured the dead, 
and Zeus struck him with lightning for transgressing the laws of nature. 
Apollo then tried to get even by killing the manufacturers of the thun- 
derbolt, but Zeus retaliated by sentencing his son to a year's exile from 
the world of the gods in the demeaning role of slave to Admetus. Even 
as a slave, Apollo continues to practice his divine prerogatives, and 
following in his son's footsteps, he saves Admetus from impending 
death. The death of Asclepius meant that the dead stayed dead, but 
first Apollo and then Heracles are able to find loopholes, Apollo by 
craft, Heracles by brute force. 

It was the generation before the Trojan War. Admetus' son Eumelus 
is named in the Iliad in the catalog of ships (2.713) and in the funeral 
games for Patroclus, where as a skillful horseman he takes part in the 
chariot race (23.288). He, like his father, is helped by Apollo (380-84) 
who strikes the goad from Diomedes' hand as he is about to pass 
Eumelus' chariot. But Athene shatters the yoke of his team, and 
Eumelus is thrown from his chariot (388-9'7). He comes in last but is 
recognized as the best by Achilles (536) and given a prize. 

ho^toeo~ &vfip 6 p t o z o ~  k h a 6 v ~ t  y h v u ~ a q  Ymou~. 
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PROLOGUE (1-76) : APOLLO AND DEATH 

The prologue is everything that takes place before the entrance of the 
Chorus. It is part of the play and at the same time provides necessary 
background information. It tells us precisely where we are in the story 
that is to be played, hints at what has gone on before the opening of 
the drama, and sets the story within the context of other connected 
tales. The prologue of Alcestis, for example, alludes to the labors of 
Heracles, Asclepius' death at the hands of Zeus, and the ensuing 
vengeance and retribution. A prologue can be in the form of either a 
monologue or a dialogue. In the Alcestis, Euripides combines the two 
forms in a rather lengthy prologue of seventy-six lines by having Apollo 
give a monologue before the entrance of Death and then continuing 
with a dialogue between the two. 

Aristotle speaks of four constituent parts as common to all tragedies: 
prologue, episode, exodos, and choral song, the last being divided into 
parodos (the entrance song) and stasimon (pl. stasima, the dances and 
songs between which are the epeisodia, or episodes). In addition there 
is, in certain plays (including Alcestis), the kommos which is a song of 
lament sung by the actors and the Chorus. 

In the opening scene, Apollo, the god of prophecy, enters from the 
stage building, which represents the house of Admetus where Apollo 
has served as a herdsman and which he is now leaving, as he says in his 
first speech, 22-23. We may picture him dressed in his traditional 
hunting garb because later in the scene, Death demands to know why 
he is carrying a bow (39). It is also possible that he enters still wearing 
his herdsman's costume (52-53). 

The symbol 4- marks words and concepts to learn as they come up 
in the text. In the commentary "Goodwin and Gulick" is William 
Watson Goodwin and Charles Burton Gulick, Greek Grammar, Boston, 
1930 (often reprinted). 

1 6hpazy  'A6p4z&tY = 6hpam 'AGpilz~ta. 4- Elision of short vowels: a 
short vowel is dropped before a word beginning with a vowel. Line 6 
nap' b6pi [for nap&: elision is common with prepositions, but mpC and 
np6 do not elide]. Examples: 26~6' hp~ov ,  line 9 for 7 6 ~ 6 ~ .  p' for p&, line 
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22.7' or 0' [before a rough breathing] for TE. 4- Using a plural noun in 
place of a singular noun is common, especially for words such as 
"house," or for body parts or pronouns. The house is made prominent 
from the first words of the play. It is personified through direct address, 
through actions it is said to perform, and through knowledge or feel- 
ings it is said to possess. Ev oFs: relative pronoun. kzhqv: fr. + zMw dare, 
endure, have the heart to. 

Every Greek tragedy (at least after the Oresteia) was performed in 
front of the s h e ,  or stage building, a temporary structure necessary for 
the changing of masks /characters (np6oona) and for setting the scene, 
which usually represents the palace of a king, though it may be a cave, 
a temple, a hut, or a hovel. The generic skene is identified and partic- 
ularized from the beginning of the Alcestis. In the play the house looms 
over the action, as it does in Aeschylus' Oresteia, to which there are 
many parallels in themes and staging in the Alcestis. 

"House" can be used in Greek, as in English (at least of noble or 
commercial houses), to designate not only the physical structure, but 
also the family and the genealogical line. Indeed this manner of 
speaking is itself partly responsible for the imbalance in the value 
systems of some of the members of this house that so nearly turns the 
story into a tragedy. 
2 8 3 a o a v  zp&xe(av: "the thetes' table." Theteswere the lowest class of 
free citizens. 8 i j o o a  (0ijzza) is the feminine of 0fi5,0q765 serJ laborer 
(who works for hire); here it is used as an adjective. zp&ne(a,  iqs, 4: 
table, especially a dining table; also a counter or banking table. aaiv6aac fr. 
4- aivh praise, honor, accept, put up with. xep: emphasizes 0e65. The 
participle &v is concessive, meaning "although I am." 
3 ~ a z a ~ z h ~ :  aorist participle found in epic and tragedy (for m~ivag) fr. 
+ ~caza~zeivo = &nomrivo. z a i b a  2bv 6 ~ 6 ~ :  on the position of the adjec- 
tive, see note at 13. 4- a'iztos: adjective, to blame, responsible (cf. aizia 
cause, responsibility). Understand Bo.ti(v), which is often omitted. 
4 Asclepius, son of Apollo and Coronis, became a skilled surgeon and 
was highly successful in prescribing drugs. He raised the art of medi- 
cine to new levels by not only preventing some heroes from dying but 
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also by restoring to life others who had already died. The ancient 
commentaries (scholia, abbreviated E, written in the margins of some 
of the manuscripts) list various characters whom Asclepius was said by 
different writers to have resurrected, including Hippolytus, Glaucus, 
Tyndareus, Hyrnenaeus, Capaneus, Lycurgus, those who died in 
Delphi, the sons of Phineus, Orion, the daughters of Proetus. Hades 
complained to Zeus, as some ancient commentators say, that Asclepius 
was taking away his subjects by restoring them to life, and in response 
to Hades' complaint, Zeus killed Asclepius with his thunderbolt. 
Others say that Asclepius accepted a bribe in defiance of divine law, 
restored the dead to life, and was slain by the thunderbolt of Zeus. 

By beginning with this tale, Apollo sets the story of Alcestis within a 
cosmic myth in which human mortality is defined, as if the world were 
still young enough that there could be some cracks left in the system, 
and one more human could escape death. Apollo, however, has not 
arranged for Admetus to escape death permanently but only to escape 
immediate death by finding someone to die in his place. 
* -otm = -0% (-atot = -at<). ozkpvov, -ou, z6: breast, chest. 6ypahhv: 
review p&hhvw and its compounds. cph6e, cphoybs, 4: flame. 
5 06: = genitive of cause (with a verb of emotion; Goodwin and Gulick, 
1 121 .) Translate "for" or "because of." ~ohbo :  aorist passive kxohcj6qv 
angm Z ~ K T ~ V ,  -0~05, b,  4: carpenter, maftsman, work 

Aiou: genitive of the adjective Aio~, of Zeus. The noun Ze65 is declined 
Ze65, Aio~ (Zqv65), Ati, Aia, voc. ZEG. 

6 In Greek mythology the Cyclopes were three sons of Gaea and 
Uranus: Arges, Brontes, and Steropes. They were giants, each with but 
one eye that was circular and in the middle of the forehead. They were 
great builders and also helped Zeus when he waged war against his 
father Cronus. The Cyclopes gave Zeus the thunderbolt, forged a 
trident for Poseidon, and made Hades a cap of darkness. It is unclear 
why Apollo chose to kill them in order to avenge Asclepius. The revenge 
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must have been because they were the ones who furnished Zeus with 
the thunderbolt, the weapon used to kill Asclepius. Thus both Ascle- 
pius and the Cyclopes lost their lives for the excellence they exhibited 
in their professional skills. .E KTE~VO:  the historical present, often used 
in Greek, as in English, for the vivid reliving of a past action (translate 
either "I kill" or "I killed;" Goodwin and Gulick, 1252). The uncom- 
pounded forms of words like &no~~eivo and &no0vfplco are common in 
poetry. 8qze6o: serve (as a thete, 8il~, or hired hand). 
'7 .E 8vq265: mortal (see lines 62, '780, '783, '799 bis, 894) with &vSpi. 
26jvS' &now': "in atonement (as punishment) for this." &xotva, z&: 
ransom, price, atonement, compensation. The form is accusative in apposi- 
tion with the infinitive. fivdryrraoev: fr. &vayc&l;o compel (&v&yq). 
8 yaiav 24vS': .E the terminal accusative (accusative of place to which) 
without a preposition is common in poetry, as is the *use of the demon- 
strative without the article. .E y a k  = yij land, earth. pouqoppio: "tend 
the flocks and herds." 
9 .E o&o: save, preserve (see lines 146, 292, 341, 625, 840, 928, 1020, 
11 19, 1 138). Notice the word order. Apollo puts his verb, as it were, 
inside the house as if he were saving it by his presence in it. 2 6 ~ 6 '  
Eocj~Cov o l ~ o v :  the imperfect stresses the course of an action rather 
than simply its occurrence or shows a repeated or attempted action. 
&S 266' h p i p a ~ :  an idiom, "up to this point in time," "until today." 
10 6 0  toq: holy, sanctioned by divine law, dmmt, pious. As Dale comments 
on line 10, the word ijoto~ is rarely used of gods, and following the scho- 
liast (ancient commentator), she suggests that Apollo is referring to 
his human manifestation as Admetus' slave. z u y ~ h v o :  with the geni- 
tive, happen upon, meet up with. &v: circumstantial participle (rather than 
supplementary, as one might expect with z~&vo), that is, translate it 
with ijoto~ before rather than after the verb. 
11 -i- b60pat: with infinitive, save, rescuefiom. 
12 The Moirai are the Fates or Apportioners. In Aeschylus' Eumenides, 
Apollo is accused of persuading them to make mortals undying in the 
house of Pheres (lines '723-24) : 
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Also in that play, Apollo (as a dramatic character and a participant in 
the trial of Orestes) speaks of benefitting a worshipful man ('725) : 

Cf. Alcestis 10 (boiou &v6p65). The Furies accuse Apollo of deceiving 
(napaxa&o) the Moirai with wine (Eumenides 727-28) : 

Note: 61avop~ distribution, regulation; ~azacpeivo cause to perish. 
Similar themes occur in both scenes, such as Apollo trampling on the 
ancient rights of other gods, especially gods of death, as both Thanatos 
and the Moirai are. Beai: omission of the article is common in poetry. 
60h60: trick, beguile. fiveoav: fr. + aivh accept, put up with (see line 2). 
13 &v x a p a u d ~ ' :  attributive to 66qv (here used as equivalent to 
Ocivazov). Review the three ways of showing the attributive position: 

article adjective noun 
article noun article adjective 
noun article adjective (poetic use, not common in prose) 

Death is a universal necessity for men, but the play puts this reality in 
suspense. Timing makes it particular-it was Admetus' turn to die, but 
his death has become hers. The word napau~i~a is a key here. Admetus, 
though it may not occur to him to think about it, has not escaped the 
mortal modality. What he has escaped is immediate death, and he does 
come (in words at least) to long for death and regret that he has post- 
poned it. Alcestis has taken Admetus' immediate death for him ("right 
now," she says, 322). One of the "givens" has been taken away, if only 
temporarily. 
"AtGq5 or @6q5 (in tragedy, in lyrics sometimes 'AiGa5) : 

Gen "AtGou "At605 "AtGa 'Ai6ao 'AiGa 
Dat "At69 "At61 
Acc "At6qv "AtGav 
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14 Gtahhcicavza: fr. .E GtaUh~zo / Gtakk&xm exchange, give in exchange. 
zoi5 ~dlzo: "those below," i.e., the nether gods and the dead. 
15 4- bhky~o: question, cross-examins in philosophy, prove, refute. 
GteceheQv: fr. G~-~~-kpxopat. 
16 4- ze (z', 0' before a rough breathing): and. Follows the first word 
in the second part of the two things being joined, e.g., nadpa y~pa~&v 
ZE pr&x~ "his father and aged mother." Apollo's disgust with Admetus' - 

parents, especially with his nameless mother, is implied in his use of 
the word "old" in the feminine, though it ought to apply equally to 
Pheres (meaning to draw a contrast with the young Admetus and the 
young Alcestis, who now are in possession of the house) and in the 
pleonastic "she who bore him, his mother." It is, then, the mother 
whose old age is singled out here as particularly disreputable in light 
of her refusal. Some editors bracket line 16 as spurious, but it helps 
make sense of Admetus' dilemma and his anger at his parents if they 
were, besides Alcestis, the only qiho~ available for the exchange. .E oqe: 
Third person personal pronoun (Goodwin and Gulick, 364,367,369, 
37la). The tragedians use O ~ E  (masculine, feminine accusative plural, 
but sometimes used as singular) and G ~ L V  (masculine, feminine dative 
plural, rarely used as a singular). They also use 4- vw as a personal 
pronoun in all genders in both singular and plural accusative. Zqe, oqw, 
and vw are all enclitic. They mean what they have to mean in the text 
(him,  he^, it, them). .E drzo ,  z&opat, &ze~ov, 26zora: gwe birth, beget 
(cf. zk~vov, child) . 
17 1 1 6 ~ ~ :  fr. ~ 6 p i o ~ o .  nhfiv: preposition + genitive, except. .E 6oz15: 
anyone who, whomer; neuter anything which, whatmm 
18 BavQv = &noeavhv (see note at 6). .E~eivou = ~ K E ~ V O V  (KE?VOS = 

~ K E ? v o ~ ) .  qdco~ = @S light. "Seeing the light" is equivalent to "being 
alive." The Netherworld is thought of as a shadowy place of insub- 
stantial spirits who spend eternity missing the light of the upper world. 
19 4:  refers to Alcestis. $a~z&(m: carry (see lines 40,724,917). ~ ~ p o i v :  
fr. 4- x~ip (dative dual "in pairs of hands," used in lines 201, 612, 847, 
1142). 
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Pairs of hands and feet are among the few words that retain special 
dual forms. 
20 y u ~ o  p paydo: a technical term for "breathe one's last," "let the soul 
(ym~fi) break loose" (see also line 143). The yq& ("spirit" or "life 
force") escapes at the moment of death and passes away to Hades 
where it is thought of as continuing to exist in the shadows. ocp': see 
note at 16. 
21 AEnpozat: fr. 4- xbpofirnish, gzve (the present does not occur; hopov, 

aorist) (xapopkvq fated, appointed, see lines 147, 695). pezaozfjv at: fr. 
~ E O ~ O Z T ) ~ L  + genitive of separation, dqartfrom. The prefix pEza- usually 
indicates change. 
22 pij . . . with ~ i ~ n :  that not, lest (Goodwin and Gulick, 1371). piaopa: 
pollution. Gods are polluted by contact with dying mortals- Artemis 
at the end of Hippolytus is a good example. For gods such as Artemis 
and Apollo who carry the bow and kill living things, this may seem a bit 
hypocritical, but see Sale1977, on Artemis as "the goddess who sepa- 
rates." That is, she is the goddess of chastity but also of the hunt and 
of childbirth, separating the creature from its life or the infant from the 
mother. Alcestis, with her insistence on dying in full view, refuses to let 
Apollo off so easily. ~ i ~ g :  aorist & K ~ O V  fr. ~typ5vo come upon, jind. 
23 4- pkhaepa, z&: usually in the plural, halls, house (see lines 29, '7'7, 
248, 567, 862). 4- ozkyq: rooJ story, room (see lines 8'7, 192, 248, 946, 
1051). 
24 The demonstrative used with a name is often best translated "here." 
n 6 h q :  adverb, near, nearby. 
24-37 O&vazov: "Death" is neither Hades nor Charon (see lines 
252-55), but an ogreish figure not met in extant tragic myth. He 
appears dressed in black (843), sporting wings (261), and carrying a 
sword ('74). His depiction by Apollo as i ~ p t  Bav6vvzov (25) inserts an 
interesting parallel from the mythic arsenal. 

In the Iliad, with which the audience was familiar both from public 
recitation and study in school, the Homeric Muse tells us how Apollo 
struck the Achaean troops with his fatal arrows after Agamemnon 
dishonored Chryses, the priest of Apollo. Chryses came adorned with 
Apollo's priestly staff and fillets, bringing ransom to free his daughter 
whom the Achaeans had given as a booty prize to Agamemnon, who 
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was keeping her as his concubine. Agamemnon sent the priest away 
empty-handed, and as a result, a plague came upon the army, described 
in the text as being caused by the shafts shot by Apollo: 

From the peaks of Olympus he (Apollo) came down, angered in 
his heart, 

carrying on his shoulders his bow and covered quiver. 
The arrows rattled on the shoulders of the angry god 
as he was moving. And he came, resembling the night. 
Then he sat down away from the ships, and let an arrow fly. 
Terrible was the noise of the silver bow. 

Iliad 1.4449 

We learn from the anapests of Death that Apollo is carrying his bow 
(35) in the Alcestis. The scene is cast against Apollo's memorable 
appearance with his fateful bow at the beginning of Book 1 of the Iliad, 
when he comes to shoot his arrows at the Achaean troops. In the Iliad 
Apollo is a very potent and menacing god, who punishes the entire 
Achaean army because of their leader Agamemnon's actions. Here the 
only one for him to shoot at is Thanatos, Death himself, who will 
shortly arrive to snatch Alcestis. The patent absurdity of threatening 
Death with a weapon that causes death is compounded by the low- 
status guise in which Apollo may appear here. By his own admission, 
he is acting in the role of a mere thes, a servant to a mortal, whose 
standing in Greek society is higher only than that of a slave and whose 
physical and economic well-being may at times have been worse than 
a slave's. Furthermore, he has been forced to assume this guise as a 
punishment from his father for misbehavior. Thus, instead of the 
powerful, vengeful god of the Iliad, the audience is introduced to a 
buffoon-like figure in a doubly humiliating role, as a thes tending 
Admetus' herds and as a punished child who vainly waves his bow at 
Death. The play's humorous tone is thus introduced in the first scene 
with the appearance of Apollo carrying a bow. The tragic tone is intro- 
duced as well, for Achilles in the Odyssey, in his famous exchange with 
Odysseus in the Netherworld, has this to say in answer to his visitor's 
praise of his status in life and after: 
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Don't you try to console me about death, glorious Odysseus. 
I would prefer to live on the land and serve (be a thes to) 

another man, 
one without an allotment whose living is sparse, 
than to be king over all the wasted dead. 

Odyssey 1 1.488-9 1. 

25 iepij: fr. iep~65.  Review -&vs, -&OS nouns of the third declension: 
-& -fis 

- i o s  -&W 

-&i -&%S1 

-ha or -ij - i a s  

v tv: her, him, them (see note at 16). 
26 .E pbkha: + future infinitive, be about to, be going to, intend to. 
ouppkzpa~: in measure with, exactly That is, Death has come precisely 
on time. dl(~t~v60pat: aorist d l (~ t~6yqv,  perfect chpiyyat arrive. 
27 ppou pia: watch, guard. fipap [&pap], ijpazo~ 26 = fipipa. 6: dative 
of time when. ~ p b a v  = ~ p h  + iiv "it is necessary;" with subject accusative, 
"one must." * X P ~ :  originally a noun (need), it is used as a third person 
impersonal it is necessary, one ought. Imperfect ~ p i j v  or i~p i jv .  

28 & b: Death enters with a cry of surprise to find Apollo still haunting 
the premises. The meter is anapestic dimeter in dipodic units (two sets 
of two anapests: ---, but - may be substituted for -- and -- may be substi- 

29 2fi 68: here, in this place. nokbw: go about, range ovm 
30 Qoij3' (cPoipe): vocative of Phoebus, a name of Apollo. dl6t~ba: 
commit injustice, wrong, infm'nge upon. a&: again, in turn. .E &v e poc those 
below (infern' in Latin), referring to the dead and the gods below. 
30-31 dl6t~bw: used with the participle to indicate the charges. Cf. the 
charges against Socrates: & 6 t ~ & i  Zolcp&~qs 0 % ~  ykv fi i6ks v o ~ i c e s  0 ~ 0 6 4  06 
vopiCov, k p a  6k ~ a t v i x  Gaiyovta ~iocpbpov. dlGt~&"tk ~ a i  ~ 0 6 s  viovs 

Gtacpeeipov. Xenophon, Memorabilia 1 .l; cf. Plato, Apology 24b. 
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31 &qo pico: limit, curtail 
32 fip~eoe: fr. Bplcko be enough fox ohc fip~eos: 06 in a question implies 
that the answer is "yes," e.g., "is it not . . . ?"; pfi implies a negative 
answer-"it isn't, is it?" 4- p.6~05: death, doom. 
33 ~ o h b o ,  thaxohbo: prewent. 66hto5, -ov: deceitful, cunning (with 

z h l ,  34) 
34 ocpilhavn: with oo~,32, fr. oq&&o trip up. h i :  + dative, over, fm 
35 ~k pa: = x&?pa fr. pip hand. zoeq p45, -65: with a bow, ofa bow. Review 
- q ~  -ES adjectives: 

-q [-&a] -€S -E% -q [-&a] 
cppoupko: watch (out for). 6xhico: arm. 
36 6: the antecedent is z$k (34). h h q :  fr. i)qiozqpt undertake. Review 
rr tozqpt. 
37 xpoeaveiv: fr. npoe\t$o~o die for (see lines 383, 471, 620, 684, 698, 
'710, 1002; also i)n~pev$o~o, lines 155, 682). xa i~ . :  other editors make 
this a question-ncit~; nehiou x a i ~ :  "the child of Pelias." Identification 
of a woman by her patronymic is conventional, yet it also highlights for 
the audience Alcestis' peculiar family history, in which she plays a 
chilling role in trying to prolong the life of her father Pelias, who, like 
her husband, was willing to go to great lengths to live beyond his time. 
According to the Greek myth, Medea capitalizes on Pelias' greed for 
long life in order to avenge his murder of Jason's family and regain the 
kingdom of Iolkos (Iolcus) for Jason. Using her magic powers, she cuts 
up a ram, boils it, and restores it to life as a lamb. Seeing this, Pelias 
convinces his daughters similarly to cut him up and boil him, which 
they do. (According to Diodorus Siculus, 4.52.2: "All the others killed 
their father by beating him, but Alcestis alone, because of her great 
piety refrained from laying hands on her father.") Medea, however, 
never told the daughters about the magic herb she had used to restore 
the ram to life and youth, and Pelias is murdered (Apollodorus, 
1.9.27). It clearly takes a good deal of sangfroid to cut up and boil a 
human being, let alone one's father. Euripides may make reference to 
Alcestis' role in killing her father by keeping Pelias in the audience's 
mind. Like Death, the Chorus calls her by her patronymic in their first 
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reference to her (82). Later, they address her directly as the daughter 
of Pelias (435). When they describe the wealth of Admetus' estate, they 
may play on Pelias' name by referring to its easternmost boundary as 
the inhospitable Mount Pelion (596). 
38 86paet :  imperative, "buck up," "don't be afraid." A sarcastic 
comment. Death is being humanized. That Death is concerned for his 
safety becomes apparent from line 39. The topsy-turvy strategy thus 
continues. After all, Death is the ultimate force of which all mortals are 
afraid, but he is himself afraid of another god equipped with a bow. 
What can Apollo do to him? ~ e 6 v 6 5 ,  -4, -6v: good. 
39 26501, T&: bow and arrows. 
40 o u v j 8 q ~  -&S: customary. Apollo might be saying that the bow is part 
of his costume. This also tells us how Apollo is dressed for the play. In 
a choral song (the third stasimon) he is pictured in one of his other 
guises, as the lyrist and singer. 
41 ye: often means "yes" in dialogue. E K ~ ~ K C O G :  unfairly, unjustly. 4- 
hcpehko, npoaocpehkcu: + dative, he&, benefit. The prefur implies "extra," 
"besides. " 
42 Pap6vw: weigh down (cause to have a heavy heart) fr. Papii~ heavy. 
43 voacpico: future voocptS rob, deprive, separate fr. v6ocp~ apart. 4- 
v e u p b ~ :  corpse, dead person (see lines 14, 422, 432, 513, 635, 664, 716, 
724,729, '740,810,843,995). 
44 n p b ~  Piav: by fmce. Apollo used guile rather than force (see 33-34), 
but Heracles will not show such compunction (69). hp-at pia: take 
away (with two accusatives-one of the person from whom something 
is taken; the other of the object that is taken). aipkw, aorist E~LOV, 
perfect middle/passive $pqyat take, seize, destroy; middle choose, take for 
oneself: 
45 .E n&: how. K O ~  = ~ a i  06. 4- Crasis (blending of syllables) is the 
contraction of a vowel or diphthong at the end of a word with a vowel 
or diphthong at the beginning of the next word. It is marked with 1 
(called the "coronis") . ~ a i  commonly undergoes crasis with the 
following word by dropping the -at. The article is also commonly 
combined with the next word by crasis. Here are some examples of 
crasis in the Alcestis: 
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202 z&pfipva = zh cipfi~ava 

220,539 &vac = & &vac 
282 u&vzi = uai &vzi 
290,517,661,734 xfi = u a i i  

295 u&yh = uai i y h  
296,420 u06u = 

307 udlp07~ = uai ipo7~ 

356,626 &v = uai iv  

361 o h i  = b ini 

499 zo6poG = 

51 7 K & K E V O ~  = - 
521,527 u06ukz' = uai o6ukzt 
642 &pa = zot apa 
643 u&ni = 

See if you can fill in the blanks. 
46 .E Gdpap, Gdpapros, 4: accusative S&papza wife (see lines 46, 227, 
296, 612, 930, 953, 1126, 1129, 1131). &peipo: aorist fipetya exchange, 
pve in exchange, hand over, pass on worn one person to another). .E qxm: 

have come. y h a :  goes with qv. Notice the accent, which shifts back to the 
penult when the preposition follows its noun or pronoun. This is called 
anastrophe. 
47 ~ & n & o p a ~  = uai &n-&@pat (Gym). V E . ~ Z E P O S ,  - a ,  -OV: Ofthe lower wml& 
oi vkpzepot beings of the lower world. Diggle reads vepzkpav for vepzkpwv. 
48 h a p h v :  fr. .E happ&vw. i01: imperative of elpt, go. ohw oFGa ei:  "I 
don't know whether" is closer in meaning to "I doubt if." Bv with 
n e i a a t y t :  review optative. 
49 ~ p @ :  subjunctive of ~pi l  3). ~ 6 a a m  I .rb.r~m, B.raca, 

d . r a ~ a ,  ~ 6 r a y y a 1 ,  Q r h ~ 0 q v :  arrange, afloint. Death is just doing his job. 
zoko  is the internal object-"I have been assigned this" or "This is my 
assigned job." 
50 O ~ K ,  ahhh r o i ~  yQXXouat 0dvazov Qppahr iv :  "No, but to hurl 
death upon those who linger" or "who are about to [die] ." Diggle and 
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others read &ppah~Tv (i.e., &vapah&Tv) put ofJ but it can hardly be 
Death's job to put off death. 20% p6hhouat: literally "upon those who 
intend to/are about to," with the implied meaning of "those who delay 
their death by living long." The scholiast explains "upon the old ones, 
for they are lingering in their life" (TOTS y~mpau6at. . . ppaGbvouotv y&p 

&v .r;fj cofj). There is no need to see here an overt reference to Pheres. 
Apollo tries to save Alcestis rhetorically and follows whatever lead 
Death gives him to save her. His claim is that it is the elderly rather 
than the young that should be of interest to Death. 
51 & ~ m :  have, in the sense of get, understand. Dale (at line 51) suggests 
that Death is just catching on to Apollo's line of argument ("ah, now I 
understand"). n p o8u pia: eagerness. .E a 68 ev = ooi) (genitive of 06). 
52 & a n  6no5;: "Is there any way that?" yfipag 26: genitive f ipo~ ,  dative 
y;lpq old age. p6hot: optative of .E &poAov, aorist of phho~o go, come. Only 
the aorist occurs in this play-infinitive poh~iv, participle pohhv (see 
lines 107,540,545,554,562, 748,834,850, 1076,1146, 1150). 
53 ~dlpk = uai Epk (see note at 45). .). z6pno: delight. 6 6 ~ ~ 1 :  present 
imperative (notice the accent). 
54 Potential optative. 
55 3- cpeivo: die, perish, waste away. peicrnv, peicov: comparative of 
pLyag. &pvupat: amass, gain, win. ykpa~ ,  26: prixe of honm Review geni- 
tive absolute: a noun/pronoun + a participle in the genitive form a 
clause that gives the circumstances of the action in the main sentence. 
In the genitive absolute, the noun is the subject of the participle. It is 
usually best to translate it as a clause beginning with when, since, 
although, iJ; etc. 
56 y p a 6 ~ :  (predicate nominative) old woman. 3hq201t: fr. ljhhpt destroy; 
middle perish, die. 8 6 n ~ o :  aorist passive k~.r&cpqv, bury (cf. ~6rcpog). For a 
review of conditions, see note at 35'7-60. 
56-58 A possible reference to one of the mythic versions according to 
which Asclepius was killed by Zeus for resurrecting from Hades only 
those who could pay. The Greeks were rather keen on sons following 
their fathers both in looks and character. Apollo is upset by Death's 
accusation that he is not "democratic" and reacts accordingly. 
57 np65: "in favor of," "to the advantage of." o i  E~ovre5: attributive 
participle, "the haves." d 8 q  p1: put, lay down, arrange. 
58 n 6 ~  dnaG: "what do you mean by that?" &a (first aorist) = &ov. In 
Attic Greek E;7ca5 is preferred for the second person singular. likliq8a5 
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&v: fr. havecivw escape notice. Supplementary participle-"you have 
escaped notice being . . ." means "you have been . . . in secret" or ". . . 
without anyone noticing. " 
59 People who could afford it would purchase a long life. Death does 
not go for the idea that the rich deserve everything. 4- hvkopat: buy. 
4- x b p e o ~ t  fr. ncipelp be present; used impersonally, it is possible. 
yqpatb~: old, elderly. 
60 o 6 ~ o u v :  not; cf. ob~oFv therejibre. 
61 4 - ~ p 6 n o ~ :  way, character: 
62 4- omyko: hate (from the same root as Styx, a river of Hades by 
which the gods swore oaths). 
64-71 Apollo's prologue prophecy: 
Apollo gives the gist of the play, as is often done in the prologue. He 
claims that Alcestis will be resurrected by Heracles. He fails, however, 
to address the basic question that the play brings to the fore, namely, 
can one return from death? The answer is yes, but Death is clear that 
he needs someone's soul. His power has been compromised by the 
Moirai in terms of whom he will get, but he has to get someone. 
According to this logic, if Alcestis is returned to life, Admetus will have 
to die. Apollo does not seem to think this through in his outburst 
against Death. 

It may be, on the other hand, that logic is suspended along with the 
Fates. After all, Apollo never promises or even attempts to save anyone 
from death, only immediate death. What happens when Admetus enters 
the house with his returned bride? Does it mean that he accepts his 
death, or do they live happily ever after? Is it really Alcestis? It is 
certainly a different actor (an extra) playing her because this is a two- 
actor play and both are needed for the two men in the last scene. 
64 8 p4v: truly. nabon = naGoer fr. naGoopar fr. nab. Diggle, following 
Schmidt, reads n e i q  for n a G q  of the manuscripts-"you will go along 
. . ." 0 ~ 6 5 :  cruel, savage. 4- &yav: adverb, too, too much (cf. the famous 
expression p$kv &yav "nothing in excess"). 
65 ~ o i o 5 :  with & v h ,  such, of such a kind. Compare with n o i o ~  of what 
kind?; not65 of some kind; ~ o i o ~ ,  .rot6o&, ~ o t o B ~ o ~  such, of such a kind; 
of o5 of which kind, such as; b n o i o ~  of whatever kind. ~ ? o c  fr. &L will go, will 
come. 
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dCLt Y ~ E V  infinitive iivat 
ET YTE imperative Yet YTE 
clot 'iaot participle ihv, ioCoa, i6v 

66 E6pu~06co~ rztpymv~o~: genitive absolute (see note at 5 5 ) .  pkm: 
see note at 46. 
66-67 This is the eighth labor of Heracles. A review of the twelve 
labors imposed on the hero by Eurystheus at Hera's bidding will help 
us see where Heracles' actions in the drama fit into his life: 

1. THE NEMEAN LION: Heracles choked this invulnerable monster 
in his arms and clothed himself with its skin. In artistic repre- 
sentations he is frequently depicted wearing it, and perhaps it 
is part of his costume in the play. 

2. THE HYDRA OF LERNA: The Hydra was a poisonous water snake 
that lived in the marshes of Lerna, near Argos. She had many 
heads, and when one was cut off, another grew in its place. 
Hera also sent a giant crab to help her. Iolaus, Heracles' friend, 
helped him by searing the stumps of the necks after Heracles 
cut off the heads. Heracles dipped his arrows in the Hydra's 
poisonous blood, thus making any wounds the arrows inflicted 
incurable. 

3. THE ERYMANTHIAN BOAR: Heracles' assigned task was to catch 
the boar alive. He drove it into a snowfield, and when it had 
exhausted itself, snared it in a net. 

4. THE HIND OF CERYNEIA: Heracles caught it alive, as he was 
ordered, after pursuing it for an entire year. 

5. THE STYMPHALIAN BIRDS: These birds infested the woods 
around Lake Stymphalus. Using a brass rattle, Heracles flushed 
them from their covert. He killed some with his arrows; the 
rest fled to the island of Ares. 

6. THE AUGEAN STABLES: Given the task of cleaning the vast 
stables of Augeas, king of Elis, in a single day, Heracles diverted 
two rivers to flow through the stables and wash away the dirt. 

7. THE CRETAN BULL: It is unclear whether the reference is to the 
bull with which Pasiphae had fallen in love or that which 
carried Europa to Crete. In either case, Heracles captured it 
and brought it back to Eurystheaus. 
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THE HORSES OF DIOMEDES: Diomedes, son of Ares and king of 
the Bistonians in Thrace, had horses that ate human flesh. 
Heracles tamed the horses by feeding Diomedes to them, and 
then he brought the horses back to Eurystheus. 
THE GIRDLE OF THE AMAZON: Eurystheus' daughter wished to 
have the girdle of Hippolyte, queen of the Amazons. Heracles 
secured the girdle either from Hippolyte's dead body or as a 
prize for releasing Melanippe, Hippolyte's second-in- 
command. 
THE OXEN OF GERYON: Geryon resided in the extreme west, and 
Heracles first had to reach him. After obtaining Helios' golden 
cup, Heracles sailed along the stream of Oceanus until he 
reached the Straits of Gibraltar. There he set up the Pillars of 
Heracles and then turned his attention to Geryon's house- 
hold. First he killed Geryon's dog Orthros, then his herdsman 
Eurytion, and finally Geryon himself. He brought the cattle of 
Geryon back with him, taking a circuitous route through much 
of southwestern Europe, wandering possibly as far as the Black 
Sea. 
THE APPLES OF THE HESPERIDES: Heracles forced Nereus to 
show him the way to the Hesperides. There he killed the 
monstrous snake that guarded the tree of the Hesperides and 
took the apples from the tree. According to another version, 
he convinced Atlas to do this by offering to hold up the sky for 
him in the meanwhile. 
CERBERUS: With the help of Hermes and Athene, Heracles 
went down to Hades, captured the dog Cerberus, and tied him 
up. He brought him to Eurystheus and later returned the dog 
to the Netherworld. Several vase paintings amusingly illustrate 
the effect the beast had on Eurystheus-he is shown hiding 
from the three-headed creature in a massive pot. 

' i xne tov  6 ~ q p a :  team of horses. 
67 4- 2 6 1 ~ 0 ~ :  place, repon. G u a ~ e i p e p o ~ :  wintry, inclement (ho- prefix, 
opposite to E$- + X E I ~ ~ V ,  winter, north). 
68 -E &vbo: entertain, receive (as) a guest. 
69 Pip: by farce (see line 44, npb5 piav) .Just as Alcestis' death is portrayed 
as being effected with force (147), so Alcestis will be taken away from 
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Thanatos "by force," says Apollo. Euripides is fond of following the 
pre-Socratic idea of "like to like," which is also found in the Hippolytus. 
46-atpko: see &<patph (line 44) with two accusatives. 
70 K o G ~ '  = uai oijre (continued by 0' = re and r' = re in line 71). x6pt~:  
favor, gratitude. The theme of a person being forced eventually to do a 
requested deed is a topos (recurrent theme) in Greek literature. The 
earliest known example is the story that Phoenix tells Achilles about 
Meleager in Iliad 9.529 ff. 
71 6 p6o: do. 6 poio~:  all the same. &ne~86vopat, &nq8i\aopat: be hated 
by, incur the enmity oJ: 
72 The repetition of &v is common. nhkov hap$hvco: gain an advan- 
tage, make progress. 
73 ~ 6 ~ e t a t v  = uara- + &Ipt (for conjugation see note at 65). 
74 azeixm: go, come. h i  + accusative, for, after (of the object sought). 
~ a ~ 6 p ~ o p a t :  "begin the rites." 4- cicpo~, -0u5, 26: sword. Review -05, - 
ous neuter nouns of the third declension: 

-0s -71 
75 iep65, -6, -6v: sacred, sacrosanct. The masculine adjective is some- 
times used even though the specific subject is feminine. This is known 
as the generic masculine. 
76 6zou = o&.rtvoq fr. 6my. Other alternate forms: 6.rtvt = 6 q ;  &vztvov 
= %wv; o h o t  = 6roy; &mu = 6rra. 8~x05, -0u5, ~ 6 :  sword. ~ p 6 ~ ,  ~ p a ~ 6 ~ ,  
6: head. &yvil&x sanctzjj, consecrate. epic, zptx65,fi: hail: Thanatos cuts 
the hair of his victim, dedicating her to death and making her the sacri- 
ficial victim. Mourners cut locks of hair in mourning for their loved 
ones. In this way Alcestis also becomes one of her own mourners. 
Death's closing words explain the silence of Alcestis at the end of the 
play, thus making a virtue of necessity. This is a two-actor play, and the 
role of Alcestis is taken by a nonspeaking supernumerary (uoqh) in 
the exodos. In fact, then, she is not the same person (actor) who plays 
the role of Alcestis in her death scene, but she wears the same mask 
(np6oonov, character = mask) and is Alcestis (or not as some readers inter- 
pret the scene, believing that the woman returned is not really the 
same one who died in the second episode). Heracles is the one who 
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feels himself the extra when it is finally straightened outjust who is the 
couple in that final scene. 

At the end of the prologue, Apollo and Death make their separate 
exits. Apollo moves away from the house back to the world of the gods 
after his excursion into the human arena. Death's exit is an entrance 
into the house where the real action is taking place. The entrance of 
Death means that the hidden space (the dead end; see Padel in 
Winkler and Zeitlin 1990,343) is to be the site of dark and mysterious 
rituals. Apollo tells the audience that Alcestis is breathing her last and 
that he must escape in order to avoid the pollution of the dying breath 
(20, 22). In the first episode, the Maid will fill in more details about 
what is going on in the house, but far from heroic feats, these actions 
turn out to be as mundane as what goes on between the walls of 
anyone's house. 

IMPORTANT WORDS T O  LEARN I N  T H E  PROLOGUE 

Words for house (often in the plural) and words for relationships: 

n6otg, &vfip (husband) 
6&pap -apTog, p v f i  (wife) 

Words related to death: 

~ & v C ~ ' T O ~  

0 ~ 9 ~ 6 ~  (mortal) 
~zeivo, ~atameivo (kill) 
h f i 0 K 0  

V E K P ~ ~ ,  v h g  (body, corpse, dead person) 
yrqoppayio (breathe one's last) 
&&pot (the nether gods) 
vkptepog (of the lower world) oi vhptepo~ = oi rat& ~0ovbg  0eoi 
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p6p0~ (death, doom) 
@ivo (or q0io) athematic second aorist middle &pOipqv (perish) 
6hhupt7 bh6, Gh~oa (second aorist cbh6pqv) 6hoha active destroy, kill, 

lose, middle perish, die; perfect 6hoha be dead, be ruined 
0&nzo, aorist passive kz&cprv bury, perform funeral rites 
"AtGq5 or aGq5, in tragic lyrics sometimes 'AiGa5 (for declension 

see note at 5) 

PARODOS (77-135) 

The entrance song of the Chorus is called the parodos. The path by 
which the Chorus entered was a passageway also called the parodos (or 
eisodos). There was a parodos on each side between the audience's 
seats and the front of the palace (represented by the skene). The 
Chorus enters singing anapestic verses in which they wonder whether 
Alcestis is still alive or not (77-85). The Chorus traditionally entered 
to an anapestic meter because it was considered natural for marching. 
They usually sang the entrance song in unison. In the margins of the 
manuscripts to this play, however, anonymous ancient scholars (the 
scholiasts) comment that this particular Chorus is split into two halves, 
although the manuscripts do not agree in the lines they assign to each 
of the two halves. The following strophic stanzas seem to be split into 
even more than two. In fact, a curious phrase in one of the ancient 
hypotheses has been read "There are five choregoi (Chorus leaders)" 
on which Murray comments "Et sane videntur quinque choreutarum prae 
cetmis eminere, cl. vv. 86 sqq., 21 3 sqq, 8 72 sqq., 888 sqq. " ( "And five of the 
members of the Chorus clearly seem to stand out from the others.") 
The passages listed are places where different members of the Chorus 
interject their comments. In the text, a dash (-) shows a change in 
singer or speaker. 

After the anapestic entrance, the rest of the choral ode is a choreo- 
graphed dance in the orchestra (dancing area). The usual structure 
of choral odes consists of strophic pairs. The first stanza is called 
strophe and is followed by an antistrophe. The strophe and 
anstistrophe correspond metrically, that is, they have the same number 
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of syllables and a nearly identical arrangement of long and short sylla- 
bles. (Measuring meter by length of syllables is characteristic of ancient 
Greek verse, as opposed to alternation of stressed and unstressed sylla- 
bles as in English and many modern European languages.) It is 
believed that during the strophe the Chorus sang and danced 
proceeding in one direction, usually to the right. While singing and 
dancing the antistrophe, they executed a reverse movement in the 
opposite direction that would bring them back to their spatial starting 
point. The meters of the strophic pairs are complex and lyrical, 
allowing the playwright to create exquisite dances. A noteworthy 
feature of this ode is the anapestic dialogues in the second half of the 
first strophic pair (93-97, 105-11). The last four lines of the ode 
(132-35) are essentially anapestic and thus form a nice closure to the 
opening anapests. 

The question and answer technique gives us needed information, in 
particular, the information that the citizen body, represented by the 
Chorus, is aware of what Alcestis has undertaken to do for her husband. 

Setting the strophes and antistrophes side by side may help us visu- 
alize the possible dance steps and gestures or see correspondences in 
content. 

- Why this silence at the gates? 
- Why is the house of Admetus hushed? 
- But no friend is near 

who might tell whether she is dead, 
and we must mourn our queen, or living still 
she sees this day's light, the daughter of Pelias, 
Alcestis, by me and everyone else 
judged the best a wife 
could be to her husband. 

Strophe A (86-97) : Antistrophe A (98-111): 
-Does anyone hear sounds of -Beside the gates I do not see 

mourning 

or the beating of hands within the the spring water that is the custom 

house 
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or moaning as when the end has 

come? 

-No, and there is no attendant 

posted at the gates. 

If only, amid the waves of disaster, 

oh Paian, you would appear. 

-If she were gone they would not be 

silent. 

-She is dead now. 

-But not gone from the house. 

-Why do you think so? I am not so 

confident. What makes you sure? 

H o w  could Admetus have buried 

. . . 
his noble wife without mourners? 

Strophe B (112-21): 
-But there is no place left on earth 

where anyone, by sending 

a ship's voyage, either to Lycia 

or to the waterless 

altars of Ammon, 

might save the life 

of the unhappy woman. For the 

untimely end of her 

life approaches. By the hearths of the 

gods 

there is no priest burning sheep 

I may approach. 

at the gates of the dead. 

N o  cut lock of hair is at the front 

gates 

which falls in mourning 

for the dead. No young hand 

of women can be heard beating. 

-And truly this is the fated day . . . 

-What is this you say? 

-On which she must go below. 

-You have touched my soul, you 

have touched my heart 

-When the good are worn with 

misery 

all good people 

must grieve with them. 

Antistrophe B (122-31) : 
-But he alone . . . if only he were now 

seeing 

this day's light with his eyes, 

Phoebus' son, then leaving 

the shadowy places and gates of 

Hades 

she might come back. 

For he used to raise the dead 

until the Zeus-cast 

bolt of blazing thunder took him away. 

But now what hope 

of life may I entertain? 

-All is over for the royal family; 

at the altars of all the gods 

full sacrifices are streaming with blood. 

But there is no cure for these ills. 
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4- In the lyrics, long a commonly, but not without exception, replaces q. 

The following are the opening anapests. The best way to understand 
the meters is to read or sing the songs aloud, paying attention to the 
longs and shorts and the tones. 

77 z i  7~08': ri why? n6ze is common in questions as an intensifier, "why 
on earth?" or "why in the world?" rcp608ev: adverb and preposition 
with the genitive, before, infiont oJ Notice how the focus on the house 
continues (psh&Opov, 77; G6po~, 78). 
78 oty&o: be silent. Note the force of the perfect referring to the 
hushed state of the house. 
77-78 These first two anapestic lines give important information. The 
Chorus finds the quiet that seems to attend Alcestis' dying a disqui- 
eting surprise, which indicates that the silence is unusual and that the 
house is generally quite noisy. That the house was usually a party scene 
is alluded to by Apollo, who, according to the myth, got the Fates 
drunk while living under Admetus' roof (12, cf. 33-34). Admetus' 
explicit promise to put an end to the playing of the barbitos and singing 
to the music of the flute (343-46) would hardly be necessary if music 
and partying were not customary in the house. The Chorus' assertion 
that the house was "open to guests and liberal" (~03L6~~tvo~ lcai 

~ ~ E ~ ~ E P O G ,  569), their description of Apollo's lyre-playing while he was 
living there (569-87), and the fact that Heracles, who was a known 
reveler, chose to come to Admetus all indicate that Admetus' house 
was a well known party scene. In Plato's Cm'to, the Laws of Athens, 
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appearing to Socrates, mock him for considering escaping from prison 
and immigrating to Thessaly, a place characterized by lawlessness and 
license (53d). Thessaly must have still been known as the party capital. 
The Laws ask Socrates, .t i n o t b  6 E~XOGPEVOS (feasting) Ev Oemahiq, Ljon~p 

Eni ~ E ^ ~ ~ I : V O V  dl7~06~6qpq~615 (having made a journey) E ~ G  O~mahiav; (53e). 
What sounds does the Chorus expect to hear now? Perhaps not the 

sounds of music and drinking, but of mourning. Women traditionally 
are the mourners, but in this play the Chorus of older men substitutes 
for female grievers. Men are needed to turn our attention away from 
Alcestis, the natural focus, to Admetus whose play it becomes at the 
death of Alcestis, if not before. The parodos focuses on Alcestis, espe- 
cially her liminal status (between life and death) in which she remains 
throughout the drama. After death people were thought to be in 
transit between the worlds of the living and the dead for three days. 
The Chorus anticipates even this, by placing Alcestis already in Hades 
before she has actually breathed her last. At the end of the drama, her 
convenient silence suggests that she remains in the shadowy area until 
the three days are up. Here the silence is disturbing; later the more 
usual sounds of merrymaking will be equally upsetting in the second 
Heracles scene, which is almost like a second prologue, played in the 
absence of the Chorus, with a monologue followed by a dialogue and 
two exits, one into the house and the other into the country. 
79 n6haq: see line 24. 
80 n6wpov: introduces a double question. In indirect questions such 
as this one, translate whether. <pOivo ( 9 t h ) :  see line 55. 
82 + he6ooo: see. 
85 eiq with n6atv: toward. 
86-1 11 The strophe and antistrophe share the same metrical scheme 
but do not have to correspond thematically. In this ode, however, the 
first strophic pair consists of eight reflections of which the last five are 
in dialogue form (93-97,105-11). It makes good sense that each one 
of the statements was uttered by a separate group or an individual from 
the Chorus. They wonder about Alcestis' condition, namely, whether 
she is dead or alive (86-97) : 

1. Have the usual sounds of mourning been heard from the 
house? 
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There is no maid at the gates to give information about the 
queen's demise. 
Apollo's help is being invoked. 
If Alcestis were dead, there would not have been such a 
silence. 
No, she is a corpse by now. 
But her body has not been carried out to be buried. 
How would you know? 
Admetus would not have let her burial be carried out without 
mourners. 

The antistrophe (98-11 1) is composed of eight reflections as well: 

1. There is no spring water placed before the gates, as is the 
custom when a person is dead. 

2. Nor shorn hair lying at the doorway as a sign of grief for the 
dead. 

3. No women's breast-beating hands are heard. 
4. This is the fated day . . . 
5. What fated day? 
6. For Alcestis to die. 
7. This news touches my heart. 
8. When the good are wasting away, all good people must grieve. 

Strophe and Antistrophe A: 
86/ 98 W------- 

87/99 - ------- 
88/ 100 -------- 
Diggle's stichometry: 
06 p&v 0656 z q  &pqtn6hmv (89) / p"ta 7' oijzt~ h i  npoOGpot5 (1 01) 
89/101- - ------- 
oza~i@mt &p@ n6haG (90) / z o p a b ~ ,  tbi 64 ve~6mv (102) 
90/102 --- / --- - --- 
ei ~ & p  pe~a~oiptoG & m ~  (91) / nkv0et &ve t ,  o66k v~oha i a  Jy (103) 
9l/lO3 - ----W- - 

92/104 - - ---- 
93/105 - -W--- - 
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86 .E ~ h 6 o :  heal: o z s v a y p 6 ~ :  groaning. 
87 ~ ~ 6 ~ 0 s :  crash, bang, noise, sound (made by mourners beating their 

breasts or heads). See Aeschylus, Choephoroe (Libation Bearers) 23, 
b @ ~ ~ t ~ t  obv ~ ~ 6 n c p .  For examples of loud scenes of mourning, see the 
ending of Persians, and the parodos of Choephoroe, and especially the 
kommos (306-499) of Choephoroe. ozkyq: see line 23. 
88 y b o ~ :  lament, weeping, wailing (also a prominent word in Choephoroe, 
330, 449). nenpaypkvov: genitive absolute, "as though everything 

were over." 
89 pdv = pGv. &pcpinohos, -ou, 4: servant, attendant. 

90 ozazirw: station. n6 has: gates (cf. 98,100; also 752,829). The repet- 

itive use of the word pulai here is important. The best known gates in 

ancient Greek culture are the gates of Hades, which, of course, 

symbolize death. Indeed, already in line 126, the Chorus sings of the 
gates of Hades. Through the early introduction of Heracles by Apollo, 
Euripides also suggests an equation between the gates of Admetus' 
palace and those of Hades, and, by extension, the identification of the 
house with the murky Netherworld. Other than the demigod Hera- 
cles, Theseus (with Heracles' help), and Orpheus, whose mission to 
rescue his wife failed, no Greek managed to pass through the gates - of 
Hades and come out unscathed. Besides bringing back Alcestis, Hera- 

cles on other occasions rescued Theseus from the Netherworld and 

subdued Cerberus with his bare hands. In the Heracles of Euripides, 

the protagonist, after finishing all his labors, has just relived them in 
killing his wife and children. Waking up in the scene of slaughter, he 

believes he has returned to Hades and is only saved from despair by 

Theseus. We might also think of Achilles' famous remark in Iliad 
9.312-13: 
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k ~ 0 p b ~  y&p pot K E ~ V O S  bpi;)~ ~ % a o  nGkgotv 
6s X' h p o v  pkv K E " ; ) ~  kvi cpp~oiv, &hho 66 &kg.  

I hate that man as much as the gates of Hades 
who hides one thing in his heart and mind but says another. 

91 ~i yhp: introduces an optative of wish (or optative optative), "If 
only! " p ~ z a ~ 6  ptoq: between the waves (of). a z a  = &rq disaster, misery; also 
the blindness that causes it or is caused by it. 
92 I I a t h v :  Apollo in his function as a Healer is invoked by the term 

Paian (Healer Apollo). The invocation to Apollo whose machinations 
have brought about Alcestis' premature fate is laden with irony. (Cf. 
the Chorus' call to Artemis, the chaste goddess, to help Phaedra, 
Hippolytus 141-50.) The fact that Apollo shares this title with his son 
Asclepius connects this invocation intimately with the underlying myth 
of the plot. (pavs iq~ :  fr. cpaivo. 

93 z &v = rot &v. (pOtpkvq5: genitive absolute in a condition, "if she were 
. . ." (The form is an athematic aorist middle/passive participle.) 
CotOnmv: fr. o~on&w, condition contrary to fact (see review of condi- 
tions at 35'7-60). 

94 The ekphora, the carrying out of the dead, usually takes place in the 
early morning of the third day after death. The suggestion, therefore, 

that Alcestis has already been carried out is quite improbable, espe- 
cially given the fact that the chorus members know that today is the 
fated day. (p p08 605: adjective, gone. 
95 a6 ~ k m :  boast, pride oneself in. 8 a p abv  m: encourage, pve confidence (see 
318). 
96 e" pq poq: deserted, lonely, solitary. z h g  o q  funeral rites, burial, tomb, w e .  
96-9'7 Murray (following Hartung) notes a one line lacuna between 
these two lines. 

9'7 K E ~ V ~ :  noble, cherished. Review the declension of p v ~ :  

~ u v f i  yuvakq  

yuvatc6~ pva t~ i ; )v  

y vva t~ i  yuvatti 

yuvaka p v a k a s  

+at yuva^t~q 
98 nhpotee: + genitive, b e f m  in front of: 
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99 n q y a i o ~ :  o f m m  a spring. &G vopicezac as is the custom. 
100 X k pvtyr: water fm punhing the hands. p0 1265: dead. 
101 ~ a i z a  = ~aizq hail: xp60upov: front door (often in the plural, 
perhaps because the doors were usually double). 
102 zopa205, ( - a ) ,  -ov: adjective of two or three terminations, cut. 
Cutting the hair in mourning was a Greek practice. See the opening of 
Aeschylus' Choephoroe where Orestes cuts two locks, one a thank 
offering to Inachus, the local river god, and the other in grief for his 
father (6-7) : 

. . . nh6~apov ' Iv&~q 8penzfi ptov 

zbv Se6zepov S& z6vSe: n ~ v ~ ~ f i ~ t o v .  

The lock he puts on the tomb is soon found by his sister Electra, still 
unaware of his return, and becomes the focus of a touching scene of 
recognition (beginning at 167) : 

= fi (referring to xaka). + V k ~ u  5 = + V E K P ~ ~  cqse, dead person. 
103 .E n k v 0 o ~ :  mourning, gm'$ nizvet:  a substitute form for nhwt when 
the penult is required to be short, because a mute (i.e., a dental z, 6,8, 
labial n, P, 9, or palatal K, y, X) before a liquid (h, p) or nasal (p, v) does 
not necessarily make the syllable long by position. (See the note on 
scanning iambics in the Introduction.) v e o h a i a :  young. (In other 
passages, veohclia is a noun meaning "a band of young people," but 
perhaps it is used here as a feminine adjective from an earlier adjective 
form.) 
104 6oun km: sound, resound. 
105 4- K& pto5: authm.tative, appointed (see line 158 and note). + fi 
fipazos, 26 = ipkpa. 
106 a66hm: say. 
107 pohe2v: fr. + Epohov (see line 52). a p e  = a6zfiv (see note at 16). 
108 0tyyhvm: aorist E ~ I ~ o v ,  touch (with genitive). .E ppfiv, ppev65, 4: 
heart, mind, senses (used both in singular and plural). 
109 r 6 v  drya06v 6ta~vatopkvvmvv: genitive absolute. Literally "when 
the good are grated to bits." 6taKvaim: scrape away, grate through, wear 
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away. It is striking that Alcestis' demise is depicted as a fading away, her 
strength drained as if life were being sucked out of her (cf. 19-20). It 
is interesting that men are sometimes depicted as dying in the bloom 
of youth without becoming debilitated and withering first. Cf. Cleobis 
and Biton (Herodotus 1.31) who died in their sleep in the bloom of 
first youth. 

Strophe and Antistrophe B: 

112-31 The first stanza (1 12-21) of the second strophic pair runs 
thematically from the general to the specific, as is common in choral 
songs. The Chorus first considers sending a boat out to various oracles 
to try to save Alcestis. Their extravagant imagination wanders as far off 
as Lycia and Egypt, but they end the stanza thinking of the possibility 
of approaching any available priest. Between the farthest and the 
closest possible helpers they would like to approach in order to save 
Alcestis, they repeat their certainty that her death is approaching. The 
antistrophe (122-31) on the one hand advances the assumption that 
Alcestis' demise is irrevocable, because the only one able to save her 
would have been Asclepius. On the other hand, the mention of Ascle- 
pius links the ode neatly to the prologue and its mythic background. 
The prominence of Apollo, whether through his oracle or through the 
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mention of his son, again raises the curiosity of the audience, because 
of the contradiction between Apollo's proclamation about Alcestis' fate 
and what the Chorus knows and what Death has announced. The fact 
that her only savior might have been Asclepius, who as a physician 
brought back the dead, reasserts the idea that one cannot die "healthy." 
Death implies illness or wounding. 
1 12 v a u ~ h q  p ia:  a voyage by sea. 
1 l 3  a z a ~ :  a poetic form for yaia~, partitive genitive with 8x01 (whither, 
to what/which place). 
114-16 The Chorus refers to two oracular sites. The first is Apollo's in 
Lycia, specifically his oracle in Patara, on the south coast of presentday 
Turkey. The other is that of Zeus Ammon (Amen-Ra) in Egypt (1 16). 
It is noteworthy that the Chorus prefers these distant oracles to those 
more commonly consulted, Apollo's at Delphi and Zeus' in Dodona, in 
order to underscore their dashed hope for Alcestis' recovery. Even if 
one travels to these far away places, no remedy for death can be found. 
115 & v d p o ~ ,  -ov: waterless. 
117 6 u a ~ 6 v o u  = 6uozfivou fr. 66ozqvo~, -ov unhappy, unfortunate. 
1 l 8  p b p o ~ :  death, fate, doom. c i x b ~ o p o ~ :  cut ofj unyielding (perhaps 
because one of the Moirai, Atropos, cut the thread of life). 
119 x h 6 8 m  = aehdrcw approach. b x a  pa: hearth, altal: 
120 g ~ o :  in the sense of know. 
121 p q l i o 0 6 ~ q s :  sacrjficer of sheep. + xo  pe6co: convey; middle/passive 
come, go. 
122-27 The particle 6v, expected in the apodosis, often surfaces in the 
protasis. This anacoluthon (syntactical inconsistency) between the 
subject of the protasis, Asclepius, and the subject of the apodosis, 
Alcestis, conveys the bewilderment of the Chorus, further expressed 
in the aorist of xpohuroGo'qh0ev, a contrary to fact condition, that is, an 
unattainable possiblity: "would she have left the shadowy places and 
the gates of Hades." The despair of the Chorus is so deep that the aorist 
implies that not only is Alcestis dead, about which the Chorus was just 
wondering in the beginning of their ode, but that her soul has already 
gone to Hades. This illopc dramatizes further the Chorus' uncertainty 
as to the condition of Alcestis as they move rapidly from confidence to 
despair with no middle ground. 
123 6kpxopat: perfect 6k6op~a, see. 8 ~ 6 0 ~ ~ c b ~ f i v  is a periphrastic pluper- 
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fect. The perfect is often used of a state of being; here the pluperfect 
acts as an imperfect in the contrary to fact condition. 
125 olcb~to5: dark. 
127 6paOkvza5: fr. 6aj~&5w subdued, tamed. A metaphoric or euphemistic 
term for "the dead." It is also a probable play on the name A-dmetus, 
which means "the untamed/unsubdued one." &viazq: fr. &va + 'io~qpt. 
l28 E! he: fr. aipiw. 616poho5: hs-cast, hurled by k s .  
129 n h i j ~ ~ p o v :  striker, weapon, bolt. ~ ~ p a 6 v  105: of a thunderbolt. 
134 a i p 6 p p a v ~ o ~ :  blood-sprinkled. d f i  p q ~ ,  -&G: full, full of: 
135 A palindrome (a line that reads the same backward and forward) 
in sound and meter. The meter is exactly the same as in the last line of 
the play. 6 ~ 0 5 ,  - 0 u ~ , 2 6 :  cure, remedy. 

FIRST EPISODE (136-212) : CHORUS AND MAID 

The Maid (€)ep&natva) is a kind of messenger, called the 84&~yeho~, who 
reports activities in the house. Often these are terrible and violent 
deeds (such as Oedipus7 self-blinding in Sophocles' Oedipus Tyrannus 
or the suicide of Eurydice in Antigone), but here the servant reports 
on the most mundane of happenings-washing, dressing, talking to 
the family and slaves-made more worthy of drama because Alcestis is 
doing these things for the last time. Still, the absence of drama in the 
reported scene may be another instance of the general parody of 
tragedy in the play. In this way we are introduced to Alcestis before we 
actually see her and are told what to notice about her in her scene. 
136 6 ~ x 6 6 5 :  servant, attendant. 
137 6a~puppokm:  shed tears, weep. 
l38 4- m v 0  km: mourn, grikwe. 
139 auyyvmo~6v:  it is excusable. & p \ ~ u ~ o ~ ,  -ov: ( y q & )  alive. 
140 i ihkupt:  destroy; middle perish, die; second perfect ijhoha be dead. 
&i6hat: fr. + o&. 
Forms of oI6a to be familiar with: 

Perfect (with present meaning) 
o16a 9 f  top~v infinitive d i v a t  
obea or o?6aS Y f  

I ~ Z E  participle E ~ G Q s  
0 % ~  'ioaot 
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Pluperfect (with imperfect meaning)-third sg. $EL(V) 

Imperative-second sg. k 0 r  third sg. Zmw 
14142 Perhaps Euripides pokes fun at all of us. We all hover between 
life and death, as the Greeks were fond of saying. Alcestis is in a certain 
way more fortunate than the average person (or some people might 
say less so), because she knows when she is going to die. 
141 @aav: fr. l,&o (see line 81, fi 660' h ) .  C6aav ~ a i  BavoGoav: the 
liminal status of Alcestis, hovering between life and death, is stressed 
throughout the play. In her scene (the second episode) she is literally 
liminal at the house door, where in fact most of the action of Greek 
plays takes place. i h t :  accented this way, "it is possible." 
142 a6765 = b a6265. Notice the masculine used in the generic ques- 
tion. Review the uses of a6265: 

1. In all cases, a665 can mean -se& 
Whose self depends on what it agrees with: a6zb~ / a674 
P O ~ ~ E L  ~ a i h a  ~C~&T'GELV; ("DO YOU wish to do these things your- 
self?") If used with a noun, the intensive a6265 (meaning 
-self) goes into the predicate position: a624 fi yuv4 "the 
woman herself' or yuv4 a624 "the woman herself." 
a6265 may also agree with a pronoun or with the unex- 
pressed subject of a verb: a6zb~ i5pq "he himself said (it) " (cf. 
the Latin expression ipse dixit) . 

2. In all cases, after the article (i.e., in the attributive position) 
a6265 means same: n&vzq E ~ O ~ E V  6-p a6m)v yuvaka. 'We all 
saw the same woman;" a624 (a6z4) "the same woman;" b 

a6265 (a5265) "the same man/person;" zaiha zir a6z& (often 
seen as zaka 2a62& by crasis) "these same things." 

3. In the oblique cases, ahoG his, a 6 ~ t ~  her, a62oC its, a h G v  their 
go into the genitive and are put into the predicate position. 

P h i x a :  aorist Zphaya, look, see, be alive. At least since Homer, the Greeks 
equated seeing the light with life. The notion of sight and life will recur 
repeatedly in the play. 
143 x pov a x f i ~  -&S: face fmward, leaning forward, stooped. v u ~ o  p payet see 
line 20. Alcestis' physical state shows how close she is to death. The idea 
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of death being related to feebleness is emphasized once again. When 
the Maid describes Alcestis' actions, this notion of debility will be strongly 
negated by Alcestis' acts before she became feeble. 
144 oYa5 0105: Play on different forms of the same word was greatly 
appreciated by the Greeks. It is interesting that the Chorus members 
do not commit themselves to an explicit praise. While Alcestis is clearly 
admired for her act, they say of Admetus merely "of what kind" he is, 
which has yielded many interpretations. hpapzcivo, hpapzfioopat, 
fipapzov, h~dcpzq~a: miss the mark, make a mistake, lose (see Iliad 6.411, 
o& bqapapzo6og, "when/if I lose/have lost you"). The verb &papz&vw 
seldom means "be bereft" or "lose," but usually intimates a mistake, 
failure, or fault due to "missing the mark." The Chorus' gently hinted 
criticism of Admetus is picked up more abruptly by the Maid in her 
immediate answer. It is noteworthy that this verb occurs nine times in 
the play. Only the Hippolytus, which is longer by 26 percent, has a 
higher occurrence of the base hamart- (fourteen times). What is espe- 
cially interesting, though, is that the word is used in the Alcestis without 
any moral overtone of guilt or fault. In about half of the cases, it refers 
to a simple failure or mistake. Pheres' refusal to die for Admetus is indi- 
cated by the verb &papz&vw (709, 7lO), Admetus' possible remarriage 
will result from an error of his mind (&papz&vet, 327), and Heracles 
uses the word hamartia to describe both his possible failure to recover 
Alcestis from Thanatos and Admetus' refusal to admit the woman he 
brings to his house (850, 1099). The underlying meaning is thus an 
error or mistake. The other four uses of the word all refer to Admetus' 
bereavement of Alcestis (144, 342, 616, 879). Set against the word's 
other uses, its use here suggests that his loss or bereavement was also 
a mistake, an error of judgment and failure on Admetus' part in 
refusing to die. Euripides had several other verbs at his disposal to indi- 
cate Admetus' bereavement, and he uses them in the play: mepkw (200, 
22'7; 622 of Pheres), &noozep&w (378,384, 689), &pnha~iom (242,418, 
824, 1083), and pov60.1 (296, 380, 652). Still he chose to use &papz&vo 
as well. In none of the other extant tragedies is the verb used to indi- 
cate the bereavement of a dear one. By using this particular word, 
Euripides indicates to the spectators that Admetus' loss of Alcestis 
results from a mistake on his part. 
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By using &papz&vetv, Euripides explicitly melds Adme tus' error of 
asking Alcestis (or anyone) to die instead of him with his unconscious- 
ness that this is, in fact, an error. He does this by allowing Admetus 
himself to use the verb &papz&vo to mean losing his wife. That is, 
Admetus uses a verb that the audience connects with the commission 
of an error, without the awareness that he is making a mistake or that 
in so doing, he casts himself in the role of a hero about to fall. The 
impact of this doubly "unconscious" use is both provocative and abhor- 
rent. It gives the impression that he admits his culpability in the death 
of his wife. Yet as his character unfolds it becomes clear that he is 
unaware of the magnitude of the ethical impropriety of asking another 
human being to die for him. Euripides thus succeeds in allowing 
Admetus both to admit and not to admit his responsibility for Alcestis' 
death. A century later, Aristotle will talk about hamartia as the protago- 
nist's "tragic flaw" (Poetics 1453a). We have no evidence for the usage of 
this word as a term in literary criticism in the fifth century B.c.E., but this 
coincidence and other occurrences of the root in the play do raise the 
question of whether the term and the idea of tragic flaw were not 
somehow debated and discussed in the intellectual circles of fifth- 
century Athens. It is difficult to imagine that Aristotle's terminology 
came out of nothing. 
& ~Xtpov: refers to Admetus. .i. ~Xfipmv: unhappy, sufm'ng, enduring. 
4- otoS: of what swt, what a .  . . ! 
145 .E o'bxm: not yet. 016~: The Greek language has avariety of verbs to 
denote knowledge (&i6ba~, ~nimaoeat, Y L ~ ~ O K E W ,  ~ O P ~ ~ E I V ,  ~ ~ v ~ ~ E I v ) .  
The verb ~i66vat stands out from all of them by denoting knowledge 
based on sight. o76a (related to E%OV and Latin video) means "I have 
seen something and therefore I have the knowledge of it." The Maid's 
choice of verb continues her focus on Alcestis' visible condition in line 
143: "The master doesn't know this yet, not until he experiences it." 
At the same time, she obliquely voices a criticism of Admetus, who 
cannot grasp what is happening physically to his wife, even though he 
sees it, and will become aware of her death only when it happens. It is 
intriguing that Euripides has put this covert criticism of Admetus right 
after the use of the verb & p p ~ & v c o  in line 144. npiv Gv a&Bg: npiv = until 
(with the subjunctive referring to the future after a negative clause, see 
Goodwin and Gulick, 148613). 
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146 .E 0 6 ~ 6 ~ 1 :  no longet: 
147 xeapmpkvq: see line 21 and note. BthCu): force, compel. Pt&Cezac 
although the subject of the verb is day, it is once again the force of 
inescapable death that is brought out. Indeed, death comes perforce; 
it is by no means gentle. 
148-49 z& xpbocpopa: "the offerings." In her answer, the Maid focuses 
only on the dress Alcestis "will wear" when her husband will bury her. 
Since it has been noted in line 145 by the Maid that Admetus is still 
oblivious to the developing situation, it is likely that Alcestis herself, as 
macabre as this is, has prepared the clothes in which she will be buried. 
We may possibly read a note of sarcasm into the Maid's comment that 
Admetus will bury his wife in this ready attire. Bringing Admetus to the 
fore here is part of the tragedian's strategy. The unique circumstance 
of Alcestis' knowing the day, if not the exact hour, of her death, allows 
her to do for herself the things the family (usually the women) do for 
a deceased relative-the bathing and dressing of the body. 
148 o.liuouv: see line 60 and note. z b  xpbocpopa: suitable preparations. 
np&ooo = 7cp&T~o. 
149 .E %zo~.poq: ready. ouv-8&xzw: bury (along) with. It was customary 
to bury objects along with a person's body, such as ceramic pots, 
jewelry, and favorite belongings. 
150 'iozw: third singular imperative, "let her know" (with indirect state- 
ment using the participle). See note at line 140 for a review of the forms 
of &a. Verbs of "knowing" and "showing" often take the participle in 
indirect statement (see Goodwin and Gulick, 1590-95). .E & 6 ~ h & f i ~ :  Of 
good fame. ~ a z a - e v f i o ~ u ) ,  aaza8avo6par = cinobfio~w. 
151 parcp@: by faz 
152-53 kpiozq:  Alcestis is repeatedly referred to as cipiozq (83, 151, 
235,241,442, 742, Chorus; 152, Maid; 324, Alcestis; 899, Admetus) and 
K E & ~  (97, Chorus). The emphasis on Alcestis' nobility and glory yields 
her an almost Homeric kleos, the glory that is won by heroes on the 
battlefield, and only by males. On the other hand, by not awarding 
these epithets to Admetus, Euripides marks him as a nonhero. The 
epithet K E ~ V ~ ,  since the Homeric epics, denoted the wife's concern for 
her husband's well-being as reflected in the satisfactory running of his 
household. The term is applied to a wife who fulfills her domestic 
duties in an appropriate manner. She oversees the household slaves, 
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supervises the weaving (which women of all classes, even some god- 
desses, engaged in and through which they contributed considerably 
to the domestic economy) and so forth. Cf. H. Roisman 1984, 53-54. 
The dressing scene may also be reminiscent of epic scenes in which 
the warrior arming himself is described in detail before he distin- 
guishes himself on the battlefield. 

Alcestis' lack of faith in Admetus, manifested explicitly in lines 181 
and 314-16, is foreshadowed here. It is the function of one's imme- 
diate family or friends to adorn the dead, but Alcestis does it for 
herself. She picks her garment and dresses herself in befitting fashion. 
The theme of Alcestis' proper adornment resurfaces when Pheres 
shows up with finery for her corpse (618-19). 
152 kvavzt6oyat:  oppose. 
153-54 'What would the woman surpassing her have to do [or be] ?" 
bneppcihhw: surpass. 
155 xpo-zt@oa: with iv-&itat~o. Verbs of "knowing" and "showing" 
usually take the participle in indirect statement. See line 150 and note. 
h e p - :  on behalfoJ fm 
156 4- E x i o ~ a y a t :  deponent athematic verb, know. 
15'7 4- 6  pciw: do. 4- ~h6c-o: heax Alcestis' personal slave describes her 
mistress' activities in the house. This description of details from the 
scene Apollo has just left and mentioned in passing makes the appear- 
ance of Alcestis more real to the audience. These activities are more 
suited to narrative than to the stage-too many things are happening, 
there is too much movement from place to place, and too many char- 
acters are involved for effective staging. 
158 fiaeezo: fr. .E aicrebopat. 4- ~6  p t o ~ :  having authority, appointed; as 
a noun, lord. Every woman, at all times of her life, was under the 
guardianship of a ~6p to~ .  From her father, she passed to her husband 
or a brother; a widow went back to her father or was in the charge of 
her son or another relative. Her children were his and would return to 
her husband's family if she remarried, unless nobody claimed them. 
159 i j ~ o u o a v :  fr. 4- ~ K U  have come. i i6aot:  fr. 4- ij&op. x o z c i y t o ~ ,  (-a), 
-ov:  ofa rivm h e u ~ 6 5 :  white. ~ p h q ,  ~ p w z 6 ~ ,  6 :  accusative xp6aa or xpba, 
flesh, skin. 
l60 h06 a: wash. E K  6  ' &hoGoa: tmesis for i&hoGoa (fr. kE,arph). Tmesis 
("cutting") is the separation of the prefix from the verb. It is common 
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in epic poetry and may represent a linguistic stage when the prefixes 
were separable, working as the adverbs they originally were. ~kGptvo5: 
of cedar (1ck6ptvot 66pot refer to closets or chests made of cedar). 
161 60045, -qroq, 4: clothing. eGnpenG5: becomingly. f io~ i \oaro:  fr. &&a 
"she adorned herself." 
162 Hestia is the goddess of the hearth, She was of special concern to 
women, because they were grounded at the family hearth. or&oa: fr. 
i'ozqp. np6o0e(v): + genitive, before. ~ a r - e b ~ o p a ~ :  fr. 4- & ~ o p a ~  pray. 
163 G&motva, -115, 4: mistress, lady of the house. This is an appropriate 
term of address to Hestia because the root is dem, the Indo-European 
root for home. 
164 navborarov:fm the very last time. npoo-nirvm: fall befwe; 4- nizvw = 

nhzo. 4- a i r h  ask, beg. 
165 4- r k ~ v o v :  related to 4- zimo child (see lines 270, 272, 294, 305, 
309, 313, 318, 37'7, 379, 389, 465, 514, 614, 620, 820, 947, 1136). 
6p(pave6m: take care of orphans. 
166 ou-Gebyvup: 4- @iyvopt yoke, unite. .E &ho;log 4: wife (see lines 
242,473,599,876,880,917,998,1095). 4- ykvvato~,  -a, -ov: noble 
167 r e ~ o 0 o a :  fr. zi~zw mother (see lines 16, 290, 338, 469, 517, 637, 
638,661,865,958). 
167-68 Alcestis prays to Hestia for her children not to die before their 
time, as she is about to do. One may wonder whether she fears that 
Admetus might one day ask his own children to die for him when his 
time comes up again. She also prays for a loving wife for her son and 
a well-born husband for her daughter. The children are much on her 
mind in this imagined scene behind the house door, as they will be in 
her onstage scene. She does not mention Admetus in her prayer. 
168-69 The infinitives depend on 665 "grant that" (aorist imperative 
of 6i6wp1, supplied from the context), or on an understood "I ask you 
(not) " (see line 50). 
168 & o p o ~ ,  -ov: &- + iSpa untimely, before their time. 
169 ~ e p n v 6 g  -q, -ov: happy, delightful. drnhqaac fr. &c-ni~nhqptfill out, 
complete. 
170 4- Pmp65, -00, b:  altar (see lines 133,973, 1156). 
171 ~h&reyre = ~ a i  k@oz&~e fr. crown, adorn with garlands (cf. 
ozkqavo~ crown, garland fr. oakqu, to Put around). n poaq6 &TO: fr. Eij~opat 
pray. See ~azq65azo (162). 
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172 "cutting foliage of myrtle branches." xz6pOo~:  a young branch. 
chooxiro:  cut away, cut OfJ: pv poivq: myrtle. cpbpq: a lock of hair, mane 

(line 429), foliage (of trees or shrubs). Myrtle, an aromatic evergreen 
shrub, native to the Mediterranean, was (and still is) a favorite plant for 

various kinds of ceremonial decoration. It was sacred to Aphrodite. In 
Euripides' Electra, it is mentioned (at line 234), significant by its 
absence at the tomb of Agamemnon. At 511-12, the aged family 
retainer tells of coming upon the tomb of Agamemnon and honoring 

it with wine and myrtle: 

onov6& W, h6oa~ &oubv ijv qkpo &vot~,  

Eomtoa, ~6pPq 6' &ppkOq~a pupoiva~. 
I opened the wineskin I am bringing for the guests and poured 
libations, and I covered the tomb with myrtle. 

In the same play, Aegisthus cuts myrtle for a crown for his own head 
(778) in preparation for his sacrifice to the Nymphs, at which he 
himself will soon be sacrificed. 

It may be significant that the slave speaks here of cutting "the hair" 

(q6prl) of the myrtle, as if the myrtle itself were one of the mourners 

whose hair is cut at the death of the woman of the house. At 429 the 
word is used again of the manes of horses that are also to be cut in 

mourning for Alcestis throughout the land. 
173-75 Lack of tears and lamentations on Alcestis' part and her 
preserving a lovely complexion in spite of death's approach mark 
Alcestis yet again as a Homeric hero despite her being a woman. In the 
Ziad, the bodies of heroes, even when wounded or killed, neither decay 
nor remain disfigured. 
173 &rhav(o)zo5: of two terminations like most compound adjectives, 
without weeping. draz6varzo5: without lamenting. ~ 0 6 x 1 6 ~  = ~b hnt6v (fr. 
E7~~tp.t fr. ~Tp.1) with uau6v (174). 

174 pe0iozq: imperfect fr. pO-ioqp change. xpoz65: fr. ~ p i y  (see line 

159). edetGfi5: of beaut$ul form, faix 
175 + Esetza: then, next, after that (uiirretm = uai &&iza). + Ohhapo5: 
bedroom. doxeooOoa: fr. ~io-ninm. + h 6 ~ 0 5 ,  -ou5,26: bed. 
176 bvzaO8a 6fi: then at last. '6hrpuoe = St%rpuae fr. 6aup6o weep. 
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177 4- hk~zpov: bed. 4- &vea: where, t h e .  napOkveto5: ofa maiden, virgin. 
xap8kveta xope6paza: virginity, girlhood. 
178 nrkpt (instead of nepi): the accent shifts back when the preposition 
follows its case. 
179 4- k~eaipcu: hate. &x&heoa5: fr. 4- h-n-6Lkupr active destroy, kkill, lose; 
middle pmish, die; perfect (- 6hoka) be dead, be ruined. 
180 p6vqv: This is the manuscripts' version (some editors emend to 
~6vov). As Dale points out (at 179-80), these lines are difficult. Alcestis 
addresses her marriage bed, which symbolizes her marriage to 
Admetus, and says that she does not hate it. The bed/marriage has 
brought death only to her. It is possible that she opposes herself to her 
children, not to Admetus. After all, Admetus' thirst for life could have 
brought an early demise to the children. 4- xpo6i6copt: betray, fmake 
(see lines 202, 250, 275, 290, 659, 1059, 1096). 6 x v h :  shn'nk from, be 

reluctant to. 
181 Alcestis expects that Admetus will remarry. 4- ~zciopat: possess. 
182 4- dppmv: virtuous, wise, modest, chaste. &v: implies a potential 
optative. 4- p2hhov: adverb, more (with uhtppov and understood with 
~6~uXjl~).  t lao~:  perhaps. The servant's direct quotation of her mistress 
brings this scene to life. See Irene J. F. de Jong, "Three Off-Stage Char- 
acters in Euripides," Mnemosyne 43 (1 990) : 1-21. 
183 ~ u v d o :  kiss. 4- nrizvo = .nim fall. Gkpvtov: bedding, bed. 
184 "was soaked with a flood of tears." 
185 xbpo~:  enough. 
186 4- ozeixo: go. nrpovoafi5: see line 143 where the servant described 
her mistress' physical state as being both dead and alive. 
187 no hh&: many times. C5toOo ': fr. ke + dpl (for conjugation see note 
at 65). Emozpcicpq: aorist passive k7ceotp&tpqv, fr. km-utpkqw turn back. 
188 ~&ppt\yev = ~ a i  Cpptyr~v fr. (jinzw throw, hurl. 4- aazfiv = kauzfiv. 
4- a80i5: again. 4- roizq: bed. 4- ncihtv: back. 
189 kcapz&o: compound verb + genitive, hang upon. 
190 4- ~ h a i o :  weep (see line 192). by~cihq: arm, bend of an arm or leg. 
191 &ondccopat: greet, welcome, embrace. &hho't~ ahhov: one afim the othm 
&S: with the participle, here "showing that" (Earle). 
192 oixkzq~, -ou, b :  servant. 
193 oi~zipcu: Pity. &et&: right hand. 
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194 xpo- + zeivm: stretch forth, stretch out. K ~ K ~ S :  here, low, base. 
195 xpooeppfieq: aorist passive, as if of h6ya; understand "by whom" 
(Alcestis is the subject of both verbs). 
197-200 The tragedy of Admetus, ensuing from his reluctance to die 
and his allowing Alcestis to die for him, is gradually established in the 
text. It is noteworthy that the Maid has hardly mentioned Admetus in 
her lengthy speech, although we are just about to learn that he is 
holding the dying Alcestis in his arms. 
197 T&V = ~ o t  &v. t i h e ~ o :  fr. ijhhupt. 
198 4- drhyog - o u g  26: pain, grief: 4- (&m-) havetivopat:  forgeet; h~hfionat 
future perfect fr. kv0&vopat + genitive forget. 
199 3 xou: surely, I suppose. Admetus has not been mentioned in the 
servant's speech except as master of the house with its sorrows, which 
surround him in line 196. The Chorus brings him back into the picture 
with this question. 4- ozevbcw: groan, bewail, lament. 
200 4- o ~ e p  km: deprive. 
201 4- & K O ~ Z ~ S :  wife. 
202 h i a a o p a t :  pray, beseech. 4- xpo8i8mpt:  betray, foresake, leave. 
xpo8oOvat: Euripides' use of the verb "to betray" in Alcestis' address 
to the bed (179-Bl), in Admetus' words here, and in the subsequent 
echo (250) highlights the theme of betrayal in the play (see W. Smith 
1968,40-41). lIpo6i6wpt can mean either "to betray" or "to leave." Even 
if Admetus uses it in the latter sense, the other meaning is there as well. 
In choosing it for Admetus, Euripides allows the audience to hear both 
meanings and decide which better fits him. d r p f i ~ a v o ~ :  impossible, 
without resource or device. 
203 papaivopat :  waste away. v b a o ~ ,  -ou, h: sickness. papa iveza t  v6oq:  

Alcestis' death is not a quick one, like that of an epic warrior who is 
mortally wounded in battle; rather it is described as a slow-moving 
disease that sucks the life away from her (cf. line 236). While this is 
happening, her physical ability is affected, but her mind is not. 
204 napetpkvq: fr. napiqpt faint, relax (used here with the accusative of 
respect). B0h1.o~: sad, wretched. p& p o ~ ,  -ou r 6: weight. 
Between 204 and 205 a lacuna (or gap) has been detected. Of recent 
editors, Diggle and Garzya delete the lacuna, and Kovacs adds a line. 
205 o p t ~ p 6 ~  = pt~p6~.  xvkm: breathe. 
206 a6yfi: ray. 
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208 &rczi~: ray. The brackets around this line indicate that it is believed 
to be an interpolation, perhaps a further explanation added by a 
commentator. Many editors also bracket line 20'7. 
209 napouoia: presence. 
210 .E z r: adverbial accusative, ai all. ~6 ppov km: be in a good frame of 
mind toward. rcoipavo~: king, rulm (see line 214). 
2 1 1 c6 G: well-disposed. 

FIRST STASIMON (2 13-37) 

The focus of this short ode moves gradually from Zeus, the father, to 
Apollo, his son, and eventually turns to Admetus, a human. The 
Chorus is certain that both Zeus and Apollo can do something because 
they have the power and indeed Apollo has already proven he can 
interfere with Death. At the same time they are sure nothing will 
happen. It is ironic that they suggest to Admetus a variety of ways to 
die once he is bereaved of Alcestis, thus nullifying his desire to live at 
any cost, especially at the cost of Alcestis' life. 

Strophe (2 1 3-25) : 
-Ah Zeus, what way out of evils, how, 

where 

might there be a way? And release from 

the fortune 

that is upon our rulers? 

-Alas! Will anyone come or must I 

cut my hair 

and change into 

black clothes of mourning? 

-It is plain, friends, plain, but still 

let us pray to the gods, 

for great is the might of the gods. 

-Oh Lord Paian, 

find a way out of evils for Admetus. 

Antistrophe (226-37) : 
-Woe . . . . . . . . 

Oh child of Pheres, how badly you 

have fared, 

deprived of your wife. 

-Alas, are these things not worthy of 

cutting one's throat 

and more than enough to put one's 

neck 

in a high hung rope? 

-For you will see 

not a dear, but the dearest wife 

die on this day. 

-Look, look, 

she is coming out and her husband 

with her. 
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-Grant one, grant it. For even -Cry out! Lament, oh Pheraian 

before this, land, 

you discovered a way, even now for the best of wives, 

be a savior from death, wasting away with sickness 

stop bloody Hades. and going beneath the earth to Hades. 

Strophe and antistrophe 

Notice long -a- for -q-. 

The Chorus sings in despair over the coming death, moved by the 
Maid's description of Alcestis' courage. They even make the ironic 
suggestion that Admetus' loss is worthy of suicide. 

213 n;@ = m, where. ziq with ~ 6 p o q :  way, crossing. 
215 zkpcu: fr. ~hpvo, deliberative subjunctive, cut. 8pi6, 2 ~ 1 . ~ 6 5  fi: hair 
(see line 76). 
21 6 p k k a ~ ,  pkka lva ,  pkkav:  genitive pkhavo5, black. ozokp65: clothing. 
n; k x k o ~ :  robe (see line 189). 
217 drpcp$akcbp~Ba: fr. &p91 + P&hho. 
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218 6qha: fr. Gijho~. 
219 4- e 6 ~ o p a t :  pray. -peoea: common in poetry for -p&a. 

220 &a5 = & &vat. 
221 65  + e b p i o ~ o :  the form is imperative. 
222 4- no p ica :  provide. n d p o ~ :  before. It is typical of Greek prayer to 
remind the god of past favors. 
223 The text is corrupt here. Perhaps Z,EG~ES, ~ a i  vGv. 
224 huzfl p 105: fr. h6w liberating, releasing. yevo6: imperative. 

225 cp6vto5: murderous. 
226 nana?: a cry of distress (perhaps used here in a significant juxta- 

postion to c% nai in line 227). Some of the most anguished tragic cries 
can be found in the second episode (lines 730-826) of Sophocles' 

Philoctetes. Consider especially 745-46, 750: 

227 Pheres is Admetus' father. npdzzco: means both experience and 
achieve, manage, or do. (Here it means fare, as it often does with an 
adverb or a neuter plural adjective.) o ~ e p k o :  deprive, bereave. 

228 oqayfl: cutting the throat. 
229 P p 6 ~ 0 5 :  noose. Gkpq: neck. 
230 neh&co: &ngneax 

232 h 6 y q :  fr. -6p6rw. & p a w  = fipazt fr. 6pap day. 
233 i603 i606 :  "look, look!" 

234 The verbs are first aorist imperatives. Podw: cry aloud. ozevd l~o:  

see 199. 
236 papaivopat :  waste away (see line 203). 
The Maid ends the first episode with a hint that there may be some who 
are not friends to the masters (that is, to Admetus, 2 10-1 2). The Chorus 
takes up the theme suggested by the words z&p~~ava  hzi3v (202-203), 
which show the fecklessness of Admetus, and turns the Maid's reproach 
into an expression of hope for salvation, showing clearly their loyalty to 
the house and king (see especially the prayer to Paian to find a pqwv&, 
220-21), for it is Admetus' irrational (or insensitive) refusal to face facts 
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that the Chorus here imitates. The prayer for salvation keeps hope alive, 
if only verbally, especially in the prayer to Zeus, whose son will come 
and save Alcestis. If we have forgotten the prologue prophecy, we are 
reminded of it here. The prayer to Apollo the healer is, however, ironic, 
because we already know that Apollo is the cause of the present 
cipq~avia and is himself helpless to save this woman. Zeus, too, had his 
part in the complicated series of events that led to the present cipqwvia, 
because it was he who struck down Asclepius, presumably for doing 
what Heracles will do, that is, raise the dead. Knowledge, in particular 
the knowledge that this day is the fated day, takes away hope for the 
Chorus. The troubles spoken or sung of are still those of Admetus, but 
now the Chorus, for the first time, dwells on the awkwardness of 
Admetus' position, ironically suggesting that his present grief is worthy 
of suicide (228-30). After twice calling Alcestis cipQ~q (235,241), they 
suggest that Admetus' life is not worth living (24243)-his is definitely 
not the ideal life. It is, then, in the first episode and first stasimon, that 
a significant contrast between Alcestis and Admetus is established. That 
she is the "best wife" implies-given the circumstances-that he is a less 
than perfect husband. Her control is contrasted with his impotence. 
These differences are sustained in the following scene in which, for the 
only time, we see and hear the two together. (See Luschnig 1995,40.) 

SECOND EPISODE (238-434) : ALCESTIS, ADMETUS, 
CHILDREN, CHORUS 

The royal family comes out in state. This is a "moving tableau" scene 
(see Halleran 1985, 11, 14-15). It is likely that the eccyclema was used 
here. This was a scenic device ("thing rolled out" fr. h&hlpa, a plat- 
form on wheels or a revolve) that revealed the result of an action that 
had taken place offstage. If it is used here, Alcestis would be seen lying 
on her couch with the family members about her. The device would 
be rolled or rotated back into the skene at the end of the second 
episode. 

At first Alcestis is delirious, feeling the approach of death. Notice 
how Admetus responds. In several other plays, Euripides introduces 
his characters in a similar way. Phaedra, in the HippoZytus, also sings a 
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The second episode of Alcestis showing the eccyclema. Drawing by A. L. H. 
Robkin. 

delirious song (whether her delirium is real or feigned is subject to 
debate) and then speaks rationally. Medea (in Medea) is first heard 
offstage in a rage, but, when she enters from the house and speaks to 
the Chorus, she delivers a rational and highly political discourse. 
Alcestis recovers from her battle with death long enough to make her 
last requests and say farewell to her children. Admetus' promises, 
however bizarre, keep the story going. 

238-43 The Chorus seems to mourn for Admetus as much as for 
Alcestis. Their belief that he will live a life not worth living once again 
invalidates Admetus' quest for survival at any cost, an idea that the play- 
wright subtly plants in the text. Hinting at it through the Chorus has a 
special force because they usually have no direct involvement in the 
plot. The Chorus' assumption about Admetus' future emptiness may 
arise from a belief that marriage is a union of two people who care for 
each other and are united to such an extent that the departure of one 
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will make life inconsequential for the other (see lines 472-76). If this 
is the nature of the bond between Admetus and Alcestis, then the 
following exchange between them, which involves a high degree of 
miscommunication, is of great importance for understanding the rela- 
tionship between the husband and the wife who is dying, presumably 
for him. 
238 ( P ~ P C ,  (~fioo: with indirect statement taking the infinitive construc- 
tion, say. ehcp paiv o: delight, bring pleasure. 
239 n hhov: irregular comparative of n o k 6 ~ .  4- hun km: cause gm'& pain, 
distress, middle feel sorrow. n& pod ev: bejtore. 
240 zeupaipopat: form a conclusion. 
241 hebooo: see (see line 82). 
242 &nharhv: fr. d r p n k a ~ i o ~ w  + genitive, lose. & p i o z o ~  -ov: unlivable 
(cf. the famous words of Socrates: 6 6; & v s & x o z o 5  P i o ~  04 Ptozbs 

&vep&q, Apol. 38a). 
243 Enetza: here in the sense of after that, used as an attributive to 
~p6vov (see line 13 and note). j3tozebo: live, spend a life. 
244-45, 248-49 Alcestis calls on the elements (cf. Medea's Nurse in 
Medea, line 57), perhaps adding a contemporary reference to 
Anaxagoras' scientific investigations (see Dale, Conacher ad loc.) in 
the words o4p&vtat Givat. Alcestis sings; Admetus answers in the iambics 
of ordinary dialogue until line 273. 
Alcestis' Song: 
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In Greek tragedy, meter is used to distinguish between dialogue and 
song. Dialogue is usually in iambic trimeter, which Aristotle considers 
suitable for speech (Poetics 1449a18). Songs are sung in a variety of lyric 
meters, which are sometimes interspersed with iambs but rarely with 
iambic trimeter, and often serve as a setting for dance. Meter can be 
used for other purposes as well. The first such instance in a surviving 
Greek play is found in the Agamemnon, in which Aeschylus plays off 
iambs and lyrics to convey mood and to further the development of 
the plot in the Cassandra scene. Euripides is well known for his use of 
meter to portray character and to accentuate his characters' interac- 
tion. Prime examples of this can be found in the exchange between 
the dying Alcestis and her husband, and in the Child's song and 
Admetus' reply. In both cases, contrasting meters are exploited to high- 
light the emotional distance between the characters. (See also the 
 discussion^" section on the second episode.) 

For a more detailed analysis of the exchange between Alcestis and 
Admetus, see Roisman 2000: 182-99. 
244 %Ate: = "Hht~. jxpkpa~: = fipkpa~. cpdto~: = q@. 

245 "heavenly eddies of running/racing clouds. " GXv at:  eddies. v sq khq: 
cloud. G po p a i o ~ :  running swiftly. 
246 The subject of bp@ is Helios. .f. uaui3~ ~pdt~m: do badly, fare ill. 
247 &v0 ': = dlvd at theprice of; instead of; fm thou: = o6nvo5 (see note at 
7 6 ) .  Forms of 6 0 ~ 1 ~  are used often in maxims and general statements, 
often with a form of 0 6 6 ~ i ~  as the antecedent. It is also used in indirect 
questions. 
249 vupcpiGto5: bridal. u o i ~ q :  bed (see line 188). n6zptog -a,  -ov: father?, 
of one's f a t k  
250 h-aipcu: raise. eau+: = oeuurilv, reflexive pronoun. .f. m i h a ~ :  
feminine zdcha~va wretched, unhawy, suffering. z po8@~:  aorist subjunctive 
of .E npo-6iFopt, betray, forsake. 
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251 o i ~ d p o :  pity. 
252 b p 5  . . . bp&: an example of pathetic repetition. It is as if Alcestis 
sees the oars first as they propel the boat toward her. Si~wnov orbqos: 
two-oared boat. hi pvq: lake. 
253 v 5: dead person, corpse; plural the spirits, the dead (see lines 102, 
260). nopepe6~: ferryman. 
254 Qni K O V ~ @ :  at the ruddm ~ovz65: pole (for steering a boat). Charon 
is the ferryman of the Netherworld who carries the dead across the 
lake of Acheron. 
Charon in his boat is a character in Aristophanes' Frogs in a wonderfully 
comic scene. He enters around line 180 and is hailed by Dionysus (who 
has gone down under to bring back a tragic poet since they were all 
dead) with what must have seemed a very funny line (lifted by Aristo- 
phanes from the Aithon, a satyr play by Achaeus) : 

The greeting is repeated three times in parody of the triple address to 
the dead, and it makes a play on the likeness of Charon's name to the 
verb xaipo. In the comedy, even Charon is a snob, refusing to take on 
board the slave Xanthias, who accompanied Dionysus on his trip. 
Dionysus has to do the rowing in time to Charon's: 

After this imitation of the up and down of oars, the chorus of frogs 
appears singing their famous cry: 

255 zi pbhhet~: ' m y  are you delaying?" 
256 kneiyou: "Hurry! " ob razeipyet5: 'You are holding [us] up! " zb6e: 
adverbial accusative or internal object of zax6ve1, "in this way" (see note 
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at 648). ax kp~o:  set in rapid motion; mostly used in the passive be in haste, 
rage. The participle may be translated "crossly" or "hurriedly. " zaxbv m: 
speed, hurry. 
257 x t ~ p 6 ~ :  bittm vaurthq pia: voyage. 
260 + abhfi: hall, court. 
261 h' hppbat ~uavauy6ot: "under his dark brows." 
262 nzepmz6~: winged. There are several possible readings of this line. 
Diggle: phknov n.repwrb5 X16a5. Murray/Dale: @ & ~ o v  n.repw.rbs t a Y 6 a ~ t .  

Garzya: phknov, nzepozbs-"At6a~. 

263 p68e5: imperative of peeiqpr, let go (see line 266, pk8e.r~). b6cm,  
bCcm: do. aqe5: fr. drcpiqp~ let go. Geihato5: wretched. ir Gethatoz6za: = fi 
G~thatoz&zq in agreement with the subject. 
264 .E oiazp65: pitijd. ooiqxiv refers to 666v in line 263 (cf. Medea, 
1067-68). 
265 + x kv8o~, - o u ~  2 6: gn'& mourning, pain. 
267 06 o86vm noaiv: dative of respect, "I have no strength in my feet." 
xooiv: fr. .no65 (not to be confixed with nbo y husband). 
268 xhfiotov: adverb, neas 
269 .E ar6zto~,  -a, -ov: dark. Ex' Boaorot: "upon my eyes." Em- + 
k pn m: creeps upon. 
271 av@: second person pronoun, dual genitive. 
272 bp@zov: dual second singular present optative of bp&o used in an 
optative of wish. Alcestis says all the things we might expect of a dying 
person. This could be thought of as her first death scene and her first 
onstage farewell to the children. Admetus tries to rally her, and it works 
for a while. 

Admetus' "Song": 
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273 .E h u z  ~ 6 %  - 6, - 6v :  sad, distressing, painful, causing grit$ 

274 Genitive of comparison. 
275 p4 . . . z h n ~ :  fr. ~ k h a  (see line 1). zpb5 with 8e6v :  in the name of 
the gods. o e: understand "I beg. " 
276 b pcpav ib :  future 6pcpav16 orphan. 
277 &va:  preposition used as an adverb with shift of accent (anas- 
trophe), up. d h p a :  fr. ~ o h p h a  take courage. 
278 cp0tpkvq5: fr. 4- cp0ivo paish, die (see lines 55,80,93,203,278,414, 
866, 899,986,989,995.) 
279 okpopat:  honor, revere. 
280-325 This is Alcestis' major speech. In the iambics of ordinary 
speech, she asks her husband to promise not to remarry. Her farewell 
to her daughter is particularly touching. 

Why does Alcestis agree to die? Dyson 1988, 14; Bell 1980, 44; and 
others think that it is only for Admetus' sake that Alcestis undertakes 
this supreme sacrifice. On the one hand, the emotional scene in the 
bedchamber and the words n p ~ o p ~ 6 o u o a  (282) and npo~ ty6o '  (155) 
argue for the priority of Admetus. There are, however, compelling 
arguments for multiple motivations: Apollo speaks of saving the house 
(rather than just the man) ; Alcestis is mostly concerned with the chil- 
dren and their futures (cf. her prayers for the children); the reason 
Alcestis gives for not wanting Admetus to remarry concerns the little 
girl; and finally, the more personal and pathetic part of her last speech 
is addressed to the children (see Luschnig 1995, n. 104). This may be 
reminiscent of Antigone's mixed motivations in Sophocles' play that 
bears her name, or of the way Aeschylus portrays Clytemnestra's 
multiple motivation for killing Agamemnon: her grief over the sacrifice 
of her daughter, her infatuation with Aegisthus, her craving for power, 
and her hatred for her husband. 
280 .E d q  Exet: how it is, how they are. 
281 a piv: + infinitive, before. 
282 npeopebo: honm 
283 ~ a z a o z q  o a o a :  fr. ~ a 0 i o z q ~ t  having caused (you). 
284 .E napbv:  accusative absolute, "it being possible." The accusative 
absolute is used instead of the genitive absolute when the verb is 
impersonal. 
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286 .E v aim: dwell. 6hp 1.05: prosperous, wealthy. 
287 &xoax&o: tear away from. 
288 .E (~ei60pat:  f genitive, spare. 
289 4Pq: youth. Understand h ~ ~ i v a  as the antecedent of oTS. .E zkpxo: 
delight. 
290 .E b cpbaa~: fr. q6w (your) fathm ~ f i :  = ~ a i  4. .E fi 2 ~ ~ 0 k a :  fr. zi~zo 
(your) mothm 
291 Literally, "It having come [to such a time] of life for them to die 
honorably." qrov: accusative absolute fr. f i i j xw  (see Goodwin and Gulick, 
1571). fliou: is a partitive genitive with the demonstrative (telling what 
point of life) omitted. 
294 qnzebo: produce. 
295 Ecov: fr. cbco The imperfect with &v in a contrary to fact apodosis 
("if one of Admetus' parents had died . . ."). hotx65, -fi, -6v: fr. A~inw 
(cf. AkAo~m) remaining; rest 05 
296 povbo: leave alone, bereave. ozdv o: groan, lament. 
297 6ppavebo: take care of orphans, rear urphaned children. 
297-98 Although no specific god is named, it seems that Apollo is crit- 
icized here, because the emphasis is on Admetus' mourning for his 
wife and taking care of orphaned children. 
299 e h :  very well. &no-p tpv ja~w:  remembm &x6pvqaat: aorist middle 
imperative. & d p v q o a  t ~ & p  tv: "remember to be grateful." 

.E aizbo: see line 164. &eiav: understand ~ciptv.  

2 i pt o 5: valuable, precious. 
G i ~ a t a :  object of aizfioopat. zobo6e with xaiSa5: see line 303. 
yoamv -ov: irregular comparative, less. 
&v-d~opat:  take upon oneself; that is, assume the responsibility. 
' x t y q p n ~ :  = hntr;lpy~ "marry someone [to be] over [them]." 

pqz pu t&: stepmothm 
306 cp86vos: envy, ill will. 
309 'ntoOaa = hntoGaa fr. &t (see line 173). The little girl gains promi- 
nence at the end of this speech. A daughter needs a mother to be there 
for her, to arrange her wedding, and to stand by her in childbirth, 
something no stepmother (in a story) is likely to do. Thus the word 
~ z ~ u t c i v  intrudes between zoio& and zk~vot~; the stepmother brings 
out the distinction between the two children. z k ~ v o t ~  is used because 
its root refers to giving birth (cf. zi~zco, aorist stem -WC-).  The idea of a 
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stepmother makes Alcestis think of the gender-related differences 
between the children more closely. In the other passage about the chil- 
dren (165-69) the pkv and 6k clauses had been generic. Now she thinks 
of the special mother-daughter relationship, the shared experience of 
women, made more special by the seven lines addressed just to the little 
girl (313-19; at 320 she begins the transition of address to both the 
children and Admetus). Admetus, though he promises to be both 
father and mother to the children, is not to be seen as taking on the 
special role of the real mother; all he can do is protect the children 
from a stepmother. His promise, however is also another way of 
excluding a new wife. For a Euripidean example of the unloving step- 
mother, there is Glauke's look of disgust (Medea, 1147-49) when she 
sees Jason's children come into her chambers, and those children are 
boys. Medea had already behaved in a similar fashion when the chil- 
dren were brought into the house by the old paidagogos (1 13-14), 
turning herself into the stepmother and hating the children. When 
Alcestis talks about the slur a stepmother might cast upon her little girl, 
she hints at the special father-daughter relationship (cf. Iphigenia at 
Aulis 1220-30) of which a second wife would be jealous. By the time 
she gets to the boast that will be the children's inheritance from their 
mother (324-25), it has taken on a heartrending pathos. Compared 
to what they have lost, the gain is just an added burden, a frigid delight 
(cf. 353). It is also noteworthy that she thinks of the new wife first in 
terms of her relationship to the children rather than to Admetus (cf. 
Luschnig 1995,47). 
310 E ~ i s v a :  viper 4x10s: gentle. 
311 &poqv: male. n6pyos: tower 
312 Many editors delete this line. See line 195, where nearly the same 
line is used more meaningfully. 
31 3 KO pe6opal: grow to young womanhood. Alcestis, directly addressing 
her daughter, shows that she is talking at Admetus rather than to him, 
as though she does not expect him to reply at all. 
31 4 ". . . meeting with what wife of your father?" 06 Cuyo5, -ov: joined, 
married, yoked together; as a noun, husband, wife. 
315 Understand "I fear" lest . . . . ~hqGaiv, -6vos, h: reputation, name. 
A rare mention of the serious effect rumors could have in impeding 
young maidens from marrying "well." 
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316 Ypq: youth (see line 289). dr~pfi: @me. 4- Gtap0eipo: ruin, destroy. 
317 vu ycp~bo: attend a bride. 
318 4- 26~05: childbirth. 0apo6vo: encourage. 
319 Yva: where. 4- ebpevfi~: kindly, fiendly (see line 21 1) .  
320 4- a45 ptov: tomorrow. 
321 4- pfiv, pqvh, 6: month. Perhaps this means "not tomorrow or the 
day after" (the scholiast glosses with pe~cx6p1.0~ "the day after tomorrow"), 
or it may contain some reference to the "third of the month" that is 
obscure to us. One suggestion is that the "appointed day" of her death 
was the voupqvicx (contraction of veo-pqvicx new moon, fzrst of the month), 
the day on which bills were due. Debtors were allowed a grace period 
until the third, but Alcestis is not granted the customary postponement. 
On death as a debt, see lines 419, '782; see also lines 682,712. 
322 4- a b d ~ a :  immediately. hitopat: future middle used in a passive 
sense. hkyoyat: I am said (to be). 
323 ebcppaivm: cheq middle be cheerful. 7~601: vocative of rr6o1.5. 

324 .E &o.rc it is possible. ~oyc&l&x boast. 
325 Understand & p i o q ~  with pq~p65. k ~ ( ~ 6 0 :  perfect k~nkcpu~a generate; 
intransitive, be born oj  The perfect is intransitive. 
326-27 The Chorus often speaks between long speeches, if for no 
other reason than to alert the audience to the change of speakers. 
Here, besides that functional role, they are showing that they are taking 
Alcestis' side. 
326 4- @a pobo: be brave, fear not (see line 38). 6copat: fear, shrinkfiom. 
327 4- cppfiv, cppev65,*: heart, mind, senses (see lines 108,346,674,775, 
797, 878). ehep pfi cppev6v hpap~&vet: "if he does not slip in his 
mind." The Chorus seems to emphasize Alcestis' concern with 
Admetus' right thinking (cf. line 303). 
328-68 Admetus' speech sets up the plot for the rest of the drama and 
anticipates the spectacle at the end of the play. 
328 zpio: fear, be afraid. 
328-30 Admetus' first promise corresponds to Alcestis' claim that she 
could get married to anyone she wanted in Thessaly (282-86) but 
preferred to die and shelter her children. Review the independent uses 
of the subjunctive: 

Hortatory: "let us" 
Prohibitive: p i  + aorist subjunctive, "don't" 
Deliberative: for example, "what are we to do?" 
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329 Understand pvai.~a p6vqv with c6oav. 
330 ~ e ~ h f i q :  fr. + ~ a h h  
331 "No Thessalian bride shall address me ( ~ 6 ~ 6 '  &v6pa) as husband." 
Tragic characters often refer to themselves as "this man." rcpoog8ky- 
yopar, rcpoog8ky~opar: speak to, address as. 
332-33 In ancient Athenian culture, the two things desirable in a wife 
were good birth (two families marry, notjust a man and a woman) and 
good looks. In the catalog of ships in the second book of the Iliad, 
Alcestis is called the "fairest of the daughters of Pelias." 

332 + 05~05:  SO, thus. rca~pb5 ~byevoO5: genitive of description. 
333 d805:  accusative of respect, in f a n .  The two constructions in lines 
332-33 are not parallel, and line 333 is not strictly logical: 

&hhoc, k~np&n&m&zq "otherwise most outstanding" 
or &hhq "from another point of view" or "so beautiful either" 
(Dale) 

334-35 Svqotv, hvfipe0a: Euripides highlights the idea of profit and 
advantage by having Admetus use the same base for the noun and the 
verb, while the wordplay adds to the outrageousness of Admetus' state- 
ment. Caught up in his inane propensity for rhetoric without regard 
for decorum, Admetus is apparently oblivious to the selfishness he is 
spouting as well as to the falsity of his assertion. 
Logos and ergon reflect a traditional antithesis in Greek thought, and 
yet again, Admetus exhibits his lack of judgment. His parents are his 
philoi "in fact" (ergon) because they gave him his life. Euripides' word- 
play here shows Admetus' failure to think things through. 
334 biht~: enough. Sv11 o 15: enjoyment. 
335 yevtoear: understand pot, dative of possession. 8eoi5: with 
+ ~6~opat .  hvfip0a: fr. trvivqpt profz~; middle have enjoyment $(with the 
genitive) . 
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336 oroo: review the principal parts of cpkpw. 6zficrro~: for a year zb 06v: 
objective genitive designating the object of his grief, equivalent to ooG 

"for you. " 
337 Em' = COTE as long as. aihv:  age, lijie. 0 6 ~ 6 5  = 6 &65. &vzt;lo: resist, 
hold out, last. 
338 .E ozuytm: hate (from the same root as Styx; see line 62). 4- zi~zco: 
bear, give birth (see line 16). .i. C;lBaipcu: hate (cf. kxOp65). 

340 h v z t - b i b p t :  gzve (something in the accusative) instead of (some- 
thing in the genitive). 
341 bcmcrag [ P E ] :  fr. 4- o@<w (see line 9). & p a :  emphatic question 
particle. rcci pa = n h p ~ o ~ w  it is permitted. 
342 -E zo 1606~:  such as this. .). abcu y o ~ ,  b ,4 :  husband, wi,fe (one yoked 
with another). .i. bpapzcivo: + genitive, lose, fail, miss the mark (see note 
at 144). .i. oteev = ooG "as you." 
343-46 The metonymy "garlands of a company'' for "garlanded 
company" is forced by the wish for a parallel between ichyou5 "revel- 
ries" and "garlands," but the hearers would have to strain to under- 
stand the parallelism, only to discover that it is meaningless. The 
inanity is further reinforced by the rhyme between o~~cphvou5 and kyoh5 

66you5 formed by inflection; this is a type of rhyme that the ancients 
avoided because it was easy to create. In addition, the alliteration of 
Aipuv X ~ K E ~ V  (346) supports the feeling that Admetus' grief is artificial. 
All in all, the heaping up of rhetorical peculiarities, unfinished 
thoughts, and lack of proportion between syntax and meaning yield 
even more entertainment, to the point that the spectators might 
suspect that Euripides' Admetus is not only a man who cannot think 
straight, but may also be inebriated. The pretentiousness of heaping 
rhetorical devices of alliteration, Aipuv h a ~ ~ i v  (346) ; npoomooGyat lcai 

neptn~boowv (350) ; and y.m~p&v . . . z k p ~ t v  (353), and of thefigura etymo- 
logzca, E~wv EXEIV (352), highlight the shallowness of Admetus' senti- 
ments. Euripides also uses rhetoric to emphasize Jason's insincerity in 
the Medea (see Lloyd 1992,42-43,68). 
343 .E ~thpog: revel. oupxoz4~:  fellow drinkm b prhia: company. 
344 azkcpavo~: garland. p o k a :  song, music. ~ a z k ~ o :  occupy, fill. What 
tense is icazcix~v? 

345 f k i p ~ t z o ~ :  lyre. .i. etyybvcu: + genitive, touch; potential optative. 
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346 66-aipw: raise. cppkva: fr. qp6v heart, spirit, sense. ha~sltv: second 
aorist infinitive of Ldlo~o make a sound, sing. 

34647 x pb5 Aip~v abh6v: to the Libyanflute 
347 keeihou: fr. tkatpko. Review the principal parts of aipko: aipko, 

aipfiow, &ov, ijpq~a, ijpqpa~, Rpk@v. .E zkpy15: delight. 
348 .E z k ~ m v :  maftsman, builder, carpenter: .E 8 kpa~:  body, form. 
349 EZK&SO: make like. &czae.i\oszat: fr. 4- klc-zeivo stretch out, lay out. 
350 npoomao0pat: fr. -E npoo -nimo. aeptnzbom: fold around. 
351 ~ahGiv: fr. .E ~ahkw. Review the principal parts: ~ahkw, ~ a h 6 ,  

k~bheoa, ~klchqlca, ~ k h q  pal, klchfi@v. &y ~ & h q :  bent arm. 
353 yu~p65: cold, figad. .E iipm~: still, muertheless. 4- p&po~ -0u5, z 6: weight. 
354 &xavzhka: drain 08 bail out the bzlgewata 6vst pov or 6vet p05 (with 
neuter plural forms found in the third declension) : dream. 

355 cpolzhm: move back and forth. .E ~bcppaivco: see line 238. 

356 K&V = lcai kv. 4- hsbaoo: see. iivztva ~pbvov: accusative of extent 
of time. xapfi: fr. nbpe~p~. Review eipi and compounds. 
357 .E pkhog -ou5,26: song melody (see lines 454,574,760). xapfiv: fr. 
napa- + &pi. For Orpheus' tragic love of Eurydice, see Vergil, Georgzcs 
4.453-527, and Ovid, Metamorphoses 10.1-63. Eurydice, Orpheus' bride, 
died of a snakebite, and Orpheus, who was an accomplished singer, 
descended to Hades to bring her back. He enchanted Hades with his 
music, winning her conditional release. Orpheus was told not to look 

back while leading her up, but when they approached the world of the 
living, Orpheus turned to look at Eurydice, and she vanished forever. 

This allusion to the myth is one of the earliest found in Greek litera- 
ture. There is no evidence, however, that Eurydice was returned by the 

powers of the Netherworld, which Admetus seems to imply. 
357-60 What kind of condition is this? Review conditions: 

l. Contrary to Fact 
Present Time: 

ei + imperfect . . . imperfect + av 

were doing . . . would be doing 
Past Time: 

ei + aorist indicative . . . aorist indicative + &v 

had done . . . would have done 
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2. Future Conditions 
More Vivid: 

k&v + subjunctive . . . future indicative 
(translate as present indicative) . . . will/shall 

Less Vivid: 
~i + optative . . . optative + &v 

should . . . would 
3. General Conditions 

Present General: 
&&v + subjunctive . . . present indicative 

if ever, whenever + present. . . present 
Past General: 

~i + optative . . . imperfect indicative 
if ever, whenever + past. . . past progressive (or "used to") 

358 &aze with hapeiv: result clause. .f. ~bpr\: daughter: The daughter 
of Demeter is Persephone (or Kore), wife of Hades. ~eivq5: = kueivq~ 

(see line 18). 
359 a E: object of hclpEiv. ~ r \  LEO: charm. 
360 ~azqheov: fr. gp~oyat .  IIho6zov: a name for Hades, which, 
according to Plato, means "wealthgiver" (from nhoBzo5, Cratylus 403a). 
The idea is that the earth is the source of richness. "Hades," in line 
359, refers to the locale. The dog of Plouton (Pluto) is Cerberus, the 
monstrous watchdog of Hades, an offspring of Typhon and Echidna, 
with three (or, according to other sources, fifty) heads. 
361 obni = b h i .  ~ h n q :  oax yru~onopn6~: the conductor of souls. 
362 Exw: restrain, hold back. Review the principal parts. ~azaazqoat: fr. 
ua&q pt. Review the principal parts: k z q  ya, o4oc0, h q o a ,  &oqv ,  h w ~ a ,  
[Eoza pat ] , koz&Oqv. 

363-64 For the importance to Admetus of being welcome when he 
comes home, see also lines 941-50. 
363 .f. kK&ia&: there. xpoobor&w: expect, wait fm 
364 .f. bzotp&l& prepare, make ready. ouvotrfiaouoa: fr. ouv-otubw live 
with, often used to mean "live in wedlock with." 615: + future participle. 
365 hta~finzcu: enjoin, bid. article + a6zbq + noun = "the " (see 
note at 142). ~kGpo5, -ou, 4: cedar, cedar coffin (cf. "pine box"). 
366 ~06a8e:  object of 6~row i l vo  (refers to the children). Beivac: fr. 
sioqpt. What is the form? Review the principal parts: r i & l y ~ ,  %ow, Z&lua 
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( E ~ E ~ E v ) ,  zkeq~a, .z&equxt, &.zBeqv. xhe0 pov: rib; plural ribs, the side. 
.E zeiv a: stretch. .E x & h a ~ :  + dative, near, next to. 
368 zapis :  + preceding genitive, apart, separated from. efqv: review 
+ eipi. + ~ 1 0 ~ 6 5 :  loyal, faithful. 
370 zfio6e: objective genitive, "for her." ckcia: neuter or feminine? 
How can you tell? 
371-76 Alcestis' call to her children to witness their father's promise 
not to remarry, just after Admetus has finished a long peroration in 
which he promises as much repeatedly, shows that she is not taken in 
by her husband's assurances, if she notices them at all. It is noteworthy 
that except for the one promise she asked for, she ignores them all and 
does not bother to thank him. Assuming that he cannot be trusted, she 
tries to make his pledge not to remarry as binding as possible, first by 
repeating it to her children and then by entrusting her children to his 
right hand in the same gesture that seals a property transfer. Children 
are important to a father for various reasons besides love and affec- 
tion. As Admetus shows in his scene with his own father, having an heir 
(656-57) is a major consideration. The parents also expect the chil- 
dren to care for them in their old age, as Admetus has done for his 
own parents until now (658-60). Most important, the children had the 
duty of tending to the mortal remains and keeping up the funeral 
rituals and ceremonies for the dead ancestors, which Admetus declares 
he will not do for his own parents (663-65) but will do for Alcestis, 
whom he sees as his parent because she has given him life (666-68). In 
the present transaction, in the second episode (371-76), Admetus 
receives his own children. This is unusual because children are rarely 
alienated from a father unless he disowns them (cf. 737-38 where 
Admetus suggests the possibility of a son disowning his father and 
636-41 where he declares himself illegitimate, taken up by Pheres at 
675-78). In fifth-century Athens, after a divorce, the children usually 
stayed with their father. Even in the event of the man's death, the chil- 
dren would belong to and be brought up by the husband's family. 
Alcestis must feel that she has strong moral authority here in order to 
exact this bargain and to ensure before witnesses, both the children 
and the Chorus (and, of course, the audience), that it be binding. 
372 p"il after the verb of (or implying) promising. 
375 &ni zo^ta6~: on these terms, on these conditions. 6 6 x 0 ~ :  imperative (see 
note at 618). 
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37'7 yevo6: what is the form? (see note at 618). 
378 p&: understand y~vkvkoeut. &neazep~lpkvoq: perfect passive 
participle of 4- chomepkw deprive. 
379 ~pqv :  "it was necessary," "I should. . . ." 
381 pahcioom: soften. In this brief sentence, Alcestis nullifies Admetus' 
promise of everlasting grief. Heracles repeats the words ~p6vo~ paki5et 
at line 1085. 
383 A woman, when using the plural to refer to herself, uses the mas- 
culine. &prt&m: be enough, suffice. (See Antigone 546, where Antigone 
refutes her sister's confession and says "My death is enough.") 
385 G K O ~ E I V ~ S :  dark. This is an anticipatory or proleptic use of the 
adjective: "so as to become dark." papbvm: weigh down (see lines 42, 
1048). 
386 &nmh6 yqv: fr. 4- &.n6hhupt (see line 179). 
388 6 peou: fr. 4- 6pe6o straighten, raise upright. .E n p6amxov: face, mask 
(see lines 777, 827, 877). kings: prohibitive subjunctive (see note 
at 328-30). 
389 k~o6oa: feminine of k~hv willing(1y). 
390 phkyrov: fr. pA&co. What is the form? (See note at 618.) 
391 Alcestis dies. The first 390 lines of the Alcestis are a postponement 
of Alcestis' death. The "one about to die," far from being dead (527), 
is kept alive in various ways before she dies (with the occasional lapse, 
as when the Chorus pictures her already in Hades, but only to wish her 
out again). Apollo has come out of the house to avoid pollution from 
her faint dying breaths, and Death has gone in; both establish the 
theme of transition and the ambiguous status of Alcestis. After her 
death in the middle of line 391, although there can be no more delays, 
there are still ways of keeping her alive. 
392 Review the principal parts of paivo: paivo, Pfioopat, ZPqv, pkpq~a. 
The child's song: (Note a for v.) The child is played by an extra, but 
his voice is probably the voice of the actor who played Alcestis. Notice 
that he hovers over her lips for this pathetic song. As often happens in 
Greek literature and art, the child is like a diminutive adult, expressing 
the same concerns as his parents. Particularly touching, however, is his 
inclusion of his little sister. 

Alcestis says good-bye to her children (389) and utters only a syllable 
to Admetus (391) just before she dies. The child then sings a lament 
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that shows he is a member of this house. The family group makes for 
a poignant scene, and it is especially moving if the actor who played 
Alcestis sings the child's words, reminding the audience of Alcestis' 
special feelings for her children, especially her daughter. The child 
repeats the theme of the functional relationship of Alcestis to her 
family (396-97, 406-407). Especially significant are the words "the 
house is no more" (415), because if the house is in shambles, then her 
death has been in vain, since she died to save the house. Such words 
are not said of Admetus. He was not the one who held the house and 
family together, nor is he deemed vital to its continuation despite his 
being a man and king. Even in his own son's mind, Admetus' stature 
is diminished. The stripping of Admetus continues: he has failed as a 
spouse, as a parent, and as a child. Admetus' son ends his song by 
saying that his father's marriage was in vain. 
393 z 6 ~ a g  = T ~ X X ,  genitive of cause, translate "for. . . ." pa?a: mama, 
nurse. 
394 .E Paiva: review the principal parts (see note at 392). 
396 .E heina: principal parts. &p65 = h&/hphepo~ 
397 .E bpqavicw: make (one) an orphan. zhbpav = skfipwv (see line 144). 
399 %E: aorist imperative of 4- bp&o. Notice the pathetic repetition. 
phbqa pov: eyelid. nap&zovo~: hangzng limp, listless. 
400 bna~o6a:  listen, gzve ear, answer a call (for the form, see note at 
618). &vzt&<o: I implore. 
402 nod = np6~. veooo6g: little bird, little one. 
404 " [You call on] her ( T ~ v )  . . . not hearing or. . . . " .E ~ k 6  a :  heax 
.E 6p&a: review the principal parts: bp&w, S~opat, &ov. 

oqh: nominative, "you two." nenhfiype0a: fr. nk6hiloow strike. 
qihag = qihqg, with pazp6~. 
pov 6 o ~ o  Xog: alone, going alone. 
4- o~bzhtog: with &pp, enduring, cruel, miserabk 
o6y~aotg: sistm .E KoGpa = gzrl, daughtm 
&v6vaz ': = &v6vaza, adverbial, in vain. vvpqe6o: marry. y4 p o g :  

genitive of y;lpa~, old age (see line 52 and note). 
413 2@6e = ~ 5 6 ~ .  
414 &&TO: fr. @vw. oi~opat :  go away, begone, bedeparted (i.e., bedead). 
The period of mourning begins with cliches from the Chorus and 
instructions from the bereaved Admetus to his kingdom. 
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417 hoia0tos: last. 
418-21 The Chorus' imperative to Admetus telling him to learn that 
we all must die is ironic in the context of their effort to console him 
upon Alcestis' death. Were Admetus able to comply with this wisdom, 
he would not have asked anyone else to die for him. His reply, there- 
fore, that he was and is fully aware of this "evil thing" only indicates 

once again the extent to which he is unable to perceive that the same 
rules apply to him. The question, of course, is what reaction this 

obtuseness of Admetus produces in the audience. Do they sympathize 
with him? Do they find the irony funny? Are they angry or exasperated 
with him? 
418 d l p n h a ~ i ~ ~ o :  lose. 
419 .f. 6geiho: owe. "Death is a debt we all must pay." This sentiment 
may be well-worn, but it is a theme in the play and the lesson Admetus 
learns. 
420 &pm: suddenly, out of the blue. 
421 n poohzazo: fr. npoonzhopat fly at, sweep ovm ei665: fr. o h  (see 
note at 140). a6z ' = a676. .f. zeipo: wear away. .f. nbhat: long since, all 
along. 
422 hcpoph: carrying forth, funeral. 8fioopat: fr. 4- . r i eq~ .  Review the 
principal parts (see line 366). 

423 nbpeoze: fr. nhpetpr, imperative. bvzq~kw: "sing in response." 
424 natbv: paean, hymn. ~&zw0ev: from below, below. 6onov605: without 
libations, not accepting libations. 
425 ~ p a z h :  be strong, rule, hold sway. 
426 x6v6ou~: what case? (see note at 74). ~ o t v 6 o :  + genitive, share, 
have a share. hiyw: pronounce, declare, ordm 
427 "with cut hair," a sign of mourning. ~ o u p b ,  -a% fi: cutting of the 
hair (as a sign of mourning). $u p f i ~ q ~ ,  - ES: shaved. See line 21 6 for the 
clothing and the words describing it. pehbpnenho~, -ov: dressed in black, 
of black robes. ozohfi, -9 5, 4 : clothing. 

428-29 'You who yoke (fr. &ryvu pt) the four-horse chariots [and you 

who ride] single steeds (nkho~ horse) with frontlets, cut (imperative of 
.rbpvo) with iron the mane of their necks." This refers to racing horses. 

430 4- a.th65: flute (perhaps more like an oboe). 4- ~ z b n o ~ :  sound, 
noise. 
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431 Zmo: third singular imperative of &pi, "let there be." ashf ivas 

. . . h c x h q p o u p k v a ~ :  accusative of extent of time. aehf ivq:  moon. 
n h11 pbo: make full. 
432 e&\yo: fr. + O&mo. 

433 Genitive of comparison, "than." dlpeivcov: comparative of &ya06~. 

SECOND STASIMON (435-75) 

Strophe A (435-44) : 
Oh daughter of Pelias, 

be happy for me in the halls of 

Hades 

where you live in the sunless house. 

But Hades, the black-haired god, 

should know, 

and the old ferryman of the dead, 

who sits by the oar and rudder, that 

he rows you, 

far and away the best of women, 

over the lake of Acheron 

in the two-oared pine boat. 

Strophe B (455-65) : 
If only it were in my power 

and I were able to row you 

into the light from Hades' halls 

and across the streams of Cocytus 

with oars over the river under- 

ground. 

For you alone, dearest of women, 

had the heart to give your life 

in exchange for your husband's, 

Antistrophe A (445-54) : 
Many songs will the servants of the 

Muses 

sing of you to the seven-toned moun- 

tain lyre 

and celebrate in lyreless hymns 

in Sparta when the cycle of the 

season of the month 

of Karneios returns, 

when the moon is up all night long, 

and in shining, happy Athens. 

Such hymns of praise did you leave 

to the singers when you died. 

Antistrophe B (466-75) : 
When his mother refused 

to let her body be buried in the 

ground 

for her child and his aged father too 

. . . . . (for their son) whom 

they gave life, they hadn't the 

courage to save him, 

hard-hearted, gray-headed couple. 

But in your early youth, 

dying for your husband, you are 

gone. 
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saving him from Hades. Light may I hope I am lucky enough 

the earth 

fall upon you, my queen. But if to get such a partner- 

your husband makes a second for this rarely happens in life- 

marriage, we will despise him without grief she 

and so will your children. would be with me through our 

lives. 

The Chorus sings this paean for Alcestis, imagining how she will be cele- 
brated in choral song all over the Greek world. The second stasimon 
reviews the subjects treated in the previous scene: the arete of Alcestis, 
the condemnation of Admetus' parents (the Chorus, like Apollo 
earlier, is particularly hard on Admetus' mother, 466), marriage and 
remarriage, and the longing to save Alcestis. The Orpheus theme, a 
constant motif, recurs here, with the Chorus casting itself in the futile 
role of Orpheus (455-59). Admetus had wished for Orpheus' gift of 
song (357-62), but the effectual Orpheus figure of this story, the one 
who will actually bring back the woman, is Heracles, who will enter unex- 
pectedly in the next scene, on his way (not irrelevantly) to Orpheus' 
home, Thrace. Though the Chorus does not explicitly name Orpheus 
in the present strophe, they do put their wish to be the savior-figure in 
juxtaposition to a strophe on song. The emphasis of this ode is on the 
actual death and journey of Alcestis and especially on her future as 
subject of song in Sparta and Athens. Music was a particular pleasure 
for Admetus, and it is one of the things he vows to give up forever, 
because Alcestis has taken away all his pleasure (zkpym, 347). He will 
replace the flesh and blood Alcestis with a likeness on which he will 
call and which he will hold in his arms, a "cold delight" (zip\lrtv, 353). 
The statue cannot hear, and so song is in vain; speaking her name is a 
comfort for his ears, not the statue's. The effigy in his bed will encourage 
him to dream of her. His mind races from the sounds of the lyre or flute 
that will be silenced to the silent statue, to the fleeting dreams, to the 
futile wish for the magical singing of Orpheus. The reality that he is not 
Orpheus justifies his asceticism in renouncing music; music is useless 
now. In the next ode, however, the Chorus finds another use for music 
(besides pleasure and persuasion)-the praise of heroes and heroines. 
Admetus' artistry-first in imagining the fabrication of the statue, then 
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in predicting the dreams in which he will give the carved wood or chis- 
eled marble moving parts, and finally in wishing for Orpheus' skill in 
song-all these are matched in the second stasimon. There, Alcestis 
receives a kind of immortality through memory and music, but it is a 
frigid pleasure like the children's boast of her fame (325). Neither can 
make up for the loss of companionship and affection. 

In the second stasimon, there is a direct address to Alcestis, as there 
will be in the final ode. In that ode, the Chorus is distanced from her 
through the insertion of an anonymous, imaginary wayfarer pictured 
as saluting her. The "hail" here is answered there too. Here, ~aipouo6 
pot (436) is something of a contradiction, but there (lOO5), it is a 
greeting to a powerful spirit. Like Admetus during the previous 
episode, at the beginning of the ode, the Chorus pictures Alcestis alive 
in the halls of Hades (43&37), but they are joining in Admetus' artistry 
or wishful thinking (especially when they give her a dwelling place: 
66pot~, okov . . . oi~~znjoy, 436-37, and when they wish that they were 
Orpheus-like). The ode ends with their wish for a wife just like her, a 
bit chilling considering its juxtaposition to her death. 

The direct address in this ode is to Alcestis' departing corpse as it is 
carried (or wheeled back on the ecc)..ckma) into the house for the laying 
out of the body. In the play's final ode, which ends with the direct 
address of an interposed traveler, the greeting is addressed to Alcestis 
as she returns at that moment with Heracles. The Chorus' song 
laments the uselessness of music in the face of Necessity, although 
music (through the song of the tragic Chorus and actors) will 
contribute to Alcestis' resurrection as she is escorted back by the 
wayfarer who has turned off the road at her memorial. (Cf. Luschnig 
1995,56-57.) 

Strophe and Antistrophe A: 
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435 For Alcestis as a daughter of Pelias, see note at 37. 
436 xaipouaa: cf. ~ a i p ~ .  ~ i v  = h. 'AiGao: see note at 13. 
437 Optative of wish: "may. . . ." 
438-39 lozcu: imperative of .E o h ,  "let him know" (see note at 140). 
pchay~aiza~:  black-haired. ~hnq: oar 
440 nqG&htov: ruddm 
441 YCo: sit. 
442 nohb: adverbial, much, by fal: 
443 nopebaa5: participle in indirect statement with %m, "that he. . . ." 
444 "in the two-oared pine [boat]." Ch6zq (&ha): $r, oar, boat. E h h  
is identified as a variety of silver fir, Abies cephalonica, the Greek fir. 
Theophrastus calls it the strongest wood (5.6.2) and lists it as one of the 
trees used in shipbuilding (5.7.1). 
445-54 Whereas in the first strophe, the Chorus referred to Alcestis' 
lyrical description of being taken away by Charon, in the first anti- 
strophe, they react to both Alcestis' claim to fame and Admetus' call to 
his citizens to silence any sound of the flute or lyre. Alcestis' willing- 
ness to die in place of her husband assures her renown not only in 
songs accompanied by the seven-toned lyre but in lyreless songs as well. 
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445 nohhdc: "many times." pouo6nohoq minstrel, attendant of the Muses. 
446 4- pihno: sing. 
446-47 "to the seven-toned mountain lyre." 
447 ~ i h u ~ :  lyre, tortoise shell. 4- ~hkm: celebrate. 
448-50 "in Sparta when (&vi~a) the circle of the season (Gipa) of the 
month Karneia comes around." Karneia was the major Spartan festival 
of Apollo. Karneios (from ~ & p v o ~  ram) is a title for Apollo in the Pelo- 
ponnesus. From this comes the festival (zh) Kdlpv~ta and K a p v e t o ~  (pjv) , 
the month in which the festival was held. 
450-51 "when the all-night moon is rising" or "when the moon is up 
a11 night long." 
452 4- htzap65: oily, fat, bright. 4- ahptos: prosperous, happy. 
453 4- zo"t5: such. 4- p6hnq: song. 
454 4- d h o ~ :  tune (see lines 357,579,760). 4- ciot665: singm 
455-59 Cocytus: Hades is separated from the world of the living by the 
river Styx, or Acheron. Cocytus, Phlegethon, and Pyriphlegethon are 
three additional rivers that intersect Hades. Cocytus is the river of 
wailing, from K O K ~ O  wail (used of mourning women). While Admetus 
carelessly employed the Orphean example, by which he indicated that 
he had no clear intention of saving Alcestis, the men of the Chorus 
state their willingness as a fact and negate only their ability to rescue 
her. 
455 eT0 e: with optative of wish, "if only." in' ipoi: "in my power." 
457 4- q & o ~  = <p@, terminal accusative, "to," "into." 4- zipapva, zdc: 

halls. 
458 4- b6e0pov: stream. 
459 "by the underground river's oar," that is, by rowing across the river 
down below. 
461 abztis = kauzij~, third person reflexive used for second person. 
4- zhdco: have the heart to (see lines 1,275) . cipeipo: exchange (see line 46). 
462 ~ o 6 q o 5 ,  -q/-a, -ov: light. This prayer became very popular in 
epitaphs. 
463 hdcvo0e: above. nkoot: fr. nixzo. 
463-65 Like Alcestis, the Chorus is not at all sure that Admetus will 
not remarry, and they are helpless to stop him; all they can do is 
condemn him if he does. 
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464 .E h k ~ o ~ :  bed, marriage. ghotzo: fr. .E clipko (for the principal parts, 
see note at 347). 
466-72 The Chorus also supports Alcestis in criticizing Admetus' 
parents for not agreeing to die for their son. 
467 .E ~ p 6 n z o :  hide. 
468 G k p a ~ :  body. 
470 oxezhio:  dual nominative of o~i'chto~ (see line 408). .E x o h t b ~ :  
gray. Zxovze: dual nominative participle. .E xaizq: hair (see line 101). 
471 q&, q o z b ~ ,  6 :  man, husband. o ' i~opa t :  see line 414. 
472 KO poat: fr. mpko + genitive, meet with. 
4'73-75 The Chorus finishes the song, remarking how rarely it 
happens in life to have a wife like Alcestis. For various types of women, 
see the satiric poem on women (presented in demeaning animal char- 
acter) by Semonides of Amorgos. 
473 ouvGuci5: paired, wedded. 
4'14 ox&v 105: rare. .E pkpo5: part, portion. &huxo5, -ov: without grief: 
475 cuv eiq: fr. .E o6v ( 6 ~ - )  -EI~I.. 

THIRD EPISODE (4'76-567) : HERACLES AND 
CHORUS; HERACLES AND ADMETUS 

Heracles arrives on the scene. Though he comes as a surprise to the old 
men of Pherai, members of the audience will remember that Apollo 
predicted he would come to Pherai, be given hospitality by Admetus, 
and rescue Alcestis. Heracles may seem to have come too late because 
Alcestis is already dead. Heracles is between labors (see note at 66), on 
his way to Thrace for the horses of Diomedes. He and Admetus are 
friends, and he is recognized by the Chorus, perhaps because he is 
wearing his lion's skin and carrying club. 

Throughout the play, Admetus is described by many negative terms 
that employ the alpha privative: & h ~ a v o ~ ,  202; &pio'cos, 242; &v6va~o5, 
412; 6qpo5, 522; &vat6G~, 694; & T C E ~ ~ ~ K ~ I C O ~ ,  927; and &yru~ia, 956. He 
envies the unmarried and childkss (882) and even calls his own parents 
childless (735) ; he is said by a slave to be seeking the impossible (202) ; 
in the eyes of his subjects, he will live an unlivable life (242) ; he married 
in vain (his own child tells him this, 412) ; according to his good friend, 
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his communication is meaningless (522) ; to his father, he acted shame- 
lessly in avoiding death (694) ; his grief is unendurable because he is 
inexperienced in suffering (even his former happiness becomes a nega- 
tive factor, 927) ; and finally, he accuses himself, seeing himself with an 
enemy's eyes, of cowardice (956). Even his name is an alpha privative. 
(See Luschnig 1995, n. 198.) 

How does Admetus' denial of his wife's death affect the audience? 
The value of Alcestis as daughter, wife, mother, and mistress of the 
house and her bravery in accepting death have been celebrated 
throughout the first two episodes. In the third episode, Admetus 
reduces her to the generic woman, her father's daughter who died in 
the house (53435), a troubling way of presenting this unique woman. 
It is likely that many Athenian men held this stereotypical view of 
women. Perhaps Euripides is asking them to reconsider. As often 
happens in his plays, Euripides shows the generalization to be inap- 
propriate, considering the prominence he has given Alcestis. For the 
Athenian male's view of the ideal wife, see Thucydides 2.45.2, where 
Pericles rounds off his funeral oration (delivered about a decade after 
the Alcestis) with a brief piece of advice to the new widows: 'Your repu- 
tation will be great if you are not worse than your nature, as will hers 
of whom there is the least report among men, whether for praise or 
blame. " 

476 4- K O D P ~ ~ ~ S :  fr. KG~~os, KOCLT) village. The suffix - T ~ S  is used to show 
the agent (like -er or -or in English; cf. nohixq~ notqril5, Gt~amfi~). 
477 4- ~ty~ckvo: find. 
478 Son of Pheres: Euripides wants the spectators to think of Pheres, 
who will soon appear. The Chorus has already drawn attention to 
Admetus' parents in their ode (466-70). 
479 4- ~ p ~ i a :  use, need. 
480 Review paivo and its compounds: apcptpaivw, cinopaivo, Gtapaivo, 
~iopaivo, i~paivw, ippaivo, npopaivo, npoopaivo. 
481 Eurystheus of Tiryns was Heracles' master, for whom he 
performed the twelve labors (n6vot) at Hera's instigation. 
482 4- rcoi: whither, where. 4- no p ebuo: active convey; middle pass, journey, 
go. 4- -(ebyvupt: yoke, join. What form is npoo-k<&vSa3 nhhos: with r@ 
= ~ivt, wandering. 
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483 Diomedes of Thrace is the owner of the man-eating horses, the 
objects of Heracles' current labor. + 6ppa:  chariot. zEzpopov: four- 
horsed. 

484 p&v = p$ O ~ V ,  interrogative particle that expects a negative answer. 
.E &aetpoq: inexperienced, unacquainted. 
485-506 The outlandish context of Heracles' labors, referred to here, 
prepares the audience for the upcoming fantastic feat of his battle with 
and victory over Death. 

485 Bistones: Diomedes, son of Ares and Cyrene, was king of the 
Bistones. According to Apollodorus (2.5.8), they were a warlike Thra- 
cian people who pursued Heracles after he captured the horses. Hera- 

cles killed Diomedes and routed the Bistones. They are mentioned also 

by Herodotus (7.109-10) as being among the Thracians along Xerxes' 
route who were enlisted into his army. .E o&cm: not yet. 

486 .E kort: it is~ossible. Geox6So: + genitive, mastm .E aveu: + geni- 
tive, without. 
487 tin-einov: refise, say no to. .E of6v ze [kozi]: "it is possible." 
488 ~ z a v h v  = K T E ~ V ~ S .  a6zo6: there. 
489 .E tiyhv: struggle, contest. 6p&potpt: aorist of zpk~o, run; with 
accusative, "run a course," "run a risk." 

490 .E rpazkm: overpower, conqum xhEov happ&vm: idiom, profit, 
advance, i.e., 'What good will it do you?" 
491 x & h o ~ :  horse. 

492 e6paph5, -65: easy. ~ a h l v 6 5 :  bit. 4- y v h 8 o ~ :  jaw. 
493 xvEo: breathe. p u ~ z f i  p: nose; plural nostrils. 
494 tipzapdo: tear to pieces. hatyrqp65: SW$. 

495 .E Ohp, Oqp65, 6: wild beast. iipeto5: of the mountains. ~ 6 p z o 5 :  food, 
fodder 
496 q&zvq: stall, mangm xequppEva5: fr. 96po mix something dry with 
something wet, smear, dejle. 
497 8pCya5: fr. .E rpkqw rear, nourish. 6 O p k y a ~ :  attributive participle. 
z i v o ~ :  with nazp6~. .E ropx&Cw: boast. In a roundabout way, Heracles is 
asking who this Diomedes is by asking whose son he claims to be. 
498 "A p eo 5: genitive of "Apq~.  l & c p u a o ~ :  all-golden. x k h q :  shield. 

499 zo6 p06  Gai pov 05: predicate genitive of characteristic, "in keeping 

with." 
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500 4- o ~ h q p 6 5 :  hard. n p b ~  a l x o s :  uphill. 
501 y e i v o p a t :  present and imperfect be born; aorist beget, bringforth. 
org: attracted into the case of its antecedent. 
502 4- ~ 6 x 1 :  battle. o u v & x z o :  join. p & ~ q v  o u v & m o :  'rjoin in battle 
with." 
502-503 Lykaon and Kyknos were two of the sons of Ares whom Hera- 
cles killed. Lykaon (Lycaon) is obscure. He may have been the son of 
Ares and the nymph Pyrene who challenged Heracles to single combat 
(see Dale on line 502, p. 95). For Kyknos (Cycnus), see Hesiod, Shield 
of Heracles 327ff. and Apollodorus 2.7.7. 
504 o u p - P & h h o :  engage in conflict with. What tense is ouppah6jv? Review 
the principal parts: p&hho, pahtj, Epahov, pkpkq~a,  pkplqpat, 6phi79qv. 
505 ybvog:  son. 
506 z p k o :  flee, be afraid. 
509 Perseus was the grandfather of Heracles' mother, Alkmene 
(Alcmene) . 
5 1 1 4- EBV ou g: well-intentioned, kindly 
512 4- z i  ~ p f i p a :  why? x p  k n e t ~ :  "are you noticeable?" That is, "why do 
I notice you by your hair that is cut in mourning?" ~ o u p 6 :  cutting of the 
hail: x k v v 8 t p o ~ :  in or of mourning. 
513 vercpbv: Admetus refrains from referring to Alcestis by her name 
and uses the word "corpse" instead, right after her death (422; see also 
635, 729, 740). In fact, he does not use her name again until he is 
ogling the woman he thinks is not Alcestis. It is possible that Euripides 
makes him use the word "corpse" instead of her name in 422 to 
prepare the stage for the delicate rhetorical wordplay Admetus will 
have with Heracles, in which he will conceal the identity of the 
deceased, or it may indicate his cool-heartedness, or both. 
514 4- xqpovf i :  suffering, calamity. e?pyo:  keep oj$$ e?pyot: what use of the 
optative is this? Review the uses of the optative: 

1. POTENTIAL: (maybe) with &v. 
2. WISH: (ifonly, would that) without &v. May be introduced by 

E Y ~ E  or ~i ydlp. 

3. FUTURE LESS VIVID CONDITIONS: (should. . . would) ~i + opta- 
tive . . . optative + &v. 
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4. PAST GENERAL CONDITIONS: (whenever) ~i + optative ... imper- 
fect indicative. 

5. PURPOSE: when the main verb is in the past, with Yva or ij7cw~. 

6. With a verb of FEARING in a past tense, with p6 or h 06. 
7. With the 671 construction in INDIRECT STATEMENT after a verb 

of thinking or saying in a past tense. Also in INDIRECT QUES- 

TION after a past tense. 

516 + b p a i o ~ :  timely, ripe. .E oy~opat:  see line 414. 
517 Eazt: is alive. rfi = ~ a i  fi. + z i ~ z m :  review the principal parts (see 
note at 16). 
518 + 6hhupt, 6hG, ijheoa, (second aorist ~ M p q v ) ,  6hoha: active 
destroy, kill, lose; middle perish, die; perfect be dead, be ruined. 
519 6tnho65: twofold. The double story, that she both is and is not, 
keeps Alcestis alive in Heracles' mind. 
520 The genitives with &aS may be an archaic use (as in Homer) with 
mpi omitted. 
521 ~ o G ~ k z ' =  ~ a i o b ~ k t .  drhybvm: causepain, grieve. 
522 016 ' = oI6a. & a q p o ~ :  "without mark, without meaning," obscure. 
523 p o i p a ~ :  an antecedent attracted into the case of the relative 
pronoun. As object of obea, poipa5 should be in the accusative, but it 
is drawn into the genitive by its proximity to fiG, which is genitive with 
.cq~^tv .  poipa: fate, lot, doom. 
524 hp-iq pt: submit, undertake. 
525 fiv easv: fr. + aiv km praise, agree to (see lines 2 and 12, where Apollo 
puts up with eating at the servants' table, and the Fates agree to let 
Admetus elude his immediate death). 
526 npo-~ha io :  weep/lament in advance fm 4- & ~ o t z t ~ :  see lines 201,994. 
drpPaho6 = &v.vapahoG, aorist middle imperative of &vap&hhw, postpone. 
528 + %m pk: separate, apart, i.e., "two different things." zi, pfi: under- 
stand &vat. 

529 in this way. weivg = kreivg: in that way. 
530 .f. ~haim:  weep. 
531 drpzio~:  just now. p t p v 4 o ~ o :  call to mind, mmtion. Admetus deceives 
Heracles through the ambiguous meaning of v v f i  (woman or wife). The 
line can be read in at least four different ways, but Heracles hears it 
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only to refer to some woman, not the particular woman whose death 
we have just witnessed. 
532-35 60ve io~:  the reference to Alcestis as an outsider brings us back 
to the circumstances of her coming to Pherai. Admetus tells Heracles 
that the dead woman came to live in his house after her father had 
died (535). The daughters of Pelias, according to the myth (see note 
at 37), were directly involved in their father's death, but this is not the 
only version in Greek literature of how Admetus and Alcestis came to 
marry. Another myth tells that when Admetus asked for Alcestis' hand, 
Pelias declared that he would give his daughter only to the suitor who 
yoked a lion and a boar to a chariot. Apollo did this task for Admetus 
(Apollodorus, 1.9.15). Euripides, however, chose not to use this myth. 
Furthermore, by having the Chorus describe lions dancing to Apollo's 
lyre without harming Admetus' flocks (579-87), he draws attention to 
his strategy by reminding us of the version he chose not to use. The 
version of the marriage that the play emphasizes implies that Alcestis 
moved from one attempt at revitalization to another. We may wonder 
whether her second attempt will not end similarly with the death of 
the person who would cheat his fate. 

The analogy between the two cases is drawn tighter by the emphasis 
on the blood relationship between Alcestis and her husband. The 
connection is first highlighted in the negative, when Heracles asks 
Admetus whether the person who died was "Someone outside the 
family, or someone actually kin to YOU?" (532), and Admetus answers, 
"Outside the family but with close ties to this house," (533) . The denial 
is not only an evasion but an obvious lie. Pelias and Pheres were half 
brothers-Pelias was the son of Tyro and Poseidon, and Pheres was the 
son of Tyro and her uncle, Cretheus, which makes Alcestis and 
Admetus cousins. Admetus' denial is jarring and calls attention to what 
he would suppress. (Apollodorus 1.9.8-1 1. See also Elferink 1982,49: 
"Even in v. 533, in the famous altercation with Heracles, when he 
denies the death of his wife, it is a downright lie when he calls the dead 
woman not a ouyy~vfiq but an i,8v~?oq. Not only is she his wife, but she is 
a ouyy~vfiq too.") 

Alcestis's blood tie with her husband is further alluded to in the 
reply the Servant makes to Heracles' complaint that he knows of no 
good reason for him not to enjoy himself in the house (809-1 1). Both 
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the word 68veioq, which Heracles uses (810), and the Servant's word 
0upa"tq (81 l ) ,  can be translated as "outsider." While the former denies 
Alcestis any blood relationship with the family, the latter indicates that 
she was never truly accepted, without any reference to kinship (see also 
Buxton 198'7, 18). The servant's word choice thus reminds the audi- 
ence that Alcestis and her husband are kin. This information also raises 

the question of whether Alcestis will be as involved in bringing death 
upon her husband as she was upon her father (in some versions of the 

myth), as well as the question of whether Admetus' attempt to prolong 
his life will be as unsuccessful as his uncle's. These questions, especially 
the first, are reinforced by Admetus' use of this term when he accuses 

his father of letting Alcestis die: "but you let this woman outside the 
family (68veiav) die" (646). As Conacher points out, the term 68veioiog 
sometimes connotes hostility toward the person to whom it refers. See 
Conacher 1967 on lines 532-33. 
532 3. 60veiog, -ov: strange, foreign, "an outsider" (see lines 533, 646, 
810). In a way, because the woman came to live at her husband's house 
when she married, she was always a stranger in his home and subject 
to suspicion. ouyyevfis, -6s: kin, related by blood. 

533 &v a y  ~ a i o  g: constraining, necessary, indispensable, connected by natural 
ties, related by blood. 
535 Mention of Alcestis' father's death might remind the audience of 

how Pelias died, but the way Admetus expresses the relationship of the 

dead woman to the house generalizes her beyond recognition. His 
guest certainly fails to understand the connection. 
536 &!Be: with a secondary tense of the indicative introduces a wish 
contrary to fact, that is, "If only it were so . . . but it isn't." + huz6co: 

cause pain, distress, middle feel grieJ; sorrow, @me (see lines 239,540, 
550, 1018). 
537 b x o p p b x ~ m :  understitch, attach, patch (the word is used of putting 
a patch on a garment). 

6 ~ h q p b s :  bothersome, burdensome. + Zpohov = ?iheov (see note at 52). 
!er imperative of &I (see note at 65). 
Botvbco: feast. 

 copi is: separate, apart (see line 528). C~vioveg: guest rooms. 01: where. 
p60eg: fr. pe0iyp.t (see line 263). p u  p i o ~ :  countless, ten thousandfold. 
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546-47 'You lead him in, having opened the outer guest room for 
him." 4- fiykopat: kad, think. k&mto~: out of sight. Greek private houses 
often had an entertainment room for men (called the &v6phv) that was 
entered by a separate door from the outside, possibly to prevent unruly 
guests from intruding into the living quarters, especially those of the 
women of the house. In Athens, respectable women did not partici- 
pate in the men's banquets and parties. It is also possible that behind 
the double doors, Admetus has a complex of buildings around a court- 
yard, as in a Homeric house or in some modern Greek country houses. 
547 oxyvupt: open. zois tcpecr~6orv: fr. -Yomlpt "those in charge." 
-E cp pbrw: point out, tell. 
548 4- o i ~ o g :  food. napeivat: fr. n&petpt or napiqpt? 7capiqpt means yield, 
kt pass, pass over, relax. In his notes, Earle suggests that napelvat here is 
used as equivalent to napa&vat. The scholiast seems to prefer n&petp~, 

glossing the word as n a p a ~ e i o 8 a t  be at hand, be available. 4- z h q h o ~  -095, 
26: abundance. ~hf ico :  for Kheim shut. 
549 0 6 p a ~  peoabhou5: "the doors of the outer courtyard" (Bayfield). 
.E n PEA EI: it is jtting. 
551 npb~etpat:  lie before. 
552 4- zohpbo: be brave, dare, have the heart to (see lines 277, 644, 752, 
985, 1 1 17). ~ E V O G O K ~ O :  entertain a guest, receive a guest. pi5po~: fool, 
"What a foolish thing to do!" Literally, 'Why are you a fool?" Both 
Alcestis and the Chorus have already expressed their doubts about 
Admetus' capacity for rational thinking (303, 32'7). The ease with 
which he accepts such a known reveler as Heracles into his house, thus 
not only going back on his promise to mourn himself for eternity but 
also his order that the entire city mourn for a year (425-31), has been 
anticipated and foreshadowed. Admetus seems to come to terms with 
Alcestis' death very fast. In fact, there seems to be a gap between the 
depth of grief the Chorus expects of Admetus (416-19), and the swift- 
ness with which he recovers. While the Chorus desperately calls on him 
to come to his senses, Admetus does not seem to need such an awak- 
ening. He says that he has anticipated this tragedy-it has not surprised 
him-and starts calmly to make the proper arrangements to bring not 
"Alcestis" but "this corpse" to the grave (420-22). 
553-67 Admetus' calm reasoning as to why it would be more profitable 
for him to host Heracles in spite of Alcestis' death, which seems to have 
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occurred only moments ago, shows us how calculating he can be even 
in the most trying of times. 
553 bx-ehabvco: drive. Review the principal parts: hhaivw, khb (-&a), 
qhaoa. 
554 .E pBhhov: more, rathex in -a tvkw:  praise, approve. 
556 Review contrary to fact conditions (see note at 357). peimv, peiov: 

less. 
557 x pbq: with dative, besides, on top of: 
559 z u y ~ & v m :  + genitive, meet with. 
560 "Apyoq - o u ~ :  Argos. Gi\yto<: thirsty. (Where it is very dry or where 
a lot of drinking is done or both?) Admetus follows the proverb 
(quoted by Menander in the Monostichoi, or One-Liners) , &ous &VI<E, 

lcai 03 y&p &v05 y' E q .  
564 .E n 4 p a :  trouble, woe. + yvop ico :  come to know. 
565 z@ pkv: "to this man or that," "to one man or another." He does 
not need to give the second part of the contrast (the @I 66) because 
that is his own opinion, as his concluding lines show. + qpovkm: be 
sensible, be in one's senses. 
567 bxmekm: thrust away. 

THIRD STASIMON (568-605) 

Here, the Chorus sings of Admetus' hospitality to another special guest 
(Apollo) and celebrates his house. As often happens in the plays of 
Euripides, the Chorus escapes from the reality they are facing into a 
calm, idyllic surrounding, here with Apollo assuming an Orphean 
guise and enchanting both domestic and wild animals with his lyre, 
while Admetus' realms prosper. The Chorus holds the almost force- 
fully assumed belief that the noble (and thus good) must be wise and 
inclined to do the right thing. In spite of the serene and bucolic 
content, the Chorus seems to be in a bind. The singers try against all 
odds to justifY Admetus' decision to entertain Heracles despite the 
recent death of Alcestis. They attempt to find an example that would 
justify Admetus' decision to carry on with hospitality at such a time, 
but the best they can do is refer to Admetus' entertainment of Apollo, 
which indeed was profitable to Admetus, but not inappropriate (see 
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esp. line 10). The audience realizes that the boon of Apollo has indeed 
benefitted Admetus, but it has also inadvertently caused Alcestis' 
premature death. The pretense of Admetus' alleged bliss is mimicked 
by the portrayal of Apollo, who impersonates Orpheus. 

Strophe A (568-77) : 
0 house of a hero, hospitable and 

forever free, 

in you the Pythian Apollo of the 

beautiful lyre 

deigned to dwell, 

and he endured to be a shepherd 

in your domain, 

over the sloping hillsides, 

piping to your flocks 

pastoral mating songs. 

Strophe B (588-96) : 
For you dwell in a home most rich in 

sheep 

beside the fair flowing 

lake of Boebia. As boundary 

to his plow lands and level places of 

his plains, 

he sets the dark resting place 

for the sun's horses, the sky of the 

Molossians; 

and he rules the Aegean Sea 

up to the harborless shore of 

Pelion. 

An tistrophe A (578-87) : 
In joy at the melodies, spotted lynxes 

were herded with them, 

and the bloodred pride of lions 

came, 

leaving the covert of Othrys. 

And with them danced about your 

lyre, 
Phoebus, the dapple-coated fawn 

coming from beyond the high- 

needled pines 

with graceful ankles, 

rejoicing in the happy tune. 

Antistrophe B (597-605: 
And now having opened his home, 

he has received a traveler, with tears 

in his eyes 

from weeping over the body of his 

dear wife, 

just dead in the house. Well-bred 

people 

know how to act. 

Among the good there is every sort 

of wisdom. I am stunned. 

But upon my soul confidence sits 

that a god-fearing man will fare 

well. 

The Chorus, after initially upbraiding Admetus and questioning his 
sanity in receiving the guest, is finally convinced of the goodness of the 
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action and sings the next ode (the third stasimon) in praise of the 
house. This ode balances the previous one in praise of Alcestis. The 
house is hospitable and free, and now, though it is in mourning, the 
house has received a guest. Such nobility gives the Chorus confidence: 
"Upon my soul confidence sits / that a god-fearing man will fare well" 
(604-605). Choral odes are connectors and need to be looked at in 
the context of the episodes that surround them. The couplet is a 
commonplace remark, but here the context makes it outrageously 
inept. It hardly seems appropriate to say to a recent widower that he is 
sure to prosper. Soon Admetus will hurl threats at Pheres that are remi- 
niscent of Hesiod's verses on the mistreatment of parents and the treat- 
ment of guests in the present age ( Wwks and Days 182-88). This act of 
filial impiety makes it difficult to think of Admetus as a god-fearing 
man. Admetus' generosity (inept under the circumstances) is matched 
by this generous but seemingly inane sentiment on the part of the 
Chorus. Like Admetus in his refusal to accept his wife's death, the 
Chorus keeps hope alive in a hopeless situation. Now the arrival of 
Heracles has given renewed hope, and in a happy (rather than tragic) 
irony, the Chorus-though they cannot share the knowledge of things 
said in the prologue--does share the hope. The opening of the house 
to Heracles reminds the Chorus of the sublime musician Apollo who 
saved the house once (or at least thought he did). The Chorus pictures 
him as Orpheus, whose story renews their hope, but it will be the 
unmusical son of Zeus, Heracles, who will be the Orpheus of the story, 
using force rather than the persuasion of song (or the infatuation of 
drink) to defeat Death/death. Orpheus, however, though he succeeded 
in bringing back his wife by his art, failed to keep her safe. It is also 
possible that Euripides had in mind another version of the Orpheus 
story in which the hero succeeds (see Robbins in Warden 1982, 16; 
Segal1989,18-19; Schwartz 1984,200,211-13). Heracles will succeed 
where both Orpheus and Apollo failed, for Apollo's salvation of Admetus' 
house was neither permanent nor complete. 

Strophe and Antistrophe A: 
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Strophe and Antistrophe B: 

568 rzohbeetvo~: @ 5 v o ~  is used for &OS for metrical reasons. It is the 
common form in Epic and Ionic dialects (see line 598). The form is 
vocative. 
570 Pythian Apollo = Apollo of the Delphic oracle. eBhbpa5: of the 
beautiful lyre, an epithet of Apollo. The form is nominative. 
571 .i. b516m: deem worthy, deign. 4- vaico: dwell in. 
572 .i. ~hdcco: dare, have the heart to. pq hovb pas: herdsman, shepherd. 
575 "over the sloping hills." 6 b ~ p t o ~ :  sloping, aslant (see line 1000). 
~ h t ~ 6 ~  ( K ~ E ~ z ~ s ) ,  -VOS, 4: hillside. 
576 P6cr~qp.a: Jock. aup<o: pipe, play the pipe. 
577 "pastoral wedding songs" (mating tunes for the sheep or other 
herds). no tpvvizq~: of shepherds, pastoral. 6 pkvalo~: marriage song. 
579 auprzorpaivopa~: herd with, join the herd. abv 6' ~rzorpaivov.ro: 
trnesis (see note at 160). -). %a p&: joy. Pahtai hbyrec;: spotted lynxes. 
580 kPa = EPq (for the principal parts, see note at 392). Othrys is a 
mountain range that forms the southern boundary of Thessaly (see 
Herodotus 7.129). v &nq: wooded glen, bosky dell. 
580-81 "a blood-red (or tawny) troop of lions." 
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58 1 6apolv65: tawny, blood-reeking (used of lions, serpents, lynxes, and 
jackals). Iha (Ihq): troop 
583 ~bpeucre = h~6peuo~ fr. ~ o p ~ 6 o  dance. The augment is often omitted 
in poetry. xl8&pa: lyre. 
584 EO txlh60p~{: spotted, dappled. 
585 vepp6~: fawn. 
585-86 "beyond the high-needled pines (firs). " 
586 apu p @ xobpq: "on light-stepping/graceful ankle. " 
58'7 ~Bippcov: gladdening the heart. pohx6 (pohxh): song, dance. 
588 xohbpqho~: rich in she*, with many flocks. 
589 ~ a h h i v a o ~ :  fairflowing (used of rivers and springs). 
590-96 This is a difficult and obscure passage. In it the Chorus defines 
the boundaries of Admetus' realm, extending from the Molossians in 
the West (where the sun sets, 594) to the coast off Pelion. One possible 
translation: 

Therefore he makes the air of the Molossians, about the dark 
resting place of the sun, the boundary of his farmlands and plains 
and he rules the Aegean sea up to the harborless headland of 
Pelion. 

Note: resting place = inx6o~aatv stabkfor the Sun's horses. 

The scholiast lists the poleis of Thessaly as "Pherai, Boibe, Glaphurai, 
and Iolkos." See Homer, Iliad 2.711-13. 
590 &po~o5: plowland. ybqb -ou, b: lund sown with crops (-&v is genitive 
plural). 
591 xe6icov 6ax66oq: "levels of his plains" (Bayfield). xe6iov: plain, 
f d i k  land. 661ze60v: leuel surface, ground, soil. The prefix 6a- is related 
to 6 6 ~ 0 ~  house. 6 p o ~ :  boundary. 
593 &ehiou = .ilhiou. xvs<pa^to~, -a, -ov: dark. 
594 aiefi p, ai86po~ b, h: sky, heaven, air, ether, repon. 
595 &m4 (&KT h): promontory, headland. 
596 Pelion is a mountain in eastern Thessaly, famous in various tales. 
The giants Otus and Ephialtes piled Ossa on Olympus and Pelion on 
Ossa in their attempt to reach heaven. The Argo was built from the 
trees of Pelion. It was the site of the wedding of Peleus and Thetis, and 
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in more recent history, Xerxes' fleet was wrecked in a violent storm off 
Pelion (Herodotus 8.12). 
597 bpnez6oa5: fr. &vvarm&vvup spread open. 
598 6 ktazo = 6865~~~0, unaugmented aorist. vozr 45 :  wet (with tears). 
phtcpa pov: eyelid, eye. 
600 dcpzteavfi~, -45: just dead. 
601 d~cpkpo: carry out (as a corpse for burial), carry away; passive be 
carried away, be transported (by emotion), be carried bqond bounds. 
.E ai6h5: reverence, respect. 
602-603 ndcvza oocpia~: "all parts of wisdom" (Hamilton), "all the 
elements of wisdom" (Bayfield). 
603 &yapat: lam amazed. 
604 .E Ohpao5: confidace, courage. .fiazat: fr. .E fiPw sit; perfect "is 
seated." 
605 0roorPfi5, -&S: god-fearing reverent, with @ha fr. v&, not ~ 6 5  (see 
line 471). .E ~ ~ 6 ~ 6 5 :  good, sound (see line 97). K E ~ V ~ :  neuter plural with 
.np&5~tv (see note at 227). 

FOURTH EPISODE (606-961): ADMETUS; ADMETUS 
AND PHERES; HERACLES AND THE MALE SLAVE; 
KOMMOS 861-961: CHORUS AND ADMETUS. 

A summary is useful for this long and eventful episode. Admetus is 
about to begin the funeral when his father arrives with offerings for 
the dead. The two men argue (the major agon), and Pheres goes away. 
Admetus and the Chorus go to the funeral, leaving the stage empty, 
which is an unusual occurrence. Sounds of merriment are heard from 
within the palace as a servant comes out to complain about Heracles' 
unseemly behavior and to bemoan his lot in having to serve this man 
instead of attending Alcestis' funeral. He also gives us new information 
about Alcestis (769-71). Heracles then enters, somewhat tipsy, and 
when he finally finds out that Alcestis is dead, he leaves to go to her 
tomb and rescue her. Admetus and the Chorus return from the funeral 
to face the empty house. 
606ff. The funeral: Admetus expects this to be the ekphora (k~cpopci), or 
"carrying out of the corpse for burial," but the arrival of Pheres inter- 
rupts his plans. Instead the scene becomes a distorted prothesis 
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( ~ p 6 8 ~ 4 ,  or "laying out of the corpse," with the two men quarreling 
over the body and how it should be buried and honored. Admetus 
suddenly seems officious and pragmatic, and he acts fast in getting 
Alcestis' corpse out of the house. Again he fails to mention Alcestis by 
name and refers to her by the term "corpse." 
606 .f. E ~ P E V ~ ~ S :  kindly, f~endly, comforting (see line 319). rrapouoia: 
presence. Can you figure out the etymology? 

.f. rr p6oxoho~: servant, attendant. 
&p6qv: adverb, Zzfld up. 4- ~ b g o g :  tomb. .f. rrupb: pyre. 
i u ~  vopicezat: as is the custom (see line 99). 
4- h5 + dpt .  
4- azeipx come. 6 7 ~ 6 6 5 :  servant, attendant (see line 136). 
&yahpa: delight, pleasing gap, statue. 
au y ~ b p v  a:  labor with, sufler with, sympathize. 
&v2 E p 6: future with no present, speak against, contradict. 
f i p b p ~ q ~ a ~ :  see line 144 and note; the word is used in the same 

sense here (and at 342 and 879). It is used in the more usual sense at 
327, where the Chorus suggests that Admetus has taken leave of his 
senses. At 850 Heracles uses it to describe the possibility of missing his 
prey, and at 1099 he says that Admetus is making a mistake in not 
taking the woman, as if in keeping his promise to her, he will lose her 
again through his errors. 
617 66aqopoS: hard to beaz 
618 6 6 x 0 ~ :  what is the form? Review imperatives in the second person: 

TENSES: present, aorist, perfect 
FORMS: 
Thematic (present, second aorist) 

Active -E -ET& 
Middle -01) - E O ~ E  

First Aorist 
Active (B) -ov (B) - ~ T E  

Middle (o) -at (o) -a& 
Perfect 

Active perfect active participle + &et. . . + &E 

Middle -00 - O ~ E  
Aorist Passive 

(6) -v (0) -V& 
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619 rrm: third person imperative of &I., "let it go." .E ~ p e h v :  it is neces- 
sary. Unlike Admetus, who refers to Alcestis after her death by the 
terms V E K P ~ S  and vkwg, which are used unambiguously for a dead body, 
Pheres refers to Alcestis by the term o@a, which after Homer refers 
to either the dead or living body, rendering her memory mare 
poignant. The point is confirmed when Admetus refers to himself by 
the term o@a (636) while designating Alcestis once again as V E K P ~ S  in 
line 635. 
621 E8q xev: fr. .E zi8qp1 put, set, make. erao e: fr. .E E c h .  
622 razageivo: wither away. yfi pas: yilpa~, y;lpq, yqpij, y i l p a ~ ,  old age. 
nivetpos: see line 512. 
623 .E c h ~ h ~ f i q :  of good fame, glorious. This is an important word in the 
play. It is used at line 150 of Alcestis and at 292 of the parents ifthey 
had died for Admetus. Here Pheres says that Alcestis has given all 
women the chance for glory, or perhaps that her deed has taken away 
some of the stigma of being a woman. At 938 it is used of Alcestis in 
contrast to Admetus and again at 1033 of Heracles' prize, which is 
Alcestis. 
624 yevva2os: noble, another important word. at 166 Alcestis prays for 
a noble husband for her daughter; here it is used of Alcestis' noble 
deed. Other uses: at 742 of Alcestis, at 857 and 860 of Admetus, at 1097 
of the house, and at 1 120 of Heracles. 
627-28 The profit motif brings us back to the motif of fathers and 
sons. (See "Fathers and Sons" in the "Discussions," pp. 195-97). One 
can see how these two men think in terms of utilizing others (cf. 
334-35). 
628 h6etv: to be profitable. 
629 xhqeeis: fr. ~ahko. 
631 Even here Admetus does not refer to Alcestis by name. She is 
merely @E, "this woman." h 6 6  m: put on. 
632 6 ~ 6 4 s :  in need oJ: 
633 auvahyh: gneve along with (somebody). hhh6pqv: fr. bhhupt. 
634 kmo6hv: away from the feet, out of the way. rca peis: fr. nap-iqpt let fall, 
leave to (another). 
635 Notice the generic masculine in vkq. drxotpcb~m: lament, bewail, cry 
66 7 9, 01p01. 
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636-39 Many editors delete all or some of these lines as unsuitable. 
Murray adds the question marks at 636,638,639, while Diggle removes 
them. We prefer to keep the lines without the question marks. 

637 q d a ~ o :  claim, say, assert. 
639 y a o z 6 ~ :  breast. bneph.il0qv: fr. 6x0-pdlhhw (see note at 504 for prin- 
cipal parts). hdc8 pp: in secret. 
640 Zhsy~og: cross-examination, test, scrutiny, account (see line 15). 
641 necpulckvat: fr. q6w. cp6o is transitive in the present, future, and first 
aorist active (Zcpvoa) and means produce, bring forth, engendm In the 
second aorist (kquv) and perfect system, it means grow; often the 
perfect and aorist are used in a present sense to mean be by nature. 
642 z&pa = zot &pa. Gtanpknw: + genitive, surpass. h v u ~ i a :  pusilla- 
nimity, weak-spin'tedness. 
643 4- ~q ht~6aGe: of such an age. zkp ya: end, boundary. 
645 .E &&a: permit, allow. 
6464'7 In adopting Alcestis as his stepmother, Admetus turns her, by 
her own standards, into an echidna ("viper;" cf. 310). Disowning parents 
is a reversal of the more usual disowning of sons by fathers. Cf. the 
disowning and exile of Hippolytus by Theseus (Hippolytus 973-80). As 
such, it suits the topsy-turvy treatment of death in this play. See also 
Andromache's words to Hector at Iliad 6.429-30. 
646 4- 68veiog: strange, foreign, "an outsider" (see line 532 and note). 
647 .). fi y6o pat: think, believe. 
648 &yhv, &yQvo~ ,  b:  contest. hyovi(o: contest, jight. hyQva fiyovioo: 
"to contend in a trial" or "to compete in the games." This is an example 
of the cognate accusative, or internal object. It is an object that is 
already implied in the verb, often (as here) from the same root as the 
verb (hence cognate). The Greeks were fond of the use of several forms 
of the same root or the same word in close proximity. Examples of this 
construction in English include "to fight the good fight" and "one life 
to live." It is much more common in Greek than in English. A few 
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examples: +$ovh~ fi6eoeat "enjoy pleasures," v6oov voo& "suffer from an 
illness," v i ~ v  VLK&V "win a victory." The construction is extended to 
objects not only from the same root as the verb but also of like meaning, 
as in "Ioepta VIK&V "to win at the Isthmian games." Neuter adjectives are 
also common as cognate accusatives, as in pey&hx &papz&vetv "to commit 
great faults." Cf. hp&pzqpa hpap.t&vetv "to commit an error." Once again 
Admetus' tendency for flowery language surfaces (cf. 352). 

Agon is also the technical term for the debate scene, so popular in 
Greek tragedies, of which this is a typical example. These are the 
components: introduction; two speeches of about equal length, one 
from each of the contestants; remarks, mostly cliches, from the chorus, 
usually separating the two speeches; a shouting match. Here, as usual, 
nobody wins the agon. 
650 P thotpos: for living. 
651-52 See Alcestis' speech at lines 295-96. 
653 .E &G ' = h a  as many things as. Review the principal parts of .n&o)lw: 
n&o~o, mioopat, ih&ov, zinovea. 
654 4p60: be young. 
655 6 t & 6 0 ~ 0 ~ :  succeeding, as a noun, successm 
657 61-apx&m: tear apart. 
658 .E dp0: future of which the present does not occur in Classical Age 
texts, will say. 
659-65 The three proverbial commandments of the Greeks were to 
honor their gods, parents, and city. Admetus' claim that he respects 
his father in his old age is immediately undercut by his threat that he 
will not bury him. 
659 npo66m~as: fr. xpo6i6opt. ai6bqpmv: respectful. 
660 4: review eipi. 
661 4 hha&zqv: aorist dual fr. &3L3L&ooo giue i n  return. 
662 p0 &v m: + supplementary participle, anticipate, be too quick. 
Admetus is telling his father to "hurry up and get more children." This 
may be an echo of the Antigone's infamous logic (911-12). 
663 yqpoPoalr6m: tend in old age. It was the duty of children to tend to 
their elderly parents, referred to as "repaying their nurture." 
664 xep toz6hhm: wrap up, lay out (a corpse). This refers to the dressing 
of the body and its preparation for the funeral ritual, which Alcestis 
did for herself as described in her slave's speech. It began with the 
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bathing of the body, usually done by the female relatives of the 
deceased. npozieqpr: set befoe, lay out (a dead body). This is the next 
stage of the funeral, the n;p68eot5, often depicted on vase paintings, in 
which the body is laid out on a bier for mourning. 
666 zkevqwa: as often, the perfect is used of a permanent state. zobni 

o 6 = ~b hi  ok "as far as it depends on you." 
667 omzfip: cf. o+cw, savim abyfi: ray (of the sun). Notice the generic 
masculine in KE~VO'U. 

668 yq poz p6cpo5, - ov: nursing in old age; as a noun, nurse of someone in 
old age. 
669 4- phzqv: in vain. Admetus' claim that he sees himself as Alcestis' 
child who will tend her in her old age out of gratitude for her willing- 
ness to die young is one of the apparently senseless remarks woven into 
the plot. 
670 + y f i p a ~ :  old age (see lines 52, 412, 622, 659, 672, 727). yr6yo: 

blame, find fault with. 
671 4- 6yyb5: near, close. 
673-74 The Chorus addresses both antagonists, ordering them to stop 
arguing, but then they mod* their summons by addressing Admetus 
in particular, putting him in his place by calling him a "child." They 
do not comment, however, on his filial oral violence. Their call is 
echoed by Pheres, whose first word is also child (675). The members 
of the Chorus have already committed themselves to criticism of 
Pheres in supporting both Alcestis and Admetus in their claims, and yet 
they fail to support Admetus here, whose show of disrespect to his 
father would have offended or surprised the audience. 
673 6 h t ~ :  enough. 
674 n u  po&v m: spur on, povo?w, irritate. 
675 a 6 p h x  boast, pride oneseyin. 
675-76 "Do you think you are abusing some Lydian or Phrygian slave 
bought on the auction block with your money?" This refers to life in 
the Classical rather than the Heroic Age. 
676 K U K O ~ S  61Labvetv: to abuse. bpyuphvqzo5: bought with silvtx 
678 yvq o i m ~  genuinely, lelegztimately. 
679 4- 6 y a v :  too much. G$pi{m: insult, outrage. veav ia5 :  as an adjective, 
youthful, impetuous, hotheaded. 
680 binzo:  hur1,fling. 'You will not get awaywith having thus cast. . . ." 
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681 y e i v o p a ~ :  be born (this sense only in the present and imperfect) ; 
aorist beget, bear (see lines 501, 839). 
682-705 Scholars (believing, perhaps, that parents should love and 
sacrifice themselves for their children unconditionally) often see 
Pheres as an unsympathetic character. What father would choose to 
bury his son if he could die for him? The same scholars are more 
forgiving of Admetus, but what child would expect his parents to die 
in his stead? The two men are equally sekentered and egotistical, but 
they differ in their logic and ability to see the situation objectively. 
While Admetus fragments the situation and is unable to see himself as 
the originator of Alcestis' death, Pheres penetrates the situation's 
complexity to the point of sardonic humor. 
682 ~&Opeyra: Children were expected to reciprocate for the their 
upbringing by taking care of their parents when they got old (cf. 
Sophocles, Electra 1060-62). By using the base troph-, Pheres brings up 
the issue of the gratitude Admetus owes him as his child. zpkqm, 

Opkyrm: rear, bring up (see lines 49'7,1049,1055). bqeihm: owe. 
683 n a z p @ o ~ :  of or from one's father (see lines 169, 738). 
684 066 ' 'E hhqv t ~ b v :  For a father to outlive his sons seems unnatural 
and makes brutally clear Death's apolitical egalitarianism, but, it is also 
unnatural for a son to expect his father to die for him. Pheres fails in 
several ways, but this is not one of them. He is right about Hellenic 
custom, his words make his son's request seem ludicrous. He has, 
however, substituted the generic for the particular, and here, if any- 
where, his argument shows that he is not comfortable with his refusal. 
He has not been asked to die for Hellenic custom, but for one partic- 
ular man, his son. Next, his disparaging of Alcestis over her body is 
insufferable; he is not only imputing foolishness to her heroic act, but 
worse, he is denying the value of a good death. His death is not being 
required as a precedent, though he is the one to suggest that Alcestis' 
is. On the other hand, his death has been made to have less value than 
hers because he is old and because it was expected that he would offer 
to die. The offer-to be true to the folktale genre-had to come from 
an unexpected source. 

Except for the rather inelegant way in which he expresses this senti- 
ment, denying the concept of a good death, Pheres' comments are 
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no worse than what the dead Achilles says of death in the Odyssey 
(1 1.488-91: see note at 24-37) or what Iphigenia will say before her 
about-face in Euripides' last play (Iphigenia at Aulis, especially line 
1252, "To live badly is better than honorably to die"). There is nothing 
noble about Pheres, but also little that is false. There is, on the other 
hand, the sheer unloving, ungenerous nature revealed in his harsh- 
ness to his unhappy son; he simply has to have his say. The "rhetoric 
of the situation" may require Euripides to give him the best defense 
possible, but it does not force him to make Pheres so unkind. His 
remarks to Admetus may be a concession to naturalism-in the heat 
of the moment, people say more than they intend in order to pay back 
unkindness with equal or greater unkindness. This excess on Pheres' 
part is the only hint that his son's words have hit home and that he 
feels at all bad. To hold back repaying like for like is, of course, not 
Greek either. 
687 noh6nheOpo~: of many plethra, extensive. A plethron is one hundred 
feet. y6q 5: a piece of land; plural jelds. 
688 xck pa: with nazp6~. 
689 4 8 i ~ q ~ a :  fr. &6t~&o. 
692 hoy iro~at :  reckon, &re, count. See Antigone 74-76 regarding the 
length of time spent here compared to the time spent in Hades. The 
contrast makes Pheres want to live. 
694 8 tapdl~opat: jight eagerly. As a prefix 6aa- often means "through to 
the end," "all out." 
695 xex popkvo~: destined, appointed (see line 21). 
696 ~ a z a ~ z c k q  = ~azameiva~. 
697 y u v a t ~ 6 ~ :  genitive of comparison ("than") with a verb meaning 
get the better of: fiooqpkvo5: fr. fioociopat, + genitive, be less than 
(someone), be infem'ox Pheres here is like Creon in Antigone (678-80, 
745, 756), taunting his son with being surpassed by a woman. 
699 B q q G  p q :  fr. &p-eupio~o. 
701 K& ' = aai &a and then (see note on crasis at 45). 6v et8iCo: + 
dative, reproach. 
703 oiya: imperative of oty&o. Apparently Admetus starts to interrupt 
at the reproach from his father or perhaps at his claim to be counted 
among qikot. 
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705 drxo6etv x a r h  "to hear bad things," meaning "to have bad things 
said about one." 
706 z h e i o  = ~heiova more. 
707 xaxoppo86v: fr. ~a~oppoOko, supplementary participle with nukar 
(aorist middle imperative), abuse, bad-mouth. 
708 -P dchyCm: feel pain. 
71 1 rahz6v = .rb aidv (understand "is it?"). fif36v.ra: fr. be young. 
Admetus shifts the focus from asking someone else to die for him, 
which is a rather outlandish situation, to the more realistic issue of who 
should be expected to die first, an old or a young man-a sophistic, 
argumentative trope. 
71 3 c 6 q ~ :  fr. l,&o, optative. 
714 ckpbopat: curse. yove65: parent. 
715-16 Admetus is (as is consistent with his character) unable to see 
that the argument he uses against his father is applicable to himself as 
well. 
715 kp6v.ra: fr. ip&w, + genitive, be in love with. 
717 oqpe ia :  sign. 
719 -P ~ p e i a :  need (see line 479). 
720 pvqozebo: woo, court, date. 
722 .E & Y O ~ :  light. 
723 hfipa: spirit, tempm K O ~ K  kv dcvbpbotv: "not to be counted as a 
man's." 
724 kyyehbm: laugh. -P f3aozbco: carry, support (see lines 19,40,917). 
The scholiast explains this line by paraphrasing, "I will not die for you 
so that you can laugh at me, while you are carrying away my body." 
725-26 Admetus seems blind to the fact that he himself is no less open 
to criticism than his father. Pheres' disinterest in kleos after he dies 
contradicts the Homeric notion of a hero whose sole motivation for a 
heroic death is the renown that will follow. It also nullifies Alcestis' self- 
sacrifice in terms of the renown the Chorus and others expect her to 
have in return for her heroic sacrifice. 
726 ~ 0 1 x 6 5  ckx06etv: to be spoken ill o$ .E pkhet: it is a care to. 
727 dcvaibeta: shamlessness. nhEo5, -a, -W: full o$ Adjectives in - o ~  are 
usually of two terminations; nhkwg is an exception. 

nhko5 &a nhkov 
nhko nhkaq nhko 
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nhkq nhkq nhkq 
nhkcuv nhkav nhkcuv 

nhkq nhkat/-q nhka 
nhkcuv nhkcuv nh&cuv 

nhkq~ nhkat~ nhkq~ 
xhko~ nhka~ nhka 

728 &cppov: mindless. 
729 &a: imperative of &h. 
730 tpovebq: nzurderm 
731 rqGeaz f i~ :  in-law. 
732 Acastus is Alcestis' brother. As son of Pelias, he is granted the 
kingdom of Iolkos by Jason (Diodorus Siculus 4.53.2). He is also the 
one who buried the remains of his father after his sisters had chopped 
him up, and he banished Medea and Jason from Iolkos for instigating 
the killing (Apollodorus 1.9.27). z&pa  = T o t  &pa. Ev & v 6 p & ~ r v :  alive. 
733 a1p.a: blood. zr pm p km: take vengeance on, avenge. 
734 %p pm: go to destruction. ouvorrkm: live with, cohabit with. 
735 &narGs: fr. &- na?.~, dual nominative. 
736 yqp&arm: grow old. 2@6e: see note at 331. 
737 veioee: fr. vkopat, present with future meaning, come, go. dcneinov: 

renounce (see line 738). ~ i j  put :  herald, public crim Admetus refers to the 
practice of a father publicly disowning a child. It does not happen the 
other way around, but Admetus wishes he could disinherit his father. 
738-39 The formal legal proceeding of &nolcilpu&, which is used for 
the public renunciation of a son by a father, is here reversed. 
739 zoGv = .rb kv ( ~ 6  goes with m&). Ev nooiv: at our feet (cf. "at 
hand"). oiazkov: it must be borne. 
740 0Gp.w: fr. zieqpt. 
741-46 The Chorus sings to Alcestis as they had been asked at line 610. 
741 o ~ ~ z k i a  zohpf i~:  resolute, enduring for your daring. 
742 piya :  adverbial. 
743 np6cppmv: gracious. Nether Hermes conducts the dead between 
worlds. 
'744 K&KE? = ~ a i  &K& men there. 
745 pczkxm: share. 
746 vbpcpq: bride. napeGpebm: sit beside. Admetus and the servants 
carrying Alcestis' remains (607-608) now leave the acting area and 
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orchestra, accompanied by the Chorus. It is rare for a chorus to leave 
before the end of a play; it happens only in Aeschylus' Eumenides, 
Sophocles' Ajax, Euripides' Helen, and here. The empty stage and 
orchestra mark a break in the action. 
747 The slave in charge of hospitality in Admetus' house enters to 
complain about having to entertain on the day of the funeral and 
about the uncivil behavior of the guest. Perhaps as he comes out of the 
house we hear raucous noises and singing out of tune. ~ & n 6 :  fr. ~ a i  &n6, 
+ genitive. n6vzoto~: of euery kind. 
748 .E Zpohov: aorist of phhu~w, = qheov (see lines 52, 107, 540, 545, 
554,562). 4- o?G ': fr. o16a. 
749 .E Geinvov: dinnm npo60q~a:  fr. npo-&qyt. 
751 xev0km: mourn. 
752 ~ & 2 6  hpqo ' = ~ a i  &dhyque fr. zohp&co. &peipo: middle moss, pass. 
n6 hq: door, gate. 
754 zh n poozu~6vza T;kvta: "hospitality that happened [to be there] ," 
that is, a well-bred guest would have taken what was already at hand 
and not have demanded anything special, considering the circum- 
stances. 
755 6zp6vm: urge, demand. Review past general conditions (see note at 
514) : ~i + optative . . . imperfect indicative. 
756 norfip: drinking cup. ~ e i p e o o r  = ~ ~ p u i .  ~iaorvo5:  of ivy. 
757 pkharva pqzfip: the "black mother" is the grape. p k h a ~  pkharva, 
pkhav: black. e%(mpov pk0u: unmixed wine. The Greeks usually mixed 
their wine with water in a krater, or mixing bowl (from K E ~ C X V V ~ V ~ ~  to 
mix). To drink the wine unmixed was uncouth and led to quicker 
inebriation. 
758-59 "The flame of the wine coming round him made him grow 
hot." 
758 0ep paiv m: heat, warm. & pcp t - Baiv m: review paivo (see note at 392). 
cph6T;: flame. 
759 otvos: wine. ozkcpm: crown. [ ~ p k ]  ~ p a z k  ~ p a a i  ~ p & z a :  head. 
pupoivqq ~h6601.5: "with branches of myrtle." See lines 171-72, where 
Alcestis places myrtle garlands on every altar. Is Heracles' behavior a 
parody of Alcestis' funeral? 
760 &-pouoo5: fr.M060a, unmusicaF also tasteless, incongruous. 6ha~zkm: 
wail, howl. Heracles, the greatest of heroes, called the worst of men and 
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a criminal by the slave, cannot carry a tune, perhaps from natural 
inability as much as from the effects of the wine. He did, after all, kill 
his music teacher, Linus. In Euripides' Cyclops, the Cyclops also sings 
&povoa in the presence of people weeping (this time Odysseus' com- 
panions, 425-26, but cf. Theocritus, Idyll l l ,  for a more human Cyclops) . 
The Athenians were accustomed to singing over their cups. There was 
even a drinking song (skolion) about Admetus, attributed to Praxilla. 
Wine has the effect of giving even the untalented the bravado to belt 
out a few verses. 
761 fi 6 ~ :  fr. drei6o sing. 
762 oir6zq5: household servant (cf. line 192 where they are also 
weeping). 
764 zkyyo: wet (with tears). kq-iqpt: send to; middle command. 
765 baz t&o: entertain, feast. 
766 It seems odd or improbable that while the Chorus recognized 
Heracles immediately (cf. line 478), the slave does not know who the 
guest is in spite of having waited on him. See also line 823, in which the 
servant indicates that he is aware of what has been discussed between 
Admetus and the Chorus. navoGpyo5: ready to do anything, criminal. 
.E rhhp, rhonb~,  b: thi$ h n a z f i ~  -ou, b: robber, bandit. 
767 fi 6': Alcestis. kq-hopat: fr. .E Enopa~ follow. 
768 kzeivco: stretch out. The stretching out of hands is a customary 
gesture of farewell to the dead as they are carried out. Cf. Libation 
Bearers 8-9. The first nine lines of Libation Bearers are lost and have been 
filled in from other sources: the first five from Aristophanes' Frogs; 6-7 
from the scholia to Pindar; and 8-9 from the scholia to the Alcestis, ad 
768, given below. 

.E dcn;otp&<o: bewail. 
770 .E bbopat: rescue, save. 
771 6pyfi: anger, rage. pah&oow: soften. 
772 .E dcqtrvko pat: arrive. With the word "arrived," Heracles enters 
from the house; he is a figure both of comedy and tragedy. His speech 
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is typical of tipsy philosophy, full of cliches but warmhearted and 
humane. The scholiast finds Heracles' "philosophizing" implausible, but 
it seems appropriately and good-humoredly Dionysiac and egalitarian. 
773 o&zoG: "you there," "hey, you." Heracles uses the demonstrative 
abruptly to call the servant. o e p v b ~ :  solemn. neppovz txb~:  neuter 
perfect participle of qpovzil;o, thoughtful. The two adjectives are internal 
accusatives, "look such and such a way" (see note at 648). 
774 o x u 8  pm.65: sour-jaced, of sullen expression (cf. Medea 271). 
4- npbonoho~:  see line 607. 
775 e6npoo+yopo~:  affable, easy to talk to. ppevi: fr. 4- vp jv. 
776 4- Bzaipoq companion. napbve ' = nap6vta fr. nhp~tpt. 
777 4- o z u y v 6 ~ :  hateful. 4- npbocuxov: face. ouvocppubopat: knit the brow, 
scowl. 
778 4- 8 u p a i o ~ :  beyond the doors, outside (see lines 805, 811, 814, 828, 
1014). This word, though it refers to strangers or outsiders, is more 
ambiguous than the word Admetus had used (68veio~, 533) since it 
means "at the doors" or "just outside the doors." 4- xqya:  trouble. 
4- oaou64: + objective genitive, eagerness, concern fox 
779 gxcu~ &v: + subjunctive to show purpose. x a i :  adverbial, actually, 
men. 
780 ot6aS  = ob8a (see note at 140). 
781 4- n68ev: whence, where from. 
782-85 Heracles' words of wisdom fly in the face of the information 
he has that Admetus knew exactly when he was supposed to die and 
was even able to forestall the date by sacrificing his wife (e.g., 524). 
They also contradict Alcestis' deathbed assertion that she will die "at 
once, not tomorrow, nor on the next day, nor some time this month" 
(320-22). It might be, however, that this inconsistency in his knowl- 
edge or awareness of what is happening around him is an intentional 
indication on the part of the playwright that Heracles is a bit tipsy. 
782-86 Notice the line-end rhyme. At 786 Heracles breaks the pattern 
by putting the rhyming hhio~stat in the penultimate position in the 
line. Is his rhyming another indication of his inebriation? 
784 a6ptov: tomorrow. zfiv a6ptov p6hhouoav: accusative of extent of 
time. 
785 drguv 6 ~ :  predicate adjective, unclear, obscure; with t b  z q ~  rb~qc,, the 
way of fortune. 01 npo$fioezat: "where/whither it will proceed." 
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786 ~ & o z  ' = ~ a i  Eozt. 6t6a~z65: to be taught. hhio~opat: deponent with 
passive meaning, used as passive of aipko, be caught. & ~ v q :  art, skill, maJt 
(see line 34). 
788 
789 
to." 
790 
(cf. 
791 

e6qpaivco: cheer up. ~ a 0 '  ipkpav: day by day, by the day. 
hoyicopat: reckon, count up. .rqs ~6xqs :  predicate genitive, "belongs 

d p a :  fr. ztpdro. nheiozov h6iowv: double superlative for emphasis 
"the most unkindest cut of all"). 
4- Kbnpt~: the goddess Aphrodite, born on Cyprus. 4- E ~ P E V ~ ~ S :  

kindly. 
792 Zaoov: fr. Edro. What is the form? (See note at 618). nt0oO: second 
aorist imperative fr. neieo. 
793 6 p 0 h: straight, correct. 
794 olpat pCv: see line 781. Heracles is giving his opinion of his own 
words. & q e i ~ :  fr. cjlcpiqpt. 
795 nin: fr. nivo, future niopm. bnepphhhm: pass beyond. 
796-98 4 know well that from the present gloominess and contrac- 
tion of the spirit, the plash of the wine cup as it [the wine] falls in will 
unmoor you;" or "I guarantee you that raising a few glasses will carry 
you away from your gloomy, constricted state of mind," taking nizuhoq 
as "the rhythmical elbow-lifting and gurgling of the carouse" (Dale). 
796 nurhcm: covm ohq' = dcpa, adverb of oacpfi~, clearly. 6006vexa = 

670u Evsrca because, that. 
797 a~uepmn6~:  see line '774. ~ u v ~ o z 6 ~ 0 5 ,  2 6 :  fr. ouviozqpt, with 
cppeviijv, anxiety. 
798 pe0oppicm: change moorings, move from one anchorage to another: 
nizu h o ~ :  literally, the sweep of oars. o~bqo5:  wine cup (skyphos) . 
799 'Think mortal thoughts," a recurring theme and an ironic state- 
ment that reflects back on Admetus, who seeks to postpone his own 
death and thus contradict the laws of mortality. 
800 4- oepvb~: sober, solemn (see line 773). ouvmqpuophot~: (see line 
777). 
801 4- X phopa t: + dative, use, "To use me as a judge." 
804 K ~ ~ O S :  revelry. 4- ykhw~ -ozo5, b:  laughtm 
805 0upaio~: see lines 778,811,814,828, 1014. hiav: too much. 
806 ngveet: imperative of nev0ko. 
807 z&v = zix h .  
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810 .). oeveios: see lines 532,533,646. 
81 1 8 phzor: truly, indeed. K& p m :  very much. If the reading is Bupaiq, 

it is used sarcastically. The scholia and the better manuscripts have 
O ~ K E ? . O ~  (belongzng to the house), but this may give the game away too early, 
since Heracles fails to pick up on it. He continues to use Bupaio~ at 814 
and does not ask directly who is dead until 819, where he quite forgets 
that a woman had been the subject (at 805 and earlier at 531-35) and 
asks about the other members of the family as he had done at 514 and 
5 16. 
812 psv: interrogative particle showing surprise (see line 484). 
eupcpopb = ouycpopci. 4- cppbco: tell. 
81 3 .E %h: imperative fr. &,I. .E p6he1: &/are a concern. 
81 5 xop&(o:  reuel. .h~Bopac be upset, annoyed, or distressed. 
81 7 Ev Shovz~: "at the right time." 
818-19 For black robes and cut hair, see lines 42'7,512. 
818 a ~ o h p 6 ~ :  clothing. 
819 pehcipmahos: robed in  black. ~ o u  p&: cutting of the hair (as a sign of 
mourning). 
820 qpoGbos: gone. 
822 ~ E V  Cco: entertain a guest, gtue hospitality to. 
823 aibbo pat: be ashamed, respect. dmm~bm: thrust away. 
824 cuv&opo~: linked together, as a noun, husband, wife. 
825 The text reinforces the extent to which Alcestis was loved by 
everyone in the house (cf. lines '768-70). There are hardly any 
endearing terms expressed for Admetus by anyone in the play. 
826-34 Put in an awkward situation by Admetus' calculated motiva- 
tion for gaining future hospitality when he travels through Argos 
(553-60) or protecting the reputation of his house (556-58), Heracles 
is cast as a considerate and warm individual who sees only the better 
side of human nature. 
826 fioe6pqv: fr. aioetivopat. 

828 ~ i j  bos, -ous, T 6: relative. The basic meaning of ~ G O S  is care about 
something; from that it can mean anxiety or funeral rites, and 
connection by marriage. The English derivative is acedia, "spiritual indif- 
ference" or "lack of concern." 
829 pip 8upoG: "in spite of my feelings." 
831-32 See lines 759-60,796. 
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835 olpoS, -ou, 4 (or b ) :  road. gipet: bears, leads. Ahptaa: Larissa, a 
Thessalian town. 
836 cea265: hewn of stone, built of cut stone. &K xpoaaziou: "outside the 
outskirts of town." Tombs are usually built along the road just outside 
the city. According to Oliver Taplin in Goldhill and Osborne 1999,45, 
lines 835-36 refer to a real place: "this instruction precisely locates the 
major northern cemetery of ancient Pherai . . . which has been 
partially excavated over the last sixty years, and which seems to have 
been an important cult-centre for this whole part of Thessaly." 
838 6eicov: fr. ~ E ~ K V Z ) ~ I  (see note at 618 for the form). Heroes 
frequently address their body parts. 
838-39 Heracles is the son of Alcmene of Tiryns, daughter of Elec- 
tryon, and of Zeus. 
839 byeivazo: fr. yeivopa~ bear, beget. 
840 cipzio~: just now (cf. &p71 531,940, 1069; &pzrOavfi~ 600). 
841 i6 pbo: set, establish. 
842 bxoupyio: do service to. This is the first time since the death of 
Alcestis that she is mentioned by her name, and her name is nicely 
juxtaposed to that of Admetus. Heracles names her again at line 854. 
84452 The vivid description of Heracles ambushing Death, encircling 
him with his mighty arms until Death's lungs are bursting for breath, 
is reminiscent of the usual lifelike reports of messengers in Greek 
tragedy. The difference, of course, is that messengers' reports are of 
actions and deeds already accomplished. This premature report suits 
the unrealistic tale as much as Heracles' confidence in his might. The 
only way he might fail to overcome Death is if he does not find him at 
the grave. 
844 cpuh6aaw: guard, watch for: 
845 ahqaiov: + genitive of separation (z6ppou), near, beside. x poacpay- 
p6zov: partitive genitive with nivov~a. x p6acpaypa: sacrjjce, offm'ngs. 
846 h o ~ a 2 o ~ :  of ambush. E6pa: seat, place. aueeis: fr. oeGopat rush. 
847 p&px~o:  grab, seize. 
849 poyio: struggle, labor: xheup6: accusative of the part affected (see 
lines 3666'7). 
850 &ypa: prey. 
851 aipazq p&: bloody, gory. xihavov: clot, mass of clotted blood (of the 
sacrificial offerings). 
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852 &v-fihro~: see line 43'7. Kore and the King are Persephone and 
Hades. 
853 ai&o: beg, ask (see lines 164, 300, 308). 
855-60 Heracles' attribution of Admetus' hospitality to his being a 
noble man emphasizes to the audience the calculated balance of bene- 
fits that motivated Admetus to his house to Heracles. 
855 dcn-ehaiivo: see line 553. 
856 nhfiaoo: strike, smite. 
859 o i ~ 6 v :  fr. oi&o (notice the accent). 
860 ebepye~h:  treat kindly. q6za: fr. q&, qm&, b man (see lines 471, 
605). At the end of the scene, Heracles rushes off to do what Zeus 
killed Asclepius for doing, initiating the whole series of events, at least 
in Apollo's version of the story, that make up the present kairos, thus 
creating a connection among these essentially separate stories. 

KOMMOS (861-961) 

A K O P P ~ G  is a lyrical lament sung by the chorus and actors. Admetus and 
the Chorus return from the funeral in this scene, and as Adrnetus stands 
before the doors of his empty house, he remembers his wedding day. 

A Greek bride was brought by her new husband to his home amid 
the sounds of revelers (the families and friends) singing marriage 
songs. If it was a second marriage, a friend of the groom brought the 
bride to her new home. She was veiled, and just before entering the 
house, she would lift the veil, and the two would join right hands. Here, 
as often, wedding and funeral are conflated, and many commentators 
suggest that the actor standing in for Alcestis has his head and mask 
covered like a bride. 

Except for their story of a relative who lost his son, the Chorus sings 
outworn consolations as they try to generalize this unique event. 
Alcestis' death, however, refuses to become the same old story. The 
whole scene dramatizes the difference between then and now. 
Admetus remembers the day he first came home with his wife, an event 
so unlike his present approach to the house without her that each 
aspect of it has its analogue here (clothing, sounds, company in bed). 
As long as Alcestis was alive, even though she was dying, the house had 
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a structure; now it is just an empty shell. Alcestis alone gave it 
substance. Admetus, whose role as the man of the house is to mediate 
between his house and family and the world outside, is completely at 
a loss now that the center of his house is gone. How much Admetus 
learns is debatable, but the breathtaking pain of his return to the 
empty house means more than any lesson he could put into words. 
The details he gives of the chaos of the house in Alcestis7 absence are 
as close as we come to an expression of his recognition of Alcestis as a 
person. (See Luschnig 1995,70-11.) 
861 o z u y v b ~ :  hateful (see line 777). Cf. omyko, Styx. np6ao605: 

approach. 6~ t S: sight, spectack XQ po G -a, -ov: widowed. 
863 PO, oz0 :  review the deliberative subjunctive. 
865 Papu6aipmv: ill-fated. Admetus' claim that his mother bore him to 
an evil fate might be intended to remind us of Achilles or to alert us to 
Admetus' ever present self-consciousness and his comparisons of 

himself to characters in other stories. 
866 .E <q h6m: envy. kpapat :  + genitive, love, desire, be in love with. 
867 EntOu pkm: long fm, set one% heart upon. vaim: dwell in. 
869 nece6m: walk, step, go by foot. 
870 8pq  p o ~ :  hostage. &bxoou M m :  rob (with two accusatives) . 
871 napa6i6mpt:  aorist -k6o~a, hand ova Review 6iSoyt and its 
compounds: &vzt6i60yt7 aapa6i6wyt7 npo6i6opt. 
872 oirmv:  defining genitive, translate "consisting in," "the hiding 
place which is the house" (Bayfield). np6ga:  fr. apo-paivo. f3B01: fr. 
paivo. The aorist imperative of paivo is PijBt (in lyrics, PGBI); in 
compounds -pa is the imperative, as in ap6Pa, kypa. 
873 a i a y p a :  the cry "aiai." 

874 -E 666vq: pain. 
875 z2tv (zijv) vkp0e: the one below, the dead woman. .E hqehkco: he@. 
877 8vza :  adverb, befor in front of (you). hunp6v: predicate adjective 
with .r;b &io16&iv (review the articular infinitive). 
878 .E ytpvfioro: aorist kpvqoa remind, mention. khr6m: aorist fih~ooa 
wound. 
881 i j q d o v :  fr. 6cpeiho owe. Here, used idiomatically, "would that." 
6 6 p o u ~ :  object of oi~civ dwell in. 

883 2q5: used as a relative pronoun (this is common in Homer). 
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884 phptog, -a ,  -ov: moderate. 4- & ~ 0 o g ,  -oug, 26: burden. 
885 v6oog, -ou, I): sickness. 
885-86 vupcpi6tot ~ G v a i :  hda l  beds. 
886 ~ e ~ a t c m :  ravage. 
887 zhq265, -G, -6v: endurable, bearable, to be endured. 656v: accusative 
absolute, "it being possible." 
888 6 th  n a v z b ~ :  "through all [one's life]." 
889 Guoncihatozog, -ov: hard to wrestle with. 
890 nkpag, -azoS, 26: with o66&v, limit. zi0qg: review zihpt. 
892 zhi20t = ~hfi81, imperative of zMw. 
893-94 "Different misfortunes show up to wear down different 
people." Forms of &hho~ and ZT~EPOS are frequently used together as in 
&hho~ &hha ?&yet, "one man says one thing, one [says] another." 
894 ntkco: crush. cpaveiaa: fr. cpaivo. 
897 4- xohbm: + infinitive, prevent (from). 4- binzo: throw, fling. 
Admetus' words here (897-902) offer the audience a scene from the 
"offstage elsewhere"; we are to imagine the events at the tomb. 
898 zcicppo~, -ou, I): trench. ~ o i h o ~ :  hollow. 
901 bp08: togethm 
902 6tapcivze: dual aorist active participle of ha-paivo. 
903-904 "I had a kinsman (71s i v  y&v&t) ." It is unusual for a chorus to 
give such personal information. This particular story provides little 
comfort to Admetus, who expected his father to die for him rather 
than to get on with his life. 
904 x6pog: boy, son. 6ct60pqvog: worthy of lamentation (cf. English 
threnody "a song of mourning"). 
906 povbna t~ :  only child. &nag: on the whole, still, all in all, nevertheless. 
907 &htg: enough, in moderation. 
908-10 'Though being already headed for gray hair and advanced in 
life." The Chorus' kinsman might make us think of Pheres. 
908 noht65: grey (see line 470). xaizq: hair (see lines 101,470). 
909 n pon ez4 g: falling forward, inclined to. 
91 0 n6 poo: onward, advanced. 
912 o ~ f i p a ,  - a zog  26:form, appearance, shape. 
913 pezanin~w: fall dqferently, undergo a change. Review nimw/nizvo and 
compounds: ~ioninzo, i~ninzw, kpninzo, apoonhzo, npoonizvo. 
914 "Much has gone between." That is, "There's a big difference." 
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915 &re: then, on their wedding day. n e 6 ~ q :  pine, pine torches (used in 
the wedding ceremony). llq h t 6 ~  -6605: feminine adjective, from Mt. 
Pelion. 
916 bpkva105: marriage song (see line 577). 4- ozei~m: go (see lines 74, 
186, 612, '740). 
91 7 4- $ a c d < o :  support, carry (see lines 19,40, 724). 
918 n o h v h ~ q z o ~  = nohufi~q~o~ noisy. 4- hopat :  imperfect ~in6pqv follow. 
919 6h$i<o: call hafly. An oxyrnoronic line, but, of course, she was not 
dead then. 
920 e6nazpiGq~: of noble family. In Athens, ~6na~piGat were the old aris- 
tocracy. &a' &pcpoz6pov: on both sides. 
92 1 a6 <v c = oiX,vyo~ yoked together, united, wed. 
922 ~ 6 0 5 :  lament. bvzina ho5: wrestling against, opposed, instead o$ 
923 h e v ~ 6 5 ,  -G, -6v: white. 
925 ~ o t z f i :  bed. 4- Zpqp05, -ov (or -q, -ov): desolate, deserted. 
927 n6r pos: fate, fortune. &net p 6 r a ~ o ~ :  inexperienced in misfwtune. 
930 4- 6&pap, -apzog, il: wife (see lines 46, 227,296,612). 
932 nap a h6 o: separate. 
936 i j p o ~ :  with vopica, still, nevertheless. 
937 &nza>: + genitive, touch (see line 964). 
938 4- p6~005:  trouble. 
939 n a p e i ~ :  fr. napiqpa let pass, bypass. p6 pat pov: destiny. Admetus has 
come close to his father's view of him (see lines 694-95). 
940 4- &pm: just now. 
941 & v k ~ o  pat: bear, endure. 
942 See line 195. 
943 zp6no: turn. Of the recent editors, Garzya and Diggle read 943 as 
~ ~ p n v i j ~  ~ 6 ~ t p '  av E ~ G ~ ~ O Z )  with the manuscripts and scholia, but because 
Admetus has already talked about his homecoming in 941, it has been 
thought that here he should talk about going out. Because, however, 
he continues to talk about the interior of the house and does not turn 
to what awaits him outside until line 950, the manuscript reading may 
well be preferable to the Murray/Dale reading (i6660~)). 
944 Zv 6ov: within. ke-ekabv ro: drive out. 6 pq pia: emptiness, loneliness, 
desolation. 
945 4- e6vfi: bed. &are: when. ~ e v 6 ~ :  empty. 
946 Op6vo5: chail: of atv = oiS. 
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947 a6xpqp6~: squalid, dirty 086ag -EOC z6: JIOm y6vu: dative plural 
yo6vao~, knee. 
948 of 66: the servants. 6 ~ a n 6 ~ t g  = 6kmowa. 
949 azkvo: see lines 296,341,652,1079. 
950 & D ~ E V :  outside. 
951 6h6at: fr. iha6vo. &hhoyo~: gathering. 
952 yuvatroahq0fiq full of women. 
953 bpfihtt: contemporary, person of the same age. 
954 4- ip6: will say. wu p km: + participle, ha@m, meet with (see line 472). 
955 i600: imperative, look at. 
957 4- dza:  then. 
959 rhq6aiv: name, retation. npbs raroiat: "in addition to my troubles." 
960 K E P ~ ~ ~ V ,  -OV: comparative of an adjective with n o  positive, derived 
from K k P h (profit, gain), more profitable. 
961 r a r 6 ~  ~ h 6 ~ 0 :  be spoken ill oj have a bad reputation. rar6s  np6zzm: 
do badly, fare badly, manage badly. 

FOURTH STASIMON (962-1005) 

Strophe A (962-72) 
Though I have raced on high 

through 

the musical gamut 

and touched on many tales, I have 

found 

nothing is stronger than Necessity, 

not any drug 

in the Thracian tablets 

where are written the sayings 

of Orpheus, not all the cures 

Phoebus gave 

to the Asclepiads, 

providing remedies for mortals of 

[their] many ills. 

Antistrophe A: (973-83) 
But for this goddess alone it is not 

possible 

to go to her altars or images; 

she heeds no sacrifice. 

May you not come, Lady, 

upon me with greater force than 

before in life. 

For whatever Zeus assents to, 

with you he accomplishes it. 

You subdue even the iron among 

the Chalybes by force, 

and have no respect for the stubborn 

temper. 
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Strophe B: (984-94) 
You, too, the goddess has taken 

in the inescapable bonds of her 

hands. 

But be brave, for you will not ever 

bring back the dead 

from the Netherworld by weeping. 

Even the shadowy children of the 

gods 

perish in death. 

Dear she was when she was with us, 

dear will she be in death. 

You brought to your bed the most 

perfect wife of all. 

Antistrophe B: (995-1005) 
Let the tomb of your wife not be 

thought of 

as a mound of the perished dead, but 

let it be 

honored like the gods, 

a holy shrine for travelers. 

And someone, turning into the road 

that angles off 

will say this: 

She once died for her husband, 

now she is a Blessed Spirit. 

Hail Mistress, grant my payex Such 

voices will greet her. 

Strophe and Antistrophe A: 

Strophe and Antistrophe B: 
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In the final ode, the Chorus' words of despair are full of names and 
images that once suggested hope: Orpheus, Asclepius, and q&pya~a. 
The ode ends with words addressed to heroes. Alcestis has become a 
blessed Fai~ov, a powerful spirit for the good. Song and spells and 
drugs fall short in the face of Necessity, but hope must be kept alive, 
because by the end of their greeting, Alcestis is there in person. The 
movement of the final ode parallels the movement in the play from 
the general to the particular (as is common in tragic lyrics). It is not the 
generic woman who has died, but Alcestis. Thus the ode ends with an 
address to Alcestis (by an anonymous imaginary wayfarer) just as she 
arrives in person, but anonymous, with Heracles. Song escorts her 
back, in particular this song, which sees Alcestis as still present (though 
distant and somewhat abstract) as a benign spirit. Song in the form of 
the Alcestis restores Alcestis to life by art; a great improvement on the 
way things are. (Cf. Luschnig 1995, 75.) 

The first strophe and antistrophe confirm what has already been 
said in the parodos, namely that there is no escape from death 
(1 12-21), a truth that Admetus' current existence seems to contradict. 
The second pair of stanzas applies the maxim to Alcestis' death and 
her irrevocable demise; no one can be brought back from the Nether- 
world, the Chorus claims. This truth is soon contradicted as well, when 
Heracles brings Alcestis back to life. Again, what is being said is at vari- 
ance with what the plot presents. Heracles claimed that no one knows 
when he or she is to die (783-84), but Alcestis knew the appointed day 
(320-22). From the point of view of the characters, however, the 
Chorus is confirming something, that at least for Admetus, must be 
meaningful and foreboding as the plot develops. First, they confirm 
that Alcestis has died with undeniable kleos, a fact that was important 
to Admetus, as we learned already in 725. This statement implies that 
Admetus indeed has no chance of earning kleos, as he has already real- 
ized (95461). Second, and of more importance for the denouement 
of the play, is the repeated statement that one cannot avoid death. 
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Death is overseen by Necessity, which is of an ineluctable quality. The 
text thus foregrounds the unavoidable ending of the play, which will 
lead in the immediate fbture to the death of Admetus. 

963 pezdrpotog: soaring, uplfted. 6 iaom:  aorist $ka rush, speed. 
964 iXy~&psvos: fr. bimo. 
965 'Avdryrtq: "Necessity" is here metonymic for fate, Moira or Aka. 
Necessity is, of course, exemplified by Death. 
967-68 One of the central doctrines of Orphism was reincarnation. 
To consult Orphic writings was therefore the proper action if one 
wanted to counteract Necessity, which assures death. 
967 o a v i ~  - 1 6 0 5 4 :  tabkt. T&G: used as a relative pronoun. 
970 ' "Ao~hqnt&6ats :  the "sons of Asclepius" are physicians. yfj pus: 

voice. 
971 bvztzkpvm: cut against (of herbs and roots used as antidotes), 
provide cures. 
973-75 "It is possible to go to neither altars nor image of this goddess 
alone. " 
973 pbvas = pbvqc,. 
974 Ppkza4, z6:  image. 
975 oqdry tov: victim, sanifice. 
976 4- n6zvta:  lady. The term nbw~a is usually used when addressing a 
goddess in a prayer. Because, as the Chorus says, Necessity has no cult 
or worship, it is odd that she is addressed in this way, yet illogicality is 
pervasive in this play on more than one level. Prayer to Necessity is 
futile, but in this instance it works or, in the dramatic illusion, seems to. 
978 v s h :  nod (to). 
979 zeheuzdrm: accomplish (see line 3'74). 
980 "among the Chalybes." The Chalybes (or Chalybi) were a people 
of Pontus, known for ironworking. See Seuen against Thebes, 727-30. 
Gapdcrm: tame. o i6apov:  iron. 
982-83 6n6zopo5: stubborn, unyielding, abrupt. .E hfi pa:  spirit. .E a i 6 6 5 ,  

-oOb 4: respect, regard. Necessity does not regard the intransigent spirit. 
984 6 q u ~ z o 5 :  inescapable. 6eop65: bond. e h :  fr. aipb. 
988 .E ortbztos: dark, secret. 
992 For this line there is variation in the manuscripts. Murray marks 
the line as corrupt and prints $a 6h tuai Bavok' Z O T ~ L , ~ .  p i h a  6L 
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8avoGa ' Bz ' Bozat: Garzya, Diggle, following Prinz, a late nineteenth- 
century editor. This emendation is accepted by most modern editors. 
994 -1. G~byvupt: yoke, join (see line 428). ~ h t a i a :  bed. -i. &cot-: wife 
(see lines 201,526). 
995 ~ 6 p a :  mound. 
997-98 a & a ~ :  object of worship, shrine. Epxo p o ~ :  wayfarer, traveler, tradm 
1000 6 6 ~ p t o ~ :  turning off the road, angled, aslant, sloping (see line 575). 
~ 6 h e u 8 o g  -ou, fi: path. 
1003 p k a p ,  p d ~ a t p a ,  p b ~ a p :  blessed. 
1004-1005 x poo-sp6: address. <p4 pq: utterance. 

EXODOS (1006-1 163): CHORUS, ADMETUS, 
HERACLES, AND A SILENT WOMAN 

However we interpret this scene and with it, the meaning of the play, 
much of the enjoyment and irony of the exodos comes from the fact 
that it is a recognition scene, a type-scene in which the audience took 
particular delight. Euripides was a master of recognition scenes, 
working to make them more and more elaborate and, therefore, both 
thrilling and entertaining to the spectators (as in the Iphigenia among 
the Taurians, in which Orestes' life and Iphigenia's deliverance depend 
upon their recognizing each other through the device of the unrec- 
ognized sister dictating a letter to her unknown brother). The Alcestis, 
of course, includes the earliest extant example of a Euripidean recog- 
nition scene. The recognition is drawn out and made in stages, first 
through physical likeness (in dress and stature, as in the "tokens" of 
recognition in Aeschylus' Libation Bearers-the footprint, the lock of 
hair, and finally the garment woven by Electra for her brother, a scene 
parodied by Euripides in his own Electra). Finally, after all the teasing, 
we witness the full recognition, greeted with amazement, whether in 
joy or horror, by Admetus. The physical recognition has here been 
anticipated by one of a more ethical kind in the preceding scene, in 
which Admetus realizes what his loss means and may even come to 
some recognition of his wife as a person. 

1006 y6vo5, -ou, b:  son. 
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1008-36 Unlike Heracles' speech to the Servant (773-802), which was 
lucid and well thought out, this speech is elliptical (see, for example, 
the sudden transition to the woman he leads, 1019-20). Heracles 
seems to find it awkward that he has to reproach his host. Unlike 
Admetus' speeches, which all have the same rhetorical ornaments built 
in, Heracles' speeches change with his mood. His rhetorical clumsi- 
ness in this speech is heightened by his misapplications of language: his 
use of EcppaLq with the infinitive (which is implied; cf. Dale on line 
101 2), the unparalleled use of kh~tyipqv in the middle voice (1 Ol5), 
and the unusual use of n6vov in the accusative in apposition to the 
sentence, instead of the more common genitive (1027). 
1009 popq4: blame (cf. pkpcpopat) . a n h & y ~ v  a, z &: guts, heart. 
1010-12 dyh . . . 06: Heracles emphasizes his way of behavior in 
contrast to that of Admetus. 
101 1 k&z&ceaeat: to be considered. 
1012 qp&co:  see line 812. 
1014 eupaiou:  see lines 778,805,811,814,828. 
101 5 az6po:  crown one's head ( ~ p k x ) .  lieipm: pour libations. 
101 6 anov 6q: libation. 
1018 p4v:  answers pkv (lOl7), but. 
1019 &v o h e x ' :  "on account of which," i.e., "the reason why . . 
have come]." bnooz pkqo: turn back. 
1020 y u v a 2 ~ a :  the Greek allows a wonderful wordplay. yuvi'l means 
both woman and wife. At 1013 Heracles uses the word for Admetus' 
wife; here Admetus will understand the word to mean "woman," while 
Heracles and the audience know it is his wife. See lines 531,1032, and 
1061-63. 
1021 k'os &v: + subjunctive, until. 
1023 "If I do [suffer] what I hope I don't," i.e., die in carrying out the 
current labor. Optative of wish. 
1024 npoaxoh&tx be a servant (np6onoho~). The unidentified woman is 
offered as a slave in Admetus' house. 
1026-27 It is remarkable that Admetus does not suspect anything. At 
the end of the second episode (425-31), he commanded all the Thes- 
salians he rules to share his mourning for Alcestis, ordering them to 
have their hair shorn and dress in black. He proclaimed that even the 
horses' manes are to be shorn. No sound of flute or lyre is to be heard, 
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which implies that there is to be no entertainment of any sort. Hera- 
cles does not know about this proclamation and thus invents an athletic 
contest to explain how he got possession of the woman. 
1026 .E &$v: contest (see lines 489,504,648, 1102,1141). nckvGqp05: 

public. 
1027 drOhqz45: athlde (one who competes for a prize). 
1028 4- ~ o p i < m :  hng, conduct. v t ~ q z f i  p ta: prize of victory. 
1029-32 "It was [set up] for those winning in the light contests to take 
away horses, for those winning in the greater, boxing and wrestling, 
[the prize was] cattle, and a woman came with them." 
1029 zh ~ o B p a :  the light euents (that is, races). 
1029-30 ?p &yeoOar: "it was [the prize] to take away." 
1031 nuyp4: boxing. nahfi: wrestling. floupbpflta: cattle (see line 8, 
poucpoppio). 

1032 ei 'n~z ': fr. .E Enopat. 

1032-33 That is, a i o ~ p b v  qv [&v] kvw~6v.n  ("for a person falling in 
with") ~ k p F o ~  766' E ~ ) K ~ E & s  "to pass it by" = .rcap&?vat. 

1033 ~ t 5 p G o ~ :  Knowingly or not, Heracles here speaks the language of 
Admetus, who seems to weigh almost everything in terms of gain and 
loss. 
1035 rchoza205: stolen. 
103'7-69 Admetus' speech is replete with rhetorical ornaments as 
always. 
1038 6 0 h t o ~ :  unhappy. 
1039 & h y o ~  &hyet: figura etymoihgaca. It is striking that Admetus equates 
Heracles' seeking another host with the death of Alcestis. 
1040 bp p6m: set in motion, passive start, set out. zou = TWOS. 

1043 pfi: this negative is used because of the indefinite subject. 
1044 hvco~et:  imperative of avwya, bid, tell, command. 
1045 It is unclear why taking the maid in and putting her in the female 
servants' quarters should remind Admetus of his troubles, that is to 
say, of Alcestis' death. There are, as we know, other female servants in 
the household. 
1047 voaoBvzt vboov: figura etymolopca. 
1049 4- zp kpm: bring up, keep. Gmp6zmv: partitive genitive with noC. 

1049-50, 1055-56 Admetus' rhetorical questions as to whether he 
should put the maid in his wife's chamber and bed follow abruptly and 
illogically. Why would a maid be put in his wife's chambers? 
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1050 A director might insert some dark humor into this scene by 
showing Admetus viewing whatever he sees of the woman with more 
interest than is-warranted by the circumstances. .f. doef i~ ,  - q z o ~ ,  h: 
clothing. n pknet: is noticeable, "as she strikes one by her clothing and 
accessories." That is, "one can see by her clothing and accessories that 
she is young." 
1051 n6zspa: whether (do not translate unless it introduces an indirect 
question). ~ a z &  aokyqv &v6pGv: "in the men's quarters." There must 
have been in his household other young women who lived in the 
female servants' quarters. It is unclear why this particular young 
woman should be thought to associate with young men any more than 
other young women of the household. Of course, the master owned the 
bodies of the slaves. 
1052 &~patcpvfis: pure, chaste. ozpwcp&o: turn about; middle move about 
among. 
1053 fiP&o: beyoung. 
1054 d p y  o: restrain. n po pqeia: consideration. 
1055 4- zpkpo: aorist % p & ~ a  nourish, rear, keep. The form is subjunc- 
tive. ~ i o p a i v w :  go into; first aorist cause (someone) to entm 
1056 dneocpp6o: let in onto. 
1057 p k p y t ~ :  blame, reproach. 6 q  p 6 q  5: citizen, townsman. 
1058-59 "lest anyone charge me with throwing myself upon. . . ." 
~6epykz tv  np066vz': Admetus feels obligated to Alcestis only for her 
sacrifice for him. 
1060 .f. okflo: worship, revere. 
1061-63 After talking only about her, Admetus' sudden direct address 
to the woman is a surprise. His close scrutiny of her obviously continues. 
1061 n p6vota: forethought. 
1062-63 z a h  ' = z& a6z&, with pkzpa. 
1063 poppfi: shape, form. ioe t :  imperative of o h  (see note at 140). 
npoofitcat: perfect middle of npooeiaw, "you are like her in figure." 
1065 &ADS and fi pq pkvov: fr. aipkw (in the sense of destroy). A figura 
etymologtca from aipkw (see also note on the cognate accusative at 648). 
It seems as if Admetus feels that he loses control over himself by gazing 
intently at what he can see of Alcestis' figure. 
1067 Boh6m: aptate, make muddy. 0 o M ~  is the dark fluid emitted by the 
cuttlefish to conceal its movements from predators; hence 8olu5w means 
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to "make turbid" and, metaphorically, "to perturb." For the significance 
of the metaphor of a cuttlefish, see the "Discussions" on the exodos, 
pp. 212-13. 
l068 nqyG: stream, spring (of tears). ~ a z a  P P ~ ~ V Z )  PI: break forth and run 
down. 
1069 + ye6opat: taste. n t ~ p 6 ~ :  bitter: 
1070-71 The Chorus repeats in yet another way their belief that 
nothing can be done about fate except to suffer it. The ambiguity is 
again menacing to Admetus. He was destined to be dead by now. 
1070 &XO: + infinitive, be able. 
1071 ~ a p z e p k o :  endure. 6 6 ~ 1 ~ :  gzft (of 6i6q.u). 
1072-74 An echo of Admetus' wish to have the tongue of Orpheus 
and charm the powers of the Netherworld to let Alcestis come back to 
the light (357-62). While Orpheus failed in bringing back Eurydice, 
Heracles has succeeded in bringing back Alcestis. The reality as known 
to the spectators underscores the Chorus' statements that fate cannot 
be changed. It was not Alcestis' fate to die today but Admetus'. 
1072 e i  yckp: with secondary tense of the indicative, contrary to fact 
wish (see line 536). 
1074 nopa6vo: pofrrm. 
1077 heppckhho: be excessive. k v a t a i p o ~ :  becomingly. 
10'78 napatvko: advise. 
1079 npo~6nzw: makeprogress. 
1080 Z y v o ~ a :  fr. ytyvholco. Z p o ~ :  love, desire 
in the play). 
1082 K&?; t = lcai h .  
1083 &vzep6: future, contradict, deny (at 615 
in a similar phrase). 

(the only use of this word 

the word is used by Pheres 

1084 &v 6 pa z6v SE: he points to himself. This is the deictic (pointing) 
use of the demonstrative. (See line 331 and note; also 565,1090,1094.) 
fi SO pat: take delight, enjoy. 
1085 pahckaaw [as]: soften. fi Pcka~co: be in one's youth. Heracles repeats 
the exact words of Alcestis in 381, in which she says that time will soften 
Admetus' feelings of loneliness. 
1087 ~ 6 8 0 5 :  desire. 
1088 atyckm: be siht .  46pqv: fr. o?pat (oYopat) . 
1089 ~q p s6o:  be widowed, live in solitude. 
1090 o u y - ~ h i v o :  lie beside. 
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1091 4- h q e h h :  he@, benefit. z t :  in any way. xpoo6ou&m: expect. A 
reminder of the "the dead are nothing" motif introduced by Alcestis at 
381, followed by Admetus (541) when he attempts to convince Hera- 
cles to be his guest in spite of a death in the household, and further 
taken up by Pheres (726). 
1092 ijnounep: wherever: 
1093 "you incur the charge of folly" (BaField) . po pia: foolishness. 
6qhtou&vo: incuz 
1094 &S . . . uah6v: "on condition of [necrer, pfpo~'] calling [me, lit. this 
man]" or "as long as." What is unclear here is exactly what this line is 
in response to. Perhaps he means "you may charge me with folly, but 
you will never call me anyone's husband." v u p q i o ~ :  bridegroom. Admetus 
continues to refer to himself in the third person, which he started 
doing less explicitly at 1090. Admetus had used the first person at 1088 
and will revert to it at 1096. It may be that whenever he makes an 
explicit statement about marriage, he distances it by referring to 
himself in the third person. 
1095 xtaz65: loyal, faithful (see line 368). o%verta: because. 
1097 Heracles' unceremonious command shows that he thinks 
Admetus is merely paying lip service. 
1098 xp65: with At65.6vzopat: kg. 
1100 6 ~ x 8  joopac fr. .G&vw bite, pain, @eve. 
1101 ~ 1 8 0 6 :  imperative, trust me, go along. d ~ a :  perhaps. i s  66ov: oppor- 

tunely. "for perhaps the favor may fall opportunely." 
1105 6xetatv: fr. &n6 + &I. dl0pQo: look. Heracles still does not show 
Alcestis in entirety to Admetus. 
1 106 Genitive absolute, conditional. 6 pyaiv o: make angry. 
1107 rpo0upia: eagerness. npoeupiav Exo: be eagm 
1108 hv6&vovza: neuter plural participle fr. &v6&vo phase. 
1109 ko0' 60 ' [ ~ T E ] :  "there is a time when," that is, "one day." 
1 1 1 1 n pooxbhot~: Admetus is again slow to see the ploy. Heracles has 
told him that he wants Admetus to receive the woman as a servant in 
his home (npoanoh~iv, 1024). Admetus fails to question why Heracles 
would now refuse to commit her to servants to lead into the house and 
insist that he will release her only to Admetus' right hand. 
11 12 ~i 6ouei: is the reading of some of the manuscripts, ~i po6ha1 of 
others. 
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11 l 4  8tyycive: touch. x&pa = a h p ~ o r ~  she may. 
1116 ptbcopat :  compel. 
11 17 n PO-zeCv a: stretch out. In these lines there are explicit stage direc- 
tions. 
11 l 8  ~ a ~ a z o p d l o :  behead. Gorgon: According to Hesiod, there were 
three Gorgons, the daughters of Phorcys and Ceto: Sthenno ("Mighty"), 
Euryale ('Wandering Widely"), and Medusa ("Ruler" or "Queen"). 
The three sisters are usually represented with hideous faces, glaring 
eyes, and serpents in their hair and girdles. Of the three sisters, only 
Medusa was mortal. She was slain by Perseus, who succeeded in cutting 
off her head by not looking directly at her. Even after her death, the 
Gorgon's head retained its power of turning to stone anything that met 
its gaze. The implication is that Admetus is willing to lead her by his 
right hand to the house and yet not look at her. (See also the "Discus- 
sions" on the exodos, especially "Hide-and-Seek," pp. 208-1 1 .) 
11 19 AA. hxm; v a i .  Murray's punctuation. AA. ZX'X~. vai. might be 
preferable. Diggle, following Nauck, brackets lines 11 19-20. Because 
the taking of right hands is so important as a gesture at a wedding cere- 
mony, we prefer to keep the lines. 
1121 phkyov: "Look at her!" Some commentators take these words as 
an implicit stage direction for the unveiling (Conacher 1988 on 1121). 
Instead, Heracles might at this point turn completely toward Admetus 
and allow Admetus to see the woman more fully. 4- x p kno: resemble. 
1 122 pe8iazaoo: present middle imperative of peeioqp,  depart from. 
1 123 8 a 6  pa: wonder, amazing thing, &v k h x t a z o ~ :  unhoped for, unexpected. 
1 123-24 Murray 'S reading is 6 e ~ o i ,  r i  h k S d a C p 7  &vkhmmov 766~- / 
yvva i~ a  ~ L E ~ ~ O U I V  rfiv6'; -khv krqr6p0~; It is hard to see how this punc- 
tuation and reading would have been immediately understandable on 
stage . 
11 24 dzqzb pas: truly, really. 
1125 K & X O ~ O S :  mocking. There may be a play on the word ~aparop6v  

in 11 18. If so, this would imply an admission that Admetus does sense 
some danger emanating from the reappearing figure of his wife. xapci: 

joy. 6 ~ n h f i a a o :  strike out (of one's wits). 
1 127 q h p a :  apparition, phantom. 
1 l28 ~ u ~ a y o y 6 ~ :  (one) leading souls to the Underworld, necromancm 
11 30 &xtazko:  disbelieve. 
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1 131 0iyo:  aorist subjunctive of Otyy&vo (see line 1 1 14). 
1135 cp06vos: ill will, envy. 
1 138 &v o p06o: set up again, restore. 
1140 p c i ~ q v  ouvcinzw: engage in battle. 
1142 See lines 846-4'7. 
1 143 &v a u  605: speechless. 
1144-46 The usual explanation given for having Alcestis returned 
mute is the number of actors. The Alcestis seems to have been 
performed by only two actors. Heracles and Alcestis are played by the 
same actor, and therefore the silent figure of Alcestis must be acted by 
a mute. By 438 B.c.E., however, three-actor plays were quite common, 
and nothing should have prevented Euripides from inserting a third 
actor if he needed one. He also could have taken Heracles and the 
mute woman offstage and had Alcestis reenter for a ti3e-ii-tkte with her 
husband. Because he did not do so, he must have had another reason. 
Maybe he preferred to have the spectators imagine what Alcestis would 
say to her husband, once she has resumed her power of speech and 
realized that so far he has broken every promise he had made to her. 
Having her remain silent for three days is not an oddity since triplicity 
is quite common in Greek ritual. Many rituals come in threes: libations, 
invocations, and greetings to the dead (see note at 254), for example. 
The dead are thought to be in transit between worlds for three days. 
See Ahl1997. 
1144 0 6 p q  [ h i ] :  it is Permitted, lawful. npooghvqpa: something 
addressed to another. 
1 l46 &cpayvGo: purifj, undo her sanctijication to the dead. 
1148 zb hotn6v: in the future. e6oefIkw: be pious. The present imperative 
implies "continue to be. . . ." 
1150 nopobvo: p~form.  Son of Sthenelus: Eurystheus of Tiryns, who 
sent Heracles on his labors (see line 481). 
1151 5uv k o z t o ~ :  a guest (sharing the hearth). 
1 152 a80 1s: again, at another time. h eiym: hasten, hurry; active is tran- 
sitive, middle intransitive. 
1153 t66povt:  perhaps this should be b6bv (one of the manuscript 
readings), 6p6pov (Wilamowitz), or n66a. 66bv kh0eiv: accusative of the 
ground covered (a category of the cognate accusative), to go on ajourney. 
n66a dh0aiv: to take a step. v h z t  CLOG, - OV: return, returning home. 
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1154 &m&:  citizen. dvv kno: bid, ordm ~ ~ z p a p ~ i a :  tetrarchy. A tetrarchy, 
as used here, is a kingdom with four city-states. On the poleis of Thes- 
saly, see the note at 590-96. At lines 425-31, Admetus had commanded 
all the Thessalians over whom he ruled to go into mourning for a full 
year. 
1155 ~ 6 ~ 0 s :  dance. 
1 l56 ~ v t a & o :  cause to smoke. "with sacrifices of slaughtered cattle." 
1 157 pe0a  p  p6  Go: to dispose dqferently, to correct, change. 
1 l58 & pv ko p a  t: deny. With his invitation to celebrate, Admetus returns 
to the genre in which he belongs, the skolion (drinking song) : 

Drink with me, be young with me, be in love when I am in love, 
wear a crown with me. 

Be wild with me when I am wild, be sober with me when I am 
sober. 

Page, Lyn'ca Graeca Selecta 456. 

His grief had made him forget this, but he remembers now when he 
has reason to be happy. Of course Heracles has the tact not to stay 
(Luschnig 1995,81). Admetus himself is the subject of one skolion: 

The skolion is attributed to Praxilla. It is put together from Artisto- 
phanes' Wasps and the scholia ad Vespae 1238. 
1159-63 The last five verses also conclude the plays Andromache, Hekn, 
and Bacchae. The last four verses conclude the Medea. Critics often 
deem the verses inappropriate at the end of any of the other plays but 
consider them fitting at the end of the Alcestis. If we think of the jubi- 
lation at the end of Aeschylus' Eumenides, when there is no resurrec- 
tion but merely the saving of a life, we can easily imagine the ecstatic 
chorus the elder playwright would have written at the end of a real 
resurrection play. Why is there such a low-key song at the end of the 
Alcestis! Can we be sure that the Alcestis has a happy ending? The choral 
song contains no commendation of the gods for restoring Alcestis to 
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Fragment of a wedding scene (Acropolis Museum, Athens). Photograph 
by L. J. Luschnig. 

life nor any wish for the happiness of the reunited couple. Instead, the 
song notes the unexpected turn that events have taken. While clearly 
referring to Alcestis' resurrection, the lines also hint that the future, 
too, may bring surprises and encourage the audience to wonder what 
events may yet occur. 
1 1 60 K paiv m: accomplish, bring to pass. 
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Discussions 

INTRODUCTORY REMARKS 

In this section we offer some interpretations of the play, not to suggest 
that one is more legitimate than others, but to stimulate thought and 
participation. The Alcestis is one of the most controversial of Greek 
plays, and for this reason, we also introduce our readers to some 
current scholarly issues, fashions, and methods. To set the focus on the 
topics under consideration, we begin each section with a series of ques- 
tions. This is an invitation to respond, to ask more questions, and to 
join in the dialogue. 

For the prologue and choral odes, much of the material for discus- 
sion is in the commentary itself. In the discussions that follow, after 
some introductory remarks, we examine the play episode by episode 
with interpretations of the staging and significance of each. We recom- 
mend that these be consulted only after you have read the scene and 
formed your own ideas about it. Acting it out either in Greek or in 
translation will help you see it as a whole and understand that any 
scene can be played in various ways. It is also a good idea to read the 
play through in translation early and then put the translation aside as 
you work on reading the Greek. 

We have widely differing interpretations of the Alcestis, but one thing 
we agree on is that Admetus is the biggest problem. It is important to 
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understand that no single reader can see everything that is in the play 
and that there is no one "answer," but that every question, response, 
interpretation, or staging is illuminating and may help you see things 
you might have missed and add your own ideas to the body of thought 
about the Alcestis. The two questions to ask yourself as you interpret the 
play are "Does it fit the text?" and "Does it make sense on the stage?" 

The richness of Greek drama has kept it alive through the centuries. 
Luckily, there can be no definitive interpretation of any play. One inter- 
pretation does not necessarily rule out others, but if you were directing 
the play, you would have to make some choices that would exclude 
others in order to present a coherent drama. Even so, every member 
of the audience would see it differently. 

Two VIEWS OF ADMETUS 

Questions to consider: What kind of man is Admetus? What sort of 
people get themselves into such a situation? Why is Alcestis returned 
to him after he breaks all his promises to her? 

C. A. E. Luschnig: 

My view is that both Alcestis and Admetus represent conventional 
people. Alcestis is able to rise above the ordinary by undertaking a 
heroic action to save her husband, but Admetus, who takes everything 
for granted, does not know what every Greek knew, namely that life is 
fragile and that he is mortal. Both Admetus and Alcestis have last- 
minute second thoughts about their deal to cheat death and to cheat 
Alcestis of her life. I believe that Admetus really does come to a better 
understanding of what it means to be mortal and what it means to be 
human as he is stripped of everything he took for granted before: his 
wife, his enjoyment of life, his parents (whom he disowns), and finally 
his self-respect and expectation of being respected by others in life and 
after death. He may not rise to heroic heights, but he does contribute 
to the resurrection and return of his wife through his own artistry in 
keeping her alive, in centering his life (and therefore the play) on her, 
in not letting her be forgotten and go the way of other sacrificial 
victims, to oblivion in the next scene. In the kommos and in the 
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exodos, he finally begins to recognize her as a person rather than 
thinking of her in terms of her relationship to himself. He turns the 
obscure and anonymous woman brought by Heracles into Alcestis by 
finally identlfylng her and wanting her back. The two enter the house 
again and go on living. Alcestis valued her life and was sorry to have to 
miss events in her children's lives. However we imagine the first words 
she will say to Admetus, the household will welcome her. Admetus may 
not deserve to get his wife back and keep living, but Alcestis, the chil- 
dren, and the slaves do. 

H. M. Roisman: 

My view is that Alcestis is more than a match for Admetus. Admetus 
causes tremendous suffering, mainly for Alcestis, but also for himself, 
because of who he is-an egotistical, self-absorbed, and obtuse man 
with a limited capacity for understanding anything but his own imme- 
diate wants. His perceptions are truncated, and he has no sense of 
cause and effect or of his own role in his unhappy situation. Thus, he 
blames Alcestis for betraying him by dying and accuses his father of 
causing Alcestis' death, without realizing his own responsibility. 

Alcestis is a caring mother and dutiful wife as she is also an intelli- 
gent woman who has no illusions about the kind of man her husband 
is. She agreed to die for him not so much out of love as because she 
had little choice. She saw that when his parents refused to accede to his 
request that they die in his stead, he hated them. She knew that he 
would hate her too and make her life a misery if she refused. She might 
also have been afraid he would substitute one of their children. 

In going, though, she made sure to give him his own share of grief, 
to the extent that she could, by exacting the promise that he never 
remarry. Her justification was that she did not want her children to 
suffer under a stepmother, but knowing Admetus as she did, it must 
have been clear to her that he would find it extremely difficult, if not 
impossible, to keep such a promise. His taking a woman into his house 
at the end of the play, before he realizes that it is Alcestis, bears her 
out. Her real motive in extracting the promise was to make sure that 
he stayed miserable after her death, plagued either by the strong desire 
to remarry or by the guilt of having done so. 
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Alcestis' return does not mean that she and Admetus will live happily 
ever after. To begin with, her return puts his life in danger once again 
because Death did not receive a replacement for him and because it is 
highly unlikely that Alcestis will agree to die for him again. Admetus is 
unheroic not simply because of his fear of death, but because he clings 
to life at all costs. Alcestis is heroic not because she seeks death as a 
respite from the pains of life or because she values it as a higher good, 
but because she prefers death to a life maintained at any price. 

Questions to consider: What kind of play is this-a tragedy, a 
comedy, a farce? What does the heroine's self-sacrifice mean to her, to 
her family, and to the audience? How did these people find themselves 
in such a bizarre situation? How much of the past action that led to 
the death of Alcestis can we see in the play? What can we learn about 
the characters' choices in the prologue? Is Alcestis a victim of sacrifice 
like other young women in other tragedies you have read? 

The Alcestis is one of the most frequently anthologized, reworked, 
and parodied ancient Greek plays, but it is not easy to pin down. Most 
interpreters of the Alcestis agree that it is impossible to classify; it is not 
a tragedy, nor a comedy, nor a satyr play, though it has elements in 
common with all three. Perhaps we should call it, parodying old Polo- 
nius, a "tragical satyrical comical" play. (See Riemer 1990, 1-6 and 
Seidensticker 1982,129-30 for the multifarious attempts to define the 
play's genre.) Like a tragedy, the play is based on mythical material and 
is written in tragic diction, but like a comedy, it is funny (how funny is 
one of the major difficulties) and seems to some to contain a parody 
of tragedy (which ancient comedy often does). Furthermore, it is like 
a satyr play in that it was performed fourth, after the tragedies, and it 
is short, has a drunk scene, and contains a large dose of folktale. Given 
these disparate elements, there is little agreement among critics about 
anything other than the play's uniqueness. 

Who would think to ask seriously whether a majestic character such 
as Oedipus or Medea is an attractive person or a likeable character? 
Such questions are commonly asked about the major characters in the 
Alcestis. (See, for example, Rosenmeyer, who likes the characters, 1963, 
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247 and Beye, who believes that neither Alcestis nor Admetus is a very 
attractive person, 1959,126-27.) Does this indicate at least an uncon- 
scious realization that this is not a tragedy, but a domestic drama of 
another sort? Still, the play is concerned with the serious issues we find 
in tragedy: the relationship between men and gods; life and death, and 
equally important, death in life and life in death; living with and facing 
one's own errors or wrongdoing; the breakdown or perversion of 
family relationships; and the blurring of distinctions. 

Particularly typical of Euripides is the blurring of distinctions, the 
equating or reversing of polarities held dear by the Hellenes (not to 
mention other peoples of other ages). Among these are such polarities 
as male and female, man and god, slave and free, inside and outside, 
and, most compelling in the Alcestis, alive and dead. Perhaps the ques- 
tion is and will remain: Are we to take these serious themes and their 
resolutions seriously? 

BEFORE THE PROLOGUE: THE DEATH OF ADMETUS 

In the prologue, Apollo narrates a series of past events that have 
brought about the present crisis, but the playwright does not give us a 
direct look at the crucial scene in which the agreement is made that 
Alcestis will die for Admetus. Alcestis, unlike most other candidates for 
self-sacrifice, is a mature woman and a mother. She displays gravity, 
passion, and nearly tragic pathos without the heroic idealism of the 
young victim (such as Antigone, Macaria, Polyxena, and Menoeceus) . 
Though the scene of selfless choice is left out, a play includes more 
than the text. Thus, in a number of passages, we are invited to think 
about the making of the agreement. It is first mentioned briefly in 
Apollo's narrative of refusal and acceptance (15-18) and is considered 
more fully in the one scene Admetus and Alcestis share, in which she 
makes clear the conditions of her acceptance. In addition to the orig- 
inal terms, she adds what appears to be a last minute codicil. Later, in 
the scene between Pheres and Admetus, the father confirms his unwill- 
ingness to die, and Admetus announces the consequences of the old 
man's refusal. In the two scenes that reflect his request, Admetus' 
dignity suffers some severe shocks. His begging Alcestis not to die for 
him is a darkly humorous reversal of his begging his parents to do so, 
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and the brutal scene with his father shows him in some confusion 
about exactly who died for whom. 

In his brief narrative, Apollo says that Admetus made the rounds of 
his qihot, trying to find a volunteer. Admetus specifically asked his 
mother and father, but what about Alcestis? His reaction to his wife's 
approaching death in the second episode, seen by so many critics as 
either ironic or in bad taste, could also be viewed as a flashback to the 
original scene in which her unexpected offer to die was made.l One of 
Euripides' strategies is the displacement of story elements, so that in its 
new place (well after Alcestis' acceptance), Admetus' carrying on is 
tasteless. Once Admetus accepts Apollo's condition, which he does 
when he asks his parents to die for him, it is not clear that he could 
refuse the sacrifice of his wife. The death of Admetus mechanically 
becomes the death of Alcestis and cannot be reclaimed. Folktales are 
often exceedingly mechanistic; this is what gives them their charm, 
their humor, and their simple moral, as well as the grim predictability 
that things will turn out according to pattern. The unthinkable act was 
suggesting that his parents' lives were less valuable than his own. It is 
possible that the only way he could have refused the bargain was by not 
asking anyone to die for him in the first place. This is enough to char- 
acterize him at the beginning of the story, before we know anything of 
the man behind the mask-it was the unthinking act of an unthinking 
man. After these decisions his choices become limited, and more so 
with Alcestis requesting that he not remarry and with his own promises 
not to have fun. His father is reproached, and both parents are 
condemned for not agreeing to give their lives for their son. 

STAGING THE PROLOGUE 

Questions to consider: How would this opening scene be played? 
Your answer is crucial because the prologue sets the tone for the whole 
play. What attitudes toward death are displayed here? 

1. Beye 1959, 121, for example, calls Admetus' lament "savagely ironic"; cf. Barnes 
196465 in Wilson 1968,28; see Luschnig 1995, n. 69. 
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Presenting Apollo as a thete (&l5) contributes to the drollness of the 
play right from the beginning. (A thete is the lowest ranked free 
person, a laborer who hires himself out.) In addition, here Apollo 
appears as a shepherd, and he may still be wearing his herdsman's rags 
when he first emerges from the palace. Nonetheless, at the same time 
he is carrying his bow on his shoulder-the baneful bow known from 
the Iliad (1.8 ff.). The cross between the rags and his lethal bow would 
add a strong visual element to his comic comedown. This topsy-turvy 
inversion is a typical feature of comedy and would at the outset justify 
the inclusion of this play as the fourth part of a tragic agon. The tragic 
tones that follow will surprise the audience. 

CL: 

Apollo enters from the house of Admetus and turns to greet it. There 
are no stage directions in the texts of Greek plays. They were not 
needed because in the original performances, the playwrights directed 
and, at the earliest period, acted in their own plays. We know that Apollo 
enters from the house from the ancient commentary (scholia) and, 
more cogently, because he says that he has just left the house and briefly 
describes what is going on inside (23,19-20). The woman slave, whose 
part forms the first episode, fills in what he has said with moving details, 
and in the second episode, we see (with the entrance of the royal 
family) the result of what she has said. I imagine Apollo to be attired in 
his traditional costume, as we typically see him in vase paintings, as a 
handsome young man in a short chiton. He is certainly carrying the 
bow, which he admits is part of his iconography (40) and which serves 
no other purpose in the play than to arouse Death's suspicions. 

See L. J. Elferink 1982, 43-50 for the interpretation that Apollo's 
whole speech is delivered sarcastically. He believes that Apollo's 
entrance begins the moment of his metamorphosis-he enters as a 
thete ( O f i ~ ) ,  and during lines 1-9 casts off his rags and reveals himself 
in his godly attributes. Furthermore, according to Elferink, Apollo 
enters from the left side at a run and shakes his fist at the palace, 
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because he hates Admetus (47). It is easy to see how something as basic 
as Apollo's costume can, from the opening of the play, affect what the 
play is about. Elferink makes a good point in his staging of Apollo's 
entrance-why would a herdsman have been in the house?-but he 
does not explain Apollo's words at lines 19-20 and 23. 

HR: 

The themes of the irreversibility of death and of bribery for restoration 
to life both come up in the play. Apollo, like his son, will learn yet again 
that one cannot escape death. If Alcestis is restored to life at the end of 
the play, and if Death needs a life whether Admetus' or someone else's, 
it follows that Admetus will soon lose his. In the heated conversation 
between Death and Apollo in the prologue, Death accuses Apollo of 
trying to make up laws that will shield the rich from death, an echo of 
the story that Asclepius, Apollo's son, brought the dead back to life for 
money. Because the Greeks traditionally believed that sons resemble 
their fathers, putting this belief on its head is not complimentary to 
Apollo. On the whole, the end of the play undermines and invalidates 
Apollo's intervention on behalf of Admetus. 

HR: 

Although presenting a character in terms of his father is an established 
practice in Greek literature, especially in Homeric epic, it is noteworthy 
that Apollo refrains from introducing Admetus' name at the outset but 
embarks on an oblique presentation. He refers to Admetus first by the 
phrase "mortal man" (Bvr@~ nap ' &v.v6pi, 7), which emphasizes Admetus' 
mortality and at the same time underscores his deviation from it (most 
mortals do not get to postpone death). Then he calls him & p ,  "a 
friend with whom one has a treaty of hospitality" (8), thus sanctioning 
a binding relationship between himself and Admetus. Xenia in the 
Greek world is a reciprocal institution in which the roles of guest and 
host are interchangeable. Both of the participants are referred to as 
56~01. In line 10 Apollo presents both himself and Admetus through 
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the adjective ijotoq, which implies an outstanding level of piety toward 
both gods and man, a notion that is immediately undermined by 
Apollo himself when he tells us that Admetus has approached 
everyone, including his aging parents, with the request to die in his 
stead so that he can live longer (15-16). Only at line 13, after Apollo 
admits to cheating the Moirai for the sake of this man, do we get to 
know the name of his beloved friend. Later he calls Admetus cpihoq &vhp 

(42) or just by the pronoun ~ K E T V O S  (44). 
Apollo's gradual and periphrastic introduction of Admetus, through 

a variety of definitions, not only elucidates the relationship between 
himself and Admetus but also attempts to present Admetus in the best 
light. It is possible that the text here plays on the myth in which Apollo 
falls in love with Admetus. The distancing and formality achieved 
through this oblique presentation may aim at to produce laughter in 
the audience. The later reference to Apollo as being the champion of 
the wealthy in buying longer life (5'7-59, see notes at 4 and 56-58) indi- 
cates that Euripides might have played on the mythic arsenal without 
mentioning it explicitly. By mythic arsenal, I mean the stories shared 
by everyone in the audience from common knowledge of the tradi- 
tional myth. 

HUMAN AND DIVINE 

CL: 

The prologue presents the play from the divine point of view, with 
Apollo going back to the first causes of this story in a generational 
conflict among the gods. It is dangerous for mortals to get mixed up 
with gods on an equal footing. Apollo is the hired hand of Admetus, 
but he calls him 56~05  ("host," "guest-friend," 8) rather than "master," 
and perhaps in the third stasimon (especially lines 568-87), we get a 
view of Apollo's duties in the pasture lands of Admetus, piping to the 
flocks and masquerading as a shepherd. Apollo uses terms of affection 
for the house and the man, but as an immortal god, he has little under- 
standing of what death means to mortals. Death identifies himself as an 
egalitarian (57), but is interested in his honors (53, 55)-a young 
person is a special prize. Apollo's attempt to bribe him (56) is both 
ineffectual and not factual. Death is not a lighthearted figure, but 
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neither is he as awesome as he might be. Apollo's time at Admetus' 
estate has made him more sympathetic to, if not understanding of, the 
mortal condition. This is not so with Death. He is just doing his job 
(49). 'You know my ways," (61) he says; to which Apollo answers, 'Yes, 
hostile to mortals and by the gods abominated." The word Apollo 
chooses for his second epithet is crzuyouy&ou~ (62)' a word cognate with 
Styx, the river in Hades by which the gods swore. Death's ways are the 
mortal condition-amoral, universal, nondiscriminatory. The play is 
full of cliches that remind us of the mortal condition: death is owed by 
all (mortals) (419, 782); we live for one life (712); and being mortal, 
we must think mortal thoughts (799). 

Both enter armed, Apollo with his bow, Death with a sword. Apollo's 
weapon is only a prop (40), while Death's weapon is effectual but only 
used ceremonially. Both end with solemn prophecies. Death has the 
last word in the debate, and, despite Apollo's solemn prophecy, death 
seems final. 

The divinities leave the acting area before the arrival of the Chorus 
and do not return, but Death's presence in the house is felt throughout 
the first half of the play. As far as we can discern from the words of the 
text, he does not exit from the house (though Heracles claims to have 
fought him at the tomb), a fact that gives support to those readers who 
believe that he is still there waiting for Admetus at the end. Apollo is 
called upon in song in the parodos (in the form of Paian, the Healer, 
which may also refer to Asclepius, and in the reference to his Lycian 
cult site) and in the first stasimon (again as lord Paian). He may be on 
Admetus' mind at lines 246-47. His major festival at Sparta, at which 
Alcestis will be celebrated, is mentioned in the second stasimon (449)' 
and he is the subject of the first half of the third stasimon. Once 
Alcestis is dead and Heracles has come to town, Apollo's part is over. 
Admetus is left on his own to get on with his life and to face his father 
and his empty house. 

THE PARODOS 

Questions to consider: What do the citizens think of their king's bargain 
with death? Women are the traditional mourners; why has Euripides 
used a chorus of men? Why is the house given so much prominence? 
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THEMES AND SUMMARY 

The Chorus enters, addressing the house with no characters present 
in front of it, increasing the emphasis on the inanimate building as a 
thing in itself with or without its family, and as the scene of ominous 
doings. 

One theme of the parodos is knowledge. The Chorus starts with a 
series of questions about the physical nature of the house, asking 
about what they do not hear and do not see. Their approach to the 
house at this time reveals that all the citizens are aware not only of the 
bargain with the Fates, but also that this is the day (105) on which 
Alcestis is to die. 

The singers alternate between hope and despair. Having seen Death 
enter the house, we, too, are unsure of whether Alcestis is alive or dead. 
The Chorus' questions invite us to be witnesses with them. We wait with 
them for news from the palace. Timing is thus another theme of the 
parodos. 

Though Admetus is not explicitly reproached, Alcestis is almost 
universally admired by the mortal characters. The Chorus, the two 
servants, Admetus, Pheres (until he loses his temper), and Alcestis 
herself are laudatory. Apollo, on the other hand, says not a word in 
praise of her. Of course Apollo thinks that he has saved the house. Hera- 
cles, too, has little to say about Alcestis as a hero, although he knows 
about her promise to die for Admetus. It is, after all, hewho will repay 
his host, restore Alcestis, and be the benefactor of Admetus and his 
house. Domestic heroism, though it may be sung of at various local 
festivals, is not as widely appreciated as the more public and manly kind 
of heroism at which Heracles excelled as a Panhellenic hero. Alcestis' 
story is certainly a domestic one, and the Chorus positions her accord- 
ingly within the walls of the house. Alcestis escapes these enclosures 
only as a corpse. 

The parodos is almost a catalog of funeral nomoi ("customs") : the 
beating of women's hands and wailing (86-88); a servant standing at 
the gates (88-90) ; stream water for purification (98-100) ; and a cut 
lock of hair (101-103). 

Often (as in Agamemnon, Hippolytus, and Medea) the Chorus outside 
the doors interprets sounds from the house or filters them to other 
characters. In this variation, the Chorus has nothing to hear and 
nothing to tell. With its questions (perhaps imitating Death's series of 
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nervous questions), the Chorus activates the witness theme. The 
sounds not heard from within give us information and engage our 
imaginations on the interior of the house, on people inside, preparing 
for the entrance of Alcestis' slave. The sounds that should be heard 
after the death are anticipated here. Later they will be stifled by 
Admetus so that his guest will not be disturbed (549-50; cf. 760-64; 
see Luschnig 1995,28). 

Now the Chorus seeks comfort in lands far away-Lycia, Egypt, even 
as far afield as Hades' halls (which they claim the not-yet-dead Alcestis 
would be able to leave if only Asclepius were still alive, 122-25) -before 
returning home to the altars in front of Admetus' house. All the altars 
are flowing with the blood of sacrifice. Are we being reminded of 
Clytemnestra's sacrificial fires lit on the altars of all the gods during 
the parodos of the Agamemnon (88-91)? The irony is that in the earlier 
play, Clytemnestra's sacrifices were performed to ensure not the life of 
her spouse but his death. 

THE FIRST EPISODE 

Questions to consider: What do we learn in this scene about Alcestis' 
life, about the house, and about Admetus? What is Admetus doing all 
this time? Do we learn anything in this scene about the relationship of 
Alcestis and Admetus or about why she offered to die for him? How 
does the Alcestis we hear about in the first episode compare to the 
onstage Alcestis in the second? 

We may expect the servant woman, who enters (that is, exits from 
the house) in tears right after the Chorus' funereal ode, to tell us the 
sad news that Alcestis is dead, but she postpones the inevitable. Like the 
herald in the Agamemnon who announces the arrival of the king, she 
prepares the way for the major figure, announcing an entrance and 
the preparations made for it, very little of which actually takes place in 
the scene building, in the real space behind that all-important door. 
Obviously the actor will put on the dress and ~ 6 o p 0 ~  (161), but not until 
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the Maid has exited (that is, entered the imaginary playing space), 
because it is likely that she (he) is the actor who will re-enter as Alcestis. 
A structural difference is that both Alcestis' herald and she herself 
enter from the house as befits their gender, since women are associ- 
ated with the interior spaces. The Chorus is present, as it turns out, to 
serve as a body of witnesses to her death, furnishing proof-when the 
time comes-that she is indeed dead. Later they will take on an even 
more vital civic role; as witnesses to her resurrection and to the royal 
wedding, they will furnish proof that there is a bride, that the bride is 
alive. Here in the first episode, Alcestis is being brought to life and kept 
alive by art, by the artistic description given by the slave. 

The interior of the house becomes more intimately known to us, 
and through detail, it is made even more important now in the first 
episode. The Maid shows us around the house, going deep within it, 
into the living quarters, to the inner hearth, and to the marriage 
chamber itself. Though the description is personalized, the emphasis 
is still on the house and its furnishings among which Alcestis moves 
about. Alcestis says farewell to the hearth-the hearth is permanent, 
she is not. But the hearth is lifeless, impersonal, institutional. Without 
Alcestis there is no focus (as it were), no one to animate the house's 
core. This will become clear when Alcestis is no longer moving about; 
she becomes more real, almost more present, when she is missed. That 
is, she is no more really there in the slave's narrative than she is after 
the funeral in Admetus' vision of the empty house that gains its char- 
acter from the fact that she is not there. Her presence has been the 
mainstay of the house. This is the kind of thing usually said of men by 
women or other men. 

Alcestis' character is revealed gradually throughout the course of the 
play. Her stage reality is her death; this is her part as the Alcestis of 
legend, as the folktale lover, as the sacrificial victim, as the selfsacrificing 
young (but now not so young) Euripidean character. She achieves the 
identity of perfect wife and mother by dying for the roles she has 
played in the oikos. By dying she should become immutably perfect, 
but the resurrection at the end brings back the incompleteness and 
chaos of life. We are treated to a glimpse of her life and attitudes before 
she dies. Through the servant's description (157-95) we see her at 
home, confidently performing her duties as mistress of the house: 
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praying at all the altars-Hestia's first-for the benefit of her children 
and their marriages; bidding a tearful farewell to her marriage bed; 
caressing and comforting her children; and shaking hands with every 
slave, finding a good word for each. She leaves nothing undone. As for 
her husband, it is harder to say what her feelings are for him. The bed 
is a symbol not so much of their love but of their time together as wife 
and husband and of their roles in life-hers to bear Admetus' children 
and oversee the household, his to provide an heir to his father's house. 
Affection comes in later for Admetus in his despair, if at all. 

We are told that the approaching evil (death) did not change her 
fine complexion (173-74), perhaps because her death is still seen as 
institutionally salutary. As the slave woman describes Alcestis' actions 
within the house, it is clear that she knows she is describing something 
beautiful and perfected, a work of art. Alcestis prays to Hestia that her 
children may marry well (162) and thus continue in the scheme of 
which she is part and with which she apparently finds no fault. 
Although it is killing her, the hierarchical domestic arrangement is also 
completing her, giving her the scope to perfect her role in life, her 
arete. It is this perfect and even more than perfect arete that makes her 
a hero to be an object of cult, song, and story. By her death she becomes 
central, the leading character in her life, more than can be said of 
Admetus in his. Her death is treated ambiguously: its approach is like 
a wasting sickness (that is, a natural death), and yet, at the same time- 
as is stressed in the words about her fine complexion-there is an un- 
or preternatural preservation of her body, as there is sometimes of 
heroes, a fact that we might remember at the finale. That is, we are 
prepared for her return by being told that there is nothing physically 
wrong with her that a change in the actor's gait and posture would not 
cure. Here she must be supported in the arms of Admetus and the 
servants, but there she walks on (played by a different actor), under 
her own steam, escorted by Heracles. 

Of course there is no Alcestis until her entrance at line 244. Like 
Homeric descriptions of the warrior preparing for battle, the narrative 
of Alcestis dressing and preparing for death activates our imaginations. 
With the actor telling the order of events, we create an Alcestis in our 
mind's eye. We see that she has done the things we are told she has 
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done. We participate in making her a woman (cf. Bassi 1989,25). Later 
we will share Admetus' creative vision, the commissioning of a statue, 
his dreams of her, and his projected death and life after death. 

In the servant's description, Alcestis' first emotional act is her prayer 
to Hestia. Though ritually imposed, it is nonetheless heartfelt. She has 
gone through the rituals, washing herself, choosing her burial dress, 
and putting it on. She begs Hestia to rear her children, she prays for 
the children's marriages, and she prays that they may be well-off and 
long-lived.2 Unlike such heroic parents as Ajax and Hector, taking leave 
of their children, or the proverbially laconic Spartan mother (who 
handed her son his shield with the words "with this or on it"), she does 
not pray that they be brave or good as well as lucky. Her own goodness 
will be their boast. In contrast, Phaedra in Hippolytus is concerned for 
her children's reputation, and in Medea, the Chorus agonizes over 
whether all the labor expended on children is for good or bad people 
(1 102-104). 

Alcestis keeps turning back to the bed in a scene reminiscent of 
Andromache's farewell to Hector, only Admetus is not there (or is not 
said to be there by the Maid, through whose eyes we see this scene, and 
so we do not see him there). The house and its furnishings, both phys- 
ical and symbolic, come to replace love, friendship, family, and hospi- 
tality. To Alcestis inside the house, death means leaving her 
matrimonial bed and chamber, and so quite naturally she is disturbed 
by the idea that someone else will occupy it and thus take over her func- 
tion as mistress of the house and wife of Admetus. At this point, Alcestis 
is concerned but resigned to the inevitability of Admetus' remarriage 
(181-82) as the natural thing and his right. By exacting the promise 
from him not to remarry, she asserts herself as a more equal partner 
in the second episode. Only after she has felt the violent presence of 
Death does she become insistent that she remain unique as the wife of 
Admetus (305). 

2. Alcestis asks for a &qv wife (165) for her son. Perhaps it is just an unemotional, 
merely possessive Homeric use, but just possibly it could mean (as Marianne McDonald 
thinks, "Terms for Happiness in Euripides," Ph.D. diss., University of California-Irvine, 1975, 
59-60) that Euripides is suggesting that there is more in a marital relationship than the insti- 
tutional. 
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THE SECOND EPISODE 

Questions to consider: What do we learn about the marriage of Alcestis 
and Admetus? What kind of communication is there between them? 
Do we find out more about why Alcestis agreed to die? How are we to 
take Admetus' promises? Are they sincere or merely rhetorical? 

Alcestis comes outside to see the sun for one last time. It is rare for a 
character to die on stage; instead, a death is usually reported by a 
messenger and/or revealed on the eccychma. Alcestis has already said 
her farewells in the house. The second episode shows us what she has 
to lose (see Lloyd 1985, 121, 129) from the most general (leaving the 
daylight) to the most particular (events in her children's lives that she 
will have to miss). 

Alcestis' centrality in her scene gives the lie to her subservient 
status-she is not only the center of attention but the director of the 
action, marking out Admetus' role for him as well as the futures of the 
rest of the family, including her children's weddings and her daughter's 
suitors and childbirth, even anticipating problems in setting up a good 
match for the child. These roles (of perceived subservience but actual 
artistic control), of course, are partly shaped by the story, but they are 
fleshed out by Euripides, in part to show who Admetus is. 

Alcestis' speech (282-325)' by stating clearly that she had other 
possibilities open to her, indicates that her choice was freely made 
She could have gone on with her life. Her request to Admetus in front 
of the children and the Chorus takes away his choices, and with his 
extravagant promises, he limits himself still more. His choices are so 
limited that his only possibility (provided that he keeps his promises 
to her) is to wait for death. The life to which he has condemned himself 
is a life without pleasure to be spent remembering his former existence 
(remarkably similar to the way Hades is traditionally pictured). Alcestis 
and Admetus began their married life as equals, with bride and groom 
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equally noble on both sides (920-21). Alcestis' death has created a 
chasm between them, almost greater than that between the living and 
the dead. Their differences are implied throughout (in the Maid's 
speech, in his father's, and in his own)-her competence and heroism, 
his ineffectualness and cowardice; her reputation heroic, his bad. 
Admetus has tried to bridge the gap between the living and the dead 
in literal, spatial, and temporal ways by making his own life a living 
death, by planning the construction of her likeness, and by picturing 
her continued existence in the other world, but he has failed in the 
competition to be best.3 

In making his promises never to be happy again and at the same 
time to keep her with him, Admetus is trying to repay like for like. The 
attempt to deny the finality of the separation in part explains Admetus' 
inability to confide to Heracles that his wife has died. In their scene 
together, he even tries to keep Alcestis bound in time, saying 'Wait for 
me and make a home for me in the other world" (363-64). He begins 
conventionally but becomes more and more spontaneous and creative 
in his grief. His hysteria reaches a nearly ludicrous degree when he 
cries, 'Take me with you, by the gods, take me below!" (382). Ludi- 
crous, but pathetic. It is the excess, even generosity, of his suffering 
and the simple conventionalism of his hospitality in the two stories (of 
Apollo's servitude and Heracles' labors) surrounding Alcestis' death 
that save Admetus as a character and that lead to the serial salvation of 
the family in a more literal sense. Alcestis reminds him, ''I am enough, 
who am dying for you" (384). After all, his death now would render 
her sacrifice unnecessary, even absurd, and she cannot let that happen. 
She must be firm on her own behalf, on behalf of the children, and 
possibly on behaK of Admetus as well. 

The exchange between Alcestis and her husband takes place in the 
shadow of the Chorus' expression of doubt about the felicity of married 

3. As Alcestis is "a woman by art" (in Bassi's suggestive piece, 1989, esp. 2%25, "Alcestis, 
like a statue, is only a woman by art," and Bell 1980,66, 'The veiled woman is the promised 
statue brought to life"), Admetus (and Euripides) keep her alive by art. 
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life (238-43). The very mention of marital unhappiness is jarring at 
this point in the play. The audience has not yet seen the main protag- 
onists, but they have heard the Chorus acclaim Alcestis' bravery and 
wifely sacrifice and bewail the loneliness and misery that Admetus will 
face with her loss. They expect to see a warm and loving couple come 
on stage-Admetus, grateful for his wife's readiness to sacrifice her life 
for him, and Alcestis, exuding love for the husband for whom she has 
agreed to die. Instead, the Chorus' ominous hint is developed in the 
couple's exchange in lines 244-79. We hear Alcestis uttering almost 
delirious cries on her deathbed, calling upon the sun and her native 
land of Iolkos, and maintaining that she can see Charon, his boat, and 
Hades himself. Admetus, on the other hand, urges her to continue 
living, demands that she not leave him, and bids her pray to the gods 
for deliverance, ignoring totally his responsibility for her plight. Alcestis, 
for the most part, does not acknowledge her husband's pleading and 
talks at him rather than to him. Her disregard reaches its peak in her 
heartrending farewell, which is addressed only to her children, with 
not a word for Admetus.* 

Euripides uses the meter in this exchange to emphasize the couple's 
lack of communication. While Alcestis sings in a variety of emotive 
lyrical meters, Admetus' brief contributions, inserted in the midst of 
her songs, are spoken in unemotional iambic trimeter (24647,250-51, 
257-58,26465). Then, when Admetus finally abandons his iambs after 
Alcestis' farewell to her children, he turns to recitative anapests 
(273-79), midway between unemotional trimeter and lyric verse. Accen- 
tuating Almetus' cold and unemotional character, Euripides does not 
allow him to sing. 

In no other dialogue in the play does meter so clearly mark the 
cross-communication between characters. The pattern is set from the 
beginning, when Alcestis invokes the sun, daylight, and racing clouds 
in lyric dactyls, also known as Doric dactyls, using a mixture of proso- 
diacs (244-45; see Rosenmeyer, Ostwald, and Halporn 1980, 20-21; 

4. The following is part of a detailed discussion, Roisman 2000,182-90. For a markedly 
different view, see W. Smith in Wilson 1968, 47: 'There is no indication in the play that 
Alcestis is disappointed in her husband in her final moments. Alcestis is not cold. . . Alcestis 
perhaps has a reason to be disappointed, but the text gives no indication that Euripides 
intended her to show it." 
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Conacher 1988 on lines 244'79; and Barlow 1971,57). Tragedians use 
iambic trimeter, the meter that Aristotle notes most closely approx- 
imates ordinary speech, when they do not want poetic elevation. 
Euripides has given this meter to Admetus in the emotionally charged 
scene of his wife's dying. Moreover, Admetus' iambs aim at minimum 
resolution (that is, with two shorts substituting for a long only once, in 
line 246), thus further reinforcing the conversational quality of his 
words. 

Alcestis' lyric dactyls are evocative and symbolic, with the sun and 
daylight symbolizing life in the Greek mind as early as Homer and the 
racing clouds emblematic of Alcestis' imminent death, skirting pre- 
Socratic echoes. Admetus' iambic reply is couched in what Dale 
describes as the "matter-of-fact manner of the healthy earth-bound 
individual" (on lines 2 4 M 7 ) .  The difference in meter reinforces the 
discontinuity in content. Picking up the image of the sun, Admetus, 
instead of answering Alcestis' anguished cry for life, takes the oppor- 
tunity to exculpate himself from her death and complain that the gods 
are unfair. His iambs highlight his egotism and insensitivity. 

The cross-communication continues through the next three repar- 
tees. Alcestis' pain, isolation, and desperation are emphasized by the 
alteration in the structure and meter of her lines. Yet despite changes in 
the tone, substance, and rhythm of Alcestis' song, Admetus' responses 
remain as tuneless and prosaic as ever. The persistent uniformity of his 
stichic, iambic lines, contrasting as it does with the metrical variety of 
Alcestis' sung words, emphasizes his failure to be moved by her pain 
and his continued concentration on himself. Moreover, the likelihood 
that Alcestis' singing was accompanied by a musical instrument, while 
Admetus' statements were not, further reinforces the discrepancy 
between her emotion-filled farewell and his pragmatic self-concern. 

A similar dynamic is created in the scene between Admetus and his 
son in lines 393415, in which the bereaved boy laments his mother's 
departure in poignant song. His lament is singularly powerful. No 
other of the thirty-two surviving Greek tragedies contains a song or 
monologue by a child (Dyson 1988, 13-23) and within the play, no 
other character sings a song and then disappears. The assumption is 
that the song has been sung behind the scenes and overheard (see 
Dale on lines 393-415). Euripides sets the song apart by its wild and 
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unusual rhythm (a mixture of long dochmiacs, anacreontics, ionic 
dimeter, etc.). The childish content is heartbreaking, and the sentences 
are touching, short, and clear, as a child would have constructed them.5 
To this emotional song, Admetus replies in the same pedestrian and 
unemotional iambic trimeter that he used to respond to Alcestis' lyrics. 
Although his young son addresses him directly three times (395,406, 
41 l ) ,  Admetus makes little response. He addresses only two lines to his 
son (404-405) in his usual iambic trimeter, and then only to confirm 
briefly that Alcestis no longer hears or sees them and to lament the 
heavy burden that he and the boy bear now that they are on their own. 
In the middle of his second strophe, the son makes explicit the Chorus' 
earlier hint that the marriage between Alcestis and Admetus has not 
been very happy, telling Admetus, "Father, your marriage was an empty, 
empty one" (41 1-12). Not even this direct observation moves Admetus 
to engage in a genuine exchange. At the end of his song, the Chorus 
reminds Admetus that death claims everyone. It is only to this that 
Admetus responds at any length. In retrospect from this speech, his 
two iambic trimeter lines in the middle of the boy's moving song stick 
out as intrusions into feelings he does not share or even understand 
and attest to his lack of natural emotion, for all that he protests. 

Before actually dying, Alcestis briefly recovers to deliver a lengthy 
speech aimed at getting Admetus to promise never to remarry. The 
sudden revival is unnatural and comes unexpectedly. Alcestis was 
brought onstage unable to sit up straight, and her maid reported that 
she fell forward when not supported. Her imminent death is heralded 
by Admetus' presence at her side, as her maid earlier reported that he 
would attend his wife only when she was on the verge of death (145). 

5. Verrall1967 (originally published l895), 1-128, interprets the child's song to support 
his efforts to prove that Euripides did not mean for the more sophisticated in the audience 
to believe that Alcestis really died and was resurrected. Arguing that Alcestis did not really 
die, Verrall asserts that "the child and his terrors are the true source from which the rest, 
prepared as they are by their prejudices, receive the conviction that all is really over . . . 
Admetus and the visitors being predisposed as they are, the child's belief and his loud expres- 
sion of it just give to their belief the opportunity of settling into assurance" (1 18). 
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After Alcestis bids farewell to her children and Admetus gives his recita- 
tive, we expect her to die. That she does not die but suddenly revives 
in full strength to deliver a well-thought-out, calm, lucid, and coherent 
speech is surprising but characteristic of Euripides' penchant for 
baffling the audience and having the characters do the opposite of 
what one would expect. The sudden non sequitur in both her manner 
of speaking and her physical ability might be seen as somewhat comical 
even if the content of the speech is rather grim.6 We can fully realize 
the drollness when we ponder the possibility of reversing the sequence 
of the two episodes. That is to say, if Alcestis' farewell to life had 
followed her contractual speech, the natural development of the two 
episodes would have been smooth. It is the proleptic sequence that 
effects the humor. 

The meter underscores the abruptness of the recovery. Alcestis 
delivers her speech in plain iambic trimeter, which is totally out of 
accord both with the metrically complicated epodes in which she has 
just bid her moving farewell to life and with the recitative anapests of 
Admetus' reply. The audience probably expects the heightened 
emotional charge that was conveyed through those epodes either to 
be resolved in Alcestis' death or to be sustained somewhat longer by 
Alcestis singing an antistrophe in the same meters as her last stanza. 
Her launching into spoken iambic trimeter brings the mood that has 
been built up to an abrupt end. 

This revival scene has drawn considerable scholarly attention as 
critics from Schadewaldt to Dale have sought parallels in Greek 
dramatic custom and convention. Dale suggests that the convention is 
one in which a situation is first rendered in its lyric aspect, or emotional 
mode, and then in its iambic aspect, or reasoned mode.'Justina 

6. Beye 1974,7, also considers comical the contradiction inherent in Alcestis' forbid- 
ding Admetus to remarry after, in her speech to her bed, she has accepted the inevitability 
of his taking another wife (181-82). 

7. Schadewaldt 1926,141-47; Dale on lines 280 ff.; Rosenmeyer 1963,225: 'The Greek 
method, sanctioned and appreciated, it appears, by the Greek audiences, was to savor each 
mode by itself, to feature the response of the passions first and the commentary of the intel- 
lect second." The usual parallel that is suggested is from the Hippolytus, where Phaedra first 
utters delirious longings to be in the vicinity of Hippolytus' hunting (215-22, 228-31) and 
later, in a lengthy speech, expounds her view of life and her decision to starve herself to 
death when she realized she was in love with her stepson (373-430) (cf. Dale). However, not 
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Gregory claims that the duplication stems from the dramatic need for 
an illness scene prior to death, and a scene that would fit what is 
assumed to be a "sacrifice" drama (19'79, 264). Most plausibly, D. J. 
Conacher suggests that the duplication represents one of Euripides' 
early attempts to create "psychic realism" and his wish to introduce the 
heroine to the audience both as a courageous woman who faces death 
voluntarily and as a wife and mother. Whatever the merits of these 
explanations, the double death and resurrection (at the beginning and 
the end) can also be seen as complementary scenes, with the first fore- 
shadowing and providing insight into the second. 

Alcestis seems poised between life and death. At the beginning of 
the play, although she sounds energetic and revitalized, we know and 
she knows that she is about to die. At the end she is neither dead nor 
alive. As Heracles tells Admetus, she will not be able to speak for three 
days until she is deconsecrated to the gods of the Netherworld (1 144- 
46). We leave her thus as we met her, between life and death. Still, her 
remarkable stamina, demonstrated in her ability to formulate a coherent 
speech with clear demands, attests to her high survival capacity. The 
audience would probably have been impressed by this capacity. At the 
same time, aware of the mythic outcome, they would also have under- 
stood it as prophetic of her literal restoration to life. 

Given this foreshadowing, it is reasonable to conjecture that the 
content of Alcestis' resurrection speech points to the attitude she will 
take at the end of her three days' silence. The speech is not that of a 
loving, generous-hearted woman. It opens bluntly with her telling 

only is the iambic portion of Phaedra's speech a development of her former utterance and a 
clarification of her so-called delirium, but her delirium, which supposedly corresponds to 
Alcestis' lyrical expression, is not in a lyric form, but rather in nonlyric anapcst. See also W. S. 
Barrett, Euripides, Hippolytos (Oxford: Oxford University Press, l964), on lines 208 ff.: "Violent 
excitement in a character is often marked by his using lyric meters (cf. on 565-600). Here Ph. 
continues to use ordinary non-lyric anapaests, but her excitement is marked by her use of 
lyric long alpha in place of Attic secondary eta (does this point to some kind of quasi-lyric 
delivery? we can only guess)." See also the discussion of Roisman 1999a, 47-73. The other 
passage Dale cites to support her claim of tragic convention is from Trojan Women (308-510), 
where Cassandra first broaches her sacrifice and encourages her mother to take part in the 
revel in lyrics and then clarifies her song in iambs. But here again, the content of the iambic 
trimeter develops integrally from the lyrirs. Cassandra first explains her stand to her mother 
in a lyric and then explains it again to Talthybius in iambs. In contrast, Alcestis' demand speech 
is unexpected in both content and form. It does not clarify anything she has sung. 
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Admetus in no uncertain terms not only that she is sacrificing her life 
for him, but also that had she wanted to, she could have had her pick 
of men after his death and lived on royally in their home. (The only 
other wife who could choose any man she wanted to marry was Pene- 
lope, assuming Odysseus was dead. Alcestis is well aware of the fame 
that accompanies her death [32425]). She goes on to let him know 
that her motive was not love or concern for him but rather her reluc- 
tance to make her children fatherless (288) Then, for over eight lines, 
she bitterly inveighs against Admetus' parents for refusing to die for 
their only son despite their old age, pointing out that the consequences 
of their refusal are her own premature death, Admetus' widowhood, 
and her children's orphanhood (290-98). It is not difficult to imagine 
a more noble Alcestis who would, if not forgive the old parents their 
wish to continue living, at least pass over their refusal in silence. After 
all, she has little to gain by this criticism, unless, of course, her inten- 
tion is to sow strife. Admetus' tirade against his father points to the 
success of her undertaking. 

There is also a good deal of spite in her demand that Admetus 
promise not to remarry, the immediate purpose of the speech. Her 
previous comments were essentially the buildup, which now enables 
her to present the demand as a fair though insufficient quid pro quo 
(299-301). Her rather lengthy expatiation on the malice of step- 
mothers (305-1 0,3141 6) comes to reinforce further the reasonable- 
ness of her expectation, yet it is an expectation that she well knows 
Admetus will not fulfill. In her earlier speech to her bed, she indicated 
that she expected another woman to take her place in Admetus' arms. 
Here, she indicates in an aside, "if you are of sound mind" ( ~ l i l l ~ p  
qpov~t~, 303), that she is aware that Admetus does not have the capacity 
to keep his word, however much he promises. In fact, Alcestis addresses 
her daughter though it is certain she will have a stepmother (314 ff.). 
Her imposing on her husband a pledge that she knows he will violate 
raises serious doubts about the prevalent scholarly assumption that her 
sacrifice was motivated by love.g Beye 1959, 124-25, in fact, notes that 

8. Dale 1954, xxv-xxvi, notes that Alcestis dies out of love for Admetus. Indeed, one 
can imagine a dying queen who says that she chooses to die out of love for her husband, and 
yet Euripides is careful not to put anything of the sort in Alcestis' words. 

9. E.g., Dale 1954, xxvi: "Of course she loves Adrnetus- what else made her die for him?" 
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Alcestis' demand "doomed him to empty existence" and that "his 
future welfare does not interest her." 

Alcestis' resurrection speech thus suggests that if an additional scene 
were to follow at the end, in which Alcestis were reempowered with 
speech, Admetus might have found that living with a woman who had 
died for his sake and then seen him break his promise to her would be 
less than idyllic (cf. also Ahl 1997, 24). The chances of Admetus and 
Alcestis living happily ever after are slim, even if Thanatos further 
obliges Apollo and does not claim a body for the one just snatched 
from him. 

I would go even further and say that Alcestis' demand, along with 
the rest of her speech, presages Admetus' demise. The lethal implica- 
tions are conveyed symbolically in her equation of a stepmother with 
an echidna, a viper (310). Not long afterward, we hear Admetus 
disowning his parents and declaring Alcestis to be his mother and 
father (646-47). In her role as his stepparents, she can be expected to 
be lethal to him, doubly so, since she fills in not for one parent, but 
two. Toward the end of the play, Euripides reminds the audience of 
this echidna by having Admetus call the woman he will lead through 
the gates of his house a "Gorgon" (1118), thus intimating also the 
menace of the gates. This might remind the audience of the gates of 
Hades, through which only Heracles managed to pass and come back 
alive, by playing on the word Pylai (gates) when he has Heracles tell 
Admetus, using a word that is homophonic of pylai, that he wants the 
woman he won to n;poon;oh& ("be a maid") for Admetus until he comes 
back from the Bistonians (1024) .l0 

Admetus' response is made just after the Chorus have expressed their 
doubts about his mental competence (327). This skepticism colors 
everything that Admetus says in the following speech. It tells the audi- 

10. Obviously, Admetus is not looking at the woman yet. Heracles must specifically 
instruct him to take a look at her (phkyrov, 1121), and Admetus specifically acknowledges 
that he "sees" his wife (heboowv, 1124). The theme of sight is closely connected with the 
Gorgon; Perseus could decapitate her only by not looking at her directly and using a mirror 
for the reflection of her gaze. See also below, "Through the Gates," pp. 222-24. 
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ence that they should not take his fervent assertions too seriously, but 
rather as the dilations of someone who might not act out of sound judg- 
ment. His speech is a lengthy one, forty-one lines to Alcestis' forty-six, 
and scholars have long been troubled by its protraction, for in contrast 
to Alcestis' speech, it seems to have no obvious dramatic reason for 
being so long. The demand that Admetus not remarry could only be 
made, explained, and justified in a speech of some length. The fact 
that this demand is the fidcrum on which the plot swings would in itself 
call for a lengthy and well thought out exposition. It has also been 
advanced that the formal tragic pattern requires that Admetus speak 
at roughly the same length that was allowed to Alcestis (Dale 1954 on 
365-66). Whatever the reasons, however, the speech's length exempli- 
fies Admetus' tendency to expatiate, and at the same time, it exposes the 
shallowness of his feelings and insincerity of his promises. 

There is hyperbole in both the content and the style of the speech. 
In content, it is found in the succession of promises, each more far- 
fetched than the previous one, and each unlikely to be kept, with which 
Admetus responds to Alcestis' single demand that he not remarry. In 
style, it emerges in the repetitiveness of his language and inflation of 
his figures. The clumsiness of Admetus' phrasing is capped by the utter 
obtuseness and insensitivity of the statement with which he closes his 
promise not to remarry in lines 334-35. While Alcestis insisted that he 
not remarry so that their children would not suffer under the thumb 
of a stepmother (305-10), Admetus lets it be known that he agrees to 
the request for the selfish reason that he already has enough children 
to perpetuate himself and his oikos and does not need any more. 
Although this consideration would not have been foreign to a fifth- 
century male Athenian, in thus announcing it, Admetus pits his self- 
centered calculations against his wife's wrenching concern for her 
children. The statement thus becomes yet another instance of inad- 
vertent self-revelation and marital cross-communication. Needless to 
say, Admetus' confession that he hopes to profit from his children and 
his complaint that he has not profited from his wife are epitomes of 
selfishness. The complaint is also baseless; because Alcestis has agreed 
to sacrifice her life for his, he has certainly profited from her. 

Admetus' second promise is that he will mourn Alcestis the rest of 
his life (3364'7)' which is a serious undertaking. Ceremonial mourning 
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in Athens ended with ritual observances on the thirtieth day, and then 
yearly offerings were made at the tomb. Admetus promises never again 
to listen to music or to play it and never to join with his friends in 
banquets and other pleasures. But such a life would set him apart from 
normal pursuits and cut him off from his community. Not being 
garlanded and not joining in with the wine drinkers would exclude 
him from some religious festivals and community celebrations, make 
it impossible for him to perform his civic duty, and render his life as 
close to a living death as possible. The Athenian audience, who looked 
no more kindly than their modern counterparts on lone wolves who 
isolated themselves from their fellows, were bound to ask what Alcestis' 
sacrifice accomplished and why Admetus bothered to accept it if he 
planned to spend his days with neither pleasure nor purpose. 

The likelihood that Admetus will keep this promise is slim. By the 
time he makes it, the audience has already heard numerous indications 
of his riotous lifestyle. Apollo alludes to the fact that he got the Fates 
drunk while living under Admetus' roof (12, cf. 33-34), and the Chorus 
finds the quiet that attended Alcestis' dying a surprise (77-78), which 
indicates that the house is generally quite noisy.ll Admetus' explicit 
avowal to put an end to the playing of the barbitos and singing to the 
tune of the flute (343-47) would hardly have been necessary if music 
and partying were not customary in the house. That they were is further 
reinforced later in the play by the visit of Heracles, himself a known 
reveler, by the Chorus' assertion that the house was "open to guests" 
and "liberal" (569), and by their description of Apollo's lyre playing 
while he was living there (569-8'7). The odds that Admetus would have 
been staged as tipsy increase if one accepts Elferink's claim that in 
Euripides' time, Thessaly was considered a lawless and intemperate 
place (1982,44-45). In short, Admetus' hyperbolic declaration that he 
will forever ban all merriment from his home is wildly improbable. 

Admetus' third promise, that he will order a statue in Alcestis' image 
and embrace it at night (348-56), is a piece of dark humor. It does not 
take much perspicacity to doubt seriously that any woman, never mind 

l l. The quiet is surprising because there are no bowls of water for purification outside 
to indicate that Alcestis is dead (98-100). For the ritual purification of all who came into 
contact with the corpse by means of water at the entrance to the house, see M. Alexiou, The 
Ritual Lament in Geek Tradition (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, l9'74), 5. 
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one about to die, would be flattered, consoled, reassured, or in any way 
pleased to know that her husband would so readily replace her with 
an inanimate piece of stone. Admetus' promise to honor his wife in 
this way is so insensitive and so inappropriate that it cannot but evoke 
horrified derision, all the more because it smacks of the ribald as we11.12 
One can certainly imagine Alcestis recoiling on stage while the audi- 
ence snickers at the sexual innuendo. 

The fourth promise, implicit in the surface meaning of the condi- 
tional statement that if Admetus had Orpheus' musical gift, he would 
rescue Alcestis from Hades (35'7-62), clinches the farce. Admetus' 
words not only negate the possibility that he has Orpheus' musical skill, 
but also that he could have rescued Alcestis. The spectators well know 
that Orpheus failed to bring Eurydice back.13 What the audience sees is 
a sentimental, self-absorbed tippler who draws on the myth of Orpheus 
to make himself appear fervently and passionately in love with his wife, 
while revealing his apathy and confusion of mind in every line. 

In this long peroration, Admetus shows himself to be the indifferent 
and callous person that he is. To move the plot along, it would have been 
enough for Euripides to have had him simply agree to Alcestis' simple 
request so that Alcestis could die with a clear mind. But Euripides had 

12. For a variety of views, see Ahl1997, "it is difficult to believe that a fifth-century audi- 
ence would not have found the idea ludicrous or disgusting" (12). Beye 1959, 114, n. 10, 
suggests that "Such an action, I should imagine, would seem to a fifth century Greek audi- 
ence either ludicrous in the extreme, or disgusting, which would emphasize all the more 
how great an obligation of mourning Admetus assumes" (1 14-15) and, citing Dindorf S judg- 
ment that the statue motif is an inventurn valde absurdurn, calls the substitution "ludicrous." 
Drew 1931,295-319, takes Admetus' predilection for lifeless objects further when he suggests 
that Heracles returns a dead Alcestis to him, at which he rejoices nonetheless. Barnes in 
Wilson 1968, 28, observes that Admetus' declaration has "a ridiculous quality." For inter- 
preting the statue in terms of Platonic mimetics see, Gounaridou 1998,27-37. 

13. The scholiast on Alcestis 357 believes that Orpheus succeeded: 'Opcpkw~ yuv.i.\ 
E 6 p t G i q  fi5 &no9avo6q< bnb 6cpew~ ~azah9iuv ~ a i  3 pouot* 9 k h c a ~  zbv nh06zova ~ a i  ~v 
Khpqv, &z.i.\v dvfiyay&v kc "AtGou. "Eurydice, the wife of Orpheus, after she died from a 
snakebite, having gone down and charmed Pluto and Kore with music, he brought her back 
from Hades." I cannot, however, find support for a version of the Orphean myth in the fifth 
century B.C.E. in which Orpheus succeeds in bringing Eurydice back from death. C. M. 
Bowra in "Orpheus and Eurydice," CQ n.s. 2 (1952):113-26, 117-19, raises the possibility 
that there may have been aversion in which Eurydice was brought back to life, but his earliest 
hint of such a version is in Pausanias, who is by no means explicit about it. In any event, 
Bowra doubts that this was the version Euripides used. Segal1989,17-19,155 ff., and 1991, 
218, 227-28, n. 15, follows Bowra in assuming that there must have been such a version but 
does not give evidence for its existence as early as Euripides. 
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Admetus exaggerate his intentions to the point of absurdity so that both 
the inner and the outer audience would understand how little substance 
his words, or the feelings purportedly behind them, really had.14 

T H E  THIRD EPISODE 

Questions to consider: What is the point of all the talk about Heracles' 
labors? Why does Admetus fail to tell his friend about his wife's death! 
Why does he insist that Heracles stay at his house? 

While funeral arrangements are being made, along comes Heracles. 
His arrival reactivates Apollo's prophecy, which, though perhaps not 
forgotten, may not have been wholly believed. Death heard it as an 
idle, bullying threat and went about his business, which we now assume 
(having witnessed the death scene) cannot be undone. 

This scene and the Pheres scene that follows it display most clearly 
who Admetus is, showing him possibly at his best and certainly at his 
worst. Admetus in these scenes presents aspects of a self that has some 
continuity. Part of that continuity is to react to the other person (the 
various characters played by the other actor, whether protagonist or 
deuteragonist), a feature of all dramatic characters, although some- 
Hippolytus and Philoctetes, for example-are less malleable than 
others. 

When Heracles arrives, he is immediately recognized by the Chorus 
who, without hesitation, welcome him and temporarily forget their 
grief. In tragedy things are often forgotten in the heat of the moment, 
but this scene is an extreme example. Admetus is not the only one who 
fails to tell Heracles of the disaster. The Chorus has ample opportu- 

14. Scully 1986, 140-42, attempts to excuse Admetus' hyperbolic promises on the 
grounds that they are based on the exchange of charis, which, by definition of convention, 
requires not an equal return but must be superior to "the kindness or injury received" (142). 
Indeed, there is a tendency toward the overreturn of charis. See Walter Donlan, "The 
Unequal Exchange between Glaucus and Diomedes in Light of the Homeric Gift Economy," 
Phoenix43 (1989): 1-15. However, this usually happens in cases where the return is not spec- 
ified, as it is in Alcestis' demand, but left for the one who owes the favor to determine. 
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nity before their ruler returns, but from 4'76 to 506, the troubles of the 
house are forgotten. At the hero's entrance there is, if only briefly, a 
complete change of mood and subject from the familial life and death 
scene that has been going on to the world of fantasy and mythology. By 
having the Chorus question Heracles at length about his exploits, 
Euripides situates the present story within the life and labors of Hera- 
cles and keeps the issues of death and loss from becoming too oppres- 
sive. (A similar device is used in the Euripides' Heracles.) Heracles' 
boasting to the Chorus (499-506) makes his later boast more plausible, 
and it confirms Apollo's prophecy by letting us know that this man can 
conquer death (or at least would not be afraid to try) if anyone can. 
Here another story within the story is being presented, the story of a 
man who labors and suffers, but who also enjoys himself in small 
things. In short, Heracles is a man who lives life fully all the time and 
by doing so makes life fuller for those around him (though not in the 
overbearing tragic mode of an Electra, an Oedipus, or a Clytemnestra) . 
He is on his way to a wilder, more barbaric place, and the present 
events have but a minor part (that is, a parergon, not a full-fledged labor) 
within his story, though they are everything to Admetus and his family. 
Heracles' adventures at this time are a kind of rehearsal for adventures 
yet to come (the bloody mangers, the descent to the Netherworld, the 
return with the prize, this time a woman rather than maneating horses 
or the hound of hell) .l5 

Criticism of Admetus so far has been kept to a minimum but is not 
entirely absent. Heracles boasts (and not idly) that no one will see his 
hand tremble before an enemy, to which the Chorus announces, "And 

15. The Chorus sings of Asclepius, the dead (and therefore mortal but made divine) 
son of Phoebus Apollo who alone could have saved Alcestis, but it is not to be Apollo's son 
nor the ineffectual Apollo himself who will save Alcestis. This Apollo who kills from afar, at 
one remove and without really needing the bow he carries out of habit or for easy idenrifi- 
cation, is what has become of Homer's magnificent far-shooter. Neither will it be the cp&p~aua 
of Asclepius nor the spells of Orpheus, but the brute strength (mixed with strategy) of the 
world's strongest man, his perceptions altered by wine so that he thinks he can conquer 
Death and does. Still, the Chorus in the third stasimon keeps alive the hope that the house 
will fare well. The scene of Heracles' arrival parallels the prologue in its fantastical subject 
and also in its reference to Necessity; Apollo and Heracles, two sons of Zeus, are both 
subjected to men, by nature their inferiors. Heracles cannot refuse the commands of Eurys- 
theus. Apollo's period of servitude is the subject of the next choral ode, where it is put in a 
romantic mode rather than in the athletic mode of Heracles' life of labors in service to his 
master. 
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here's Admetus" (507-508), an effective juxtaposition. With this latest 
arrival, the focus shifts from Heracles to Admetus. There is a second set 
of questions, again drawn out by stichomythia, this time of Admetus 
by Heracles. The scene in some ways is like the Aigeus scene in the 
Medea: the sudden entrance of a new character (who is known to but 
not expected by the protagonist), the questioning to find out what he 
is doing here, and then the shift to the problems of the character who 
is at home. Under the circumstances, the questioning of Heracles 
would be intolerable coming from Admetus, and so it is left to the 
Chorus. Admetus is less candid about his spouse than Medea is about 
hers, so that Heracles' promise to help Admetus out of his difficulty is 
postponed to a later scene. 

In the second discussion between Heracles and Admetus, the 
distinction between life and death is blurred. Alcestis is dead in the 
house, but Admetus manages to prolong her situation between the two 
worlds for yet another scene. The ambiguous status of wives as both 
kin and strangers is also brought into play. Both discussions together 
form a delaying action. Heracles has to be kept in the dark so that the 
funeral can take place without him, so that Admetus can return to the 
empty house, and so that Heracles can be duped by drink into thinking 
he can trounce Death. 

We know Heracles is here for a purpose and so we are impatient 
with the delay. To make things worse, Admetus even tells the servants 
not to let Heracles find out. Now how is Heracles going to learn the 
truth? 

Admetus takes this man's friendship for granted.16 His explanation 
that he is always well received (559-60) when he travels to thirsty Argos 
does not at all explain why he deceived his friend nor even why he 
insisted upon Heracles' staying at his home when he might have been 
more comfortable somewhere else. Admetus is caught in a dilemma, 
and to turn away his friend without telling him why would only make 
matters worse. Furthermore, Admetus does try (if only halfheartedly) 
to tell Heracles perhaps not the whole truth, but at least a little more 
than Heracles comes away with. He finds he cannot tell Heracles 
straight out, and Heracles also prevents his telling: that is, the two work 

16. Rosenmeyer 1963,232, "Admetus took himself for granted," and, in general, on the 
modal madness of Admetus, Arrowsmith 1974,ll-22. 
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together as partners in the deception. Admetus is reluctant to speak 
fully; Heracles is reluctant to understand accurately. This may be an 
aspect of Heracles' generosity because he does not want to see his 
friend suffer and cannot, therefore, come to terms with the obvious. 
Again and again in the play, Admetus is stripped of his human dignity, 
but the one thing he does have is his reputation for hospitality. As a 
host Admetus is, if not a hero, at least above average. The honor of the 
house is the argument that carries the day and forms the subject of the 
next song. There is a comic touch to Admetus' ushering Heracles into 
the house (though elsewhere such an action may be sinister: one need 
only think of Aegisthus, especially in Sophocles' Ehctra) . Heracles has 
to be gotten rid of before the death plot can continue. 

Admetus does what any wealthy, well-bred aristocrat would do, 
considering that hospitality looms large in the Greek aristocratic value 
system and in folktales that reflect it to people.17 Admetus is a naturally 
generous man. Otherwise, how could he have expected anyone to die 
for him or accepted the generosity of Alcestis in agreeing to do so? As 
Hesiod says, "No one gives to the stingy" ( Works and Days 354-60). The 
other possibility, of his rejecting a guest who has come to him (and this 
is important), is saved for the final scene when he is in such utter 
confusion that nothing is any longer what it used to be. 

"She is and she is not," Admetus says to Heracles (521). Alcestis is 
still very much present, so recently alive-she is, at this very moment, 
in the house-that he cannot bring himself to say "my wife is dead" and 
to share this terrible knowledge with someone who was not an actual 
witness to her dying. To do so would mean realizing it for himself and 
forcing himself to accept the truth (which he begins to do in his 
tantrum with his father and finally achieves at the graveside, as he and 
the Chorus will recount). For now he is keeping his wife's death to 
himself. Another aspect of this odd behavior is his undefeated hope 
and desire that she is not really dead, as manifested in his promise to 
have the statue made and see her in his dreams, and in his belief in her 
sensate presence, even when reason would tell him that she is no longer 
sensible. In the third episode, then, Admetus is keeping his wife alive, 

17. We might think of the farmer-husband in Euripides' EZectra, who thinks wealth of 
little value other than for paying doctors and entertaining guests; probably only a poor man 
would think these things worth mentioning. 
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at least to Heracles. He is creating a second possibility, the other story, 
that she is not dead. In fact, when he says these words (519), there is 
only one story-Alcestis is dead. When he calls her a stranger- woman 
(533), it is an equivocation but not a lie because it was as a stranger that 
he received her into his house the first time and as a stranger that he 
will receive her from the hands of his guest. (See Lloyd 1985,128 and 
Halleran 1982, 51-53; Elferink 1982, 49 traces the blood connection 
between Admetus and Alcestis.) She is both of the house and not of the 
house. Admetus tries not only to deny her death, but by calling her 
60v&?o<, he even denies the connection of the dead woman to himself. 

Why does Admetus receive the guest? Without the arrival of this 
outsider, there could be no rescue-that is obvious enough. If Admetus 
had done what the Chorus wants him to do, if he had done what Hera- 
cles begs him to do, then the second far-fetched story could not have 
overpowered the true story that Alcestis is dead. (For Euripides' fondness 
for this kind of reference to the story he is changing, see McDermott 
1989,19 on Medea.) Admetus has managed to keep his wife alive in the 
mind of his friend, and although he separates her death from her, he 
has achieved this without diminishing her heroism. To Apollo, acts of 
hospitality frame this year in the life of Admetus and his family. The 
first stranger received with kindness and piety turns out to be a god in 
disguise, as in the various folktales about gods paying visits disguised as 
mortals, which confirm the necessity of being decent to strangers. At 
the very least, the stranger is a person like oneself (as Admetus explains 
to the Chorus when he compares the reception of Heracles now to his 
own visits to Argos, 559-60). Somewhat paradoxically, since for neither 
the god nor the man can Admetus' hospitality have been an unmixed 
pleasure, both Apollo and Heracles feel compelled to repay their host 
with preterhuman favors. 

In the heroization of Alcestis, she is immortalized as a kindly spirit 
(1002-1005). Usually when a young woman or man is sacrificed early 
in a play, little is said of that person afterwards, often to the distress of 
critics. In the Hecabe, attention is paid to the death and funeral of 
Polyxena primarily because she is important as a link to the next crisis 
in the plot, the finding of Polydorus' corpse. In the Antigone, it is 
Haemon's body that is carried back from the tragedy at the cave, and 
Antigone herself is almost forgotten as the emphasis shifts to the ruin 
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of Creon and his branch of the house. Often the sacrificial victim is 
not even to be mourned, as in the Iphigenia at Aulis and in the Hera- 
cleidae, where Macaria's death is reported almost too laconically. There 
are several false starts in that direction in the Alcestis, but finally, during 
the most hymnic ode to her, Alcestis walks back from the tragic scene, 
from the tomb where her husband had tried to join her in a mystic 
wedding in death such as Haemon had achieved with his beloved in 
the Antigone. In the Alcestis, the death of Alcestis is never far from 
anyone's lips. Mourning for her is to be Admetus' life's work. The 
resurrection of any of the victims in other plays would be unthinkable, 
in part because the plots move on to something else and other char- 
acters become focal. Even in this scene with Heracles, in which 
Admetus is less than forthright about his wife's death, he still talks 
about her and makes it clear that she is the center of his attention. 
Thus the plot keeps her alive and makes possible her return in this, as 
in no other of the sacrifice plays. Admetus' lie (his second story, 519) 
about her departure is his major contribution to her return. For prac- 
tical reasons the lie cannot be allowed to prevail. 

THE FOURTH EPISODE 

Questions to consider: Do you find any similarities between Admetus 
and his father? How does the second interior scene compare with the 
earlier one (narrated by the slave woman)? What do you find in the 
lament of Admetus: sincere grief or more empty posing? 

Manhood in archaic and classical Greece, as in modern times, is 
generally manifested not so much in relationships with women as in 
relationships with other men, especially in the relationship between 
father and son.ls The Greek male is supposed to produce sons who will 
continue his oikos (e.g., Sophocles, Antigone 641-47; Euripides, Alcestis 

18. Even nowadays in Greece, the intense male rivalry to prove oneself takes place among 
men alone; women and flocks serve as the object of this rivalry. Social division separates the 
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621-22, 6545'7). Greek presumptions about what was required are 
fairly clear. As Hesiod defines the rudimentary expectations, sons 
should resemble their fathers both in looks and in conduct, especially 
the latter (Works and Days 182, 235; cf. Homer, Iliad 6. 4'76-81 and 
Sophocles, Ajax 434-40, 545-5'7). Such resemblance earns the father 
public esteem and proves his manliness, while the lack of it may be 
cause for disparagement and call his manliness into question. Tragedy 
often expounds on this idea. Sophocles follows the Hesiodic tradition 
according to which sons were expected to be like their fathers both in 
their natures and their accomplishments, as we learn from the Ajax 
and the Philoctetes. Ajax, on the one hand, sees himself as an unworthy 
son, having lost Achilles' arms to Odysseus. He prefers to commit 
suicide rather than face his father, Telamon, who took part in the expe- 
dition of Heracles against Troy and received Hesione, the best part of 
the booty, as a reward (Ajax 430-40, 462-65, 470-72, 1300-303; 
Diodorus Siculus 4.32.5). On the other hand, Ajax expects his son, 
Eurysaces, to be like himself in nature, valor, and in everything else (6 
6' &U' ijyotog, Ajax 545-51). Euripides also touches on this subject in his 
depiction of the father and son in the Alcestis, but turns it on its head. 

The Alcestis presents to us, among other issues, the relationship 
between a father and a son. The son, upon being granted an exten- 
sion of his lifespan, provided he can find a substitute to die for him, 
turns to his parents, asking either one of them to die instead of him. 
Both his mother and father refuse, and this refusal is taken up by 
Admetus when the father comes bearing robes to adorn Alcestis upon 
her death (614 ff.). In his tirade against his father, Admetus reverses 
the usual process of a father renouncing his son, as we witness in the 
H$polytus, for example. Admetus does not welcome him to his house, 
rejects the robes, and eventually announces that he does not see his 
mother and father as his parents anyrnore, adopting instead Alcestis 
for this role. He also vows not to take part in the burial of his father 
when he dies, as is the duty of a son. Admetus' tirade is marked by a 

lives of men and women, and their intermingling in public is mostly for communal and ritu- 
alistic events. See M. Herzfeld, The Poetics of Manhood: Contest and IdentiCy in a Cretan Mountain 
Village (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1985), 51-67. For manhood as a social construct 
of which the relationship between fathers and sons will be only one facet, see V. J. Seidler, 
Unreasonable Men: Masculinity and Social Theory (London: Routledge, l994), 109-20. 
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remarkable illogicality. He blames his father for wishing to live longer 
in spite of his old age, even while he, too, wishes for a longer life than 
he was alotted. His claim that his father should have died for him out 
of gratitude for the respect he showed him all his years is a reversal of 
the usual expectation. Children were expected to take care of their 
older parents out of gratitude for the truphz, the nurture their parents 
accorded them in their childhood. 

Pheres' biting and sarcastic response, in which he blatantly accuses 
Admetus of causing the death of Alcestis and of any other future wives 
his son may have, reveals the hard core in the old man. He is not 
ashamed to agree that he likes to live as much as Admetus does and 
sees no obligation to sacrifice his life for his son. Both men's tirades, 
however, give the impression that both individuals are highly egotistic 
and read each other fairly well. Indeed, the son is very much like his 
father. Euripides seems to tap into the accepted Hesiodic and Homeric 
perception that there is a blessing in the resemblance of a son to his 
father and presents it in an unsettling form-both Admetus and his 
father love to live. There is nothing wrong with this, but one might 
have expected a father to sacrifice himself for the sake of his son, 
whether there was such a law or not (683-84). Parents do many things 
for their children because their love is unconditional, but at the same 
time, Admetus' demand of his parents to die instead of him is utterly 
repulsive and unheard of. Both characters excel in their egotism. One 
may ask, therefore, whether resemblance to one's father is indeed 
always a feature parents should pray for, not to mention society as a 
whole. By touching on the theme of "like father, like son," the play 
engages in the discussion of physisversus nomos, nature versus nurture, 
a hot topic at that period. Is one's character decided genetically or 
rather by convention and training? 

The Chorus mixes the hospitality theme with the theme of property 
(the gifts, in fact, of the hated Pheres to his son) in singing of the vast 
stretches of Admetus' realm. By doing so, they look forward to the 
Pheres scene where the discussion of property and inheritance figures 
prominently, as befits the rustic setting. 
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The two processions come face to face; Pheres, perhaps with his wife, 
accompanied by servants bringing K ~ G ~ O S ,  meets the funeral cortege. 
The consigning of Alcestis' remains to the ground or the tomb is 
delayed again by this ugly scene. 

The values expressed in this scene are not unlike the traditional 
values of Hesiod (see especially Works and Days 334-82). The old man 
may not be likeable, but he expresses a reasonable and unpretentious 
point of view-that he owes his life to no one but himself, a point of 
view that needs to be stated. (Cf. Nielsen's refreshing reassessment of 
Pheres, 1976'98.) Not all parents give unconditional love to their chil- 
dren. Pheres begins with a general speech. He, like the Chorus, has 
come to offer consolation to Admetus and praise and gratitude to 
Alcestis. He is the same "type" as the Chorus, the old citizen of Pherai, 
and he mouths the same sentiments as everybody else, but because he 
is Pheres, the particular elderly cpik.05 of Admetus who did not save his 
son's life, he is hated and verbally abused for expressing them. 

This scene offers another possibility, an alternative to the story we 
have-the death of Pheres instead of that of Admetus or Alcestis. Here 
is the man who rehsed to die for his son, a man ripe for death (cf. 16, 
290-92,466-68,516). The father's answer to his son's charges is to list 
what he has given his son. All that he received from his own father, he 
has passed on to his heir, but he is not obligated to give Admetus life 
a second time at such a cost. There is no such custom; "it is not Greek" 
(684). Pheres makes himself the upholder of tradition. This may be a 
little uncomfortable for the members of the audience, who are made 
in this way to identify with the "villain" and who are, perhaps, being 
asked to reflect on Hellenic tradition and to supply what is missing 
from Pheres' list of the things a father passes on to his son. It can be 
said that Pheres sees even his most intimate relationships as business 
arrangements. He did not love his son enough to die for him. Such an 
un-Greek thing is almost unthinkable for him, but he has given it 
enough thought to produce a winning argument against it. Pheres 
does, however, appreciate what Alcestis did for him (621-22). 

Euripides is not entirely unsympathetic to Pheres and gives him a 
convincing argument for the value of life. When his dying wife asked 
for one last favor, Admetus had wanted to reciprocate. He had 
promised to give up pleasure, to make his life not life and even to deny 
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the distinction between life and death. But Pheres makes the argument 
that life itself, seeing the light of day, has value. Here is a man with few 
years and few pleasures left, and he will not be shamed into giving them 
up. This attitude, in fact, restores to Alcestis' sacrifice some of its value 
(a small favor in return for hers to him). In Pheres' speech, life, not 
death, becomes the great equalizer. 

Admetus tried to map out his father's life, past and future, for him. 
In his youth he had been king. He had fathered a son so that he would 
not leave his estate orphaned for strangers to plunder (654-57). In 
their scene, the men reveal such similarities in character as well as in 
blood and biography that what one says could often just as well be said 
by or about the other (cf. 696-97, 708-709). An aspect of the consis- 
tency or continuity of Admetus is seen in his reaction to others. When 
he interacts with Alcestis and Heracles, we see the giving side of him. 
With his father, he is like his father. Admetus, too, is a ruler in his 
youth, and he has an only son (and a daughter besides) to whom he 
would have left his estate and kingdom had he died. Their lives are 
parallel. Most to the point, neither sees his life's fulfillment in the 
production of an heir. Both see their lives as continuing to a timely 
end. What is timely is not for fellow mortals to decide. In fact, it was 
Admetus' time to die. It was he who fought not to die. 

This part of the fourth episode is disturbing (cf. the Chorus' reac- 
tion, 673-74, 706-707), but it is fairly typical of father-son scenes in 
drama, an exception being the scene between Creon and Menoeceus 
in the Phoenissae, and there the son deceives his father to avoid such a 
scene. Here we have a son wishing his father were dead and a father 
accusing his son of murder. The story is on the verge of disintegrating 
into one a little closer to patricide. The scene is acrimonious and 
uncomfortable for the audience, vulgar even, but no more so than that 
between Creon and Haemon in Sophocles' Antigone, which is not 
considered unsuitable to tragedy. After all this the Chorus sings briefly 
to Alcestis, praising her courage, as if nothing had happened. 

The servant comes from inside the stage-building and describes for 
us another interior scene. Again, it is not really a dramatic scene; 
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however irksome to the people inside, it is too busy with small activities 
and not wordy enough for drama. Even here, the point is to praise 
Alcestis. This scene is set up in contrast to the interior action narrated 
by the Maid, in the first episode. Then Alcestis was pictured moving 
about to the altars, from room to room and person to person, with quiet 
dignity and confidence. Now Heracles keeps the servants running to 
and fro, while he himself is drinking and singing raucously. Compared 
with the silence noticed by the Chorus earlier, the house is now said 
to be emitting the incompatible noises of both merrymaking and 
mourning. There is here (as in the earlier episodes) a movement from 
description to the actual physical presence of the person whose activi- 
ties in the house have been narrated. The servant's words alert us to 
Heracles' vinous condition. This could explain his treatment of the 
slave as an equal (after his initial rebuke) in inviting him to share a 
cup. Apollo shared the thetes' table, but it is unlikely that Admetus 
drinks with his slaves. For Heracles, drink is a great leveler. His attempt 
at generalization is cliche-ridden, boozy philosophy, and to all of Hera- 
cles' words of wisdom, the servant says disgustedly, "I know all that." 

It is, finally, Heracles who offers another perspective on life and 
death. He takes the athletic view of life (Arrowsmith 1974, 15) : we win 
life, and having won it, it is shameful not to enjoy the prize; not to go 
for the prize is all the more disgraceful. Admetus is depicted as singu- 
larly unathletic. Everything has been given to him, happened to him, or 
come to him by chance through the design of others or as his heritage. 
Omitted from the present telling of the legend is any reference to the 
tradition of Admetus' winning of his bride, though the reference to 
Heracles' victory may be an oblique and displaced allusion to that part 
of the story, as Beye suggests (1974, 110). True, Admetus drives away 
Pheres, who has become the bogeyman, and wins the right to be his 
wife's sole mourner from the household, but it is a bleak victory. He 
cannot, however, be said to have won the debate with his father, who 
has the last word and the better case. It is Phere's words that stay behind 
and come back to haunt Admetus after he has buried his wife. 

Heracles' message is that the life we get is what we have won, and 
part of this is enjoying it day by day. Admetus' family, by obscuring the 
proper and natural way of death, have unbalanced all their relation- 
ships. Heracles faces the possibility of his own death and is able to enjoy 
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his life between labors. The two Heracles scenes make an effective 
setting for the Pheres scene that comes in their midst and an effective 
juxtaposition of the heroic and unheroic in the education of Admetus. 
His advice, "being mortal, think mortal," is more a commentary on the 
scene immediately preceding than on the ending of the play, which 
invites us for the one festival day (of the resurrection, the wedding, the 
Greater Dionysia) to cast aside mortal thoughts and to live as if there 
could really be victory over the grave. Mortal thoughts are very much 
on Admetus' mind when he returns to his desolate house. What are 
"mortal thoughts"? In part they are what has been said again and 
again--death is an obligation that everyone owes, and one should calcu- 
late life day by day, because nothing beyond that can be known. In the 
past, Admetus had failed to think mortal thoughts. His life has lost its 
meaning because he has given his own death to another. Without his 
death to define it, his life is no longer his own. 

Pheres said it is not Greek for a father to die for his son. Indeed it 
is not. It is more likely for a son to die for his father and win immemo- 
rial honor, as Antilochus does in saving his father, Nestor (Pindar, 
Pythian 6.28-42), and as countless young warriors do who fight while 
the elders watch from the walls or speak at the funeral. Heracles does 
not use such paltry excuses to avoid being brave. His bravery also 
includes doing something un-Greek-he decides not to repay like for 
like in a mechanical way. Instead he finds the good in Admetus' decep- 
tion (855-60) and repays it with a greater kindness. Even sobered, he 
tempers his rebuke (101 8) out of fellow feeling. (For a full considera- 
tion of cham's in the play, see Padilla 2000.) 

"0 hateful approach, 
hateful sight of my widowed halls. . ." 

The stage is empty again until Admetus returns with the Chorus. Atten- 
tion once more is concentrated on the outside of the house. As Alcestis 
substitutes the bed for the man, so Admetus substitutes the halls for 
himself. Admetus is in love with the dead and wants to dwell in that 
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house, not in this empty one. The sacrifice has failed (as sacrifice is 
bound to do, Guepin 1968,177-78.). We might ask ourselves whether 
he has survived his death. With the fantastic return of Alcestis, reason 
wins out. Of course the audience knows that one person cannot die 
for another. Reason situated in the audience (and only there) helps to 
effect the resurrection, which is also impossible. 

As Admetus remembers their wedding day, he relizes that now every- 
thing is changed into its opposite and Admetus begins at last to see 
Alcestis as a person in this third description of the inside of the house: 
she was his equal socially (920), she now has a glorious reputation 
(938), she kept the house together (cf. 946-47), the children cry for 
their mother (947-48), the servants miss their mistress (948-49), and 
the house was really hers. When he goes out to social gatherings he 
will see the women as if he were looking for his wife among them. At 
Greek parties the men and women entertained themselves separately. 
Now he notices that women were there, too. 

"Apn  pavO&vw "just now I understand" (940). With these words, 
Admetus finally realizes what his wife's death means to him. Admetus 
comes to see himself playing his own part in his own story, realizing 
at last that he, not his father, bears the greater responsibility for 
Alcestis' death. When he pictures an enemy seeing him and saying 
"he hates his parents," it shows that he knows he is wrong to blame 
them. He anachronistically casts himself as Protesilaus' wife (when he 
speaks of keeping the statue in his bed, Dale on lines 348-54) and 
Hector's wife (when he says that Alcestis is his parents, 646-47 and 
667-68, where he uses the masculine pronoun to refer to her). The 
gender confusion may be part of this variation of the story pattern 
because the manly hero should be the one to die for his beloved 
rather than the other way around.lg Admetus is a man out of his 
element, hunting for a mythic archetype to explain his suffering to 
him (or perhaps just to share it) and more than that, a hero he could 
become in order to save his beloved. The hero he explicitly wishes to 
be is the artist Orpheus, but Admetus does not fit into any of the other, 

19. On the versions of the folktale in other cultures, see Albin Lesky, Alhstis, h Mythus 
und das Drama (Vienna: H6lder-Pichler-Tempsky, l%%), 20-42; also Robert S. P. Beekes, "'You 
Can Get New Children. . .': Turkish and Other Parallels to Ancient Greek Ideas in Herodotus, 
Thucydides, Sophocles and Euripides," Mnemosyze 39 (1986) :225-39. For a good summary 
and bibliography, see Conacher 1967,327-33. 
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grander story patterns he tries on. He is not a warrior or a murderer 
or a grieving widow or a loving sister. He is neither a parricide nor a 
poet. He is a rich Thessalian who likes to entertain on a grand scale 
and to enjoy himself, welcoming to all. 

He rounds off his speech with a direct quotation from an anony- 
mous but ill-disposed third party, looking at Admetus' life. He himself 
has just been looking at his life, realizing that his reputation is bad and 
that he has fared badly. His wife is better off because she is free of 
suffering and has good repute. What could make the difference 
between Admetus and Alcestis more clear than the ode that follows the 
kommos and ends with a similar direct address, also by an anonymous 
third party? In the Chorus' vision, the address to Alcestis as a blessed 
spirit will come from a friendly and worshipful stranger. 

In spite of setting the scene as a kommos, the playwright once again 
prevents Admetus from singing but awards him four recitative 
anapestic systems of varied lengths, which Admetus declaims (see the 
note at lines 245-79 in the commentary and the Second Episode 
Discussions). This is unusual; in a typical kommos, the character sings. 
As the lament proceeds, Alcestis becomes identified with the house- 
hold. Without her the house is empty in Admetus' eyes in spite of the 
other occupants, including his children. When taken out of context, 
Admetus' anguished cry is heartwrenching. He is a widowed husband 
whose life ceases to have a meaning without Alcestis at his side. But if 
any of the spectators can even slightly detach himself from the 
expressed agony and distress, it is impossible not to notice the illogi- 
cality of the situation. One cannot help but wonder, if not smile, at 
Admetus' claim that he envies the dead, wishes to be dead, and had to 
be prevented from jumping into the open grave. After all, the oppor- 
tunity to die was given to him, and his wife is dead because he asked her 
to die for him. It seems that unlike Pheres, Admetus can see only frag- 
ments of a situation and never the entire picture. His late awareness 
of the situation contradicts his claim in 420-21, where he assures the 
Chorus that the tragedy of losing Alcestis has not dawned on him by 
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surprise, that he was expecting it all along. One wonders to what extent 
it is safe to take such admissions by Admetus seriously (see also 940) or 
to what extent he truly understands the situation beyond his personal 
immediate gain of life. 

The illogicality mounts as Admetus expresses the wish never to have 
married. One immediately thinks that if indeed Admetus had never 
married Alcestis, he would be dead now. Admetus might indeed feel 
great sorrow, but his grief concerns only himself and the loss he has 
suffered. He obviously would like to continue living and having 
Alcestis. As it happens, he had to sacrifice one of these wishes, and he 
chose to sacrifice Alcestis rather than his own life. His reference to the 
sorrow that comes from having children is unclear. He might be 
rehearsing a well-known wisdom that claims going through life unmar- 
ried and childless lessens one's potential for getting hurt. If so, 
however, his candor is suspect, or, if he is candid, his capacity for under- 
standing is suspect. The leitmotiv of Admetus' inability to see clearly his 
situation resurfaces even before the arrival of Pheres, when he tells his 
dying wife that he had not profited from her (335). It is interesting 
that he ignores the Chorus' example of an older man who became 
childless and bore his grief well, as the example makes one think of 
Pheres' situation had Admetus died. There is no question that Pheres 
would have borne his sorrow well. 

Admetus' insistence on keeping his distance from the palace after 
Alcestis' funeral (861-63,912-14,941) despite the Chorus' urging him 
to go inside (872), and his later protracting his reentry with the "prize 
woman" despite Heracles' urging, may suggest that he has some inti- 
mation of the danger. The house has already become the house of 
death in the first half of the play when Admetus accompanies Alcestis' 
dead body indoors to have it prepared for the ekph~ra.~O 

Admetus continues in a self-pitymg mode. So far his sorrow for 
Alcestis centers solely on the effect her death has on him. The only 

20. For the transformation of Admetus's house into a house of death, see Luschnig 1995, 
55-56. For further insight into the function of the 'house' in the play as a place of death, 
hospitality, mourning, and marriage, see Buxton 1987,17-19. 
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time he grieves for Alcestis as a young life taken is when his words could 
hurt Pheres as he accuses his father of wishing to live in spite of his old 
age and letting a younger person die (634-35). That the same applies 
to himself, he either ignores or never notices. Until this point, there is 
no regret on his part that he has allowed Alcestis to die or mourning 
for what Alcestis has lost by dying for him. Even now, when he seems 
to regret having her die for him, it is not because it has hurt Alcestis (in 
fact, he claims she is better off) but because his letting her die has 
marred his own life. The unintentional irony on Admetus' part reaches 
its peak when he concludes that Alcestis is better off dead than he is 
alive because she is immune to pain and has attained kleos. He then 
moves painfully to the loneliness he will experience when he comes 
back home and has no one to greet him, keep the house clean, and 
keep the children happy-in short, to render his life pleasant and keep 
him happy. The suffering outside of the house also focuses on him 
alone. One might expect, for example, that he would enumerate what 
is there outside the house that Alcestis will be missing, but instead we 
find that he will not be able to tolerate watching the marriages of other 
Thessalians and that he is now finally aware that, unlike Alcestis', his 
name is tarnished. It is significant that this climactic speech ends with 
the recurring theme of profit and, in a loose ring composition, comes 
back to the lot of Alcestis, who, according to her husband, gained more 
by dying for him. She has escaped the troubles of life and has gained 
a name for herself, while he is burdened by misery and his reputation 
is tainted. Admetus weighs everything in terms of personal loss and 
profit. 

Neither his famous words & p n  pav8&vw (940) nor lines 960-61 bring 
Admetus any closer to a moral recognition that he was wrong to ask 
someone else, whether his parents or his wife, to die in his place. 
Rather, what he has just learned is that as things have turned out for 
him, because of his own request, his life is no longer worth living. He 
is faring badly without Alcestis and does not have a good name even 
while still alive, and as his father noted, it is while one is alive that one's 
name matters. The words 06 ~ p f j v  (939) do not intimate any lack of 
moral judgment on Admetus' part but merely indicate that he 
shunned his appointed time of death (see also Conacher 1988 on 939). 
Nevertheless, Admetus' confession of his belated understanding (940) 
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is often taken as the turning point (peripeteia) of the play from which 
the "happy ending" of Alcestis' return from the dead as a reward for 
Admetus' recognition originates (e.g., Dale 1954 on 835 ff.) . Still, one 
should note that Admetus' recognition is not of his wrongdoing but of 
his misery. His inability to grasp the entirety of the situation haunts his 
perception, and he is yet again capable only of a fragmented conclu- 
sion that splits the cause from its effect. 

THE EXODOS 

Questions to consider: What really happens in the find scene? Is Alcestis 
returned to Admetus and the house with no strings attached, or does 
her return mean that Admetus must face his own death? 

In the exodos, the play's various themes are reexamined, but the 
many confusions and distortions remain forever ambiguous. Admetus 
treated his heroic guest unworthily. Heracles, however, is a generous 
man and is able to accept the generosity of Admetus as outweighing the 
tactlessness of his deception and the untimeliness of his invitation. For 
the first time, Admetus refuses to accommodate a guest when he refuses 
to receive the young woman into his house. He fears blame from 
Alcestis as though she were alive and watching him, as she is. As usual, 
his timing is off, but he could not know this (see Jones 1948,52-55, on 
the technique of delayed reaction in the education of Admetus). 

Heracles teaches Admetus what friendship is at its best (1103). 
Earlier, Admetus refused to share his grief, and now he refuses to share 
enjoyment of the victory, but here Heracles is pretending to be as tact- 
less and insensitive as Admetus was earlier. When at last Admetus agrees 
to let the woman stay (1 108), Heracles makes sure that Admetus knows 
what he is doing-that he is taking this woman as his wife (1 1 11-1 7; cf. 
91 7; on the wedding, see Halleran 1988; Buxton 1987,l'i'-19; Luschnig 
1990, 36-39). At the end, Admetus possibly recognizes a change in 
himself and his life (1 157-58) ; he will live better from now on. 
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Such reconciliations are not a consistent or even a usual feature of 
tragedy, though the sense of closure or completeness is. This is partly 
because tragedies always start near what is known to be the end or an 
end of a story (a serious story, treated seriously) and somethinghappens. 
In this play-tragedy or not-we begin at the end of Apollo's servitude, 
which by accident or design coincides with the end of Alcestis' life. 
Something happens that makes this a complete action. Admetus takes 
his wife by the hand and enters the house with her (with Halleran 1988, 
123-29, I would keep 1119-20, which Diggle brackets). 

Heracles: Time will soften it, but now the wound is still new. 
Admetus: You would be right in saying 'time' if time is to die. 

(1 085-86) 

One of the ways Admetus refuses to face the separation, that is, the 
death of Alcestis, is by thinking of her as still bound by time. One 
obvious characteristic of the dead is that they are no longer bound by 
time and change, but Admetus refuses to accept the finality of death. He 
says, 'You were my only wife alive, you will be my only wife dead." She 
is imagined as alive, keeping house for him in the Netherworld. 

Admetus sees himself as stuck in a state of timeless nonbeing similar 
to existence in Hades. He has given up all happiness. He is dead to his 
parents, renouncing them and their imperfect love. The numerous 
negative words used of Admetus go far in eliminating not only his plea- 
sures, but all that gives him being. This is especially apparent when he 
says that his father is childless and that it is better to be unwed (if he 
had been unwed, he would now be dead). The house has become an 
oppressive presence (861); it is hated as death is hated. He prefers the 
halls of Hades to his own house and has condemned himself to mourn 
always. Admetus finally does see that Alcestis is gone from the house. 
He finally does recognize, if not accept, the separation as he gasps his 
way to the house that is in shambles. Not only will Alcestis' place be 
empty, but the floor will be dirty, for Alcestis is busy in the Netherworld 
preparing a home for him where he will be with her. She will wait for 
him, but waiting implies time. In his mind, where she has her only 
continued existence, she is still in time. 

The house of Admetus, the institution for which Alcestis died, has 
become a replica of the house of Hades. It is at this low point, at which 
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Admetus has lost even the right to be called philoxenos, when he has 
been diminished by all and can see himself only as an enemy would 
see him, that everything is reversed and he can become happy and 
ordinary again. Alcestis calls upon the sun and light and clouds. 
Admetus replies, 

He sees you and me, both suffering terribly, 
though we have done nothing to the gods for which you will die. 

(246-47) 

It is a commonplace remark, but like so many of the other common- 
place remarks in this and other plays, it is inept. It is, in fact, the favor 
of the god that is causing all the grief for Admetus more than anything 
Admetus has done, to gain this favor. Admetus had been living in a fairy- 
tale world. Events in the play teach him that human beings cannot 
afford to have their fantasies come true by-and here is the irony- 
granting him one last wish. 

Once Heracles returns from Alcestis' grave, Euripides proceeds to 
present a quasi-comical interchange between him and his host. The 
interchange is something of a game of hide-and-seek, in which Heracles 
tries to persuade Admetus to take Alcestis into his home while hiding 
her identity, and Admetus fails to recognize his own wife even as he tries 
to get a better look at the enticing woman his friend has brought. 

The episode begins with Heracles' clumsy lie (1008-36) about how 
he came by the woman he has brought. He tells Admetus that he won 
poucp6ppta- / yvvil 6 h' a h o ^ t ~  E ~ E T '  ("a herd of oxen; and a woman 
followed in addition to the herds" 1031-32), in wrestling and boxing 
matches. As the audience will have recognized, the story is based on 
the incident in Iliad 23, where Diomedes, winner of the chariot race 
in the games in honor of Patroclus, receives a prestigious double prize: 
"a woman and an eared tripod" (23.262-65,512-13) .21 The Homeric 

21. Further on in niud 23, we are told about the prizes for the wrestling between Telam- 
onian Ajax and Odysseus. As a prize for the winner, Achilles sets a special great tripod, which 
was initially appraised at twelve oxen. The second prize is a woman skilled in handiwork, 
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passage reflects the relative importance of the woman by mentioning 
her before the tripod, but Heracles seems to add the woman as an after- 
thought, suggesting that he considers her less important than the herd 
of oxen. This reversal deflates Heracles' effort to make his account 
respectable by anchoring it in tradition and shows him as clumsy and 
confused. 

The impression of his tripping over his tongue is reinforced by his 
failure to mention what he did with the oxen he supposedly won and 
by his labored claim that the woman was not stolen but acquired with 
great effort (1035), which is odd, coming as it does only a little while 
after the audience has heard him declare his intention to rob Death of 
Alcestis (840-49). The fact that Admetus so readily falls for the clumsy 
deception shows him as more unable to think straight than he has 
appeared thus far. Although he has just banned all entertainment in 
Pherai, he never inquires how Heracles could have found a competi- 
tion so nearby. Instead of probing his guest's story, he replies (103'7-69), 
as he earlier had to Alcestis, with a plethora of figume etymologzcue that 
follow each other in close succession: & h y o ~  &Ayet (1039) ; ~ 0 6 p . b  . . . ipoi 

(1041) ; vocsoiiv~t . . .v6oov (1047); Zhgq Rpqy&~ov (1065) ; eioop6v . . . bpkv 

(1066). Thus closely packed, they are self-conscious and excessive and 
turn his protestations of grief into bathos. What really makes this 
dialogue a piece of dark humor is that it is conducted in the presence 
of Alcestis, who is visible to the audience and at least partially visible to 
Admetus and the Chorus. A basic source of the scene's possible funni- 
ness lies in Admetus' failure to recognize the wife for whom he has 
professed so much love. 

Many scholars assume that Alcestis is in full view but veiled at this 
point in the play. The assumption goes back to the scholiast's inter- 
pretation of Admetus' words "She is young, to judge from her clothing 
and accessories" (1050) to mean that Admetus infers her youth from 
her clothing rather than her face.22 There is, however, no textual 

appraised at four oxen (23.700-705). As neither of the participants seems to win, Achilles tells 
them to stop wrestling and divide the prizes equally, which would be quite a trick considering 
the prizes. What transpires thus is that despite the high assessment of the special great tripod, 
the woman is not that far behind in worth. 

22. The assumption that she is veiled is so entrenched that one finds scholarly inter- 
pretation of the play based on the symbolic meaning of the veiling; see Buxton 1987,20-23. 
For veiling and unveiling in the play as symbols of wedding and marriage, see Wiles 1997, 
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evidence for this view. The summary at the beginning of the play says 
nothing about veiling, but rather "Heracles, having made Death stand 
away, hid the woman in robes" (&ofin #a&cz&l, Gv pvai~a) . Interest- 
ingly, in the relief of Heracles' returning Alcestis on the Velletri sarcoph- 
agus, Alcestis is not veiled, though Admetus, whose view is blocked by 
the door through which Heracles leads her, cannot see her either.23 

Moreover, even if she were veiled, Admetus should have been able 
to recognize her by her clothing. In all likelihood, she would still be 
wearing the magnificent clothes in which she was dressed at her 
funeral (1050). A great deal is made of that clothing. The Maid says 
that Admetus will bury Alcestis with all the expected luxury (149), and 
Admetus pointedly refuses to bury her in the clothing that Pheres 
brings for that purpose (631-32). It is also clear that Admetus can 
gauge that she is young by whatever he can notice of her clothing and 
general appearance. Thus his failure to recognize his own wife, even if 
she is not fully visible, brings the obtuseness he has already demon- 
strated to new heights. 

The scene may well have been staged to play up a slapstick routine 
of Heracles trying to hide Alcestis from her inquisitive but dense 
husband. It is likely that Heracles hides her with his large body when 
he brings her on stage, while Admetus, drawn by curiosity and desire, 
struggles to get a peek at her even as he protests Heracles' having 
brought her. Then, when Heracles tells Admetus to take a better look 
at her before turning her away (1 105), he may teasingly reveal some 
part of her, only to play hide-and-seek again as he probably does when 
Admetus addresses her directly (1061-63) in an effort to make her 
come That Heracles might be thus playing with his host is 
suggested by his use of two different verbs to indicate the act of 
looking. The first time he urges Admetus to look at the woman, he uses 
the verb tiepet (1 105), a relatively noncommittal verb that means both 

159-60. Rabinowitz 1993,8'7, accepts that she may not have been veiled but argues that she 
wore some headgear that prevented recognition. 

23. M. Lawrence, 'The Velletri Sarcophagus," AJA 69 (1965) :207-22, esp. 210-1 1. The 
reason for the unveiled face may be that the artist wanted to depict the woman who was 
buried in it. There are, however, other sarcophagi depictions of the death of Alcestis which 
do veil, at least partially, Alcestis' face. See M. Wood, "Alcestis on Roman Sarcophagi," AJA 
82 (19%) :499-5lO. 

24. If Drew 1931,303, is right and Heracles is actually carrying Alcestis (alive, paceDrew), 
he may even more conveniently hide her face, turning the front of her toward his chest. 
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"to look" and "to ponder." Then, when he ceremonially hands her over, 
he uses the unambiguous phk~ov (1 121, "Look! ") . Rabinowitz sees the 
entire incident as a joke at the expense of the silent woman, who is 
objectified and fetishized as Heracles dangles her in front of Admetus 
while she cannot speak on her own behalf (Rabinowitz 1993,88-99). 

There is also some dark humor in Admetus' persistent self-decep- 
tion, as he pretends not to want the strange woman while proceeding 
to convince himself that he has no choice but to take her into his home. 
Although he begins properly enough by urging Heracles to take her to 
some other house, he is clearly thinking about welcoming her into his 
own. Heracles tells him that he brought her to work as a servant 
(TC~OBAOMV, 1024). Thus there are no apparent grounds for Admetus to 
get emotional about the idea of putting her up and no reason to 
wonder where he will lodge her; the female servants' quarters is the 
obvious place. The only reason for concern would be if he were thinking 
of taking her in not as a servant, but as a mistress or new wife. 

The sexual turn of his thoughts, itself a source of humor, is clear 
from the way that, even without seeing her in full, he quickly ascertains 
and focuses on her youth; he is concerned that she is in danger of 
being raped if she is lodged in the men's quarters, and he suggests 
immediately that the only alternative is to take her to his wife's bed. 
Both possibilities-that the woman be lodged in the men's quarters 
and that she be taken to his wife's bed-are raised as rhetorical ques- 
tions in a manner supposedly meant to rule them out and are followed 
by self-evident, inflated, and self-righteous counterarguments, which 
are rendered even funnier by their superfluousness. For not only is it 
obvious that neither alternative is even remotely acceptable, but the 
audience well knows that these are not the only alternatives and that 
Admetus is studiously avoiding any mention of the place, the female 
servants' quarters, where the woman he desires could stay safely and 
with no suggestion of impropriety. 

The more he protests, the more the audience sees him twist and 
turn to attain his aims while trying to hide them from both Heracles 
and himself. Looking at the woman, he addresses her directly in the 
vocative fivat, which signifies both "woman" and "wife": 
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But you, woman [y6vat], 
Whoever you are, you have the exact dimensions 
of Alcestis' figure and you resemble her in your body. 

(1061-63) 

The text plays nicely on the ambiguity, echoing the wordplay in the 
Odyssey, where Odysseus and Penelope address each other, each knowing 
who the other person is but refraining from a formal re~ognit ion.~~ 
Here, Admetus does not know that the woman is a yuvfi in the other 
sense, but Heracles and the spectators know that she is his wife. The 
coupling of self-deception and self- revelation in the matter of his remar- 
rying continues in the next two lines: 

0 me! take this woman away out of my sight, for gods' sake! 
Do not overpower me, already overpowered. 

(1 064-65) 

Why must he get the woman out of his sight, one wonders, unless he 
is discomforted by the thought of bringing her to his wife's bed? That 
this is his thought is strongly hinted at in the wordplay on E& $p~~&vov 
(1065), which the audience would recognize as inflections of the same 
verb, aipko, "to seize" or "to overpower." The wordplay might also 
suggest that Admetus' emotional outburst is not motivated by genuine 
suffering-a person in real pain does not think of complicated figures 
of speech-while his emphasis on seizing and overpowering points 
accurately to what he actually has in mind regarding this woman. 

One may claim that his motives are made crystal clear in the image 
of the cuttlefish that follows: 

For I think when I look at her I am seeing my 
own wife; she makes turbid /perturbs [Oohoi] my heart, 
springs gush out from my eyes. 

(1066-68) 

Admetus uses the verb 0016o, which does not appear anywhere else in 
extant Greek tragedy, to describe the agitation that the woman's resem- 

25. See Roisman 1990; Ahl and Roisman 1996,225-34; see also Luschnig 1995,60-62, 
for the possible readings of line 531. Cf. Rabinowitz 1993,73. 
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blance to Alcestis causes him. Tholos is the dark fluid emitted by the 
cuttlefish to conceal its movements from predators; hence 0o%o means 
"to make turbid" and, metaphorically, "to perturb." Because the cuttle- 
fish churns up only water, the statement that the woman makes his 
heart turbid is a bit artificial, and like Admetus' other contrived figures, 
raises questions about the sincerity of his feelings. The impropriety of 
language would be easily picked up by the audience, many of whom 
were fishermen familiar with the trick of the cuttlefish. More point- 
edly, in comparing the young woman to the cuttlefish, Admetus implic- 
itly identifies himself as a predator who will catch her and make her 
his own. 

Although the image is inadvertently cynical, the lines can be played 
with some humor at this point. They immediately follow Admetus' 
address to the woman (1061-63) and may continue to include her.26 
One can easily imagine a production of the play in which Admetus 
speaks to the woman and tries to get a closer look at her at the same 
time that, referring to her in the third person, he beseeches Heracles 
to take her away. 

By this point, Admetus' readiness to replace Alcestis with another 
woman is clear and evokes dark humor. In his next statement, in reply 
to Heracles' declaration that he would rescue Alcestis from the clutches 
of Death if he could (10'72-74), the audience can hear the complacency 
of a husband who believes that his d e ' s  death has cleared the field for 
him to start a new romance: 

Admetus: Surely I know you would have wished it. But what 
kind of a wish is that? It is impossible for the dead to come to 
light again. 

(1 075-76) 27 

26. As if to emphasize that Admetus is no longer talking only to Heracles but also to 
Alcestis, the Chorus echoes his fizy noz' E: o6 "whoever you happen to be"(1062) in their 
address to him, which ends with 6ozq ET 06 "whoever you are" (1071). The oddity has been 
noticed. Dale 1954 comments on 10'70-71: "These lines are doubtless intentionally 
ambiguous, but in any case 6ozq E? ou ['tvhoever you are"] is meaningless. If this is a gener- 
alized warning ('whatever your station,' 'even a king') the emphatic 06 [you] (omitted by L) 
is quite out of place." 

27. Onstage an actor could insert a sigh of relief in Admetus' statement that no one can 
come back from the dead. 
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No one can have any illusions now about Admetus' grief for Alcestis. 
The disenchantment in the next twenty lines of rapid stichomythia 
derives from the predictable fashion in which Admetus' avowals of 
grief and devotion almost all follow upon Heracles' prompting rather 
than being expressed of his own volition. His statement that it is easier 
to comfort than to suffer comes in response to Heracles' exhortation 
against excessive mourning (10'77-80) ; his exaggerated complaint that 
his love for his wife has destroyed him follows Heracles' affirmation 
that love is a good enough cause for grieving (1081-82); his gloomy 
prediction that he will never be happy again is brought out by Hera- 
cles' acknowledgment that he has lost a fine wife (koekfi, 1083-84); and 
his fervent protestation that he would rather die than remarry and 
break his promise to Alcestis is ushered in by Heracles' broaching the 
notion of remarriage (108'7, 109496). The mechanical regularity of 
the pattern becomes noticeable and leaves the impression that without 
his friend's promptings, Admetus would have had nothing to say. 

Finally wise to him, Heracles ignores Admetus' declarations and 
swiftly deflates his protests in one sharp line: "Then take this woman 
inside to your noble house" (1097). The line indicates that Heracles 
has no intention of participating any further in the rhetorical charade 
that has been going on. Most commentators regard Heracles' sudden 
coldness as ironic.28 This may be true, but in case there is any doubt 
about Heracles' understanding of his friend, Euripides has him add, 
several lines on, "She will go away if she must, but first make sure, see 
if she should" (1105). Heracles is well aware that once Admetus actu- 
ally sees her, he will not be able to withstand the lures of the attractive 
young woman.29 

The exchange between Heracles and Admetus is marked by role 
reversal, which takes us back to Admetus' decision to host Heracles in 

28. For example, Hadley 1901 writes on line 1097, "Notice the irony, of the connection: 
'you say you would die rather than desert Alcestis: well, then receive this lady."' The search 
for hidden irony reveals the oddity of the abrupt sequence of messages. 

29. On Admetus' lust see: Rabinowitz 1993,85; Burnett 1965,245; Beye 1959,118. Drew 
(1931): 301, n. 25, maintains that one of the reasons Admetus is so hostile to his father in the 
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spite of Alcestis' death to the chagrin of the Chorus and his house 
slaves. In that scene it was Admetus who was the deceiver and argued 
his best to convince Heracles to be his guest in spite of "a death" in the 
house. In their final agon, Heracles is the deceiver and the persuader, 
but even within this last scene there is a minute role reversal (see also 
Ahl1997,21-24). It is initially Heracles who tries to persuade Admetus 
to take the young woman and Admetus who must be persuaded 
(1101). As the scene proceeds, Admetus agrees and Heracles must be 
persuaded to give the woman away. The process takes several lines, with 
Heracles refusing either to permit Admetus' servants to lead her inside 
or to lead her inside himself, finally insisting that Admetus lead her in 
by his right hand (1 115). The sudden shift in roles has potential humor 
if executed at some speed, but need not be. 

Some funniness or dark humor can also be found in the lines that 
follow, deriving from the combined effect of the role reversal and the 
awkwardness stemming from Heracles' continuing to hide Alcestis 
from her husband: 

He. Dare to stretch out your hand and touch the foreign 
woman. 

Ad. Fine, I'm extending my hand, as if to a beheaded Gorgon. 
He. Are you holding? Ad. Am I holding? Yes, I am. 

(1117-19) 

Admetus' comparison of the woman to a beheaded Gorgon indicates 
that he does not yet see her head, even if she is in full view of some of 
the audience.30 She is still hidden behind Heracles' broad back, or in his 

agon is that he hears Heracles' revelry in his house and is tormented not only by the real- 
ization that he may not participate under the circumstances, but also by the knowledge that 
the vow of celibacy he took-a vow he would not have had to make had his father agreed to 
die for him-bars him from enjoying himself in the future; cf. Michelini 1987,326. 

30. The word ~apaz6jq has been a source of much scholarly debate. Although the manu- 
script has the Gorgon beheaded, most scholars follow Lobeck's emendation ~apazopGv, 
which would take an accusative (Topy6va) and read: "Fine, I extend my hand as if beheading 
a Gorgon." The emendation has been prompted by the fact that iota (Topy6v1) is not 
commonly elided and by the notion that Admetus has no reason to regard the woman as a 
danger if she is already beheaded. See Dale 1954 on the line. The idea of Admetus' words, 
however, is that the woman poses a threat to him, not that he poses a threat to her. Neither 
the tone nor content of the nonchalant "Fine, I'm extending my hand" fits well with the 
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chest, and all Admetus can see is her outstretched hand and side. Line 
11 19 conveys the groping and awkwardness with which Admetus takes 
hold of Alcestis. The vai in Admetus' "Yes, I do!" is not redundant, as 
Dale suspects (on line 11 19), but emphasizes the effort Admetus must 
make to take hold of Alcestis without fully seeing her. Only when Hera- 
cles is assured that Admetus is holding her hand does he move away 
and tell Admetus to take a good look ( phky~ov, 1 121) at her and see if he 
recognizes his wife, upon which a recognition follows (1 12325) .31 There 
is some clumsiness and awkwardness in this partial transmittal of 
Alcestis. Lines 1133-35 contain two reversals of earlier events: 

Ad. Oh, eyes and body of my dearest wife, I am holding you 

[Ex01 
now beyond all hope, I never thought of seeing you again. 
He. You are holding her [&EIS]. May there be no jealousy from 

gods [upon you]. 

The most striking reversal is that of the Heracles-Admetus exchange in 
line 11 19. Here it is Admetus who begins with Zxw ("I am holding") and 
Heracles who answers EXEIS ("you are holding"). Good actors can make 
a lot out of the reversed repetition, especially if Heracles plays on the 
question tone that he used in line 11 19. More substantially, even though 
Admetus talks directly to Alcestis, Heracles answers him as if the words 
were addressed to himself. This cross-communication might strike one 
as funny in and of itself and also because it echoes the exchange in 
which Admetus tried to address the hidden woman and lure her out 
from behind Heracles (1061-63), while telling Heracles in the third 
person imperative that "the woman" should go away (1 104). 

notion of beheading someone, let alone a Gorgon, nor would there be any point in Admetus' 
agreeing to look after the woman for Heracles if he intended to kill her and said as much. 
Admetus compares her to a Gorgon because he has not yet seen her head, which is hidden 
by Heracles. Admetus simply protests that he would rather not have her and shuns her as 
one would shun a Gorgon, even when beheaded. 

31. Line 11 19, which is broken into the words of Heracles, Admetus, and Heracles again 
(He. "Are you holding?" Ad. "Am I holding? Yes, I am." He. "Keep her safe"), mirrors line 
391 where Admetus had two parts in a broken line versus one part of Alcestis. Because Alcestis 
and Heracles are played by the same actor, there is a reversal of roles between the actor that 
plays Alcestis and Heracles and the one who plays Admetus. Much can be done out of it 
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THE TRAGIC ENDING 

Questions to consider: What happens in the final scene? Is this a happy 
ending to a simple fairy tale, a tragic denouement to a more sinister 
story, or a doubtful conclusion that leaves us still wondering? 

The view that the Alcestis has a happy ending is based on Alcestis' 
resurrection from death and reunion with her husband in the final 
scene. The possibility that their marriage might turn rocky as a result 
of Admetus' earlier behavior would probably be answered with the 
claim, quoted from Aristotle, that "this is beyond the scope of the play" 
(Poetics 1454b, cf. 1453b) .32 Although I agree with Beye (1959:lll-2'7) 
that spectators do not have the time to mull over what happened before 
the play started, I believe that endings are another matter. Contem- 
plating what might happen to the characters after the play is over 
seems to me part and parcel of viewing a dramatic performance. One 
may recall in this connection George Bernard Shaw's detailed futur- 
ology in his preface to Pygmalion. There,'he carefully informs us that 
Eliza Doolittle did not marry Professor Higgins, she married Freddy 
Hill, who was unsuccessful in business, and they were constantly hard 
up for money. His reason for giving this information was presumably 
to avert an overly romantic staging of the play, but the very fact of his 
account implies his recognition that it is natural for spectators to try 
to imagine what happens to the characters after the curtain falls. It 
is true that not every play encourages such speculations, but the 
Alcestis does. 

My contention is that the text of Alcestis guides us carefully as to what 
Euripides would have liked us to imagine happens after the final scene. 
The following discussion will thus disregard the scholarly warnings and 

onstage if the actors use the same intonation and arm gestures. The first two parts are given 
to Heracles and Admetus respectively, and they seem to be funny. 

32. For Alcestis' silence as a predictor of emptiness, absurdity, awkwardness, and 
estrangement in her future relationship with her husband, see Kurt von Fritz, "Euripides' 
Alhstis und ihre moderen Nachahmer und Kritiker," in Antilzer und Moderne Tragodie (Berlin: 
Walter de Gruyter, 1962), 256-321, esp. 312-16. For the view that any such interpretation 
goes beyond the scope of the tragedy, see Schein 1988,202, n. 71. 
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go "beyond the scope of the play."33 It argues that although many 
scholars regard the final scene, in which Admetus leads Alcestis into 
their home, as the epitome of the couple's happiness, the text provides 
good grounds for wondering whether the denouement is indeed so 
blissful. 

As those who see the play as a tragedy note, its theme, the human 
struggle against inevitable death, is inherently a tragic one. For all its 
humor, Death's confrontation with Apollo in no way undermines the 
ultimate reality of death. On the contrary, it shows the perpetual 
human battle against death as a poor, ridiculous effort to threaten and 
outwit the one force in the universe which ultimately cannot be over- 
come. The very appearance onstage of death's personification, which 
occurs in no other known Greek play, reinforces Alcestis' tragic mode. 

The inevitability of death is one of the major themes of the Alcestis. 
Already in the second strophe of the parodos (1 12-21), the Chorus 
reflects that Alcestis' death cannot be averted. Neither oracles nor 
burnt offerings can avail, they sing, and Asclepius, who might have 
saved her, is dead. Heracles makes a more general statement of death's 
inevitability to Admetus' grieving servant (782): "All men must die." 
Yet just before Heracles appears with Alcestis, the Chorus sings of the 
power of Necessity, as exemplified by death (961-1005). This Neces- 

33. Cf. also Roisman 1999a, 23-35. Dale, ("The Creation of Dramatic Characters," in 
Colleckd Papers of A. M. Dale, London: Cambridge University Press, 1969,272-80, esp. 275-76) 
inveighs against considerations outside of the play itself, especially conjectures about what 
might have happened next, as a distortion of ancient Greek drama. She is adamant that such 
extratextual interpretations were not meant by the ancient drama. But can we be sure? And 
even if the playwright did not mean us to, are we prevented from contemplating? Here, 
mention of the upcoming three days (1 146) particularly invites us to. See F. M. Dunn, Tragedy's 
End: Closure and Innovation in Euripidean Drama (New York: Oxford University Press, 1996), 
6-7,23-25,64-83, for the extent to which Euripides, unlike Sophocles, for example, tends to 
place the tragic plot he has just presented within a mythic continuum through some kind of 
a prophetic announcement toward the end of the tragedy. The Euripidean ending episodes 
are not a real ending to the characters' endeavors, 'but one more episode in a long career that 
will continue in new and uncharted directions once the play is over" (Dunn 1996,6-7). These 
prophetic epilogues indicate Euripides' awareness that the audience does keep wondering 
about what is going to happen to the characters. Sometimes he takes the initiative to shape 
the audience's expectations explicitly, sometimes he lets their imagination wander. 
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sity, they sing, cannot be overcome by prayers, by sacrifice, or by any 
Orphic or Asclepian lore. Even Zeus must accept its power and govern 
in harmony with it, and Admetus must bear his grief, because he will 
not bring back the dead by weeping. It is at the end of this song that 
Heracles appears with Alcestis, who will prove the Chorus' statement 
true.34 More will be said of her role below. Here what must be empha- 
sized is that, as Gregory has pointed out, Alcestis' resurrection and 
restoration to her home means that Apollo's deal with the Fates is off, 
and Admetus' death can no longer be postponed.35 Logically, once the 
three days pass that it will take for Alcestis to be cleansed of her oblig- 
ations to the Netherworld, Admetus must die, because Apollo's bargain 
means that just as Admetus can live only if Alcestis dies, Alcestis can 
live only if Admetus dies. It is unlikely that Alcestis will agree to die for 
him again. As noted earlier, Admetus shows no understanding of the 
trade-off. His lack of comprehension was apparent in his urging the 
dying Alcestis not to leave him and to fight for her life. It is also evident 
in his wish, voiced at Alcestis' funeral, that he had never married 
(880-82). This rash wish represents one of his many (comic) attempts 
to convey a grief he does not feel and one of his many failures to grasp 
the implications of his statements. 

In terms of the play's plot, the expectation that Admetus will meet 
a tragic end rests on the assumption that his conduct will so anger and 
alienate Alcestis that, when his time comes in three days, she will let 
his fate take its course, for, in rapid succession, Admetus breaks all the 
promises he has made. In lavishly hosting Heracles, he fails even to 
mourn the regulation month, let alone the lifetime he has vowed. In 
the end, he leads into his chambers not a mere statue but a warm, 
breathing woman, and his promise never to remarry dissipates as soon 
as he takes her hand. His betrayal of Alcestis' memory gains in horror 

34. For Heracles as the champion of Necessity, see Gregory 1979,267. 
35. Gregory 1979,268-69. Cf. also V. Phelan, Two Ways of Life and Death: Alcestis and the 

Cocktail Party) (New York: Garland Publishing, 1990), 193. Phelan refers to line 11 27 for the 
view that the "returned Alcestis" is, according to Admetus' own words, the very "image of 
death." 
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in proportion to the length at which he has declared his abiding 
regard. 

The first sign that husband and wife will not be reconciled at the 
end of the play is perhaps in the couple's "exchangeV(244-92) in the 
second episode. The exchange plays the theme of marital discord and 
is a vehicle for revealing Admetus' character and the couple's estrange- 
ment. From between the lines, a rather sinister and not at all noble 
persona emerges. This persona reveals the utter egocentricity and 
obtuseness of a son who can ask his parents to die for him and a 
husband who can watch his wife's life ebbing away so that he can live. 
The decrying of his wife's death as though he had nothing to do with 
it, his making promise after promise that will do nobody any good and 
that he breaks with breathtaking alacrity, his repeatedly saying and 
unsaying things in the same breath, and his tripping over himself in 
mannered and artificial tropes all highlight the shallowness of his feel- 
ings, the hollowness of his words, and the sinister quality of his self- 
ishness and lack of self-awareness. 

At various points in the speech, these sinister notes are fairly 
explicit. One is taken aback at Admetus' concern that his children 
bring him profit, contrasting it with Alcestis's deep feelings for them. 
As one hears Admetus declare that he will hate his mother and father 
because they refused to die for him (338-39), one realizes that had 
Alcestis refused to die for him, he would have hated her, too. His haste 
to replace his wife with a cold statue recalls the indifference mani- 
fested by another Greek hero, Menelaus, to his wife.36 In the Odyssey, 
Homer presents Menelaus as a husband whose sole care for his wife 
was that his marriage to her made him Zeus' son-in-law, thus assuring 
him a place in the Elysian Fields. In Aeschylus' Agamemnon, produced 
some twenty years earlier in the same theater as the Alcestis, Menelaus 
is said to have erected statues to the abducted Helen in his palace in 
a futile effort to assuage his grief for her loss. In 412, Euripides will 
stage his tragedy Hela, in which he shows Menelaus as an indifferent 

36. For contrasting views, see Segal 1993, 223, who regards the statue motif as part of 
the role of art in the play: 'The Alcestis uses the statue-motif primarily as a rhetorical expres- 
sion of love-in-absence." Similarly Burnett 1965,240-55, calls Admetus' suggestion "positive, 
delicately stated, and filled with a powerful meaning" (261); cf. Burnett 1971, 36-37. 
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husband who did not care whether Helen or only her image (eidolon) 
was in T r ~ y . ~ ~  

The tragic potential of the couple's cross-communication is brought 
home by the contrasting meters they use in their exchange, as well as 
elsewhere in the play.38 While Alcestis sings in lyrical meters, containing 
lagaoedic dactylic clauses or mixtures of glyconics, etc., Admetus' brief 
contributions, inserted in the midst of her songs, are spoken in unemo- 
tional iambic trime ter (246-47, 250-5 1, 258-59, 264-65) .39 When 
Admetus finally abandons his iambs after Alcestis' farewell to her chil- 
dren, he turns to chanting in lyric anapests (273-79). Euripides never 
allows him to sing. Even in his kommos after Alcestis' burial, in which 
he bitterly bemoans her loss, he uses the same anapestic systems, while 
the Chorus responds in song. 

Alcestis, for her part, seems to have as little regard for her husband 
as he does for her. She does not acknowledge his pleading and talks at 
him rather than to him. Her poignant farewell is addressed only to her 
children, with not a word for Admetus (270-72), nor is she taken in by 
her husband's promises. Other than the one promise she asked for, 
she ignores them all and does not bother to thank him. Assuming that 
he cannot be trusted, she tries to make his promise not to remarry as 
binding as possible, first by repeating it to her children and then by 
entrusting her children to his right hand, in the same gesture that seals 
a property transfer (371-76). 

Why she agreed to die for him is something of a mystery. Some 
critics suggest love or altruism.40 It may also be argued that she simply 
felt she had no choice. A feeling of entrapment comes through in her 
statement that were she to allow Admetus to die, she would be left to 
rear fatherless children (28'7-89). While she will still be left to raise 

37. See Ahl and Roisman 1996, 33-42. For comparison between Helen and Penelope, 
see Roisman 1985,11&25. See also Roisman 1984,174-76. 

38. See also Barlow 1971,57: "It is the exploitation of the different meters here and the 
language permitted them which is itself a way of pointing the difference in situation and 
emotional level between the two main characters." 

39. Cf. Roisman 2000 and the section T h e  First Exchange between Alcestis and Admetus" 
in the "Discussions" on the second episode above, pp. 179-82. 

40. Beye 1959, 119, points out that while Pheres alludes to the practical gains that 
Alcestis' death brought Admetus (not to mention himself), Alcestis never tells what gains 
she expected to confer. 
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fatherless children if she lets Admetus die in three days' time, this fact 
is now offset by her certainty that if she dies, her children will soon 
have a stepmother, a fate she wants for them even less. 

Admetus accepts the strange woman after losing an agon with Hera-. 
cles. This is reminiscent of the persuasion scene in the Agamemnon, in 
which that king also loses a rhetorical struggle, giving in to Clytemnestra 
and walking on the purple tapestries into his palace and to his death. 
The scene between Heracles and Admetus seems to parallel the earlier 
play. Clytemnestra insists that Agamemnon tread on the expensive 
purple carpet; Heracles insists that Admetus, and only Admetus, take 
the silent woman by the hand and lead her into the house. Both 
Agamemnon and Adrnetus vigorously refuse at first, then accede against 
their better judgment. There are grounds for arguing that the final 
scene of the Alcestis strongly hints that Admetus' entry into his home 
will result in his death as surely as Agamemnon's did. 

An important clue is contained in the verbal and visual imagery of 
Admetus' passing through the gates of the house.*l The best known 
gates in ancient Greek culture are the gates of Hades, which symbolize 
death. Through Heracles, Euripides suggests an equation between the 
gates of Admetus' palace and those of Hades. Very few heroes, like the 
demigod Heracles, manage to pass through the gates of Hades and 
come out unscathed. Heracles, however, has a history of doing this. 
The most famous occasions are his rescue of Theseus from the Nether- 
world and his twelfth labor, in which he subdues Cerberus with his bare 
hands (Seneca, Phaedra 842-49; Apollodorus, Bib. 2.5.12; Ep. 1.24). 

The play puts considerable emphasis on Heracles' passage through 
the gates of Admetus' home. The servant describes his encroaching 
on Admetus' hospitality during the mourning period as a forced 
breach of the gates of the house ('751-52). Heracles repeats the image 
after he is told about Alcestis' premature death: 

41. For Alcestis' rescue movement proceeding from the east (the audience's left), the 
side of the rising sun, the side that symbolizes light and life, and her ultimate exit to her 
house in the west, which symbolizes death, see Wiles 1997,158-60. 
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In spite of my strong wish I passed beyond [bn~pphUa] the 
gates 

and drank here in the house of this hospitable man 
while her fared miserably. 

Heracles' use of the verb &n;~pp&hho, which means "to go beyond the 
mark" or "to overshoot," emphasizes not only the intrusive nature of 
his entrance but also the idea that in forcing himself through the gates 
of Admetus' palace, he crossed a forbidden barrier, much as the gates 
of the Netherworld are. In Greek myth, Heracles is licensed to breach 
the boundary between life and death. However, once Admetus crosses 
the gates of his palace with Alcestis, we do not know for sure that he will 
come out alive. Agamemnon, the only other male character in Greek 
tragedy who entered the doors of his palace with his wife, did not. Nor 
did Clytemnestra, whom Orestes compels to enter the palace and die 
at the side of her lover, Aegisthus (in Choephoroe) . Quite early in the 
play, Euripides draws attention to the potentially lethal nature of 
Admetus' entering the palace. After Alcestis' death, Adme tus accom- 
panies her corpse indoors, making the palace a house of death (cf. n. 
21 above). His insistence on not reentering the palace after Alcestis' 
funeral (861-63, 912-13, 941) despite the Chorus' urging him to 
"plunge into the deep of the house" (872), and his reluctance to go in 
with the "prize woman," may suggest that he intuitively feels some 
danger. 

The interior of his house is dangerous to Admetus, just as the exte- 
rior is to Alcestis. The inner space of households is usually the female 
domain, the only sphere where the ancient Greek female was in charge 
and felt autonom~us.~~ As if to emphasize this, Euripides has Alcestis 
prepare for her death inside the house by sacrificing to Hestia and 
donning the proper garments, but die outside the house, a dramatic 
rarity in antiquity (cf. Beye 1959,114). Yet Alcestis' rule of the inside of 
the house means that the place might become h a r h l  to A d m e t ~ s . ~ ~  

42. For discussion of the inner and outer space and the sexuality involved in the myth 
of Alcestis and Admetus, see Rabinowitz 1993,69-73; Luschnig 1995,32-38. 

43. For the gender-assigned spheres of activity in Athens, see also Scully 1986,138, and 
bibliography. 
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She has reason to be unhappy with him over his broken promises, as 
was Clytemnestra over Agamemnon's larger betrayals. Despite Apollo's 
bargain with the Fates, once she is led through the gates of the palace, 
Alcestis, the proverbial substitute, becomes the embodiment of death.M 

In hosting Heracles during the official thirty-day mourning period, 
Admetus flagrantly violates both the code of mourning and his promise 
to Alcestis to forswear revelry. He not only fails to observe the restric- 
tions of mourning for a lifetime, as he promised, but he also fails to 
observe them for the single month required by custom and decency. 
As the Servant complains, Admetus compels him to entertain Hera- 
cles with music and drink, as though Alcestis has not died, and to with- 
hold the fact of her death from his guest so that the latter can enjoy 
himself without hindrance. The Servant's anger is a measure of the 
gross impropriety of Admetus' behavior. The impropriety is com- 
pounded by the egotism of the action; Admetus lets it be known that 
he hosts Heracles so as to ensure himself reciprocal treatment when 
he travels through the Argolid as well as to ensure for his house a 
hospitable name (553-60). The question of the happy ending is tied 
up with Heracles' caution to Admetus to show respect to strangers 
( E ~ G ~ P E I .  K E P ~  &oz)~, 1148). This caution, offered just before Admetus 
leads Alcestis offstage, suggests that Heracles still resents Admetus for 
having allowed him to carouse during the mourning period. 

Ordinarily, hospitality is commendable in Greek culture and should 
be rewarded, but this is not quite what happens in the Alcestis. Apollo 
rewards Admetus for hosting him by getting the Fates to postpone his 
death, but this guerdon causes Admetus a multitude of troubles. He 
quarrels with his parents, loses his wife, and seems to reach the point 
of wishing he were dead." This reversal of expectations makes one 

44. Rabinowitz 1993, 83: "Replacements proliferate. Alcestis was first a substitute for 
Admetos, taking his place with death and enabling him to live; then he made her a replace- 
ment for his parents, the statute has now replaced her." For Alcestis' uncanniness upon her 
return, see 84-85. 

45. This recompense is consistent with Elferink's suggestion that Apollo hates Admetus 
(1982,47). 
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wonder whether Heracles' reward will not similarly bear a sting. For 
all ostensible purposes, Admetus is repaid with grief for his fitting 
hospitality to Apollo but with good for improperly hosting Hera~les.*~ 
Alcestis is restored to life, which would not have happened had he 
refused Heracles entry during his mourning, and nothing bad 
happens to him before the curtain falls, In Euripides' dramas, however, 
what seems to be a boon is rarely propitious (cf. Roisman 1984, 
166-68,186-88). One has only to recall his Orestes. Orestes intends to 
murder Hermione but becomes her bridegroom at the end of the play; 
how happy will this couple be? Heracles' displeasure with Admetus' 
hospitality may thus hint that all will not end well for Admetus either. 

THE HAPPY ENDING? 

Yes, Death demands a body, but he has been beaten and the body 
stolen. In a story that defies logic, must we look for a logical ending? 
No one can die for another any more than she can eat or sleep for him. 

Admetus thought the world owed him living, but he finds he was 
mistaken. He is flawed, but all his foibles are human. The play resur- 
rects him as well as his wife. He will be a better man because he will 
not expect so much. Alcestis also will be a better woman because she 
will not give so much. 

Alcestis' heroism, which assured her immortal fame, is undone in 
the action that restores her to life. The play by this time, however, has 
made her act of heroism far from unambiguously beneficial, so that 
whatever loss there is in her status of heroine or blessed 6aiymv (1003) 
is more than compensated for in her restoration to the life which she 
prized. One conclusion is that in truth, the Monostichoi of Menander 
notwithstanding, it is better to marry a wife than to bury one. Alcestis 
is a better woman living than dead. 

46. Lloyd's view (1985, 127), that Admetus' hospitality to Heracles is a prerequisite for 
the happy reunion with Alcestis implies that it had an intentional cast. If Admetus did offer 
his hospitality in order to get his wife back, more attention should be given to Elferink's view 
(1982,44-45), of Thessalian hospitality. According to Elferink, the Thessalians were known 
for their hospitality, but only for the kind of hospitality that pays. 
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What will their lives be like? Alcestis will see her children grow up 
and will attend the parties of the Thessalians. She will oversee the 
household and make sure the floor is swept. Admetus, if he lives, will 
go on entertaining friends, enjoying music, and riding his horses across 
his estates. From time to time, perhaps, he will feel grateful to his 
parents, his friend, and his wife. The play makes this interpretation 
possible by allowing Alcestis and Admetus to tell us what they have lost. 

Death is there, hovering in the wings, as it always is, but it will come 
when it comes. In the meantime is the interlude that is life. Euripides 
has offered us a humane retelling of a strange and cruel story. 
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Vocabulary 

Words in bold are used five or more times in the Alcestis. For words that 
occur only once in the play, the line number is given. Principal parts 
that are used in the text are provided in the entries for irregular verbs. 
This word list is based on Marianne McDonald's Concordance (19'7'7) 
and M. A. Bayfield's school edition (1890). 

8 ah! (usually doubled) 
&pioro<, -ov unlivable, not worth living (242) 
&ya06~, -G, QV good, noble 
&yahpa, - p a ~ o ~ ,  r6 honq  g$ fm the dead or the gods (including a poem or 

a statue) (613) 
&yapat wonder, admire, be delighted (603) 
&yapo<, -ov unmarried 
&yav very much, too much, too 

cknkkho, & n ~ h G  announce, be a messenger of (209) 
&y~:&kq, -q<, fi arm 
tzyvil;o make pure, consecrate ('76) 

Gyps, -W, +l prqY (850) 
&yo, &&I bring; lead 

&yoiv, &yGvo<, b contest, struggle, race (the debate scene in a tragedy) 
&yovil;opar contest, struggle, contend, engage in a struggle (fr. &yuiv) (648) 
& 6 a ~ p q ,  -v tearless, without tears (1 047) 
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&6&<97i, -ijs, fi sister ('733) 
"At Gqq, -ou, b Hades, death 
&61~kw, - G m ,  fi6iqoa, fi6iqlca do wrong (to), commit injustice 
' A ~ P ~ ~ T E L O S ,  -a, -ov of/belongzng to Admetus (1) 
" A G ~ ~ T o s ,  -ou, b Admetus 
&66q205, -ov unexpected ( 1 1 62) 
& ~ i  f m q  always 
&eipo raise (450) 
&k?mo~ unexpectedly 
&copat shrink from, fear (326) 
'A&jvat ('A9&vat), -Gv, ai Athens, Attica (452) 
&9hr\.r;.i\5, -05, b athlete, contestant ( 1  02'7) 
&8hto5, -a, -ov unhappy 
&9p ko look, gaze upon ( 1 1 05) 
a l ,  a i a i  a cry o f  distress, alas 
a b ,  -as, fi land, earth (1 13) 
ai'aypa, -pa~o5, 26 the cry 'biai" (8'73) 
Aiyaio~, -a, -ov Aegean (Aiyaio~ &TO< the Aegean Sea, 595) 
Aiyaiwv, -6~05,  b the Aegean Sea (595 i n  the Murray/Dale text) 
ai6kopat be ashamed 
ai66cppov, -ov reverent (659) 
ai6h5, -055, fi regard, shame, respect 
ai%p, -kpo~, fi air, climate (594) 
aipa, -FOG, 26 blood 
aipa.t-qp65, -&, -6v bloody (851) 
aip6ppav~o5, -ov sprinkled with blood (134) 
aivkw, aivkaw, fiveaa praise, go along with, agree to 
aho5, -ou5,26 height n p b ~  ahoS uphill (500) 
aipkm, aor. &OV, perf. mid./pass. gpqpa~ take, seize, destroy; mid. choose 
aia9&vopat, aor. fia96p-q~ ~erceiiue, @el 
& i ~ a o ,  aor. ?$a dart, shoot up (963) 
a i q p k ,  -&, -6v shameful, ugly 
aio~p65 shamefully 
a i ~ k m ,  ai~Goo pray, beg 
a'izto~, -a, -ov causing to blame, responsible (3) 
a b v ,  -ovo~,  b life, lifetime 
"Alcaozo~ Acastus, Alcestis' brother (732) 
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& ~ h a u z o ~  [a~hauozo~]  , -ov tearless, not weeping ( 1  73)  
d ~ p f i ,  -?S, 4 prime, peak, flower (316) 
& K O ~ Z L S ,  -1.05, 4 (acc. & K O M ~ V )  wife 
&KO<, -ozf5,76 cure, remedy ( 1  35) 
dl~0-60, &~o6oopat, filcouoa hear 
d~patcpvfi~, -65 pure, untouched (1052) 
d ~ z f i ,  - q ~ ,  4 (&KT&, -&G, 4 in lyric) shore, headland, promontory (595) 
d ~ z i s ,  -2v05, 4 ray (208) 
dhy6w feel pain (708) 
Ghyoq, -oug, 76 pain, grief 
dhy6vo cause pain to, @eve (521) 
dh$fi5, -6s true 

truly 
dhipvo5, -ov harborless (596) 
& ht S (adv. ) enough, with moderation 
&hiouo~at (as i f  passive o f  aip6o) be caught, be grasped (786) 
"Ah~qaz tq ,  -tGo~, 4 (acc. 'Ahqoztv) Alcestis/Alkestis 
'Ah~yivq,  - q ~ ,  4 Alcmene, mother o f  Heracles 
&hh& but 
dhh&~ow, aor. fihhaca gwe in return, exchange (661) 
G h h o ~ ,  -q, -ov another, other 
&hhoze: at another time (191) 
6hhw~ besides, otherwise 

&hoxos, a, 4 wife 
ahunos, -ov without pain (freefiom pain or without causing pain) (474) 
&hpos, -ov unaccompanied by the lyre (447) 
&papz&vo, ixyapzfiooyat, qpapzov, ip&pzq~a (+ gen.) err, miss the mark, 

fail; lose 
dpeiPw, aor. fipetyta exchange (give or take in exchange), pass through 
dyeivwv, &petvov (comp. o f  dya965 better (433) 
d p f i ~ a v o ~ ,  -ov impossible (202) 
'Aypovt&s, -&Go< of Ammon ( 1  16) 
d p 6 ~  = i y 6 ~  and fip6z.zspo~ 
tiyouooq, -ov without the Muses, unmusical, discordant (760) 
&ynhauiouw, aor. f ipha~ov (finha~ov) lose 
dpqi (+ gen., dat., acc.) around, neaT about 
dppt~aivw go around, surround (758) 
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&pqtj3&hho throw around, put on (217)  
&pqinohos, -ou, h servant, attendant ( 8 9 )  
&pq62epos, -a, -ov both (920)  
&v = i&v if 
6v conditional particle 
&va (adv.) up! (277)  
&vap&hho postpone (526)  
&vayc&co, aor. fivhycaoa compel, put &v&'ylcrl upon (7) 
&vaylcaios, -a, -ov constrained by force, indispensible, connected by blood (533)  

&v&'ym\, -qs, necessity &v&'ym\ [kozi] + infinitive: it is necessary 
&v&yw (-&cm) bring up, bring back ( f r o m  t h e  dead)  (985)  
&vai6eta, -as, 4 shamelessness (727)  
&vat6fis, -6s shameless (728)  
&vat6@ shamelessly (694)  
civaytpvfio~o remind (1 045)  
&v at, &amos, 6 king, lord 
&va~e~&vvupr,  aor. drv~n6zaou $ing open (59'7) 
&vau60~, -ov without speaking, speechless ( 1  143) 
hv6&vw please, gratzjj ( 1  108) 
&v&ctozos, -ov unexpected, unhoped for ( 1  123) 
6veu (+ gen.) without (486)  
drvkxo, &vkcw, &vkoxov hold up; mid .  hold up what is one's own, hold oneself 

up, bear up 
&vfikto~, -ov sunless, where the sun does not shine (used of Hades) 
&v4 p, &v6p65, 6 husband, man 
h v k a  = when 
&v.viozqpr, aor. &vkoqoa, &vkmqv cause to stand up, raise up ( f r o m  death or  

sleep) 
&v6vqzog, -ov without profit, in vain 
&vop06o, aor. drvhp0ooa set upright again, restore (to health) ( 1 1 38)  
&vzep6 fut. (no pres.) will deny 
&vzkxco hold against, hold out, endure (337)  
drvzqxko, aor. &vzfimoa sing in response (423)  
bvzi (+ gen.) instead o$ at the price of 
&vzr&cw meet face to face, approach as a suppliant, entreat (400)  
&vzr6i6wpr, aor. drvz66w~a (&vzk60pev) glue i n  return, pve instead of 
&v.rinahos, -ov wrestling against, balanced against, corresponding to (922)  
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&v.tt.tkpvo, aor. & V T ~ Z E ~ O V  cut against (of herbs or drugs as antidotes) 

(971 ) 
&mopat beseech, beg, implore (1098) 
& v d p o ~ ,  -ov waterless (1 15) 
&v0 up 
& v w a  (perf. with pres. meaning) imper. &vw~9t  bid, ask (1044) 
& ~ E v o ~ ,  -OV inhospitable (556) 
&5t69pqvo~, -ov worthy of lamentation (904) 
56105, -a, -ov worthy, deserved &&h 6ozt it is worthwhile 
&5t6w, aor. fi&ooa think worthy, expect 
&ot665, -oC, b singer (454) 
&nhyo, fut. dlnhcw lead away 
a m t ~ ,  gen. tinat605 (adj.) childless 

&navrMw bail out the bilgewater, draw 08 lighten (354) 
B n a ~  (see n & ~ )  all 
h e t p t  ( d p t )  go away, depart 
&n&ov denounce 
& n e t p 6 ~ a ~ o ~ ,  -ov inexperienced in evil or misfortune (927) 
&netpo~, -ov unacquainted with 
&neha6vo, aor. &nfihaoa dm've away 
&n6pxopat, aor. &nfiheov go away 
&ne~8hvopat, fut. &ne~9fioopat (+ dat.) be hated (by) 
&nto~ko  distrust, mistrust (1 130) 
&n6 (+ gen.) away from 
&nopaivw, aor. &nkfhp go away, result from, turn out (1 163) 
&notph(w, fut. &notphcopat lament, my "o'ipot" 
&notva, rh  Punishment ('7) 
&n6hhupt,  1 aor. &nhheoa; 2 aor. mid. dlnwh6pqv destroy; mid. die, perish 
'An6hhwv, -wvo~,  6 Apollo (570) 
&noptpvfio~o remind; mid. remember (299) 
&nona6o stop (225) 
&noonha pull awayfiom (287) 
&noozepko defmve 
&noouhho rob (870) 
& n o o & o  cut off (1 72) 
& K ~ Z O ~ O S ,  -OV cutofx abrupt 

Bnrw, &vw, fiva fasten to; mid. grasp, undertake, touch upon 
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knoeSw thrust 
6 pa then, therefore 
h p a  question particle 
&p&opat (+ dat.) curse (714) 
'Apyo~,  - o u ~ ,  26 Argos (560) 
&ppphvqzoc,, -ov bought with money (676) 
& p h v  lzfted up, raised high (608) 
' X p q ~ ,  'Apco~,  b Ares 
& p t a z o ~ ,  -q, -OV best 
&p~6w, aor. Gp~eoa be enough 
Gppa, -aToS, 26 chariot (483) 
&pv6opat deny (1 158) 
&pvupat win, gain (55) 
&pozo~, -ou, b Jield, plowland (590) 
&poqv, -&v male (311) 
&p.r;apSo tear to pieces, butcher (494) 
& p z ~ / & p ~ i o ~  just now 
&pztOav.;1~, -%just dead (600) 
& p ~ . ; 1 ,  - q ~ ,  4 begznning (111) 
&p~o (+ gen.) begin, rule over 
Goqpo~, -ov without mark, obscure (522) 
&o~kw,  aor. i j oqoa  work, form by art, dress up (161) 
' Ao~Lqn th6q~  -ou, b son of Asclepius, physician (9'70) 
'Ao~hqnt65, -oG, b Asclepius (4) 
&on&<opat greet, bid farm11 ( l9 1) 
&onov605, -ov without libation, receiving no libations (424) 
&o&vamo5, -ov without a sigh, without groaning (173) 
&o265, -oG, b citizen (1 154) 
&mu, &OZEOG, 26 city, town 
tizelcvoc,, -ov childless 
&zq, - q ~ ,  i j  ruin, delusion (91) 
dcricw slight, dishonm (1037) 
drCtp&<o, fut. &~tp&ow bring dishonm on, disenfranchise 

a% again 
ah f i ,  -95, fi beam of sunlight, ray 

a66&o say, utter (106) 
a58tS  again, after this 
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a6h4, -?is, fi hall (260) 
a6hits7 -06, b Pipe, jkte ( a  double pipereed instrument like an oboe) 
aij ptov tomorrow 
a6ziua at once, immediately (322) 
~ 6 ~ 6 5 ,  -G, -6 -selJ;' with article: same; in  oblique cases: him, her, it etc. 
a620C there (488) 
ahzoc, ahzfis (kauzoc, kauzij~) ( o j  himselj herself 
a6~kw boast, claim 
a6~Gv, -kvos, b neck (429) 
a6xpq~6s, -h, -06 dry, rough, squalid (947) 
&cpayvi<w consecrate; remove oneselffrom consecration ( 1  146) 
&cpatpko, aor. &cpe?hov take away 
&cpavfis, -is unclear (785) 
&&p let go, dismiss 
dl(Pt~vkopat, aor. &cptu6pqv, perf. cicpiypat arm've 
&cpvo suddenly (420) 
&cpopi<w limit, bound (31) 
acppwv, -ov senseless, foolish (728) 
6cpu~.to~, -ov inescapable (984) 
'A~ep6v~to<, -a, -ov of Acheron ( the river o f  sorrow in the Netherworld) 

(443) 
&~00pat be weighed down, be in distress, be (81 5) 
&$05, -ous, 26 burden (884) 
&ylu~ia, -as, fi cowardice 
awpos, -ov untimely (l 68) 

Baiva, f3;100pat7 &&v, pk&ra step, go 
paht6~, -h, -6v spotted (5'79) 
phhhw, pah6, &pahov throw, fling (680) 
phppt~os, -ou, $b lyre, stringed instrument (345) 
Phpos, -ous, 26 burden, weight 
papuGaiyov, -ov oppressed by fate (865) 
PapGvo weigh down 
pap6s7 pape?a, pap6 heavy 
Paoihaa (paoihea) , -as, fi queen (81) 
Paoth&, -ems, b king 
pao~h<co carry, su@ort 
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Pehziov, -ov better (1 157) 
Pia, -a<,h force 
Ptb<o constrain; mid.  bring force upon 

Pies, -ou, b life 
ptoze6o live (243) 
Pio~oc;, -ou, b lije 
Pt6o, Eut. Pthc~opat live (784) 
BicTzovq the Bistones, a people of Thrace 
Pthmpoc;, -ov for living (650) 
phhno, aor. Eph~yta look, see, be alive 
phkqapov, -ou, 26 eyelid, eye 
po&w my out (234) 
Bo$ia (unique form in the  fem., used with hipvq) of Boibia (590) 
P6oqpa, -azos, 26 Jlock (576) 
po6Ou.ros, -ov of sanificed cattle (1 156) 
PoGhopat wish 
poucpoppko be a herdsman ( 8 )  
poucp6pfha a herd of cattle (1031) 
Ppa&, -&, -6 short (649) 
ppk~clc;, -€OS, 26 image (974) 
p pods,  -oG, b mortal, human being 

Pp6xoc;, -ou, b noose (229) 
Pop65, -oG, b altar 

ya^ta, -as, 4 earth, land 
yaphm, aor. Eyqpa marry 
ycipog, -ou, b marriage 

Y h P for, yes 
Y E at least, yes 
y~iVopat give birth, bear, father 

ykhwc;, -wzo<, b laughter (804) 
yevva^to~,  -a, -ov high-born, nobk, true to one's birth 
ykvoc;, -oug, 26 birth, kinship (904) 
yepathc;, -h, -6v elderly, old 
ykpac;, -aoc;, 26 prize of honor (55) 
yhpmv, -ovros, b old man; as adj. elderly 
ye6opat taste (1 069) 
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f i ,  f is ,  fi  earth, land 
yqpat6<, -a, -ov elderly, old 
yfi pas, -aos, 26 old age 
yqpdlo~w grow old (736) 
yq popoo~io tend an elderly person (663) 
yqpo~pb'po~ -ov tending the elderly (668) 
$pus, -uos, fi voice (970) 
yiyvo pat,  yevfioopat, kyevbpqv, yiyova (ptc. y ~ y h s ) ,  yqkvqpat come into 

being, become, prove to be 
ytyvhow, perf. Eyvo~a know 
yhulc6s, -&?a, -6 sweet (693) 
yhGooa, -r\c,, tongue (357) 
p&eos, ou, fi jaw 
v q o i o ~  genuinely, lelegimately (678) 
yvwpil;o make known, come to know (564) 
yova64, -kos, b parent (714) 
ybvos, -ou, b oflspring, child 
y6vu, y6va205,26 (dat. pl. y o b v m )  knee (947) 
ybos, -ou, b wailing, sound of grief 
ropyh, ropy6vo<, f i  Gorgon (1 1 18) 
yoCv at least (694) 
ypaCs old woman (56) 
y6qs, -ou, b measure of land f m  plowing, Jield 
yuvat~onh$hjs, -is full of women (952) 
yuv4, yuvarlc6~, fi woman, W@ 

Fatpbvtog, -a, -ov belongzng to the Gaipoves, miraculous; rb  Gatp6vta visita- 
tions from the gods ( 1 1 59) 

Gaipcov, -ovos, b/fi spirit, fortune 
G&ww, aor. pass. kqx&lv bite, sting (1 100) 
G&upu, -uos, 26 tear (185) 
6a~puppokw weep, shed tears 
6a~p6w weep ( 1 76) 
Gap&l;w subdue, tame 
66pap ,  Ghpap~o5,fi w$e 
8&n~60v, -ou, 26 plain, flatland (59 1) 
6avotv65, -6v tawny, blood-reeking (581) 
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66 and, but 
8 E?, ptc. 6kov it is necessary 
6~iwupt ,  aor. k6~tca show 
G~ihato~,  -a, -ov sorry, wretched (263) 
~ E L V ~ S ,  -fi, -6v terrible (816) 
6~invov, -ou, ~6 dinner, meal ('749) 
Gkpa~, ~6 (only nom. and acc.) body, form 
Gkpvtov, -ou, 76 bed 
6 ~ 5 t 6 ~ ,  -a, -ov right ( ~ ~ i p )  S ~ c t d l  right hand 
6kpq, -VC,, f i  neck (229) 
Gkp~opat, perf. 666op~a see (123) 

-oG, b bond, chain (984) 
6~m6<o,  aor. 66konooa (+ gen.) master (486) 
Gkonotva, - q ~ , f i  mistress, lady of the house 
S~az62q5,  -oG, b master 
6&onb~t~ ,  -t6o~, fi mistress (948) 
6~Gpo here, to this place 
6&6~&p05, -a, -ov second (43) 
G E ~ O  soak, wet (184) 
6 6x0 pat, &copat, k&&pqv accept, receive 
6ko (see 6 ~ i )  
6 4  indeed 
Sf&oc,, -q, -ov plain, clear 
Aqpfizq p ,  - ~ p o ~ ,  fi Demeter (358) 
Sqp6~q~ ,  -ou, b townsman ( 1  057) 
S i j ~ a  then 
S t & (+ gen) through; (+ acc.) through, on account of 
Gtapaivo go over, go amss (902) 
Gt&yw pass through, lead (940) 
61&60~oq, -ou, b successor (655) 
Stawaio wear away (1 09) 
Gta~whkw prevent (33) 
Stahh&oaw give in exchange (14) 
6tap&~opat jight against (694) 
Gtaxpknw (+ gen. of comparison) surpass (642) 
6tapndl<o tear apart (657) 
Gtaqe~ipo ruin (316) 
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6t6a~z6s, -6v be taught (786)  
GiGapt, 6ho0, &6ma  (E60pcv) give 
6ta&p~opat go through (15)  
S i ~ a t o ~ ,  -a, -ov just 
6 i w ,  -qs, fi justice, penalty 
6i~ox05,  -ov two-oared 
Givq, -qs, fi swirl, eddy (245)  
6t6pohog, -ov hurled by Zeus ( 1  28) 
Atopf@l~, -0u5, b Diomedes (483)  
Aios, -a, -ov ofZeus ( 5 )  
6tnho65, -7, -oCv double, twofold 
6 ~ ~ 0 6 5 ,  -6, -6v double, twofold ('760) 
Giyto~, -a, -ov thirsty, parched (560)  
6 0 ~ 6 ~ , 6 6 5 0 3 ,  &60ta think, seem (aor. pass. ptc. 60qOkv~a what is expected) 
66hto5, -a, -ov deceitful (33)  
60x603, aor. i66hooa deceive, trick (12)  
6 6 ~ 0 5 ,  -ou, b home, house 
660~s. -&cos, fi g$ (1071) 
606htos,-a, -OV o f a  slave (638)  
6ounh  sound (with a heavy sound) ,  thud (104)  
66~p.105, -a, -ov sloping, aslant 
G p&, Gp&oo, EGpaoa do 
Gpopa?o<, -a, -ov running (245)  
66vapat, 8uvfioopat be able, can 
66vaytq, -&OS, fi power, ability 
660 (gen.  and dat. Guoiv) two 
6uo6aipwv, -ov unfortunate, ill-starred (258)  
6uo~h&fis,  -k5 infamous, of ill repute, digraced (725)  
Guoncihatozos, -ov hard to wrestle with (889)  
66ozqvo5, -ov (66ozavos) unhappy ( 1  17) 
Fuozu~ko be unfortunate ( 1 0 1 6 )  
6uozup?ls, -% unhappy, unfortunate (685)  
66ocpopo<, -ov hard to endure (61 7 )  
Guoxaipapos, -ov stormy, wintry ( 67 )  
6 h 6 c ~ a  twelve (431) 
G6 y a ,  Ghpazo<, z6 house 
Giipov, -ou, 26 gzft (376)  
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k a cry o f  distress: ah, alas 
&&v (Gv) (used in  future less vivid and present general conditions) if 
k&vmp ifindeed (846) 
&au.toii, &au.tfjq (ainoii, abzfic,) ( o j  himseg herself 
k&o aor. ~ircloa (aor. imper. Eaaov) permit, let go 
kyy&k&o laugh at (724) 
kyy6q near 
Eyxoq, -0uq,26 sword ('76) 
by&, kpoii (pou), kpoi (pot), kpk (pc) I, my, me 
26pa, -as, 4 seat, place, dwelling 
kehhrn, aor. -$kkqoa wish, be willing 
&i if 
~iGhvat (fr. o%a) know 
&oS, -0u5,d form appearance (333) 
d60v (fr. bp&o) Isaw 
&v very well, okay (299) 
E%& (introduces a wish) if only! 
E~K&(W make like, fabricate (349) 
d p t  2 imper. ?OL, 3 imper. 'izw (as future o f  Ep~opat) go 
d p i ,  Eoopt be 
& i m p  i f in  fact 
E ~ o v / & ~ ~  said 
~i'pyo keep ofi restrain 
&is/& (+ ace.) into, to, toward, against 
&, pia, Ev one 
~ia&yo lead in 
~ i o a ~ o 6 o  hear, listen to, gtve ear to (3'71) 
~iopaivo go in  or on; aor. put into, cause to go in (1055) 
eiokpxopat go into 
E G J O ~ O ~ ,  -ou, 4 entrance (941) 
eioo p&m, aor. ~imi60v look upon 
~iarrinzo, aor. ~iakmaov fall upon, throw oneselfupon (175) 
~ Y a o  inside, within 
dza a@ that, next, then 
E%& whether &TT& . . . &E whether. . . or 
& K  (65) (+ gen.) ji-om, out oJ by 
2~aazoq, -q, -ov each, eoeryone (194) 
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kuflaivw go off (1 001 ) 
Eu6tuoq, -ov unfair, unnjst (714) 
k u 8 i ~ q  law2essly, unfair4 (41 ) 
kuei there (744) 
~ K E ~ V O S ,  -q, -0 that; he, she, it 
kueioe there, to that place (363) 
kuh60 release (36) 
kunipnkqpt, aor. inf. kunhfioat complete (169) 
kunin~o throw oneself out o j  jump up flom ( 1  86) 
kunkq p6w complete (43 1 ) 
kunhfiooo amaze, strike with astonishment or desire or love (1 125) 
kuno8hv out of the way (634) 
kunp&ooo bring about, do (298) 
kuo~hcpw wreathe, deck with garlands (1 71) 
kmeivo, aor. &.retva, fut. pass. k ~ ~ a q o o p a r  stretch out, lay out 
kucpkpo carry out (for burial); mid. (+ n p b ~ )  bear toward, tend to 
kuqe6p escape 
kuqop&, -SS, fi burial, the carrying out of the body (422) 
k~cpbo, perf. k~nkcpvua generate; intrans. be born of (325) 
Euhv, kuoGoa willing, willingly (389) 
kGq, -qg, fi pine, boat made of pine 
kha6v0, fut. khG drive, harass 
Ehenoq, -ovq, 76 test (640) 
khhno question, test, reproach 
khebOepo~, -a, -ov flee 
kheu0kpoq Fee& (1 008) 
&&B, aor. ijhuooa wound (878) 
' E h k i ~ ,  -&8oq, fi Hellas, Geece (859) 
'Ehhqvtu6~, -4, -6v Hellenic, Geek (684) 
khniq, -i8oq, fi hope, expectation 
kpflaivo stqb on 
kpfl&hhw put upon, put in, strike with 
kpohov (aor. of p&uo) went, came 
&p&, - f i ,  6v my, mine 
Epnaq nevertheless (906) 
kpnhzo, aor. ptc. kpneohv fall into (798) 
k p m h  breathe (205) 
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Epcopos, -ou, 6 traveler (999) 
E p p ~ o s ,  -ov alive ( 1  39) 
kv ( E ~ v )  (+ dat.) in, on, among 
i va~o iyw~ properly, becomingly ( 1077) 
ivavzt6opx~ oppose, contradict (1  52) 
iv6~4;l5, -6s (+ gen.) lacking, in need of (632) 
iv6EkV~)pt S ~ O W  (1  54) 
i v6 i~os  just4 (647) 
Ev6ov inside (944) 
iv66o put on (631) 
E V E L ~ L  be in (603) 
Zvep&v from below (985) 
& ~ O L  those below (30) 
Ev0a where, there (177) 
iv0& here (535) 
ivv6no tell, speak, bid ( 1  154) 
~VOLIC&O live in ( 1 05 1 ) 
ivzaG0a there, then ( 1  76)  
ivzieqpi put in (854) 
ivzuy~drvo come upon, fall in with (1032) 
iE,dcyo lead on, lead out (1080) 
icatpkw, aor. k5eihov take away 
k5aipw lift up (out  o f  oneself) (346) 
k&.~apzdolo do wrong 
E+&opat bear up, endure (952) 
k5apzciw cling to ( 1  89) 
E ~ E L ~ . L L  come out 
ikeha6vo drive out (944) 
i ~ ~ n i o z a ~ a t  know thoroughly 
i&pxopai come out (640) 
Ebozt it is possible (887) 
i&~ci<o examine well, prove (by examination) (101 1)  
&upio~o discover, jnd  (22 1 ) 
E50605, -ou, fi going out, exit (943) 
E5w (+ gen.) out of (508) 
Eco0~v outside (950) 
ichn~os out of sight (546) 
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Eot~a be like, seem (1006) 
knatvkw, aor. kn$v~oa Paise 

knaipo raise, lz$ up (250) 
kndlVw0~ above, from above (463) 
kaei when, since 
kn~iyo  hurry 
Exetpt come, approach, come on 
Emtza then, after that 
kn~ocpp6o b t  in onto (1056) 
6ai (+ gen.) upon, over; (+ dat.) in, on, fm, over, on the condition 6 depending 

on; (+ acc.) to, against 
kntyapko marry in addition (305) 
kntBupC set one's heart upon, desire (867) 
kn to~+~zo  tell, command (365) 
6niozapat  understand, know 

knmpkcpo turn back (187) 
Enopat, impf. ~in6pqv follow 
Enoq, - o q ,  z6 word (273) 
i:n:z&zovo~, -ov smen-toned, having smen stings (446) 
Epapat (+ gen.) love, desire 
k p & o  (+ gen.) love 
Epyov, -ou, 76 deed, wmk, function 
kpqpia, -aG, fi desolation (944) 
Epqpo~, (-q ) , -ov deserted, unattended 
Eppi j~,  -ou, b Hermes (743) 
Eppw go ( to  hell) (734) 
k p ~ o p a t ,  aor. qh0ov come, go 
d p 6 will say 
E p q ,  - o z o ~ ,  b love, desire (1080) 
k~ = E ~ G  (+ acc.) into, to, toward, against 
ko&yw = ~iodcyw 
kopaivo = ~ i o p a i v o  
bo0G~, -4705, fi clothing 
ko0h65, -4, -6v noble, good 
k o z ~  until 
koz ia ,  -as, hearth; the goddess Hestia 
i:o'~t&o entertain (guests in one's home) (765) 
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koxcipa, -as, i j  hearth, altar (1 19) 
Zoo = &You inside 
kaipos, -ou, 6 companion (776) 
Ezepo~, -a, -ov other; different 
k&-ptos, -ov for a year (336) 
kzqz6p~s truly (1 124) 
E N z ~  still, yet 
kzotpci<o get ready, prepare (364) 
Zzotpos, -q, -ov ready (149) 
e6 well 
&6y&vfis, -6s noble, well-born 
~6Gatpovko be happy (1 137) 
&6Gaipwv, -ov happy, fortunate 
E ~ E L & ~ ~ s ,  -& o f j n e  appearance (1 74) 
~ 6 ~ p y ~ z k o  do good to (860) 
~6~pykzt5,  -tGo~, ij benefactress (1 058) 
~ii<opos, -ov unmixed ('757) 
~ B ~ h e k ,  -65 glorious, famous 
Ei) K L E ~ ; ) ~  gloriously, famously 
EbL6pq~ ( - a ~ )  of the lovely lyre (570) 
&6ppfis ,  -6s easy (492) 
~ 6 p ~ v f i s ,  - k ~  well-disposed, friendly 
d v f i ,  -?G, bed 
Eijvous, -OUV well-disposed, friendly (5 1 1 ) 
&6nazpiGqs, -ou of good family, noble (920) 
~ 6 n  pm65 becomingly ( 1 6 1 ) 
~Gnpoofiyopos, -ov easy to talk to, affable (775) 
~ C p i o ~ m ,  ~ t p f i o o ,  ~&ov j n d  
E6puo0~65, -&(US, 6 Eurystheus, Heracles' taskmaster 
~ 6 o ~ P k o  be rmerent (1 1 48) 
E& when (945) 
~6zuxko  be lucky 
E"i)zuxfiq, -& lucky 
~6cppaivo cheer; mid. be cheerful 
~iicppov, -ov cheerful (587) 
~iixopat Pray 
kcpknopat follow after (767) 
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Eqkpmo creep over (269) 
Eq~upiouo find out, discover 
iqiq yt permit; mid. command (764) 
Eqio~qyt stand over, perf. act. be in charge of (54'7) 
kqop&o, -ovoyat look upon (232) 
ix0aipo hate 
~ X ~ P ~ ~ E V O S ,  -ov hating strangers (558) 
&0p6~, -h, -ov hostile, as noun enemy, hater 
Ext6va, -qs, 4 viper (310) 
&%m (impf.  &ov), Zco, EQXOV have, hold, hold back with adv. be ( in  such a 

condition) 

& ~ p u o o ~ ,  -ov all-golden (498) 
G&O ( impf.  Ecov) live 
<~6yvvpt yoke 
Ze65, gen. Ads ( Z ~ V ~ S ) ,  dat. Ati Zeus 
Cqh6o envy 
l,q~ko seek (203) 

;i 0r;i.. .;i either. . . or 
4 surely 
~ ~ P & C Y K O  be young, bepn to grow to young man- or womanhood (1085) 
4P&o be in the prime of youth 

;iprl, -qs, 4 youth, pn'me 
4yko pat think, consider 
fisq now, already 
;i6opat enjoy oneself 
4665, -&;a, -6 (super. ;i6tozo5) sweet 
f i  KO, ;iE,o have come 
'Hh~u~p"i)v, -OVOS, b Electryon, father o f  Alcmene, Heracles' mother 

(839) 
6h0ov ( fr. Ep~oyat) 
f i h t o ~ ,  -ou, b sun 
flyat sit (604) 
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fiviua ( ixvi~a) when (449) 
finto<, -a, -ov gentle (310) 
'Hpauhfj~, - 6 0 ~ 5 ,  b (voc. ' H p & ~ h & t ~ )  Heracles, son o f  Alcmene and Zeus 
fioo&opat, perf. Goqpat beat, worst, defeat (697) 
ijooov, fiooov worse (303) 
fiou~ia, -a<, f i  silence (77) 

0&hapo<, -ou, b chamber, bedroom 
e h v a ~ o ~ ,  -ou, b death 

Bapoh be brave 

%poo~, -ou~ ,  26 courage, confidence (604) 
0apo6vo encourage 
OaGpa, -azo<, 26 marvel, wonder (1 123) 
~ c I z ) ~ & ~ o ,  eaupioopat wonder at, be surprised 
g&&, -&G, fi goddess 
06ho = k06ho 
Bkpts, fi  right ( 1  144) 
0 e65, -oC, blfi god 
0~0o~Pfi<, -65 god-fearing (605) 
0~p&natva, -a5, f i  serving woman, female slave 
0~p&nov, -ovzo<, b slave, attendant 
Oeppaivw, aor. i0kppqva heat, cause to grow hot (758) 
O ~ o o a h i ~ ,  -iGoc,, (fern. adj.) Thessalian (331) 
O eoaol h 6 ~  (masc. adj .) Thessalian 
%lp, -65,b wild animal (495) 
@ooa (fern. o f  ~ 5 )  worker, l a b m  (the lowest order o f  free m e n )  ; as adj. 

belongmg to the hired hands 
0 q ~ ~ G o  work for hire, serve as a menial ( 6 )  
0tyy&vo, aor. Z0tyov touch 
0vfio~c0, BavoGpat, EOavov, zS0vq~a die, be killed 
8vq265, (-$, -6v mortal 
0ow &o feast 
eoMo make muddy 
Opfyq, -qs, fi Thrace (67) 
Opfluto~, -a, -ov Thracian 
Op95, Opgu65, b Thracian (483) 
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epic, 2 p t ~ 6 ~ ,  4 hair 
Bp6vog, -ou, 6 armchair, seat (946) 
Ouy&~qp, -T&, 4 daughter (435) 
Bup65, -oO, 6 spirit (829) 
Bbpa, -as, 4 door (549) 
eu p a i o ~ ,  ( -a) ,  -ov bqond the doors, outside 
Buoia, -as, 4 samfice (134) 

i6- aor. stem of b p h  
i60O behold! look! 
i6pbo put, set, establish (841) 
i ~ p ~ b g ,  -&WC,, 6 priest (25) 
i~p65, -&, -6v sacred (75) 
Y<w sit 
'ihq, -v<, 4 (%a) troop (58 1)  
'iva where (319) 
Ynmto~, -a, -OV of or with hones (66) 
Ymco~, -ou, b horse 
i.n.n6ozaot~, -&OS, 4 stable (594) 
i'mq pr, o~f ioo,  Zozqoa l h q v ,  Z o q ~ a  set up; stand 
Yowg perhaps 
i B  a cry that may be used to express grief or call on the gods, yo, ah, alas 
' I o h ~ 6 ~ ,  -oO, 4 Iolkos (Iolcus) (249) 

~aeiozqpt put, set, cause 
~aBop&o see, look down on (836) 
~ a i  and, also, too, men ~ a i  . . . ~ a i  or T E  . . . ~ a i  both . . . and 
~ a t v 6 ~ ,  -4, -6v new (464) 
~ a i x e  p although 
mi201. and yet 
~a~oppo@ko bad-mouth, abuse verbally (707) 
K ~ K ~ S ,  -4, -6v bad, cowardly T& K ~ K &  troubles, ills, abuse 
K ~ K G S  badly, ill 
~ a k 6 m ,  fut. ~ahiu, perf. mid./pass. ~ k ~ h q p a t ,  aor. pass. kdfihil&rlv call, call on 
~ahhivaog, -ov of beautiful streams, fairflowing (589) 
~ a h 6 ~ ,  -4, -6v fine, noble, handsome 
~ a h &  well, nobly 
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K& = rai iv 
K& = ~ a i  Edcv 
~dcpa, 26 head (831) 
~apazopko behead (1 1 18) 
~ap6ia,  -as, fi heart 
Kdcpveto~ Karneian, of the month of Karneia (449) 
# & p m  very, very much (81 1) 
~apzepko endure 
~ a z &  (+ gen.) below; in, to K&' fipkpav day by day (788) 
razaypdccpo write down (968) 
razdcyo lead down (26) 
~ a z a e v f i a ~ o ,  -OavoGpat, -8Iavov die 
r a ~ a ~ w ~ v w ,  aor. ptc. -x~av&v and - K T & ~  kill 
r a ~ a ~ a h  put an end to (31) 
ramppfiyvup, perf. ~azkppwya break fwth (1068) 
razdcp~o begzn (a ritual) (74) 
razacp0ivo die away, perish (622) 
razeipyo delay (256) 
rcurkp~opat, aor. -ijhOov go down 
K ~ T E ~ X O ~ ~ L ,  aor. -qu&tpqv pray (1 62) 
rarkxm, impf. -&ov fill (344) 
rdc~ot6a know (807) 
~drm (+ gen.) below 
~&zwe&v below, from below (424) 
~ ~ 6 ~ 6 4 ,  -G, -6v good 
~iGptvog, -q, -ov of cedar (160) 
~k6po5, -ou, fi cedar, coffin of cedar (365) 
K&?pCXt, K E ~ O O ~ ~ L  lie (899) 
r h e o ~ ,  -ou, f i  path (1000) 
K E V ~ S ,  -fi, -6v empty (945) 
repdi<w lay waste (886) 
~epaGvtog, -a, -ov of the thunderbolt (129) 
repFiwv, K ~ ~ ~ L O V  (comp. with no pos. fr. dp6og) moreprofitable (960) 
rkpFo5, -0u5, 26 gain, profit (1033) 
rkp~opog, -ov taunting, mocking ( l  1%) 
~ ~ 5 0 0 5 ,  -ou5,r6 hidingplace (872) 
K$Eo&~~, -05 6 relative by marriage, in-law (73 1) 
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Gsos, - 0 ~ 5 ~ 7 6  care, grief; object of care, relative by marriage, funeral (828) 
q h k o  charm (359) 
Gpu5, -VKO<, b herald (737) 
~ t y ~ & v w ,  aor. EKLXOV find 
~tO&pa, -a<, fi lyre, n'thara (582) 
dootvo~,  -q, -ov made of ivy (756) 
K ~ & G o s ,  -ou, b branch (759) 
~ k a i c o  weep, cry fm 
~ h b o  celebrate (in song) (447) 
~kqGhv, -ova<, fi reputation, name 
K ~ $ O  (KhEio), &~hgoa shut (548) 
~ h h o  lay down (267) 
~htoia ,  -a<, fi bed (994) 
~hrr i r~ ,  -Go<, fi slope (575) 
~ h o n a i o ~ ,  -a, -ov stolen (1 035) 
~ h 6 0  hear 
~ h d q ~ ,  uhoz65, b thief; robber (766) 
~vecpaio~, -a, -ov dark (592) 
K V L ~ & ~  smoke (with the fumes of sacrifices) (1 156) 
~ o i h o ~ ,  -v, -ov hollow (898) 
K O W ~ S ,  -G, -6v common, shared (265) 
~otv6o make common; mid. share in (426) 
~oipavos, -ou, b king, ruler 

K O ~ T ,  -qs, fi bed, lying 
~0j.X.p carry, bring 
~opn&So boast 
rov.r6<, -oG, b pole (for propelling a boat) (254) 
~6p&upa, -azo~,  76 maidenhood, grlhood (1 78) 
K O ~ E ~ O ~ C X L  spend one's maidenhood, pass one's girlhood (313) 
~ 6 p q ,  -115 fi ( ~ 0 6 p a )  .grl, daughtq Kore (Persephone) 
K ~ P O ~ ,  -ou, 6 enough, satiety (1 85) 
~6pog, -ou, 6 boy, young man (904) 
~ 6 0 ~ 0 5 ,  -ou, b adornment, accesson'es 
~o6pa  = ~ 6 p q  
~oup&, -aG, fi cutting of the hair (as a sign of mourning) 
KO&~O<, -q, -oV light 
~paivo  bring about (1 160) 
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xpadq, b (poetic f o r m  of  x6pa) head 
xpazkw have o r  get power over, rule 
xpazGvw rule, hold dominion (596) 
xpeioowv, -ov (used as a comp.  of &ya065) better; stronger (965) 
xpivw judge (529) 
xptziig, -ou, b judge (801) 
xpGnzw, xpGym, kxputya hide 
xz&opat, fut. perf. mid. xexz~oopnt possess, win (181) 
KZE~VO, aor, Zxzavov kill 
xzGnog, -ou, b noise 
~uctvau&, -kg darkflashing (used of Hades'  eyebrows and of  t h e  sea) 

(261) 
~Gxhog, -OU, b circle, cycle 
KGxhw~, -cmo~, b Cyclops (6) 
KG~voc,, -ou, b Cycnus (503) 
x u v h  kiss (1 83) 
KGnpt~, -tGo~,il Cypis, the Cypian, a n a m e  fo r  Aphrodite f rom her birth- 

place o n  Cyprus (791) 
mpkw (~Gpw) , aor. Zmpoa (+ gen.) happen, meet with 
~Gptog, -a, -ov having authority, authoritative, decisive 
how, xuv65, b/fi dog (360) 
Kwxuz&~, -oG, 6 Kokytos/Cocytus, a river i n  Hades,  t h e  River o f  Wailing 

(458) 
xwhGw prment (897) 
x w p ~ w  rmel, party 
xoplmlg, -ou, b villager (476) 
KG~OS, -OU, b rmel, band of rmelers 
~ Q n q ,  -qg, Q oar 

h60pq in secret (639) 
hatvqp6g, -6, -6v swzft (494) 
ha p pdrv w, aor. Zkafiov take, get, receive 
havO&vw, perf. hkha0a escape notice, go unnotice4 pass. f v t  

Aciptoa, - q ~ ,  Larisa, a city i n  Thessaly (835) 
h&oxw, aor. ghaxov sing (346) 
E y w ,  M50, kha5a speak ( o j  , tell, talk of 
h&$w, aor. khetva pour a libation 
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heinm, heivw, h o v  leave; mid. (+ gen.) be bere) of 
hk~zpov, -ou, z6 bed 
h ~ u ~ 6 5 ,  -6, -6v white 
he6oam see 
hk~o5, -0u5, z6 bed, marriage 
hkwv, -0vzo5, b lion (580) 
hfjpa, -azo5, 76 spirit, temper 
hgozfi~, -05, b robber (766) 
hiav in excess, too much 
Aipu~ (acc. Aipuv) Libyan (346) 
hipvq, -VS, fi (hipva) lake 
htnapk, -a, -ov oily, shining; rich (452) 
hiooopa~ pray, beg 
hoyi(opat reason, calculate 
lc6yo5, -ou, b word, saying, argument, story, study 
hotx65, -G, -6v leleft, remaining; zb houdv for the future 
AoioO~o~, -a, -ov last (413) 
hobo, aor. khouoa wash (1  60) 
ho~a^tog, -a, -ov of ambush (846) 
h6~05, -ou, b ambush ( 1  142) 
hbyc, huyc65, 6 lynx (579) 
Au365, -oG, b Lydian (675) 
Au~hwv, -0vo5, b Lykaon/Lycaon, a son o f  Ares defeated b y  Heracles (502) 
h u ~ i a ,  -as, fi Lycia, Lycian (1 14) 
hua h cause pain or pkf ; mid. feel pain or pgmef 

h h ,  -qs, fi @ef 
hunp65, -h, -6v causing grit$ painful 
hbpa, -a<, 4 lyre (430) 
hba y, -CO<, fi release ( 2  1 4 )  
hu4pto5, -a, -ov hinging release, liberating (224) 
hGw release, undo, loose; pay, proft (628) 

paia motho; foster mother, midwife (393) 
ph~ap,  pci~atpa, ph~ap blessed (1003) 
pa~p65, -h, -6v long 
phha very (464) 
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p&htora most, especially 
piihhov more 
pave&vo, aor. Epaeov understand, learn 
pa paivw quench, wither 
p&pnro, p&pym, Epapyra grab, seize 
paor6~, -oG, b breast (639) 
p&rqv in vain (669) 

~ ~ ~ 7 1 ,  - X ,  +l battle 
p k w ,  p~y&hq, pkya big, great pkya by far 
p~eapp6co, perf. mid./pass. p&&lppoopat change (1 157) 
pe8iq p1 let go, hand over 
pe0bqp1 remove; mid. and intrans. (+ gen.) h e  
p~eoppico, pd3oppt6 unmoor (798) 
p k h ,  pkOuo~, r6 zuine (757) 
~ e i c m v ,  p~icov (cornp. of pkyag) bigger, greater 
p ~ i w ,  ~ E Z O V  (cornp. of p t ~ p 6 ~  or bhiyo~) less (556) 
pehayxaira~ black-haired (438) 
pbha8 pov, -ou, 76 hall, palace 
peh&pn~nho~, -ov dressed in black, of black robes 
pkha~, pkhatva, pkhav black 
pkhet (impersonal + dat.) it is a care to 
pbhho be about to, intend, delay 
pkho~, -ouh song 
pkhno, pk*w sing (446) 
pkpqopat blame 
pkpqq, - e q ,  +l blame (1057) 
~ b v  postpositive particle used to emphasize the first of two words, 

phrases, or clauses in contrast 
pkvrot h o w w  
p k v ~ ,  aor. Z ~ E L V ~  stay, remain 
&OS, - ou~ ,  76 part, share, lot (474) 
p k m h o ~ ,  -ov inner, inside the courtyard (549) 
pkoo~, -q, -ov middle rb pkoov ( the time) in between, the diffence (9 14) 
p e ~ h  (+ gen) with, among (+ acc.) after 
~ E T ~ K ~ ~ L O S ,  -ov amid the waves (91) 
pe~aninrw fall dqferently, undergo a change (913) 
per&poto~, -ov uplifted (963) 
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~ E - T ~ X O  (+ gen.) share (745) 
pk~ptog, -a, -ov moderate (884) 
pk~pov, -ou, 26 measure ( 1063) 
pfi not; lest 
pqGk and not, but not, not even 
~ ~ K B Z L  no longer 
pqhoOG~qg, -ou, b sheep samficer ( 1  21) 
pqXov6pag, -ou, b shepherd (572) 
pfiv, pqv65, b month 
pfiv surely, indeed 
pfinom never 

~f iT P, m d s ,  il mother 
pqzputk, -&5,4 stepmother 
pq~avfi, -fig, 4 device, means (221 ) 
pia (see $g, pia, Zv) 
piaopa, -arog,d pollution (22) 
ptup6g, -h, -6v (oprup6g) small, short 
ppv fio~co, aor. Epvqoa; perf. pkpvq par act. remind; mid. /pass. remember 
pvqoz~ljo court, woo ('720) 
poyko toil (849) 
po t̂pa, -as, fi share, lot; Fate 
poh- (see kpohov) 
Mohooooi Mulossians (594) 
pohnfi, -fig, il music, song 
popcpfi, fig,  4 blame (1009) 
povkpnu~, -uros having one frontlet, running alone (428) 
pov6nat5, -natGos having only one child; being an only child (906) 
p6vo5, -q, -ov only, a h e  
pov6o~ohog, -ov going alone (407) 
pov60, aor. pass. bpovhOqv leave alone 
p6pog, -ou, b doom, death 
pbpotpog, -ov destined, fated (939) 

POPCP-CI, 4 5 ,  il form 
poGoa, -q5, fi Muse, music 
pouo6nohog, -ov serving the Muses (445) 
pi)xOog, ou, b trouble 
CLi)Oog, -OV, b story (519) 
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p ~ ~ f i p ,  puu~fjpoq, 6 nose; pl. nostrils (493) 
ppio5, -a, -ov countless 
pupobq, -775, 4 myrtle 
pGv question particle that expects the answer "no" fr. pfi o%v 

pwpia, -aG, 4 foolishness, folly (1 093) 
pGpoc,, -a, -ov foolish (552) 

vai yes (1119) 
vaiw dwell in 
vdrq, -ql, h (vdrna) glen, woodland v a l k ~  (580) 
vau~hqpia,  -a<, 4 ship's voyage 
veavias, -ou, b young man; as adj. young 
vepp65, -05, b fawn (585) 
V E K ~ O ~ O ~ C ~ ~ ,  -6v escorting the dead (441) 
v e ~ p 6 5 ,  -05, b body, dead p m ,  corpse 
v E K ~  5, -1105, 6 body, dead person, corpse 
veohaia (fern adj.) young (103) 
vhopat come, go (737) 
vho~ ,  -a, -ov new, young 

veooo65, -05, b young one (403) 
vkpee ( v )  j?om below, in the Netherworld 
v kp.repo5, -a, -ov i n  or of the Netherworld 
V E ~ U ) ,  aor. Cv~uoa nod (to) (978) 
vecpkhq, - q ~ ,  jl cloud (245) 
vtudlw win 
v t q z i  ptov, -ou, 1.6 prize of victory (1 028) 
vtv her, him, them 
vopiro, think; pass. be customary 

vbpo~,  -ou, b law, custom 
voohw be sick (1047) 
v6oo5, -ou, sickness 
vooz6o return, come home (1023) 
v60np05, -ov of returning home (1 153) 
voocpit;~, voocptG rob (43) 
vozepb~, -h, -6v wet (598) 
vupcpebw marry, attend the bride 

vhcp77, -775, jl f ide  
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vupqi6to<, -a, -ov bridal 
vuv (enclitic particle) then 
vGv now 
6 5 ,  vuuz65, f i  night 

cevirm entertain (a guest/guests) 
ckvtos, -a, -ov of guests, z& Skvta gifts of hospitality (given by  the  host t o  the  

guest) (754)  
cev060ukm receive guests ( into one's h o m e )  (552)  
5 kv o 5 (keivos), -OU, 6 and civq, -vs, fi stranger, guest-fiend; also used as an  

adjective 
5ev60 entertain, receive as a guest (68)  
cevhv, - & J O G ,  6 room or suite for entertaining guests 
eeozbs, -4, -6v of cut stone (836)  
&pos, -ous, z6 sword (74)  
cuv- (see ouv-) 
cvpjlqc,, -&S shaved 

6 ,  f i ,  z6 the 6 pkv . . . b 8k the one. . . the other 
g&, f i 6 ~ ,  2668 this ~ 9 6 ~  thus, in this way, here 
6665, -oG, road, way, journey 
666vq, -qc fi pain, s u f f e r g  (874)  
&v whence, Ji-om which ( 1  028) 
68veios, ( -a ) ,  -ov strange, foreign 
b006veua that, because (796)  
"OOpus, -uos, b Othrys, a mountain range i n  Thessaly (580)  
01 where, to which 
oYym (o'iyvupt) , aor. ptc. olcas open 

o h 4  in f .  ei6kvat; ptc. ei6h5; imperatives. Y&, Yozm; plpf. $6etv (perfect  
f o rm  with present meaning)  know 

oi~eios,  -a, -ov of the house (81 1, mss. reading) 
oiueze6m live in (437)  
oiukq5, -ou, b servant, slave of the household 
o i ~ i m ,  o idom live (in) 
oPxos, -ou, 6 house 
o i~z ipo  pity 
oi~zp6s, -&, -ov pitiful (264) 
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olpat = oyopat 
oQot alas, ah me! 
oPPo5, -ou, b road (835) 
oPvo5, -ou, b wine (759) 
oyopat = o&.~a~., impf.  @6pqv think 
0 x 0 ~  -a, -ov of what sort, such as, what a; o b  ~ v e  [ h i ]  it is possible 
o k k o ~  fr. oYao (fut .  o f  cpkpw) of that which must be endured (739) 
okopat be gone 
6 ~ v i w  shrinlz from, hesitate (180) 
6kpico bless, caZZ happy (919) 
6hfho5, -a, -ov happy, $V-osperous 
Bhhupt, 6x6, ijhma, 2 aor. &&qv, 2 perf. h h u  destroy, losse; mid. and 

intrans. 2 aor. and 2 perf. perish 6 h h u  I am dead 
bpfihte, -IKOS, b / i  companion of the same age (953) 
ijpqpo~, -ou, b hostage (870) 
bpthia, -as, fi company (343) 
Bppa, -azoS, 26 tye, face 
bpoiw~ alike 
bpoG together (901) 
6 p o ~  all the same, neuertheless 
6vvet6icw blame, reproach (701 ) 
6vet605, -out,, 26 reproach (721) 
iivetpov, -ou, 26 (pl. i n  3 decl. bvveipaza) dream (354) 
iivqoy, -EWS, 4 enjoymat, profit (334) 
6vivqp1, perf. mid. ijvqpa~ profit; mid. get enjoyment from 
iivopa, -aTog, 26 name (351) 
6na665, -oG, b attendant 
bnhicw, aor. Ginhtaa arm (35) 
h o t  where, to which ( 1  13) 
ijnounvep whereuer (1092) 
Gnw~ how, that, so that 
6 p&o, 6vopa~, &ov (is-) see 
6pyaivw anga, enrage ( 1 1 06) 
6pd,  -G<, fi t emp ,  natural impulse, anger (771) 
6peto5, -a, -ov of the mountains 
6 ~ 0 6 ~ .  -;1, -6v straight, right 
6p06w make straight, lzj2 up (388) 
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b p & ~  truly, rightly 
bpp&o, aor. pass. iuppfiil&lv set in motion, start; mid./pass. set out for (1040) 
6 p o ~ ,  -ou, b border, boundary 
bpcpavebo, aor. cjpcp&veuoa take care of orphans 
bpcpc~viro, aor. cjpcp&vtoa/cbpcp&v~omx make someone a n  orphan, bereave 
bp(pav65, -6v orphan, bereaved 
'OpcpeTo~, -a, -ov Orphic, of Orpheus (968) 
'Opcpeb~, -km<, b Orpheus (357) 
6 s,q, 6 who, which 
go to^, -a, ov pious, holy 
6 o o ~ ,  -q, -ov as great as, as many as, as much as 
iiooe (dat. 6oooto1, dual) eyes (269) 
6ozt5, ?as, 6 zt anyone who, anything which, whoever, whatever 
6zav whenever, when 
6ze: when 
62p?j,o urge (755) 
06,  o h ,  06x not 
o%6a5, -COS, 76 floor (947) 
0668 and not, but not, not even, nor 
066Ei5, o66epia, o66kv no one, nothing 
06 K kz t no longer 
o%ovv then . . . not 
o h  then, thtm$ore 
oijve~a (i- gen.) because, because of 
o ihoze  never 
o h o  not yet 
ozjp&vto~, -a, -ov in the sky 
O ~ Z E  noroijze . . . o6ze neither. . . nor 
oiizt in no way 
o6zy no one 
oko t  not, not indeed 
06205, aijzq, zoGzo this 
o%zos,  oijzo so, thus 
bcpeiho, 2 aor. 6cpehov owe, ought 
bcpeahpbze~zo~, -ov welling up with tears (1 84) 
bcphto~&vw incur (1 093) 
bcppb~, - b o ~ ,  fi eyebrow (261) 
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Cxqpa, -azos, 26 chariot (67) 

bxhqpb~, -&, -6v annoying, troublesome 
C ~ t s ,  -&a<, fi sight (861) 

n@ = nfj where (213) 
nae- aorist stem of n&oxa 

llat&v, -&vos, b Paian, a name of Apollo as healer 
nat&v, -&vos, b paian, hymn (to Apollo the healer) (424) 
m i ~ ,  nat665, b/ f i  child, son, daughter 
n&hat long ago (421 ) 
nahatbs, 4, -6v old (2 12) 
n&htv again 
n&vSqpos, -ov public, of the whole people (1026) 
n&vvuxos, -ov all-night (45  1) 
navoijpyos, -ov criminal, ready to do anything (766) 
navzoios, -a, -ov ofevery kind ('74'7) 
n&vzas in any case (650) 
nav6ozazov for the very last time 
nana? a cry of distress or surprise (226) 
zup& (+ gen.) ji-om; (+ dat.) at, with, near; (+ acc.) to, by nea?; at 
mipa (for n&p&ozt) it is possible 
napa6i6apt, aor. -k6arca hand over (871) 
napatv ia  give advice (1078) 
na pah6a  release, undo 
nap&zovo5, -ov listless (399) 
n a p a v z k a  at once, immediately (1 3) 
nap&p&6a sit beside (746) 
z&petpt be present n&p~ozt  it is possible 
napkpxopat, aor. -f$eov bypass, go beyond (695) 

napO&&tos, -ov maidenly, of an unmarried young woman ( 177) 
napiqpt, aor. ptc. napeis, perf. mid./pass. napeipat pass by, reZax, be weakened 
napiozqpt, perf. napkozqlca stand beside; intrans. be present 
n&pot&(v) (+ gen.) bejiore 
napo&.w stimulate, provoke (6'74) 
n&pos (+ gen.) bejibre 
napouoia, -as, fi presence 
1 6 5 ,  n&oa, n&v (ndlvz-) all, every, the whole 
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+ 6 o ~ w ,  neiuoyat, &aeov, xinovea s u f q  be treated 
n a z ~  p, na~p64,b father 
a&~prog, -a, -ov ofor belongwag to one's father (249) 
na~p@oS, -a, -ov of or from one's fathers 
nab w stop; mid. cease Cfrom) 
xe6iov, -ou, 26 plain (591) 
A E ~ E ~ W  go on foot, walk (869) 
neiew, neiow, Cmtoa/ZntBov, ainoda persuade, mid. obey, yield, heed; 2 perf. 

be confident 
REMSO, aor. inf.  xeh&mat draw near, approach (230) 
nihavog, -ou, b a thick liquid substance (offered to the gods and the dead) 

(851) 
IIehia~, -ou, b Pelias, father o f  Alcestis 
n ihq ,  -qg, fi shield (498) 
nkpno, n i w o ,  Cneyyta send, conduct 
n eve kw mourn (fm) 

n i v e ~ y o ~ ,  -ov in mourning 
n kveo5, -oug, 26 grief; mourning 
n i z h ,  -OU, b robe, pl. robes, clothing 
n i ~ p w ~ a t  (perf.  pass. o f  a6po; see Znopov) it is fated nenpwyivog destined, 

fated 
REP enclitic particle used for emphasis ( 2 )  
nhpav (+ gen.) bqrond (585) 
mpi (+ gen.) about, for; (+ acc.) regarding, about 
neptP&hhw, aor. -kpahov throw around (84'7) 
neptvioooyat come around, revolve (449) 
neptn~6ooo fold around (350) 
aeptmhhho dress, wrap up, lay out (a  corpse) (664) 
Ikpue"i), -ha<, b Pmeus (509) 
ne6q,  - q ~ ,  4 pine, pine torch (915) 
nfj = where? (21 3) 
nqyaTo~, ( -a ) ,  -ov of a spring (99) 

m f i ,  -fig, i spm'ng (1068) 
xq6&kov, -ou, b rudder, steeringpaddle (440) 
IIqht&g of Mount Pelion (9  15) 
IIfihtov, -ou, 26 Pelion (596) 
nijya, -azog, 26 trouble, misery 
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nq yovfi, -qs  4 misery, calamity (5 14) 
crush (894) 

xt~p64, -6, -6v bitter 
nivm, doyat ,  h o v  drink 
ninzo, mooGya~, Zmoov, a h m ~ a  fall 
~10265, -G, -6v faithful, loyal 
R ~ W  (used for ninzo) fall 
ni~uhog, -ou, 6 the sweep of oars, shower (798) 
nh&0w approach (1 19) 
x h ~ i o z o ~ ,  -q, -ov (super. of noh65) most 
nheimv, nhkov (comp. of noh65) more 
.nh~up6v, -oC,26 side 

n h k q ,  -a, -wv full (727) 
nhij005, -out,, 76 fullness, abundance (548) 
nhi+apov, -ou, 26 something to strike with, bolt, weapon (129) 
nh7\yyupi~, -i605,4 flood (184) 
n%lv (+ gen.) except (1 7) 
nhfipqs, -E$ full (134) 
nhqoiov (+ gen.) near 
nhfiooo strike 
nhouoiwg richly (56) 
lIho6zwv, -WOG, 6 Pluto (360) 
m60 breathe (493) 
n6&v j-om what place?, from where? 
~6005,  -ou, 6 longzng ( 1  087) 
no? where?, to what place? 

notio, notiioo, inoiqoa make, do 
not~~h60pt6, -WOG with spotted hide (584) 
xotyaivw herd sheep, flocks (579) 
notyvvinlq~, -ou of shepherds (577) 
no'io~, -a, -ov of what kind ? (3 14) 
noLkp.105, -a, -ov hostile; as noun enemy (506) 
nohka move about (29) 
noht65, -&, -6v gray 

nohudl~q~05, -OV = nohZ)fi~q~o< noisy (918) 
nohbyqho5, -ov having many sheep (588) 
nohbS~tvo5, -ov hospitable, receiving many guests (569) 
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nohbnovo5, -ov full oftoil (971) 
x o h b ~ ,  nohhil, no% much, many 
xbvos, -ou, b toil, labor 
n6vvzto5, ( -a) ,  -ov of the sea (595) 
no  peGo act. carry, convey; mid./pass. go, travel 
nopey~bc;, -6015, b ferryman (253) 
nopica provide ( a  means) 
n6~05, -ou, b passage, way, means 
nopobvo, nopmv6i, in6pauva perform 
n6poo onward ( 9  10) 
x 6 o t ~  6 ( n o  gen., voc. n601, acc. n6otv) husband 
noz&yto5, (-a) ,  -ov of a m'ver 
x o d  ever 
&mpov, n6xspa whether 
nodlp, no2fipo5,b dbnking cup (756) 
nod = n p 6 ~  
nbzp.05, -ou, b fate (927) 
n h t a ,  lady, a t erm o f  address t o  women and goddesses 
nou anywhere (199) 
a05 where? 
 nob^, no865, b foot 
npcypa, -aToS, 26 affair 
x p b o o o ,  np6E,o, hpaka,  ninpaya, ninpayp.cn, knpa$qv do, make, fare 
npkno appear, be conspicuous n ~ i n ~ t  it is fitting 
n p w p ~ b o  honor, put ahead (282) 
npiopu~, -uo~ ,  6 (acc. npkopuv, voc. npiopu) old man 
xpiv before 
np6 (+ gen.) for, on behalf of 
npocjla~tov, -ou, 26 suburb (836) 
xpopaivo, -piloopat, -6prlv go forward, lead 
x po6i6op,1,-68ora, -i60pv betray, forsake 
xpoevfiorm, -60avov die for 
npohpia, -as, fi zeal, eagerness 
np60upov, -ou, 26 f i a t  door, porch (101) 
np6retpat lie bqore, lie in  front (of one) 
nporhaio weep in  advance (526) 
rcpo~6nzo cut down in  fiont, advance (1079) 
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npo31~inw leave 
apopq8ia, -as, forethought ( l  054) 
np6vora, -as, fi fmesight, f m h o u g h t  (1 061) 
npovwnG5, -is leaning f m r d  with face down 
n p o n ~ z f i ~ ,  -kg leaning toward, inclined to (909) 
xp65 (+ gen.) by, at the hands of; fm, i n  favm oJ: (+ dat.) at, besides, near, 

(+act.) to, against 
npoopaivo come to (480) 
npoopdrkkw cast upon, lay upon 

npooG6xopat look f m  (l  31) 
npoo6o~&w expect 
n p o o ~ k o v  speak to 
n p o o k o ~ ~ a ,  perf. mid./pass. npoofitypat resemble 
npoa&ppG&l, aor. pass. be to 

npookp~opar, aor. -jh8ov go to, approach 
npooeptj, fut. will speak to 
npoonj~opat, aor. -quS&pqv pray (to) (1 71) 
npoo~~Gyvupr, perf. mid./pass. npooh<~uypat yoke to (482) 
np6o0e ( v )  before 
n p 6 o ~ ~ t p a t  be added to (1 039) 
np600605, -ou, fi approach (861) 
xpooopdrw, -6\yopat look upon 
npoonk~opat, aor. npoo~nzdrpqv fly toward, sweep norr (42 1 ) 
npoaninzo, -neoiipat fall upon (350) 
npoonirv w fall upon 
npo~nokkw serve, be a servant ( 1 024) 
xp6onoohoo~, -ov attending; as noun servant, attendant 
npoori&lpr, aor. -k&lra, - k O ~ p ~ v  put upon, add (1048) 
npoozponfi, -45, fi supplication (1 156) 
npoozuyxdrvw, aor. -6zuxov meet with, happen upon (754) 
np6oyaypa, -azo5, 26 sacrifice (845) 
npoocp8kyyopat, npoo~86y~opar speak to, address as (331) 
np6oopos, -ov appropriate (1 48) 
npooyuivqpa, -wog, z6 speech (1 144) 
np6omov, -ou, 26 face, mask 
npoowqdko give added help to (41) 
npoz~ivco, npoihtva stretch out 
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npo~iOqpt, - K ~ B ,  -k0qaa put out, lay out 
npo~~,p&(r) honor 
np6qpwv, -0vo5 eager, kindly 
nrpiiizo~, -q, -ov first 
X ~ E P O T ~ G ,  -h, -6v winged (261) 
&p00~, -ou, b branch (172) 
n u ~ h ,  -75, 4 boxing (1 03 1) 
II60ro~, -a, -ov e th ian ,  referring to Apollo's oracle at Delphi (570) 

m p & ,  -&G, I) pyre 
n6pyo~, -ou, b tower (31 1 )  
nibho~, -ou, b horse 
nos somhow, in any way (1042) 
n i i i ~  how?, why? 

b(t61.05, -a, -ov (comp. b(tov, bijov) easy 
yjkeepov, -ou, 26 stream (458) 
bk<u>, bkco do (262) 
bin~w, aor. &pptya Jling 
b6opat, aor. kppuo&pqv save, deliver 

o a v i ~ ,  -i605, h tablet (967) 
oau~oij, -75 yourself 
o&qa clearly, well 
okgag, 26 object of reverence (999) 
okpo>fokpopat reuere 

o e p 6 ~ ,  -h, -6v solemn 
oe6opa1, aor. pass. ko60qv rush (846) 
oqpeiov, -ou, 26 sign (71 7) 
E0ivehos, -ou, b Sthenelos, father of Eurystheus, Heracles' taskmaster 

(1150) 
o0kvvw have strength (267) 
o~y&o,  aor. toiyqoa; perf. mid./pass. oeoiyqpa~ be silent 
oitiqpo~, -ou, b iron 
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o?~o5, ou, b food (548) 
o ~ o n & o  be silent (93) 
o~&cpo$, - o q ,  26 boat (252) 
o~hqp65, -&, -6v hard (500) 
o~oze1v65, -fi, -6v dark (385) 
~ K ~ Z I O ~ ,  -a, -ov dark, shadowy 
o~u&x1m65, -6v of gloomy expression 
o ~ k p o ~ ,  -ov, b cup, winecup 
optxp65 = pt~p65 (205) 
06 5, h, o6v (singular) your 
oocpia, -as, 4 wisdom (603) 
oocp65, -h, -6v wise, c h e r  
ondovto5, -a, -ov scarce, rare (474) 
Enhpq, - q ~ ,  il Sparta (449) 
b o m i p a ~ ,  father (1098) 
oneipo, aor. &metpa sow, beget 
o x k p ~  hurry (256) 
onhhypa, -W, zh guts, heart (the seat of emotions) (1009) 
onovlifi, - q ~ ,  i] libation (1016) 
onoulifi, -qs, fi eagerness 
ozaz i t ;~  post, place (89) 
02&yq, -q5, i] rooJ house, often in the plural of a single house 
oz6yo5, -0u5, 26 = o ~ i m  (736) 
Q'CEIXU)  come, go 
mihho,  aor. Eoz~tha send (1 14) 
o~evayp65, -oG, b keening, groaning, lamentation 
ozev&t;o, aor. 6ozivaka lament, bewail 
0 2  hv m mourn W), groan 
mepko, aor. pass. 6o~epfi&lv deprive 
ozipvov, -ou, 26 breast, chest (4) 
odqavog, -0.6, b wreath, garland 
o~icpo, aor. k o z q a  crown 
ozohfi, -qs, fi clothing (427) 
o~ohp65, -ou, b clothes 
o26pa, -azoq, z6 mouth (403) 
o~pocp&o turn about; mid. move about, move freely (1052) 
o~uy t co ,  aor. pass. 6omyilOqv hate 
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ozuyvb<, -G, -6v hateful 
o.6, gen. ooG, 0011, O ~ ~ E V ;  dat. ooi, oor; acc. ok, OE (singular) you 
ouyy~vfis, -65 related by blood (532) 
ouyyvwoz64, -6v fmgivable ( 1  39) 
my~&pvw sympathize (61 4 )  
obycaots, -to<, blil brother, sister (410) 
ouylchivw, fut. pass. ouyKhr8;roopat lie beside (1 090) 
ou<~6yvupr, aor. imper. o6<~ucov yoke together 
&cuyo<, -ov (o6cu6, -uyos) joined, married, as a noun husband, wife (921) 
oShhoyos (&hhoyo<), -ov assembly (95 1)  
oupP&hho, -Pahh,-kf3ahov bring together, engage in 
oupp&pq Opportunely, at the right time (26) 
oupmhq~, -ou, bfellow drinker (343) 
mpqkpo, -otoo bear along with (370) 
oupcpopti, -E<, 4 misfmtune 
o6v (+ dat.) with 
ovvahyko gm'me with (633) 
ouv&mrro, aor. ouvfiyo join, join in battle with 
ouv&u&<, -&&o< wedded (spouse) (473) 
o6vetpt be with (475) 
ouvkonos, -ov sharing one 'S home and hearth, guest ( 1  15 1 ) 
ouvfi0q5, -ES customary (40) 
ouv&opo<, -ov joined together, husband, wqe (824) 
ouvO&n~w, -0&yw bury with ( 1  49) 
ouv~oz6s (@v-), 26 (fr. ouvioqpr) anxiety, contraction ( o f  the brow) (797) 
(NVVLK&W win abng with ( 1  103) 
ouvot~ko live with 
ouvocppu6opat knit the eyebrows 
ouv~h&o suffer with, endure with (41 1 ) 
oupico play the pipe (5'76) 
o c p a ~ ,  -j<, i cutting the throat (228) 
opiytov, -ou, b samficial victim (975) 
ocpbhho, aor. Zocpqha trip up, deceive (34) 
ocpe her, him, them 
ocpup6v, -oG, 26 ankle (586) 
ocp@ (dat. dual) you two 
q k ~ h t o ~ ,  -a, -ov suffmemng, miserable, cruel 
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o~f jpa ,  -aToS, 76 shape, form (91 2 )  
ayro, ohow, Zoooa save 
~Gjpa, -azo<, 26 body, person 
oo~f ip ,  oozfj po~, b savior (66'7) 
ohqpov, -ov modest, virtuous 

r&ha5, &Larva, dhav  unhappy, miserable 
&ow, perf. mid./pass. &aypat appoint, assign (49) 
z&cpo~, -ou, b grave, tomb, burial 
~ & q p o ~ ,  -ou, 6 trench (898) 
z&xa perhaps; soon ( 1 101 ) 
zax6vw hurry, speed (256) 
ze postpositive enclitic and 
~&yyw wet, moisten ('764) 
&0ptxxos, -ov with four horses (428) 
zei po wear away (42 1 ) 
m~paipopat conclude (240) 
zE~vov ,  -m, z6 child 
~ k m o v ,  -ovo5,6 crafisman 
.r~hmz&o, .reh&wjoo accomplish 
TE&, perf. mid./pass. tcrkhmpat, aor. pass. k ~ ~ h i ~ 8 q v  end, bring to an end 
~kho5, -0u5,d end (41 3) 
2kpvo, T&P$, ~ T E ~ O V  CUt 
zkpapva, -W, z& halls (45'7) 
zkppa, -aToS, 26 end (643) 
repm65, -G, -6v pleasant, enjoyable 
rkplro enjoy, take delight 
zkpync,, -~q,  fi delight, enjoyment 
ze~pap~ia ,  -a<, fi tetrarchy (1 154) 
~ ~ p h p 0 5 ,  -OV with fmr  hmses (483) 
z&vq, - q ~ ,  fi skill, art 
zqhuc6otk, -G&, - 6 ~ 8 ~  of such an age (643) 
zieqpt, %loo, Z8q~a put, make 
zirrco, aor. Ae~ov bear, be mother or father 
n p & o  honor 
~ t p f i ,  - f j ~ ,  4 honor 
zip to^, -a, -ov valued (301) 
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z t p o p k o  take vengeance on (733) 
Ttp6veto5, -a, -ov Tyrinthian, of Tiryns 
zt at all 
z t ~ ,  zt some, any, someone, something 
z i ~ ,  z i  who?, what? 
zhhm, aor. kzhqv endure, have the heart to do 
zhiipmv (zhdrpov) enduring, suffmemng 
zhqz6c,, -fi, -6v to be endured (887) 
ltot surely, you know 
zotydlp therefore 
T O ~ O ~ ,  -a, -ov such 
z o t 6 a 6 ~ ,  -C&, 6 v 6 ~  such 
zotoGzo~, zotaGzq, aotoko of such a kind 
z6r05, -ou, 6 childbirth, bringzng forth of children (318) 
zohpch, aor. iz6hpqoa dare, be brave, have the heart to 
z6hpq, -qs, 4 daring (741) 
zopaios, ( -a) ,  -ov cut ( l  0 I ) 
zo&pqs, -q armed with a bow (35) 
d tov ,  -ou, 76 bow pl. bow and arrows (39) 
&cos,  -ou, 6 place (67) 
roo6o6~, zooil6~, zoo6v6e so great (539) 
zoooCzoq, zooahq, zoooko so great 
262~ then, at that time 
zp&'i~;~(a, -qs, fi table (2) 
zpino, z p & p  turn (943) 
zp&pm, aor. Eepqm nourish, rear, keep 
&p, aor. E6papov run (489) 
z p h ,  aor. Ezp~oa fear, be afraid, flee 
zpizos, -q, -ov third 
zp6n05, -ou, 6 way (61) 
ltuyxhv m, aor. Ewov (+ ptc.) happen; (+ gen.) meet with, get 
l tbppo~,  -ou, b tomb 
zupavvi~, -iGo~, 4 royal power 
z6pavvog -ou, b king, tyranl; as adj. royal 
z b ~ q ,  -qs, I) luck, fortune 

i,ppi<o insult (679) 
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iiliwp, iilia205,d water (159) 
b h a ~ z k o  howl, wail (760) 
blkva~o5, -ou, 6 wedding song 
iipvo~, -ou, 6 song 
b n a ~ o 6 o ,  aor. bnf i~ouoa hear, answer (when called) 
bnkp (+ gen.) above, for ; (+ acc.) over 
bxepahykw @ate for (883) 
bnepp&hho, aor. bnep kpahov; perf. mid./ pass. bneppkphqpa~ pass beyond, 

exceed, surpass 
bnepevfio~o, aor. bnephOavov (+ gen.) die for 
6n6 (+ gen.) by, (+ dat.) under, j?om under, (+ acc.) under; down to 
Gnopdrhhw, aor. pass. bnephfi0qv put under i n  secret (639) 
Gnopp&nm stitch under, add, patch on (537) 
bnoozpkcpo, aor. 6nkmpeya return (1 0 19) 
bnoupykw, aor. inroGpyqoa do a service for (842) 
Gozazo~, -v, -ov last (610) 
bcpiqy~, perf. mid. ptc. bcpetpkvo5 send down; mid. undertake (524) 
bcpioq~r, aor. bnkoqv place u n d q  intrans. undertake 
b\lriKopo& -ov with high foliage 

cpaivw, aor. pass. icp&vqv show; mid./pass. appear 
9 &OS ( q k ) ,  26 light 
cphppa~ov, -ou, 76 drug 
cp&o~o say, assert (637) 
cp&cspa, -aToc,, 26 phantom ( 1  127) 
cp&wq, - q ~ ,  fi manger (496) 
cpklo5, -oug, 26 light ('722) 
cpeiliopat, aor. kcpe~ocipqv spare (288) 
@epa^ro~,  -a, -ov of Pherai/Pherae, the city and land of which Admetus is 

king 
@kpq~,  @kpqzo~, 6 Pheres, Admetus' father 
p & p m, oTow, jvey~ov carry, bear 
q eB exclamation of astonishment, grief, anger, admiration, ah!, oh!, alas! 
cpe6yo, perf. nkcpeuya f ie ,  escape (957) 
(pfipq, - q ~ ,  jl utterance (1 005) 

pwC, cpiloo say 
cpe&v.vo get befoq (+ ptc.) hurry and do something (662) 
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qdivco, plpf. mid. used as aor. EcpOtzo wither, perish, die 
901~65, -G, 6v dead, deceased (100) 
cpebvo~, -ou, b envy 
cpthko, aor. kcpihqoa love 
cpthia, -as, fi love 
&LOS, ( -a) ,  -ov loving 
cpth&vo5, -ov hospitable 
q iko~,  -11, -ov (comp. cpihzepo~, superl. cpihzazo~) dear, loved as noun, fiend, 

loved one 
cptzbw, cptzbow, kqiz~uoa produce, beget 

cpw, cp3Loyk fi flame 
cpopko fighten; mid. fear ( 1  057) 
cp6prl, - q ~ ,  fi hair, mane, foliage 
Qoi Dos, -ou, 6 Phoibos/ Phoebus, Apollo 
cpo~z&w visit, move to and fro (355) 
cpov~65, -&<US, b killer, murderer ('730) 
cp6vto5, ( -a) ,  -ov bloody, murderous (225) 
cpp&T;o, aor. Ecppaoa tell (o f )  
qpilv, cpp~v65, fi heart, spirit, sense 
cppovko think, be disposed; (+ adv.) be in such and such frame of mind 
cppovzib think, considmperf. ptc. n~cppov.tt~6q thoughtful, worried 
cppoSo~, -q, -ov gone 
cppoupko watch (out for) 
Q G t ,  @puy65, 6 Phrygzan (675) 
cpuh&ooo, cpuh&co guard, watch for 
cpGpo, perf. pass. ptc. n~cpuppkvo~ 

wet) ,  defile 
cp6ot5, -&OS, fi n,ature 
cpuz~6o beget, father (662) 

(844) 
mix (something dry with something 

cpGo, 1 aor. Ecpuoa produce; b cpboa~ father, 2 aor. &puv be born; perf. nkpaa 
be by nature 

cph~, cpoz65, 6 man 
cpi3~ (cp&o~), 76 light 
xa^tp& hello, farewell 
xaipw rejoice 
xaiq,  - q ~ ,  fi hair 
~ahtv65, -05, b bit 
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X&hupob -ou, 6 Chalybian, a people famous for ironwork 

x b a ,  -a& +l joy 
X &  PIS, X&PITOS, 4 thanks, favor, gratitude 
X&pwv, -wvog, b Charon, the ferryman of the dead 
~ e i p ,  X E L ~ ~ G ,  +l (spelled %&p- and p p )  hand 
xkkuq, -uog i tortoise, lyre (447) 
~kpvtyr, -rpog, 4 special water (for ritual purification of the hands) (100) 
~ q p ~ 6 o  be without, be a widow or widower (1 089) 
~ f i p o ~ ,  -a, -ov widowed 
~Obv~og,  ( -a) ,  -ov of the Nethenumld 
~ 0 a i v ,  ~Oovbg, fi earth 
~ o M w ,  aor. pass. &oh&&v anger (5) 
~ o p ~ h ,  ~ o p e u ~ w ,  &bp&uoa dance (582) 
~ 0 ~ 6 5 ,  -06, b dance, chorus (1 155) 
~6pzo5, -ou, 6 food (495) 
~phopat (+ dat.) use (as) (801) 
~ p ~ i a ,  -aG, fi need 
X p 6cov it is necessary 
x p i ,  impf. ~p jv it is necessary, (one ought) 
~ P i l ~ a ,  - a z o ~ ,  76 thing; ;(p?pa why ? (5 1 2) 
xpqo~bs, -4, -6v good (1 1 1) 
X ~ ~ V O S ,  -ou, b time 
~ p r j ~ ,  ~ p w ~ 6 g ,  b skin, f i s h  
@pa, -azoS, zb mound (for burial) (997) 
xwpig (+ gen.) without, apartfiom 

yrkyw blame, find fault with (670) 
y&u&jg, -kg false (705) 
yr~660pa1, aor. Lyr~uohpqv lie 
v ~ a y w y 6 5 ,  -06, 6 one bringing back souls from the dead, conjurer, necromancer 

(1 128) 
v u x f i ,  - js ,  +l soul, breath of life 
w~orropxbg, -6v escorting the dead (361) 
y u ~ o  p paykw breathe one2 last, let the soul break forth 
yruxpbs, -h, -6v cold 

65 oh! 
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&E in this way, thus (764) 
&pot ah me! 
hp6s, -fi, -6v cruel (64) 
hvkopat buy (59) 
Gjpa, -as, .il hour, time, season (449) 
hpaios, -a, -ov timely, ripe (516) 
h S so, thus, as though, so that, because 
Goxsp as, just as 
&GZE SO that, so as to 
cjq~hko bent@, he@ 

SUMMARY O F  GREEK PREFIXES 

&-, &v- not, un-, -less 
&pqt- around 
&va-, &v- up, off 
&mt- against 
&no-, &IT-, &v- fi-om, away, utterly 
6 ~ a -  across, beyond, completely 
6uo- bad, ill, hard 
~ i o - ,  EO- into, upon 
k ~ - ,  it- out, from, un-, completely 
h - ,  h - ,  kq- in addition, on, upon, back 
E& good, well 
col- all, very 
mm-, rat, ra6- down, utterly 
pew-, PET-, )LEO- re-, amid, differently; also shows change, sharing 
b v - ,  ouv- with, sharing, together 
napa- beyond, by, beside, over 
m p t -  around 
xpo- forward, f q  in front of 
npoo- to, on, f q  at 
i m p -  for; beyond 
bno-, h p -  u n d q  back, secretly 
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Acastus, 137 
Accusative: absolute, 98,99, 146; in 

apposition with the infinitive, 53; 
extent of time, 140,194; internal 
object (cognate accusative), 96, 
131, 140, 159; the part affected, 
143; respect, 102; terminal, 53, 
1 l 4  

Acheron, 96,114 
Achilles, 49,57, 66, 74, 135, 145, 

196,199,208n.21 
Actors, 8-10, 12, 63,66, 144,159, 

17475,176,216 
Adjective: position, 51,54; predicate, 

140, 145; proleptic/anticipatory 
use, 107 

Admetus: and alpha privative, 
115-16; and Apollo, 167-72, 
lgln. 15, 194,207; different views 
of, 163-67; fragmented 
understanding, 136, 153, 157, 
165,167,193-94,203-204,206, 
209, 219-20; and Heracles, 1 1 1, 
190-95,199-201,206-16,219, 
225; illogicality, 122, 124, 129, 

15'7,165,167,197,203-205,208, 
211,220; loss of good sense, 82, 
88, 109, 114; marital cross- 
communication, 94,179-82,187, 
221; mortal modality, 54, 170; 
and Pheres, 55, 62,81,84, 106, 
116,122,125,127-37,157,167, 
190,196-201,203-205,207,210; 
promises, 164, 178-79, 186-90, 
193, 214, 219, 220, 224; 
protesting, 21 1-14; realization, 
144-45,202-207; recognizing 
Alcestis, 209-10; reputation, 83, 
150, 167, 179, 193,203,205, 207; 
rhetoric, 102, 103, 136, 153-55, 
203, 205, 209,211-13, 220; role 
reversal, 214-1 7 

Aegisthus, 86,98, 193,223 
Aeschylus, 4, 10, 95,98; Agamemnon, 

52,95,173-74,220,222; 
Choephmoe (Libation Bearers), 74, 
76, 139, 152, 223; Eumenides, 53, 
54, 138, 160; Oresteia, 10,51; 
Persians, 74; Prometheus, 5; Seven 
against Thebes, 7,27-30, 151 
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Agamemnon, 56-57,86,98,222-24 
Age (old and young), 55,62,106, 

132,135-36,171,209-10 
Aigeus, 192 
Ajax, 177, 196,208n.21 
Alcestis: arete, 176; death of, 80,98, 

107,167,175,179,183-84,190, 
204; different views of, 166-67, 
173,182-84; heroism, 86,167, 
176, 179, 184, 194, 199, 225; 
Maid's tale, 79, 84, 169, 174-77, 
200, 210; marital cross- 
communication, l79-82,187, 
221; motivation, 167,174,176, 
178,185,221-22; reputation, 
11-13,83,136,150,173,1'76, 
179,202,205; speech, 99-100, 
107; statue, 11 1, 177, 189, 
219-20; veiling, 144, 158, 210 

Alcmene, 9,143 
Alliteration, 103. See also Admetus, 

rhetoric; Rhetorics 
Alpha privative. See Admetus, alpha 

privative 
Anacoluthon, 78 
Anastrophe, 61,98 
Anaxagoras, 94 
Andromache, 131,177,202 
Antigone, 98, 107, 167, 194-95 
Antilochus, 201 
Antistrophe, 68-69,72,77 
Aphrodite, 86 
Apollo. See Admetus, and Apollo 
Apollodorus, 59,117, 118, 120, 137, 

222 
Argo, 127 
Aristophanes, 96; Frogs, 96, 139; 

Wasps, 160 
Aristotle, 82, 95, 181; Poetics, 4, 10, 

82,95,217 
Artemis, 75 
Asclepius, 49-52,62, 77-78,92, 144, 

150-51,172,174,191n.15,219 

Athene, 49 
Audience, 14, 88, 101, 103, 106, 

108-109,116-17,121,123-24, 
152-53,159,166,171,176-77, 
182n.5,183-84,186-89,202-203, 
209,212-13,217,218n.33 

Capaneus, 52 
Cassandra, 95 
Cerberus, 65,74,105,191,222 
Characterization, 83,86,92,95, 

142,168,170-71,175,178,183, 
189-90 

Charon, 56,96, 113, 180 
Children, 85, 87,95,97-101, 

106-108,111-12,115,120, 
133-34,137,165,176-82,87, 
197,202, 204, 220-22, 226. See 
also Fathers and sons 

Chorus, 9-12,50,59,68-69,72, 
74-75,77-79,91-92,106-107, 
111, 122, 129, 136, 138, 146, 163, 
180,183,188,190-93,197-99, 
203-204,209,213n.26,218-19, 
223 

Chryses, 56 
Cleobis and Biton, 77 
Clytemnestra, 98, 174, 191, 222-24 
Cocytus, 114 
Conditional sentences, 75, 78,99, 

104-105,118-19,123,138,189 
Coronis, 51, 60 
Costume, 56-57, 169, 170 
Crasis, 60 
Creon: in Antigone, 135, 195, 199; in 

Phoenissae, 199 
Cretheus, 120 
Cyclopes, 52-53 

Dark humor, 167-68,188,209-11, 
213 

Dative: possession, 102; respect, 97; 
time, 58 
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Death, 4, 7,9, 50, 54, 56-57, 59-63, 
66,68,78,81,89, 107, 117, 125, 
134, 143, 151, 165, 169, 170, 
172-74, 177,186, 190, 191n.15, 
192,209-10,213,218,225-26 

Demeter, 105 
Demetrius, 13 
Dicaearchus, 6 
Diodorus Siculus, 59,137,196 
Diomedes, 49,208 
Diomedes of Thrace, 65,115,117 
Dionysus, 96 

Eccycbma, 92, 1 12 
Echidna, 105 
Ekphora, 75, 128-29,204 
Electra, 152, 191 
Elision, 50 
Ephialtes, 127 
Episode, 9,50 
Eumelus, 9, 49 
Euripides, 3-5,80-83,88,92,95, 

100,102,115-16,118,120,135, 
152,159,167-68,171,175,178, 
18O-81,183-84,188-91,194, 
19&98,218n.33,221,223, 
225-26; Alcmaeon in Psqbhis, 6,7; 
Andromache, 160; Bacchae, 160; 
Cretan Women, The, 6, 7; Cyclops, 7, 
10, 139; Ekctra, 86,152, 193n.17; 
Hecabe, 194; Helm, 138, 168, 220; 
Heracleidae, 195; Heracles, 19 1 ; 
Hi@olytus, 75,81,92,131,173, 
177, 196; Iphigenia among the 
Taum'ans, 152; Iphigenia at Aulis, 
100, 135, 195; Medea, 10,92,94, 
100, 103, 160, 173,177, 192; 
Orestes, 225; Rhesus, 5; Telqbhus, 6, 7 

Eurydice, 79, 104, 156,189 
Eurysaces, 196 
Eurystheus 9,64-65,116, 159, 

191n.15 
Exodos, 9,50,66,165 

Fates/Fate. See Moirai 
Fathers and sons, 4, 11, 49, 106, 115, 

125,12&37,165-68,170-71,185, 
195-202,214n.29,220 

Figura Etymologica, 103, 13 1-32, 
15455,209,212. See also 
Rhetorics 

Gaea, 52 
Genitive: absolute, 62,64,74-75, 

98, 157; cause, 52, 108; 
comparison, 98, 110,135; 
defining, 145; description, 102; 
objective, 103, 106, 140; partitive, 
99, 154; predicate, 117, 141; 
separation, 56, 143 

Genre, 4-6,165-67 
Glaucus, 52 
Glauke, 100 
Gorgons, 158,186,215n.30 
Great Dionysia, 5, 201 

Hades, 52, 56, 104, 112, 114, 144, 
1'74, 180, 184, 189n.13. See also 
Netherworld 

Haemon, 19445,199 
Hamartia, 82 
Happy ending, 150-5l,l60-61, 

165,170,186,206,217-26 
Hector, 131, 177 
Helios, 220-21 
Heracles: labors, 50, 64-65, 74, 

115-17, 159, 190; rhetorics, 
153,209; and servant, 199-201, 
218,222,224; and the woman, 
206-16, 219, 222. See also 
Admetus, and Heracles 

Hermes, 137 
Hermione, 225 
Herodotus, 77,117,126,128 
Hesiod, 158, 197; Shield of Heracles, 

118; Wwh and Days, 125, 193, 
196,198 
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Hesione, 196 
Hippolytus, 52, 131, 190 
Historical present, 53 
Homer, 80,83-85,88,119,122,130, 

136, 145, 176, 181, 191n.15, 197, 
208-209, 220; Iliad, 49, 57, 66, 
74-75, 102,127,131,169,196, 
208,209n.21; Odyssey, 57,58, 135, 
212,220 

Hospitality, 11, 115, 123-24, 138, 
142,144,1'70,179,192-94,203, 
204n.20,208,219,224-25 

House, 51,67, 71,98, 108, 116, 
123-25,142,14445,147, 
173-75,177,191-92,200-205, 
207,222-23 

Hydra, 64 
Hymenaus, 52 
Hypotheses, 67,210 

Illogicality. See Senselessness 
Indirect question, 119, 155. See also 

Optative; Subjunctive 
Indirect statement, 83-84,94, 113, 

119. See also Infinitive; Optative; 
Participle; Subjunctive 

Infinitive, 94; articular, 145 
Iolaus, 64 
Iphigenia, 135, 152 

Jason, 59, 100, 103, 137 

Kleos, 83, 136, 150. See also Admetus, 
reputation; Alcestis, reputation 

Kommos, 10,50,144,164,203,221 

Liminality, 80,87, 107, 119, 159, 
167,173,184,192-95,207 

Linus, 139 
Lycurgus, 52 
Lyrica Graeca Selecta, 160 

Macaria, 167,190 
Marriage, 4,87,93-94,99-100, 102, 

106,108,111,114-16,120-21, 
130,144,157-58,165,175-82, 
186-87,195,200,202,204 

Masculine generic, 66, 80, 130, 202 
Masks, 9,11,51, 66, 144, 174-75 
Medea, 59,92, 94, 100, 137, 166, 

192 
Medusa, 158 
Meleager, 66 
Menander, 123,225 
Menelaus, 220 
Menoeceus, 167,199 
Meter, 12-14,68-69, 76, 78,9495, 

98,180-82,221 
Metonymy, 103 
Moirai, 4, 53-54, 63, 71-72, 78, 151, 

171,173,188,219,224 
Music, 3, 71, 111-13, 122-25, 128, 

138-39,153,181,188,224,226 
Myth, 3,52,59, 62, 77, 120, 166, 

171, 189n.13 

Nestor, 201 
Netherworld, 55-57,62-63,65,74, 

78,96,104-105,135,156,170, 
178, 184, 189, 191, 207,219, 
222-23. See also Hades 

Odysseus, 57,196,208n.21,211 
Oedipus, 79, 166, 191 
Olympus, 127 
Optative, 119; in indirect question, 

1 19; in indirect statement, 1 19; 
potential, 87, 103, 118; purpose, 
1 18; with verb of fearing, 1 19; 
wish, 75,97, 113-14, 118, 153. See 
also Conditional sentences 

Orchestra, 10, 68, 137 
Orestes, 54,76 
Orion, 32 
Orpheus, 74,104,111-12,114, 

123-25, 150, 156, 189, 191n.15, 
202,219 

Orphism, 151 
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Ossa, 127 
Otus, 127 
Ovid: Metamorphoses, 104 

Paian, 75, 11 1, 172 
Palindrome, 79 
Parodoi, 10, 12 
Parodos, 10,50,68-72,74 
Participle, 83-84,87, 96, 113; 

attributive, 62, 117; 
circumstantial, 53; concessive, 51 ; 
pathetic repetition, 96,108; 
supplementary, 53,63,132,136 

Patroclus, 49,208 
Pausanias, 18%. 13 
Peleus, 127 
Pelias, 59, 120-21, 137 
Pericles, 11 6 
Peripeteia, 206 
Persephone, 105, 144, 189n.13 
Perseus, 158, 186n.10 
Phaedra, 75,92,177 
Pherai, 12,49, 120, 143,209 
Pheres. See Admetus, and Pheres 
Phineus: sons, 52 
Phlegethon, l l 4  
Phoenix, 66 
Pindar, 139, 201 
Plato, 189n.12; Apology, 58,94; Cm'to, 

71-72 
Polydorus, 194 
Polyxena, 167, 194 
Poseidon, l20 
Praxilla, 139, 160 
Predicate nominative, 62 
Prologue, 9, 10,50,77, 163, 171 
Prosatyr play, 6 
Proteus: daughters, 52 
Prothesis, 128-29, 133 
Pygmalion, 2 1 7 
Pyriphlegethon, 1 14 

Recognition scene, 152 
Result clause, 105 

Rhetorics, 102-103,118, 135-36, 
153-55,187,205,211-14,220 

Rhyming, 103, 140. See also Rhetorics 
Role reversal, 137,214-17 

Satyr play, 4,5, 7, 166-67 
Scholia/Scholiast, 52-53, 62, 68, 

101,122,127,136,139-42,147, 
169, 189n.13 

Semonides of Arnorgos, 1 15 
Seneca: Phaedra, 222 
Senselessness, 60, 78, 109, 133, 

13940,144,150-51,156-57, 
183,197,202-205,208,220,225 

Shaw, George Bernard, 217 
Skene, 11-12,51, 68,92 
Skolion (drinking song), 139, 160 
Socrates, 72,94 
Sophocles, 4, 10,98, 196, 218n.30; 

Ajax, 138, 196; Antigone, 78,98, 
107, 132, 135, 194-95, 199; 
Electra, 193; Oedipus Tyrannus, 79; 
Philoctetes, 9 1, l96 

Staging, 8, 10-11, 128, 138, 140-41, 
144,155,158-59,163-64, 
168-70,174-'75,201,208-11, 
213,215-17,222n.41 

Stasimon, 10-1 1,60 
Stepmother, 99-100,131,165,185-87 
Sthenelus, 9 
Strophe, 68-69 
S-, 63,103,114,145,172 
Subjunctive: deliberative, 90, 101, 

145; hortatory, 101; prohibitive, 
101,107; purpose, 140. See also 
Conditional sentences 

Telamon, 196 
Tetralogy, 5 
Thanatos. See Death 
Theocritus, 139 
Theophrastus, 113 
Thes/ Thetes, 51, 53,58, 169, 200 
Theseus, 74, 131,222 
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Thessaly, 12, 49, 72, 101, 126-27, 
143,160,188 

Thucydides, 11 6 
Timing, 54,58, 126, 144, 173, 199, 

206 
Tmesis, 84-85 
Trilogy, 5 
Tyndareus, 52 
Typhon, 105 
Tyro, 120 

Uranus, 52 

Veiling, 144, 158, 209-10. See also 
Alcestis, veiling 

Vergil: Gewgics, 104 

Wedding. See Marriage 
Wish contrary to fact, 121,156 
Women's functions, 72,83-84, 

99-100,130,172-73,175-76, 
195n.18,208-209,223 

Wordplay, 60,102-103,118-20,153, 
158,186,212 

Xanthias, 96 
Xenophon: Memorabilia, 58 
Xerxes, 1 17, l28 

Zeus, 9, 49-50,52-53, 62,89,92, 
144,219-20 


